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The origins of evil lie far back in time 
and it is one of the functions of history 
to trace them out, 

Ct. m. TREVHLYAN, o.m* 

AUTHOR’S PREFACE 

This book is not a work of scholaisliip, for which I am 

not equipped. I have drawn upon a very large number of 

scholars and authorities in an attempt to express my own 

theme, and to some of them I owe thanks for actual help 
received. 

I am grateful to the editor of the scries in which this book 

appears for the chance to write it, and for the patient wisdom 

with which she has helped me on numerous occasions. When 

we have differed, and she has been unable to produce an 

absolutely downright authority, however, I have had my own 

way, and consequently the editor is not responsible for my 

mistakes or opinions. I should also like to ackn owl edge the 

help of Professor Christopher Hawkes, Professor R. ]i. 
Wheeler, and Dr. Henri Frankfort, who have read certain 

chapters and corrected mistakes which were due to my failure 

to use the latest authorities. The help they gave me was solely 

as to matters of fact, none of them having read the whole book, 

and they may quite likely disapprove of boih theme and 

arguments. 

I ought to thank numerous authors and their publishers for 

permission to quote from their works, but I do not want to 

make this preface long. However, l must mention the assistance 

which I received from Professor Roy Gitttnger and the Uni/ 

versity of Oklahoma Press, and the kindness of the Society of 

Antiquaries in giving me access to their library. 

On the subject of libraries, I am anxious to record my gratk 

tude to the Librarian and staff of the Kent County Libmy 
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for the sympathetic and imaginative way in which they inteiv 

preted my requests for a very large number of books which had 

to be sought aJl over Britain, and which were found and 

delivered to me with astonishing promptitude. Surely the 

County library Service is the most efficient and valuable 

thing of its kind in the world. 

A word about the' book itself. 1 may have given the inv 

pl’csston of believing the nature and state of soil to have been 

the only influence in shaping the character of the community 

living on it; and that character to have been the-only influence 

on the health of the soil. This, of course, is not the case, but to 

have written otherwise would have entailed excursions into 

general social history, greatly lengthened the book, and taken 

me too far from my theme. At the cost of some distortion, therev 

fore, I used the convention of ignoring all influences but those 

of men on soil and soil, on men. 

E. H. 



PART ONE: 

DEFINITIONS 

* 

CHAPTER I 

MAN IN HIS PLACE 

The history of nun is the history of his relations with the 

planet and what lives on it, and with the forces he has 

sensed or imagined as being responsible for the order 

which he perceives. These relationships have been recorded by 

historians, or reconstructed by reference to the material products 

of their active expression, dug up and interpreted by archaeo/ 

logists. But only the poet has the power to go beyond the record 

of facts and reconstruction, and to make it apparent that only 

our want of understanding breaks the past from the present; 

makes die past seem to be separate from us in the present because 

we lack insight concerning wdiat we arc. Until the rise ot the 

scientific man as the dominant type, the poet (the word is used 

in preference to the word artist which has been denatured) 

generally had some hand in the activities of man's relation/ 

ships with the animals, plants and stones of his environment: 

consequently the things which men made with their tools and 

materials are able to speak, as it were. Not even those glossy 

guide/books of superb photographs, accompanied by an archi/ 

tccturai analysis, can absolutely silence the cathedrals of Chartres 

or Canterbury; not even the interpretation offered by some 

scientific anthropologist can deprive the monoliths of Stone/ 

henge of the posver to convey something of the sense with which 

they were imbued by those who raised them. 

When science enabled man to begin wotking across or 

against the grain of life as a. whole, to ignore or destroy the 

balance between the manifold parts, which maintains the .in/ 

tegrity of life on the planet, the poet became unable to take that 

part in all acts of creation which properly belongs CO him. This 

a 
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is rot for one moment a baclotoz-nature, anti^cience plea: 

science in its proper place, as a servant only, ought to have 

placed material in ever more copious and diverse supply at die 

disposal of the poet, who would have made use of it in such a 

manner that man would have grown up without turning into 

a monster; but science, as a master, has turned man into a 

monster, upset the balance of the world, and enabled us to take 

our commodity from the planet, but to cease giving to it. 

Scientific men and women have uncovered much of the past; 

but those workers who have interpreted what was uncovered 

have also, as a rule, been scientists. The result has been a kind 

of truth, no doubt, the kind which one gets in a court of Law; 

and one of the results has been to separate the present from die 

past by various artificial barriers, to make it extremely difficult 

to perceive that the past is permanent in our own minds and 

bodies, our own traditions, out errors and diseases; that it 

is not remote but immediate, and that the acts of men are 

eternal, 
It is unfortunately much more difficult to overcome the ill 11/ 

sion of separate ness from our kind in time, than to overcome the 

same illusion in space. The city .dweller travels through the 

countryside in a train, and from the window of the train he 

sees a. woman standing at a cottage gate, a man hoeing a patch 

of vegetables, a tractor drawing a trailejvloid of straw, and 

cattle grazing in a meadow. He is suddenly aware not so much 

of curiositv concerning these manifestations of life to which he 

belongs, as of a poignant sense of wrongness in being outside, 

in being unfamiliar with what he now sees. But he has only 

to get out of the train, enter into the community which he has 

observed, and do some part of its work, to know intimately the 

corner of life which has thus attracted his attention. 

Bur if the "train’ happens to be Thucydides' account of the 

Peloponnesian War, and the “countryside” through which the 

man is being carried is remote from his own hearth not merely in 

space, but in time, the problem which confronts him is very 

much more difficult. It is then that the poet's technique becomes 
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important, yet in interpreting man’s past relation? with the 

materials with which he performs his creative or destructive 

acts, the poet has been excluded by our dominant notion that 

the kind of troth called scientific is of a particularly sterling 

and pungent quality. 

When the senses and intelligence of the poet place viable 

material at his disposal, the act, by means of which he iliiv 

minates the pattern of which this material is a part, and thereby 

shows it as beautiful with a life which only thus and then be/ 

comes apparent to those who hear or read him, he performs an 

act of revclatiou rather than one of creation. A man or woman 

is a poet by virtue of two faculties: the faculty of perceiving and 

experiencing phenomena with supeiynormal intensity; and the 

faculty of so describing what he has experienced chat others are 

able to share and use the light by which he sees. 

It is probable that the poet’s high degree of sensibility to ideas 

and phenomena ought not to be beyond the capacity of any 

fully human being to attain for himself or herself The poet 

must, of course, always be distinguished by mastery of a tech/ 

nique of expression, as the plumber is by his mastery of' the 

technique of making a wiped joint; but the power of perceiving 

or feeling with the poet’s penetration and intensity is perhaps 

not a special and singular divine gift, but rather, like 6j4 eye/ 

sight, an example of excellence, of perfection in a common 

faculty. If this be true it follows chat the majority of us, who are 

unable to experience the world ot any part of it as a poet docs, 

are disabled persons, invalids. The poet is not an athlete among 

men of ordinary muscular development and control; but a fit 

man among the crippled and debilitated. 

In that case it would be reasonable to expect that most men 

and women, would, at some time in their life, enjoy spells oi 

fitness: and, in fact, the majority of us do, sootier ot iater, have 

the experience of understanding an idea, perceiving a thing, a 

pattern or a person with such intensity and penetration that 

we seem to live, for minutes, hours or days, in a clearer light, 

among ocher and more excellent forms than those of the world 
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which, as invalids, wc know during the greater part of our 

life- 

This poet's technique has rarely been applied to the study of 

the past and perhaps never to the study of the remote past. The 

scientific bias taken by our civilization has, especially of late, 

given co History and Archaeology a role, valuable and res/ 

pectable of course, but not inspired. A few books suggest 

themselves as examples ofthe application ofthe poet's technique, 

the poet’s seeing, mediumistic, revelatory powers, ro the past: 

the Homeric poems, the novel Sahmmbo of .Flaubert, Robert 

Graves* GijMrii Fkert, Hope Munz’s Golden Warrior. There are 

others, of course* But all of them deal with past acts of love 

and war, religion, and that kind ol creation distinguished as 

artistic; rarely with acts of husbandry. 

Let any man whose mind is full of material gathered from 

works of archaeology and history, or prehistory, spend a 

summer night on some high point of the North Downs, below 

a hanging wood and with the country falling away to the sea 

before him. Let the sky be cloudless but with a haze between 

earth and heaven to dull the clamour of the stars. If it is August 

there might be part of a yellow moon, and enough light to keep 

a few sheep, on the small plateau at his feet, cropping the bitten 

turf far into the night. The sheep might be at first timid, then 

curious and at last so iudifferent as to let the observer sink into 

the composition of the night and be still and receptive. The 

experience which he will then enjoy will, not be supernatural: 

the moving beauty of the night and the place will briefly lend 

his spirit a tone, a sensibility superior to its norm and, with 

luck, the material about which he has been thinking, will become 

amenable to feeling will transform, itself into a direct, valid, no 

doubt personal, but none the less revealing experience of die 

past. It will not happen, that the chalk/d warfed sward will be 

peopled again with ghosts of ancient men, but only that the 

acts of those men will become his own acts. He will not again 

find their life in their artifacts, then- knapped Hints, bronze 

tools, their plough ridges or barrows, but in the needs and 
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desires and aspirations which inspired the acts of creation which 

they performed. It will become apparent that there is no signify 

cance in the difference between breaking the sod with a stone 

hoc, or a Ferguson tiactoivplough; but a world of significance 

in the similarities. The stone hoe, the bronze mattock, the 

wooden spade shod with precious iron, the plough, without 

wheel or coulter, the Fordson drawing three shares, arc all one, 

provided the act be the same, be familiar in spirit. 

Acts of manipulation are the oldest human documents, bur 

they have been neglected: it is to them that, like the poet, men 

should go for understanding of their place and meaning in the 

pattern of life. One such, not particularly ancient but which, 

because of its self-evidence makes a striking example, is that of 

reaping wheat. If I see a man reaping wheat with a scythe, in 

some Kentish field of an August evening, with the low sun 

casting a golden or a ruddy light, and throwing Tong, blue 

shadows under a high, pale sky, am I moved to pleasure solely 

by the beauty of objects and the rhythmic grace of the reapers 

motions, the sweet curve of the scythe l Is what I enjoy no more, 

although that is much, than the pleasure of the eye? Ir is surely 

more, it is that the thing being done has been so often repeated 

as part of a life-giving order, diat it is of die past, present and 

future, a proper motion for naan, a sign that he is in his place. 

The power of such a scene is the power of a work of art to 

move with the grain of life, to bring parts into balance and make 

of them a unity, an integrity. It does not matter whether the 

tool in the man’s hand is a scythe and his motions smooth, 

periodic and curvilinear; or whether it is an immense and 

scarlet Massey-Harris combine-harvester (majestic engine, in¬ 

deed, and formidable, yet absurd too, as a Heath Robinson 

drawing is absurd and madly logical), and the mans motions 

abrupt, aperiodic and angular. It is what he does that counts, 

not how he does it, provided that certain rules are observed, 

certain values held so respectable as to be sacred. 

There ate a few acts which have, indeed, been more often 

repeated than that of making a tilth: he who snares a rabbit or 
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gathers blackberries has a more ancient occupational lineage 

than he who ploughs. But out subject is the relationship be-* 

tween man and the soil; our attempt, to arrive at an under/ 

standing of that relationship by perceiving what, in the present, 

is of the past, and to tract* that back, by such means as we can, 

to its origins. 



CHAPTER II 

MAN AND SOIL 

A STUDY of the relationships between men and the soil 

upon which, out of which, by (he sole means of which 

-they live, must begin by a definition of what die words 

“men” and “soil” mean in the particular context. This 

necessity may not at once appear; but a moment’s thought will 

reveal that both concepts stand for complex and diverse groups 

oi ideas, so that the author and reader could very easily be at 

cross purposes concerning them. 

Man is flesh and mind and something which seems to be 

neither, which is the product of his awareness of the universe, 

and is called soul ox spirit. 

As flesh, man is part of the vast, complex and beautiful 

organism which is life on this planer. The well /being and eorv 

tinuance of that organism, or to be more exact, that association 

of organisms existing in an elaborate symbiotic partnership, 

depends upon the maintenance of a balance between the parts. 

It is possible to rearrange the pans within the whole without 

permanently impairing the balance; but only within certain 

limits. 

Man resorts to such rearrangements in order less laboriously 

and more fully to serve the Appetites of his flesh; in order 

to amuse, strengthen and satisfy his mind; in order to liberate 
his spirit. To liberate his spirit; that is to go beyond phenomena 

to an understanding of causes and ends, and to find his purpose. 

Because of his consciousness, of his subtle awareness, man is 

not content simply to function according to his kind. 

AH living creatures, animal and vegetable, live according to 

a rhythm; they disturb the order of things in the service of their 
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existence, and then restore the order by terminating their life. 

They live by changing the form, of matter, but only within 

such limits that the form can be restored again. In nature, 

living creatures are so organized that they are unable, however 

numerous die species whin a community, so to damage their 

environment as to destroy themselves or it, 

A blade of graas grows and by so doing consumes compo' 

neats of the earth in its neighbourhood, thus changing it. In 

the course of its lilt the blade of grass captures and transforms 

into matter a part of die energy of the sun, subsequently dies and 

rots back into the earth, restoring the components it has used, 

and perhaps something more. Nothing has been lost and some' 

thing even gained, some fraction of the radiant energy of the sun. 

Let the blade of grass be eaten by a caterpillar, which turns 

into a moth, which is eaten by a bird, which is eaten by a 

hawk, which is consumed by the bacteria of a disease and dies, 

falls to the ground and is eaten by a hyaena, which is hunted 

by a lion and eaten (though, perhaps, lions do not eat scavcn/ 

gets); the lion is trampled to death by a buffalo, which in turn 

dies of old age. The blade of grass has not been lost: the action 

of the buffalo has returned it to die earth, in the form of lion 

flesh. 

Or suppose die blade of grass to be eaten by a deer, which 

is then shot by a hunter and eaten by his family. The blade of 

grass is now in the flesh of this human community. They die, 

and being sealed into a coffin, or perhaps burnt in a pyre, the 

best part of the substance of the blade of gtass is lost, is shut off 

from return to earth, or has gone up in smoke. The fraction 

of fertility which the grass borrowed from the soil to combine 

with solar energy in the building of ics substance, has been 

permanently withdrawn from the total stock. 

Man as mere flesh has no more power seriously to disturb 

the balance of a soil than has any other creature. But man as 

spirit and flesh has very great powers of disturbing that balance, 

as is obvious and will appear hereafter. But while men retain 

close contact with the material of which they are made they 
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seem to acquire a kind of knowledge, a feeling for die pattern 

ot the whole organism which is life, a tact in manipulating the 

parts of the whole, in understanding the pattern. These powers 

enable them to work with die grain oflifc rather than across it. 

And this is true even of those activities which involve not the 

manipulation of matter, but of ideas and feelings, as in poetry: 

the artists and poets of the balanced phase of any civilization 

have a profound feeling for the grain oflifc. Poetry which runs 

against tliis grain, and is a product of the failure of the poet’s 

community to retain their faculty of tact as members oflifc, may 

still be profoundly impressive: but so may any clever, bitter act 

of perversity and destruction. 

The knowledge which is picked up by men who arc feeling 

their way to such a control of their environment as will allow 

them, to dominate without destroying it, is accumulated both 

as a body of consciously realized traditions, and, more subtly 

and more immediately available in action, as intuition in eheit 

dealings with their non/hnman fellow/creatures. 

Consciousness, the attribute apparently peculiar to man 

among the animals, involves expression and religion: to under/1 

stand what he experiences, man states it in such terms as he 

can devise, and then finds that there are forces to propitiate and 

to be grateful to. It is supposed that art begins as a means of 

religion; it is quite as likely that religion rises out of the products 

of art. The American philosopher Menken explained the in/ 

vention of gods by reference to the fears of the people and the 

shrewdness of the priests.1 Such an explanation entails a far 

too narrow view of human nature. The men who arc gifted 

with that tact which enables them to live harmoniously with 

other natural objects, become conscious of forces which work 

with them, as well as with forces which work against them; 

and they ease their own path by seeking the help ot forces which 

seem to be serving their ends. Therein dicsc men resemble those 

primitive astronomers who believed the sun to move round the 

earth; they observed the phenomenon correctly, but they mis/ 

understood the relation in which the parts stood to one another. 
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Man in nature prospers when he is working in such a way as 

to move with life’s pattern, collaborating with the other mem/ 

bens of the Soil Community to which he belongs, bar too much 

weight seems to have been given to fear of the environment as a 

formative influence in the story of mankind, far too little to the 

sense of belonging, of being in place. The men of science who 

have studied die origins of man's mind have been only men of 

science in most cases, specialists out of any living context. A. 
sensitive and sincere critic of art could have corrected the 

grosser errors of these experts by reference to, for example, die 

Magdalenian drawings: only a satisfying sense of union with 

the other members of the soil community could have enabled 

the prehistoric painters to create those magnificently living 

beasts. Frightened men draw differently, a fact which appears 

most clearly in the work of a twentieth/century genius like 

Picasso. 

Surely art and religion, as the products of men only recently 

become mind and spirit as well as flesh, would be, at least to 

some extent, an expression of the sense oi being a working part 

of some balanced whole. Fear there would be, anxiety at man’s 

own temerity in. making changes in a pattern not of his creation. 

Some rites, some poetry, some painting would be designed to 

reassure the forces daily experienced as tending to maintain the 

balance of life, that any disturbance of that balance would sob/ 

seqaetitly be made good. Such disturbance, the felling of trees 

when that became technically possible, the ploughing of sod, 

would be undertaken with trepidation and perhaps, indeed 

probably, with a sense of sin. 

These are speculations, but they arc supported by reading in 

mythology of man’s relations with soil (see Chapter XV I). And 

by an act of sympathy, possible to anyone ’whose imagination 

is not impaired, and who has had personal experience of work/ 

ing with living, non/human creatures, animal or vegetable. 

In the attempt to understand the stare of mind of the first men, 

in their relations with the other members of a soil community, 

anthropology' is less useful than might be supposed, as, indeed. 



anthropologists are the first to admit. The material of the an* 

thropologist is necessarily ihe living community of men, and 

there is no community in the world today which is not of very 

ancient origin in respect to its customs. The most “primitive” 

men of whom we have knowledge by direct study arc not 

primitive at all: drey are sophisticated, and perhaps even corrupt 

in their dealings, whether social, religious or scientific, with 

nature. However simple their economy, it does not have an air 

of freshness, but rather of decadence, as if these simple commu/ 

nities were the remnants of once much more elaborate cultures. 

An observer of the hi Unpeoples of the East Indian islands, if 

what is reported of them be true, might suppose that they had 

never evolved a complex social structure; but it seems quite as 

probable that they have lapsed from one. The same mistake 

might also be made by one observing the lapsed communities 

of Western civilized man, in the Appalachian country of 

North America. 

That kind of knowledge which, at sonic risk of being dis/ 

missed as fanciful, I can only call intuitive, and of which I have 

been writing above, is not the kind to which much importance 

is now given. The antithetical kind is Intellectual knowledge. 

Intellectual knowledge of man’s material environment rarely 

originates, like intuitive knowledge, in the practice of living 

in harmony with nonduiman life; nor indeed, until the seven*1 

teenth century of our era, did it even pretend to do so. 

Ordered and deliberate thinking began in the Western 

Hemisphere with, apparently, the Greek philosophers, and 

extraordinarily little of significance seems thereafter to have been 

added to their results, although the practical application of 

methods devised by them was to have remarkable consequences. 

These methods were studied and perhaps refined, perhaps on the 

contrary falsified by their successors in out own different but 

(vide Ajnold Toynbee’s Study of History) affiliated civilization. 

Their application ha3 led to the startling and largely catas*1 

trophic advances in analytical and mechanical sciences. 

This ordered thinking of the Greeks, as, tor example, in the 
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work of Plato attributed to him by Socrates, is an attempt to 

arrive at something called Truth conceived of as both the 

explanation and purpose oi man’s being and that of the uni/* 

verse, by applying the intellect deliberately to all problems, 

moral, physical and even spiritual. Logic is the instrument 

devised for die use of the intellect in this exercise. The method 

fails, in fundamentals, because it can find no way round the 

ultimate reference back to basic knowledge, which is quire 

clearly not of intellectual origin. Unless enjoyed as exhibitions 

of mental athleticism, or as works ol literature, the Platonic 

dialogues are dull because they are unreal- A conscientious 

application to the reading of philosophy will either convince 

the modest student that he is missing the philosopher’s intern 

tioii; or the arrogant one chat this method of arriving at the truth 

concerning man and the macrocosm, although still earnestly 

persisted in, is singularly futile. The only valuable results of 

these works of pure intellect arc to he found in the clarification 

of obscurities in man’s psychological and spiritual functioning; 

and despite every attempt to look outwards it does not seem that 

any intellectual has yet succeeded in being anything hut 

subjective. 

How did this kind of thinking come into existence21 believe 

the answer fo be very relevant to the theme of this book, because 

I believe that such thinking is one of the products of a destruc' 

tionofsoil community balance by the arrogant attribution by 

man, to himself, of a role outside that community. 

When the mythology which gives expression to man’.'; “in/ 

tuitive” knowledge ol his world and place in it is first evolved 

out of experience, it is fresh and lively, it is satisfactory and it 

works, and men can live by it. But when touch has been lost 

with these origins, and the mythology and associated religion 

and arc arc experienced isolated frotn their reaklife context, 

then, after an interval during which the momentum of habit, 

the sacrosanct! ty of tradition can still be drawn on as if it were 

capital experience, the meaning of rituals and even of beliefs 

is lost sight of, and these rituals and beliefs are seen as senseless. 
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There grows up then a contempt for the Ancestors who devised 

such nonsense; they ate judged by their works ana their works 

are so obviously absurd. 

Tliis major social disaster does not occur until there exist 

men isolated, by the advance of science or technics, and by the 

elaboration oj( social economy, from direct contact through 

hands and eyes and feet and noses, as well as minds, with the 

life of a soil community. 

Socrates was a cirizcti of an advanced community of [nv 

penalise soldiers, merchants and slaveowners.11 In condemning 

him to death his fdlow'citizcns did ail atrocious deed. But 

were they, perhaps (if not carrying out a judicial murder on 

political grounds), vaguely and inarticulately aware that he 

was, indeed, a terribly dangerous man? Did the court which 

tried him feel in its bones that the accused was flying in the 

face of the very Truth he sought, by trying to find it with a 

light which was not, and never would be, effective? There is a 

shocking arrogance in Socrates’ humility. 

Because, then, certain conditions which belong to the ageing 

of a dynamic (as opposed to a stable, that is a savage) culture, 

email loss of touch with one, and perhaps the only valid source 

of teal knowledge, there comes into fashion another land of 

knowledge, that called Intellectual. 

The material with which the intellect works at first is that 

which has been intuitively acquired. Nature is not applied to 

directly, with the result that an inverted and top-heavy pyramid 

of theory is built up, a collection of academic notions, dc^ 

generating rapidly into nonsense. A reaction from this imbecile 

misapplication of energy setting in, men realize that they have 

five senses which can be used for the collection of material from 

nature, upon which to work with die Intellect. 

At first sight it appems that this phase in the work of thinking 

entails a most salutary simplification, a shedding of prejudices 

and preconceived ideas. Like his primitive ancestors, man is 

again applying to nature fot his lessons. And so, in a sense, he 

is, but in a new sense. He is not. learning as primitive men 
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learnt, and as rabbits and cabbages and grape-vines learn, that 

is as parts of a working soil community. He is learning from 

outside, he is using not his instincts but his curiosity. 

For some incomprehensible reason the rise of this kind of 

detached inquiry into phenomena is, like the rise of a western 

art and literature, called the Renaissance. But nothing was re; 

born: not even the most arrogant of the Greeks had quite 

attained to this notion of inquiring into nature as if man stood 

god/like outside it. Galileo, Leeuwenhoek, Newton, were, in 

their methods, expressing the peculiarly Judeo/Cbristian idea 

that men were Cod’s principal tenants, the rest of creation the 

fittings and stock let with the property. 
The method led, of course, to what are sometimes called the 

triumphs of science. Great discoveries were made, and it is not 

the business of this book to discuss whether die practical applb 

cation of these discoveries has justified the faith of rational men 

in science. One of the last trades to which science, the method 

of inquiry into nature, but not of living as a part of nature, was 

applied, was that of the fanner. 
It would be almost impossible to exaggerate the disasters 

which ensued. 



CHAPTER III 

THE SOIL COMMUNITY 

/■ j MlE word Soil is never used throughout this text to mein 

5 some inanimate collection of mineral and organic paiv 

A tides, but a biological, an organic, a living entity. 

As commonly used the word soil means that granular matter 

which forms the shin of a great part of the planet, and in which 

vegetables grow, But for me the word means much more: that 

granular substance is only part of a. process, rather than a thing; 

wc arc not here considering the physical and chemical properties 

of carcbs, but the significance of the biological process which I 

call soil. Blood is one thing to a chemist, quite another to a 

poet or an historian. Similarly, soil is one thing to a chemist, 

quite another to an ecologist. The ecologist’s understanding 

of the term nevertheless includes the chemist’s and the 

physicist’s. 

The mineral matrix of a soil consists of particles of rock, 

broken off from the substance of the Earth at or near the point 

where the soil occurs. Different kinds of rock break down, 

under the blows inflicted by weather, by acids* by animals, by 

heat and cold, by glaciation, by what the French call the insults 

of Time, into particles, the size of which depends upon the 

chemical and physical structure of the basic rock. When the 

particles are large, the earth is called sand, when small, clay. 

This mineral matrix is not soil- it is at once the medium in 

which the living attributes of the soil arc suspended, and one 

of the sources of supply of mineral salts which, by conversion 

into organic compounds of their kind, are later made over into 

the life of soil. 
The organic* but not living, component of earths is the end 
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product of animal and vegetable carrion, and animal faeces. 

These substances are present in the crude form in most fertile 

earths, but they arc also present in a reduced form, as a substance 

of which no chemist's description is yet available, and to which 

the word htftwtr is properly applied. This word is commonly 

used ro mean the raw material from which humus is made, that 

is decaying matter in which acellular structure is still discernible. 

But in humus, strictly so called, no such structure is to he per/ 

ceived: the stuff is chemically complex, physically so simple 

that it is a mere protoplasmic jelly. 

The transformation from decaying matter into humus is 

wrought by ammonifying bacteria which are extremely 

numerous in any living soil. Or, in the absence of such bacteria, 

the work may be done by a fungus. Humus itself is worked 

upon by other bacteria, the nitrogen fixers, which in the course 

oi finding their own provender therein, release nitrogen salts 

in a form suitable for plant food. These bacteria, and notably 

the tizobactevs, fix atmospheric nitrogen in combination with 

substance obtained from humus, to form, nitrates. Both the 

ammonifying and the tdttogen/fixirig micro/otgauisms are so 

essential to the validity of the idea soil, that they cannot he cor./ 

sidered as merely creatures Itving in it, like wire/worms or moles, 

but ate attributes of soil, without which the stuff is, in fact, not 

soil at all, but merely a dead mixture of mineral and organic 

particles* A.n earth without these bacteria is no more a soil 

than a corpse is a man* Their importance is such that should 

anything happen to inhibit the work and multiplication of the 

ammonifying bacteria, the soil fungi and the nitrogen/fixing 

bacteria, all life on the planet would come to an end in a matter 

of months. 

Two more important elements of soil are atmosphere, of the 

same components as our own but in rather different proper/ 

tious; and water, present as a film on each particle, and also as 

free water between the particles. This water is not pure, but is a 

solution of all the soluble mineral salts to be found in the soil. 

As plants take up their food in solution, and not otherwise, 
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water is necessary to the life of a soil, but a mass of merely 

mineral particles has little or no power to hold water against its 

tendency both to seek its own level by sinking, or to be 

evaporated out. Organic particles, however, hold very large 

quantities readily: a soil high in humus and humus material is 

therefore moist, but a soil deficient in that subsuuce tends to 

dry out. 

Were we using the word "soil” in its accepted sense we 

should now have completed a description of it. But, as has 

already been, suggested, the word is to have a wider meaning 

here, and therefore some further attributes of soil must he 

described. 

The fungi which live in sod, and constitute an important 

member of soil considered as an organism, arc numerous and 

diverse; some are micro-organisms, such as the moulds which 

form upon dead vegetable matter and begin the work of breaks 

ing it down into humus. But the most interesting of the fungi 

arc those which live in such a manner diat their life-function 

provides a physical demonstration of that symbiotic spirit in 

which soil, as the word is used here, exists: these an: the fungi 

which form mycchorizal relationships, if the phrase is perrois' 

sible, with many vascular plants. 

Species of several genera are known to form these relations 

ships; a number of the genus Boktm do so; the deadly Fly 

Agaric (Amanita tmacam) is another, and the brilliantly 

coloured Lfictariur delidosur. The familiar parts of these fungi 

are their sporopbariS, the spore-bearing structures, many of them 

edible, others poisonous, often called fruit-bodies. These supers 

terranean parts of the plants arc thrown up from die frequently 

widespread and always greatly ramified phylac which corre¬ 

spond to the vegetative part of green plants, and are collectively 

known as mycelium. 

Unlike green plants, fungi, having no chlotophst celis, are 

unable to make carbohydrates by photosynthesis. They arc 

therefore somewhat in the case of animals, depending upon 

plants for their carbon components, which they consume in the 
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form of dead vegetation, and are consequently called sapro¬ 

phytes. Dead vegetation occurs, in great quantity, in woodland 

soils, consequently the saprophytic fungi axe numerous in such 

soils. Woodland top soils are, of course, composed ot totting 

vegetation—the annual leaf fill and the other dead parts of trees 

and undergrowth. Since the reaction of such soils is acid, and 

since such micro-organisms as the a^obaoters and nitroso- 

somas, responsible for a stage in decay, function more vigor¬ 

ously in a neutral environment, the decay of forest vegetation is 

relatively slow. Consequently there is, in such soils, a relatively 

deep layer of top material, the elements of which have by no 

means reached that stage of decomposition when they wonld 

become available as food for living plants. But this material is 
available to saprophytic fungi. 

The seeds which fall from trees in forests fall into material 

which is not yet quite soil from the plants’ point of view. 

While the seedling is pushing roots into the soil proper, it 

would be very conducive to its well-being if it could, with 

special short and shallow roots, draw upon the top-layer of un- 

decomposed vegetation. The seedlings, in suitable conditions, 

do, therefore, produce such shore roots and these become in¬ 

fected with phylae of the mycelium of one or more species of 

fungus capable of forming such associations. The mycelium 

grows both into the substance of the root, forming a network 

between the cells, and all about the outside of the root until it 

is entirely encased in a felt of mycelium, giving the root and its 

branches a fat and corajine appearance. The toot is, then, quite 

isolated from the surrounding soil, and cut off from any possi¬ 

bility of performing the nutrient and moisture collecting func¬ 

tions of a roar. Nevertheless, seedling trees with such myccboriza 

or fungus-toots, are very much more healthy and. vigotoU3 

than seedlings not so provided; and the same is true of “adult” 

trees growing in similar associations with fungi. Many species 

of piuc-tiecs, oaks, beeches, alders; all the orchidacs; most of 

the ericas and many other plants form such association, and 

some orchids ate entirely dependent upon them. 
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It would appear that the outer felting, the mantle of mycelium 

which is the exterior of such mycchoriza, collects the nutrients 

and passes them into the root. What does the fungus receive 

in return i Something., surely, for it must be in pursuit of its 

own interest that the mycelium penetrates the root in the first 

place. The whole subject of these associations is still obscure, 

but they do demonstrate, as no other relationship between 

membets of a soil community do so clearly, the way in which 

the interests of species within such communities are fused in the 

interests of the commonwealth, and therefore of each other. 

The soil is populated by a large and various range of animals, 

most of them insects, some of them mammals, such as the mole. 

Most of these can. be dismissed as in soil but not of it: they cony 

tribute to its growth and well-being, by aerating it with their 

burrows and by dying and decaying in it; or they are pernicious 

in that they are inimical to the plant life which, as we shall see, 

is also of the soil. 

One such living inhabitant m.ust be considered separately, 

however; the earthworm. There are numerous species of earth¬ 

worms, varying in size when mature from a fraction of an inch 

in length, to upwards of eleven feet, though these very long 

worms do not occur in European nor, 1 drink, American soils. 

But they all have much the same habits; they burrow about in 

the soil, thus aerating and draining it; in that they could be 

bracketed, philosophically, with the moles. But, unlike the 

moles which, indeed, prey on them, they eat earth. Their object 

in doing so is to get nourishment from the decaying organic 

particles and reject the rest. As there is not very much nourish¬ 

ment in the debris of the food and bodies of vegetables and 

.animals, they have to eat a great deal, and most of the bulk is 

passed out, being deposited as worm/casts. In passing through 

the gut of the earthworm, all parts of die soil arc changed; 

mineral particles, used in the crop in place of teeth, are ground 

smaller: organic particles arc digested and passed out reduced 

some further way towards rheir end as humus, if not, indeed, 

as humus itself The earthworm's interior also has means for 
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adding the universal sweetener, calcium, to what passes 

through it. 

There is no doubt at all that humus can be and frequently is 

made without the aid of earthworms. 'd The author does not 

wish to pose as a scientist, or as a person capable of making a 

properly controlled scientific experiment; but he has demon'* 

strated to his own satisfaction that a heap of organic matter, 

inoculated with ammonifying and nitrogen'fixing bacteria by 

the addition of animal, urine and mature loam, will turn into 

a sweet, black soil even though earthworms be, as far as is 

possible, excluded. The exclusion must be imperfect, no doubt, 

for mature loam will probably contain some capsules of earths 

worm eggs, which will hatch out in the favourable conditions 

of such a compost heap. But they cannot have been numerous. 

It is equally easy to prove that such a compost heap, into 

which some thousands of earthworms have been turned, will 

break down much more rapidly. And this is what one would 

expect, since, whereas the dung of higher animals and the 

decaying bodies of animals and plants still possess structure, 

die dung of earthworms, having carried the reduction of this 

material much further, is much nearer to being humus. There 

is far easier work for bacteria to do in a soil with a high popular 

tion of earthworms, than in one without worms. And in any 

mature, fertile, living soil earthworms are numerous. Whether 

couuts have been made in natural conditions, I do not know. 

But the average English acre of cultivated land (which, as we 

hope to make apparent is a genuine soil as the word is used in 

this book, although an artificial one) has (or had, when 

Darwin counted), about fifty thousand earthworms. Each worm 

deposits annually about seven ounces of dung, so that the total 

weight of worm-casts to an acre will be ten tons per annum. 

This is a very considerable figure, and in respect of it I propose 

that the earthworm be considered not merely an animal in the 

soil, but of it, like the bacteria. And if any reader doubts the 

jusu’fication of so doing, let him plant two identical plants in 

two identical pots to be identically treated, bur one filled with 
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any good loam and the other with worm/casts. The behaviour 

of the plants is all the evidence required to justify the inclusion 

of the earthworm as part of a soil. 

But if a living and visible animal is to he so considered, what 

of the plants which ate growing in the earth ?. . . wc ate con/ 

sidering here a natural earth which lias never been cultivated. 

All the components of a soil which have been mentioned above 

arc bound together in an association, a symbiotic relationship so 

close that none of them would has^c the significant attributes 

which belong to it as a part of a soil, were it not for the others. 

The significance of soil is not in its physical, chemical, bio/ 

logical attributes, but, like the significance of any other 

organism, a man or a mouse, in its function. But what I have 

hitherto described mil not function at all as if stands. It will simply 

die, turn to dust, and wash or blow away, to expose the bare 

rock of the earth. 

A soil is completed, given life and the power to endure alive 

almost indefinitely, by the plants which grow in it. They, as 

much as the mineral particles, the organic particles, the humus, 

the bacteria, the water, the gasses, the fungi, the earthworms, 

arc components of the process, the life/system called soil. That 

this is the case is clear from what happens when these plants, 

be they trees or grasses, are temoved and nothing done to com/ 

pensate the other parts of soil for theit removal. The soil ceases 

to be fertile, dies, soil erosion by wind and water follows, and 

where there was soil there is nothing . . , rock. On the other 

hand, any example of a true soil community, as it will hence/ 

forth be called, is stable, enduring, perhaps immortal. 

Plants growing in earth cake from it mineral salts and make 

from them, by the process known, but only imperfectly under/ 

stood, as photosynthesis, compounds with atmospheric carbon 

(C02): the carbohydrates. Carbohydrates, such as starch 

and sugar for example, aic the substance of all plants, and of 

all flesh whatsoever (unless certain micto/organisms making use 

of such substances as iron and sulphur be thought of as flesh). 

Nitrogen salts are of the first importance—though, as in any 
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other organic process, no process or part can be considered as 

more important than another, since all are essential. Yet if the 

plants did nothing but consume minerals, there would be a 

constant loss of them, whether from humus or from the mineral 

matrix, a destruction of matter, in short. But the mete existence 

of organic matter in soil shows that the plants take nothing 

from the earth; they only borrow from it. Dying and falling 

where they grow, they decay, decaying provide fodder for 

earthworms and the soil bacteria, and so return all that they 

have borrowed for the maintenance of their lifo, whence it came. 

In any soil community there is, as a condition of its stability, 

a balance between the parts. Even between plants of different 

genera growing in the same soil community, there is often 

something like a symbiotic partnership, for clearly the living 

processes of different kinds of plants growing in close associV 

tion with each other must not be mutually hostile beyond the 

limit of one species to respond to die challenge of the others. 

Plants needing less than the average requirement of some 

mineral element must be of use to plants of some other kind 

which happen to require more of the same element. Gardeners 

notice that certain plants grow best in association together, for 

example tomatoes and maize; others are said co be mutually 

incompatible, 

A soil, in our sense, can be regarded as complete at this 

stage; nevertheless, within most soil communities there will 

also be animal members, and if they do not also adjust thertv 

selves to their vegetable and mineral, cryptogamic, micro-' 

organic, and chemical fellowvmembers, the balance vital to the 

stability of the whole will be upset, and the soil community will 

perish. If such animals eat the grass and leaves ot roots of plants, 

they must also drop their dung and finally die and rot within 

the soil community, in order that the substance they have 

borrowed may be returned to stock, and used again and again. 

It will occur to the reader who knows something of physics 

bat little of biology, that the stability insisted upon as a di$' 

cinction of a living soil, appears to be sustained in defiance ot 
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the First Law of Thermo^ dynamics that matter can neither be 

created nor destroyed. From the description of a soil community 

it would appear that a number of animal and vegetable and 

bacterial lives arc being sustained without any consumption of 

matter, although clearly these lives ate continually consuming 

energy. There ought to he a permanently growing loss, from 

somewhere, to account for the consumption of energy used in 

merely living from day to day, and not simply in the creation of 

substance, li the tendril of a vine winds itself round a stick 

and draws the vine up to it; if an animal jumps ten feet to 

reach ics prey; if a man lifts a stone and throws it at a coconut, 

energy is being consumed; where is it coming from? Not only 

is 110 loss apparent in the earth of the soil itself, but there is, 

in some conditions and soils, a steady gain. What the fanner 

calls virgin or maiden soil, diat is a soil never yet planted with 

agricultural or horticultural subjects, never tilled, is always so 

rich that if the farmer is prepared to spend the capital locked up 

in it, rather than conserve it, he can crop it lot years without the 

help of manure. There arc examples, on the Eurasian and 

American steppes, of fertile top-soils nearly fifty indies deep, 

and yet the earth of these soils has supported a dense population 

of plants and animals for tens- -pe rhaps hundreds'—of thousands 

of years. 

This gain, tins better-’thaTvbalauce, is due to several causes. 

In a healthy soil the activity of the soihmakers seems to be more 

than enough for the needs of the living members of the soil. 

Earthworms make frequent journeys into the dead matter of 

the subsoil., returning thence with a gutful of mineral particles 

to add to the top-soil, Deep/tooted plant'inembers of the conv 

niuiiity, such as trees, also have toots in the subsoil, and trans^ 

form, the nourishment they find there into leaves which fall, 

and die, decay on the surface, or just below it where they are 

drawn by worms and other creatures, and add to the organic 

material available some increment which was never organic 

before. Finally, there is die solar energy to account for. Thi.s 

energy is employed in working the transformation of carbon 
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and other elements in the substance of the plant* but there may, 

perhaps, be a sore of surplus here too, which the plant may turn 

into matter. If this be so, then green plants are the means ol 

adding to the earth’s supply of fertility capital at the expense of 

the sun’s energy; and something is lost to all the other compo/ 

news of the solar system whenever a blade of grass is exposed 

to sunlight in die presence of C02. 

* 

What happens when men are introduced into a soil 

community 2 

If the men are hunters and loud collectors there is no reason 

why they should not fit into the community, be member's whose 

activities are held in balance with those of all the others. Like 

all the other members, these men will be checked from growing 

so numerous or predatory as to upset the balance of the com-' 

munity, by the limitations of their own powers, and that 

measure of hostility between species and species which is an 

important factor in maintaining equilibrium. The men will be 

eaten by other beasts, preyed upon by micro/organic members 

of the soil community, poisoned by some of their fellowvmem> 

bers who arc plants or reptiles, and will also, perhaps, check 

their own numbers and powers by internecine war. Life exists 

by virtue of cannibalism and of nothing else, so that there can 

be no practice so irrational as that of vegetarianism “on pmv 

ciple”: who eats grass, eats flesh. 

But when men pass the stage of food collecting and hunting; 

ot when men who have passed this stage enter upon a hitherto 

undisturbed soil community, their powers arc such that they 

are able to disturb the balance of the community to the detrb 

ment of other species and the advantage of themselves. If the 

men be few and die community large, this disturbance need 

not be disastrous. But if or when the men become numerous 

relative to the size of the community, the result may be very 

terrible; it may be the destruction first of die soil balance; then, 

as a consequence, of fundamental soil fertility; and this being 
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the basis of life of the soil in question, all living members of it 

perish, including, in the end, the community of men which 

has brought this death about by turning from a contributing, 

cooperating member of a delicately adjusted organism, into a 

parasite upon it, and a parasite which it is not constructed to 

endure. 



CHAPTER IV 

SOIL MEMBERSHIP AND 

•SOIL PARASITISM 

ASPECILS living upon an alien organism as a parasite 

only develops into a. disease organism of the hose when 

■ its component individuals grow so numerous and active 

that the latter is debilitated. But there are, in nature, numerous 

examples of parasitism in which die vigour of the host is such 

that it is able to support the parasite without impairing its own 

health. 

Perhaps such relationships may be unsound in the long tun: 

the life of the host may be shortened ot its vitality impaired, A 

dog with fleas, a rosebush with aphides, an apple/trcc with 

mistletoe must always be losing energy to (heir parasites, for 

there is nothing in common between such relationships and 

chose occurring between certain vascular plants and certain 

fungi, the distinctive phenomenon of which is the formation of 

mycorrbiza. Nor must such true parasitism, albeit relatively 

harmless, be confused with completely harmless epiphycism: 

the mistletoe feeds upon the substance of the tree, whereas 

the orchid epiphyte merely uses the tree as a mechanical 

support. 

True parasites, however indifferent to the host, are always 

potential disease organisms, and their relative harmlessness, 

in certain conditions, is a function, not of their own nature, 

but of the surplus energy and power of resistance of tire 

host. 

There axe certain soils, in a few favoured parts of the earth, 

which are to men what, a healthy animal body is to fleas: they 

are capable of supporting a parasitic community for very long 

periods, and sometimes almost indefinitely. Such soils are 
2# 
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resistant to the depredations of farmers, depredations which 

would rapidly debilitate and ultimately kill ordinary grass, 

parkdand ot forest soils. Moreover such resistant soils, when 

industrially exploited by “scientific1' farmers, will tolerate the 

parasite even when, by density of population and intensity of 

cultivation, the latter becomes what would normally be a 

disease organism of the soil. Of the known primal civilizations, 

four out of six have been bom on such resistant soils, soils of 

the river systems of the Nile, the Euphratcs/figris, the Indus, 

and the Hwang/ho. 

These exceedingly fertile alluvial soils do not owe their 

nearly inexl i austible resources only to scored capital ace umliIaied 

during countless years of silting, hut to annual renewal by 

present and continuing silting. These soils arc themselves pitivy 

sites, living upon the fertility of other, frequently very remote 

soils, which are continually losing substance, by wind and rain 

erosion, to the eponymous stream of the parasitic soil region. 

The river carries this valuable detritus down towards its delta, 

and deposits it by flooding upon the favoured deltaic soils. 

Such constantly renewed alluvial soils can be populated with a 

density, cultivated with an intensity which no other soil would 

support for more than a century or two. 

And it is at Least probable that alluvial soils were the natural 

habitats of the primaeval noble grasses, those cereal grains which 

were the ancestors of the staple food plants of all the high 

civilizations. 
* 

There is another and very different kind of soil which readily 

lends itself to exploitation by primitive human communities, 

provided that their members practise parasitism primarily by 

means of a pastoral, rather than an agricultural economy. 

Loess is a fine, porous earth, uniform in structure, which 

leads to the conclusion that, like alluvium, it is deposited. But 

it is not deposited by water. The mineral matrix of loess coiu 

sists of wind/bornc particles of siliceous or calcareous dust, in 
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both Europe and America loess soils occur beyond the terminal 

moraines of the last Tee Age, (c, aooo B,C.:)- As the ice melted 

back at its southern fringes it deposited mud which, drying into 

dust, was carried off by the wind, to be deposited and piled up 

against some natural obstacle, tor example a range of foothills, or 

the vegetation of a steppe country. The word “loess” is also used 

to describe .soils of aeolian, but not of glacial origin, composed 

of particles picked up by wind as it crosses a desert, and put 

down beyond the margin of that desert. Such loess soils of noiv 

glacial origin occur in western China, where some are known 

to be as much as 2000 feet deep: however, this is not a typical 

figure, and in the case oi glacial loess soils the depth is ol the 

order of ten feet. 

The conditions which, in certain regions, create loess soils, 

also tend to produce a semi/arid climate, and while they are 

very fertile indeed in the presence of ample water, in semi/arid 

conditions dieir fertility is not viable. Where annual rainfall, is 

low, say below 20 inches, trees will not grow, at least not so as 

to become the dominant species and build up prosperous 

forest sod communities. Consequently, loess soils do not 

normally support forests, but become cither grass steppe, or 

parkland. 

The animal members of grass soil communities, or of park' 

land, are, of course, principally herbivores, although the 

carnivorous predators will also be present. Among these soil 

members are the ox, the horse and, in humid steppe verging on 

swamp, the buffalo. The domestication of these species was the 

device contrived by men of the loess soils, to enable them to 

exploit soil fertility capital, instead ofliving precariously off its 

increment. The horse was domesticated by Mongol or Turkish/ 

speaking people on the Asian, and perhaps independently by 

Berber or Semitic people on the African steppes. Oxen must 

also have been domesticated by people living in the same soil 

community as such species as Bos primgems and other wild 

cattle, that is, park/land.4 And the first we hear of the buffalo, 

as a domestic animal, in Europe, is as a gift to the Langobard 
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Court, in Italy, about a.d. 600, scot from Asia by the Khan 

oi the Avars, who were a typical st?ppe folk-r> 

* 

As everybody knows, the earliest men of whom any record 

survives were hunters and fbod/gathcrers. They were not, how/ 

ever, without creative powers; on the contrary, they included 

notable artists, and perhaps, by analogue with the recently 

extinct African bush/folk, whose painting is reminiscent of 

sonic prehistoric work, had a genuine literature of spoken talcs 

and poems. 

Men hunting and gathering food are full soil/community 

members and on a par, in. relation to the soil, with all the other 

animal members. Most sophisticated literatures express tradi/ 

tions of a remote Golden Age, when men were simple and 

virtuous. This ttadition must refer, as in the Jewish example of 

A.dam and Eve in the Garden of Ldcn, to the primal hunting 

and food/gathering phase of our history as a species, when, 

speaking ecologically, men, although rather unenterprising, 

were virtuous indeed. 

As bo.ibcommunity members enjoying no special privileges, 

men would have been held in balance with soil fertility; they 

would have been subject to the checks which keep all soil 

members in equilibrium, the hazards which keep all member 

species from becoming excessive in relation to the other mem/ 

her species, and to soddbit.ili.ty increment. 

In such conditions men, however talented, cannot make a 

civilization: competing, on more or less equal terms, with other 

and equally predatory geneva; under the law of return, entailing 

specific sacrifice for communal advantage, men cannot become 

so numerous and so prosperous as to stockpile the surplus out 

of which civilization is made. .For the fait step fotvank civilize 

tian is sail exploitation. 
Before a stable hunting and food/gathcring community of 

men can begin to exploit soil as parasites, instead of living with 

it as members, a new economic tool is required. Such men may 
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already possess language, aesthetic sensibility, artistic talent, 

weapons, tools, and the control of fire, yet still they are objects 

of natural history,5 and cannot become makers of history. 

Two economic instruments of emancipation were devised. 

Some men tamed and battened upon animals; they learnt to use 

the stomachs of fellow/species for the digestion of grass in their 

own interest, and became herdsmen, shepherds, and horse/ 

men. Others tamed and battened upon esculent plants, par/ 

ticnlarly cereal grasses, and thus became farmers,7 In both cases 

the men were parasitic upon soil fertility by means of animal 

and plant instruments, with which, in rime, they learnt to live 

symbioticaUy. The ancient balance of natural soil communities 

had at last been upset by opportunist intelligence. Man stepped 

outside the scheme of nature, and started the process we call 

history. 

Which of the devices for soil exploitation came first J 

Scholats have a taste for systems and arbitrary patterns in 

their thought, which they tend to impose upon the processes 

and institutions that are the objects of their study. They like to 

arrange the events leading lip to civilizations in an orderly 

series, and so they take, the King of Hearts’ advice in Alice: 
“Begin at the beginning, go on until you come to the end, and 

then stop.” It was this almost mathematical bias which led to 

the confusion of Classical with "Western Christian history, and 

the resultant invalid classification of historical epochs into 

Ancient, Mediaeval, and Modern. It is this same troublesome 

nco/scholastidsin which has led to the illusion called Progress. 

And largely because of this passion for a serial order, it was 

once believed that the hunters and food/gathercts, our remote 

ancestors, first tamed animals, and only thereafter tamed plants; 

first became pastoralists, and subsequently settled down in one 

place and became farmers. 

This was very neat but it did not conform with the observed 

facts of archaeology and history. The theory was discredited and 

an equally tidy one promptly put in its place. It was argued that 

plants must have been much easier to domesticate than animals. 
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an argument which has a grave psychological weakness, and 

that therefore the farmer came before the herdsman. By means 

of his tamed grasses, it was suggested, the farmer would have 

been better able to attract, keep and maintain cattle. It has 

even been suggested that some established farming peoples took 

to the new craft of living off stock, and became pastoralists, in 

order to emancipate themselves from, their bondage to plants, 

and take to a freer life. This latter argument is particularly 

weak, for the desire of most men is for secure bondage. 

I have been able to find no evidence at all that either plant 

farming or animal farming came first, with die one dependent 

upon the other. It seems much more probable chat in each case 

die principal instrument of soil exploitation, devised or botv 

rowed by a particular people, must have been a product of the 

nature of the soil upon which they found themselves. This 

theory’ docs not nectwariiy entail the corollary that each loess* 

dwelling people invented pastoralism. for itself; or that each 

alluvial soil people invented tillage. If may have been so. But, 

in any case, a primitive community of hunters and food*' 

gatherers would have tended to adopt, from some more ad-- 

vanced people, that form of soil exploitation most suited to 

its native soil environment. 

When the Icjc^vdwelling, Aryaivspcaking branch of the 

Witos people who were the authors of the body of hymns 

called the Kt^vedcvj went over the Hindu Kush and down into 

the Indus Valley they found, by their own account, a people of 

farmers whom they called Dasas or Dasyu. 

In the Rigireda these Indus valley farmers arc described, 

rather offensively, as a bkck/skiimed, flat-nosed or noseless, 

usidean people, accused of performing no sacrifices, and of in¬ 

heriting through the maternal line. By Aryan standards all this 

was very contemptible, and the hymn expresses the opposition 

between two fundamentally different cultures. On the one hand 

we have, in the Aryans, a pastoral, patriarchal, God/wor- 

shipping, loess'wtt people. On the other, an agricultural, 

matriarchal, goddess-worshipping,8 alluvial-soil people. And 

3 
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we might suggest the theory tint primal high civilizations were 

bom of such fecund encouncew, by the bringing together of 

two mutually complementary economic devices, and the 

resultant creation of surplus wealth.* 

It would be a. typical systematized mistake to maintain that, 

in the beginnings of soil exploitation, steppe soils on loess pro/ 

duced pure pasioralism, alluvial soils pure ullage. It is far more 

likely chat both stock-raising and tillage were practised to/ 

gecher, but that the type of soil assured, in each case, a prepon/ 

dcrauce of one practice over the other, in a measure determined 

principally by the extent to which the soil conformed to the 

“ideal” of its kind, as well as to other factors. For example, in 

what archaeologists call Phase I of the Danube Culture, mixed 

farming was already being practised before the people were 

quite emancipated from a. hunting economy. But their soil was 

a “mixed” one. 'I'be steppe peoples of North America, pri/ 

manly hunters and gatherers, practised tillage. But the North 

American steppe had only one ruminant, the bison, which was 

by no means a placable animal. If we bear this in mind we can 

safely pursue this line of thought concerning the influence of 

soil itself on the beginnings of soil exploitation and soil para/ 

sitism, without obstructing the argument with tedious reset/ 

vations. 

It is now generally accepted that the inventors of plant facnv 

ing were women. It is at least probable that die inventors of 

stock farming were men. Some speculation concerning the 

origins of these two economic devices, origins not in the 

nature of man, but in the nature of soil, should not be out 

of place. 
Among hunting species of animals both sexes hunt, and the 

muscular inferiority of females, if they arc inferior, is not such 

as to make them incapable of the hardest work or the most 

dangerous hazards. The domestic tom/cat is not superior, as a 

mouser, to his mate, nor is the tigress less terrible than the tiger. 

But among humans, except in the fox/hunring English shires, 

it has always been the male who does die bunting. The work 
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of the female has been, if not less arduous, certainly less 
dangerous. 

There are several reasons for this: the human female is handu 
capped by a sexual rhythm entailing a periodical debility of 

rather high frequency. The period of gestation is also except 

tionally long. The helpless infancy and childhood of the 

human young is enormously prolonged in comparison with 

those of other hunting carnivores. By diese handicaps women 

are unfitted for hunting. 

But they are not unfitted for seeking and collecting wild 

fruits, edible grubs, eggs, esculent toots and seeds; in short, they 

are perfectly capable of food-'gathering, while their men arc out 

hunting. 

We do not know where the aits of farming first arose, nor 

even whether they were discovered once only, or several times 

in different places. The opinion of Breasted, that both tillage 

and stock-raising began somewhere in the cast Mediterranean 

tegjon, between the Nile delta and Persia, has much to reconv 

mend it, because in that region occurred not only wild grasses 

ancestral to our cereals, but wild cattle ancestral to our herds. 

Wild barley was probably to be found in Asia Minor, Trans-' 

caucasia, Petsia, Anatolia, Arabia and Abyssinia. A wild 

wheat, Trificunj diococcum (Limmer) occurred in Syria, Palestine 

and Mesopotamia, and another, Triticum mutcocmn in the 

Balkans, Asia Minor, North Syria, Kurdistan and Persia. But 

it is possible that other regions, which have received less atten-' 

(ion, may have offered opportunities quite as good to the 

Neolithic peoples who were ready to pass from soil member' 

ship to soil patasitism* 

The earliest sites of Neolichic agricultural communities which 

have been excavated reveal that these communities practised 

mixed, farming. There is one exception, in which no animal 

remains not attributable to hunting have been found, but. from 

the evidence revealed by the archaeologists the remains which 

seem, to point to tillage, may point to the very successful harvest' 

ing of wild grain. 
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The nature of the soil community upon which a human 

tribe finds itself at the moment of passing from membership to 

parasitism, must put emphasis either on food-gathering, or upon 

hunting as the principal source of food. And in the same way, 

after the farming techniques had been discovered, the most 

powerful influence in giving first importance either to tillage, or 

to stock-raising, would have been the nature of the soil. 

As for the discovery of stock-raising, there is no difficulty in 

imagining what took place: the hunter, sooner or later, would 

have a chance, as hunters still do, to take alive a calf, a foal or a 

fawn. The suckling foal stays by the body of its slain dam, for 

this is the only source of life and security which it knows. The 

wild cow hides her calf in a brake or in long grass while she 

goes abroad to graze. Found and taken by the hunter, the 

cries of the tethered calf might well call the cow, to be taken 

in her cum. Any one or several of a score of typical hunting 

accidents can be seen as the origin of pastor,ilism, so that it is 

not necessary to postulate an inventor, a genius or a folk-hero 

as the discoverer of stock-farming. 

It is, however, almost certain that the discovery took place 

in exclusively masculine company, and probable that the 

development of the new device would have been a male 

speciality. In communities where the womens food-gathering 

was relatively unsuccessful, as it might well have been on loess 

park-land soils, and where, in the following stage, stock-raising 

turned out to be more profitable than tillage, the former would 

have tended to prosper at the expense of the latter, In the 

beginnings of agriculture and stock-raising on loess soils it 

was soon found necessary to keep on foe move, and although, 

for example, the Danubian Neolithic farmers were both tillers 

and stock-raisets, they were semi-nomadic. The reason for this 

is obvious. Before the discovery of manuring techniques, eight 

or ten crops of grain exhaust the soil, and the community must 

move on and break maiden soil. Like certain Africans of our 

own. time, these Neolithic farmers on the loess were forced to 

practise shifting tillage. In the course of these periodical 
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removals, the communities would have found themselves 

dependent upon the cattle they took, with them, and for this 

reason, as also because the clearance of forest is laborious, their 

movements would have followed the loess, the grass soils. And 

where they emerged on to the great grassy ocean of the Eurasian 

steppe, with its inexhaustible supply of cattle fodder, they would 

have tended more and more to develop die techniques of pas* 

toral nomads, and to neglect those of tillage. And, in fact, the 

cataclysmic eruptions of pastoral nomad peoples from the 

steppe into "‘the sewn” have all come from the Eurasian or the 

Arabian steppes. 

In a pastoral community, living first paras ideally off half' 

wild herbs, later symbolically upon tame cattle, the emphasis 

would have been on male principles and values. And, in fact, 

we find iliac pastoral communities were and are invariably 

patriarchal. And that this arises from die influence of their way 

of life, and therefore from the soil which made that way oOift; 

chat it has nothing to do with race, is clear from the fact that the 

institutions of such racially different peoples as the Aryans of 

the Rigycde, the Biblical and the Arabian Semites, the Turkish 

peoples of the Asian steppe, in short all pastoralisis, are broadly 

similar in their early stages. Such pastoralists arc always objects 

of fear and contempt to the farming communities with which 

they come into touch. They always have been, as we can sec 

from the attitude of the Egyptians to the pastoral j si Hebrews, or 

from that of the peasant state of cightccnth'CentBiy Russia to 

such pastoral folk as the Tartars, and even to such lapsed 

farmers as the Cossacks.10 

On alluvial soils in the great river valleys, the story of man’s 

emancipation from soib-conirminily membership was very 

different. On such soils, woman's discovery of tillage would 

have become increasingly important, as wc shall see. It is 

at least possible that this discovery was actually made on 

alluvium. 
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As to the nature of that discovery itself, let us suppose that 

some matron of a food/gathering tribe had gathered wild 

bailey, either to grind it, or to make a simple frumentuni—for 

the use of cereal grain does not at once imply the invention of 

either bread or porridge.11 She has kept her gatherings in a bag 

or basket. Here, then, taken from Defoe’s Raktnsw Crusoe, is 

what might easily be her account of the discovery of cericultlire: 

What little remainder of corn bad been in the bag had 
been all devoured by rats, and I saw nothing in the bag but 
husks and dust, ... I shook the husks of com out of it, on 
one side of my fortification, under the rock. 

It was a little time before the great ram just now mentioned, 

that I threw this stuff away; taking no notice of anything and 
not so much as remembering that I had thrown anything 
there: when, about a month later, I saw some stalks of so me/ 

tiling green shooting out of the ground, which I fancied 
might he some plant I had not seen; but I was surprised, and 
perfectly astonished, when after a little longer time, I saw 
about ten or twelve ears came out, which were perfect green 
barley, ... It is impossible to express the confusion of my 
thoughts on this occasion. I had hitherto acted upon no 
religious foundation at all; indeed, I had very few notions of 
religion in my head, nor had enter rained any seme of any/ 

. tiling that had befallen me, otherwise than as chance. . . . 
But after I saw barley grow there ... I began to suggest that 
God had miraculously caused this grain to grow.. . . 

T have quoted the latter, as well as the former parr of tliis 

passage, because it seems relevant to the theme. It is surely pro/ 

bable that with the accidental invention of agriculture must 

have occurred the invention of the fertility Cult which is the 

primal, and most enduring, religion. The apparently spoil/ 

taneous generation of barley turns Crusoe’s mind to the idea of a 

Divine benefactor. A similar miracle might well, albcitin other 

terms, have had an identical effect on the mind of the fortunate 

matron ofa primitive riparian community. It is true that Crusoe 

soon thought of the ratiooal explanation of the phenomenon, 
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whereupon his reverent awe departed. Eut no such 

explanation would have occurred to the primitive discoverer 

of agriculture, and between her reaction and that of Crusoe 

would be the difference between the soil/mail relationships of 

a people native to a soil community from its cultural infancy, 

and those of a people at a highly sophisticated phase of civiliza^ 

don, invading an alien soil. 

Moreover, the elaborate developments of the Fertility Cult 

would naturally have arisen from this beginning. A disdrv 

guished pomologist once told me that as a child he nsed to 

plant the feathers of birds, picked up in the garden, and was 

disappointed when they did not grow. It is not a long step from 

dais state of mind to that of the Crimes Graves flint/minm 

expecting the Earth Mother to produce them a crop of flints, 

which were, for them, a food^substitute, viable as food by 

means of exchange,1” The act of planting seed in earth would 

have its obvious analogue for most, although apparently not 

all, peoples, in the sexual act. Phallus warship, such as that of 

the Indus Valley DctoSj and, again, of the Norfolk flints 

miners, occurs as a corollary to the worship of the Earth Mother, 

the Great Goddess, Demeter, Ceres, Mary. 

Where the earliest mixed farming was practised on alluvial 

soils, such as those of the Tigris and the Nile Valleys, the case 

of the Neolithic farmers would have been very different from 

that of rhdr contemporaries on Iock soils. As we shall see in 

the next chapter, such fortunate primaeval farmers were mi 
obliged to make the very difficult discovery of manuring, in 

order to be able to form permanent settlements. The rivers 

annually renewed their soils for them. 

It is very difficult to arrive at a date for the earliest agriculture. 

It lies somewhere between tfooo e.C, and 4000 b.c. Probably 

the earliest settlement where grains were regularly reaped yet 

excavated is that of the so^-called Natufuns on the slopes of 

Mount Carmel in Palestine. A type of reaping tool, made by 

setting flint teeth in a wooden or bone shaft, has been found 

there. Similar tools arc associated with early Neolithic peasant 
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communities over a wide area. For our present argument, the 

excavated sites at Merimk, in the Nile delta, and Tape Gawra on 

the Tigris alluvium, arc significant. These sites were perma- 

nently occupied by farmers and stock-raisers over an enormous 

period of time: their inhabitants were not driven to shift their 

cultivation every decade or so. 
The river valley soils would not only have enabled their eatly 

exploiters to make permanent settlements, and so found cities, 

and thus make civilization, while the steppedwelling pas- 

toralists were forced to move with their herds and could not 

found cities; they would, while encouraging the rapid spread 

of tillage, have discouraged stock-raising. I do n.ot mean that 

stock-raising would have been neglected to the extent that 

tillage was neglected by the pastoralists. Wc know that this 

was not the case. But there could be no question of developing 

vast, moving herds of cattle, horses or sheep, and stock-raising 

would have occupied much the same place as on a small 

Fnglish mixed farm of today. Tire emphasis would all have 

been on cultivation, which not only was a feminine discovery, 

but which was developed under female aegis, acquired a 

Goddess (with many names) and was encouraged to prosper 

by female fertility magic, rites and religions.13 

In a social, organization based upon a female economy, the 

emphasis would have been upon feminine values.14 Nor, on an 

alluvial soil, would there have been much to upset female pre¬ 

dominance until, perhaps, a pastoral and patriarchal people 

came into contact with the firming community, and encouraged 

its men to assert themselves. Women long remained in charge of 

their discovery of agriculture, perhaps until the plough and 

such-likc heavy implements became more important than the 

digging-stick and the primal hoe. 

We have arrived, although speculatively, at the conclusion 

that the earliest agricultural communities were matriarchal and 

feminine in their social values. And there are grounds, not 

speculative but archaeological, mythological, sociological and 

philological, for believing that this was, indeed, the case.15 
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Scholars have gone co remarkable lengths in their specula-- 

lions and deductions, to show how, by what routes, under 

what social or climatic pressures, the great fundamental in veil/ 

tions of mankind, both in tools and in techniques, were carried 

to relatively backward communities from some centre of origin. 

The savants ot the nineteenth century were dominated by this 

idea, as ordinary people were and arc dominated by die notion 

of single inventors, of Prometheus, Tubal Cain, George 

Stevenson, Marconi, folk/heroes who by their genius bring 

enlightenment. Victor Hcyn, for example, derives almost every 

economic plant and animal from South/west Asia, so chat one 

receives from his works the impression of an almost empty 

outer world being filed with plants, animals and techniques 

from tins gushing widow’s cruze of a place! More recently 

scholars of the school of Perry and £1 Hot'Smith make every 

high culture, even the geographically remote ones of South and 

Central America, derive from a unique source, Egypt. Perhaps 

it was so: indeed, there can be no doubt that many inventions, 

whether of things or of techniques, were carried outwards from 

a centre of origin by war, trade or migration. 

But it does seem to me that the great fundamental inventions 

of mankind, and especially the pastoral and agricultural 

devices for exploiting soil, may possibly have been made more 

than once, in several places independently. There would be 

nothing extraordinary in the same accidents, exploited by an 

identical opportunism, occurring at widely separated points in 

similar conditions of soil and climate. Any grass soil, populated 

by a hunting people at a certain stage of mental growth and 

under certain economic compulsions, might give rise to pas/ 

total ism. A nd the similar condition1^ obtaining in the valleys 

of the Nile, the Hw ang/ho, the Indus, the Euphrates/Tigris, 

populated by equally intelligent peoples, might all tend to pro/ 

duce the beginnings of agriculture. 

I do not assert or claim that this did happen, of course: for one 

thing, the time discrepancies in the beginnings, so far as they 

can be estimated, of die primal civilizations, argue in favour 
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of the theory of a single original discovery. But this can be 

otherwise accounted for, and it is at least possible that whenever 

men and soils came together in certain conditions, the rural 

crafts were generated. 
Pas totalis m and agriculture arc, as I have suggested, ei*' 

couraged by different hinds of soil, by loess and by alluvial 

soil respectively. But it is, perhaps, when a pastoral and an 

agricultural people clash upon, terms which can result in the 

total eclipse of neither, but rather in a fecund union, that the 

highest civilizations are produced. 

Later, of course, when nomadic people, pastoral is ts in an 

advanced phase, descended upon the cities of sedentary folk, 

they did so to enslave or destroy diem. But even that may be 

only partially true: how much does Arab culture owe to the 

sedentary people conquered by these pastoralists of the Arabian 

steppel And what does our own Western culture owe in 

Arab stimuli2l7 Jn any case, we are dealing with primaeval, 

not historical events. And was not historical Athens the pro' 

duct of a fruitful encounter between the matriarchal Pelasgoi in 

possession of Attica, and the invading, patriarchal Lapithai \1 * 

In the following chapters I have attempted to describe die 

soils which gave rise to several of the primal civilizations of 

history, and as a consequence of intelligent soil parasitism. 



PART TWO: 

MAN AS A PARASITE ON SOIL 

# 

CHAPTER V 

MAN AS A PARASITE ON 

ALLUVIUM 

TI-IE NILE Tiie source of the Victoria. Nile is the Rip on Falls out of 

Lake Victoria, less than half a degree north of the 

equator. In its early reaches the river is turbulent, running 

through tropical forest and park /land. Collect ing the surplus 

waters of Lake Albert, and thereafter, as the White Nile, it 

Hows north through 13-i degrees of latitude, receiving tribu¬ 

taries from its watershed on the east and west until it reaches 

tat. N. 10*, Between this point, and Khartoum, where it is 

joined by the Blue Nile, it receives no other streams. 

The Blue Nile rises in Lake Tana, in Abyssinia, and is, 

with its tributaries, the principal carrier of the silt of which the 

soils ofEgypt were, and continue to be, made, prom Lake Tana 

the Blue Nile Hows south through degrees, west th tough 

three degrees of longitude and then roughly NNW. to Wadi 

Mcdani in the Sudan, where it is joined by two large tribu¬ 

taries from the south-west, the Rahad and the Dinder. As a 

single stream, the Blue Nile then flows north-west to join the 

White Nile at Khartoum. 

From Khartoum and Onidtmnan, the United Niles flow 

north and west to approximately lat. 17° N. long. E. 34" 

where they are joined by the Atbara, a river which rises in the 

same Abyssinian highlands as the Rahad ana the Dinder, its 

actual source being north-west of Lake Tana. 

The Nile continues north as far as Abu Blamed, turns south¬ 

west to Ambukal, takes a westerly, north-westerly and then 

northerly bend to Dongola, whence it flows north to the Delta. 

4S 
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The total northerly displace mem of water is through nearly 

thirty degrees of latitude, about i<50G miles, the total length of 

the Nile system being upwards of 3000 miles. 

The Victoria-Albert- White .Nile part of the system brings 

down little soil to contribute to Egypt, since its course is through 

intact soil communities not suffering from erosion. These 

rivers provide the steady flow of Nile water into which, at a 

certain season, the Blue Nile system and the Atbara pour their 

soil-laden torrents. These torrents, and the Nile floods which 

they cause, are produced by the south-west monsoon, a fact 

which, as we shall sec, also accounts for the enormous quantity 

of soil material which they cany with them. The steadiness of 

the main-stream of the Nile is accounted for by the very slight 

landfall from source to mouth, a matter of live indies to the 

mile. On the other hand the JBluc Nile, and the Aebara, com¬ 

ing from a high mountain country, are fast-flowing streams. 

The mountains of Abyssinia are, for the most part, extinct 

volcanoes. As we have already seen in the case of the Ager 
Rommts, soils made up with volcanic detritus are very fertile, 

and the silt carried down by the Blue Nile system, and by the 

Atbara, is largely of volcanic material.. 

The volcanic Abyssinian highlands are subject to wind 

erosion throughout the year; but, in the spring, the south-west 

monsoon, laden with Atlantic water and the moisture of the 

equatorial African forests over which it has passed, strikes the 

Abyssinian mountains and there, in a Wagnerian uproar of 

continuous thunderstorms, cloudbursts, bail and rain, dis¬ 

charges itself The quantity of rainfall varies widely from year 

to year so that: 

So many peoples and generations of Egypt have studied 
this vital question through and through, and yet the height 
of the flood, resulting from the rain, has never once been 
forecast for the following veal.10 

During the dry, winter season, the rivets of Abyssinian 

mountain provenance, the Binder, the Rahad and the Atbara, 
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mn nearly dry, but the coming of the monsoon fills their beds 

with catastrophic violence, the rainfall pouring in torrents down 

the eroded volcanic slopes, carrying with it millions of tons of 

the material which is to te/create the .Egyptian soils. This ruiv 

off has dug deep gulleys in. the substance of the hills; every year 

tliey are deepened and widened, and the product of the 

torrent's work, particles of hornblende, mica, feldspar, of cab 

careous and ferruginous compounds, are the constituents of the 

Nile silt. 

This mineral fertility is not all that the river brings down into 

Egypt. There is also mature soil and organic material, and these, 

as it happens, arc the unintended gifts of the Abyssinian pas/ 

toralists to the Egyptian peasantry. Since prehistoric times, and 

the practice still continues, these herdsmen and shepherds have 

been burning off the scrub and the forest, so that fresh grass 

can grow and provide wider grazing for their beasts. Formerly, 

much of the Abyssinian highland was forest soil and, as we 

know, this means a natural control of the water cycle. The 

destruction of forest had the usual consequences; ruivoff and 

erosion. The Abyssinian highlanders, instead of providing new 

grazing for their animals, provide Egypt with the most fertile 

soil in the world.20 

The quantity of silt annually carried down by the Nile 

varies between 70 and 150 million ions. Formerly, before the 

de/forestation of highland Abyssinia, it must have been much 

less. But even if, during the 7000 odd years of Egypt's occupa^ 

fion by agricultural men, the annual mean has been only 30 

million tons, the total weight of new soil carried into .Egypt by 

the Nile floods and either deposited 011 the flooded valley lands, 

or used in the building of the delta, is y$X. 106 tons. A cubic 

yard of soil weighs about a ton, and a fair average top/soil is 

nine inches deep. Therefore the Nile has brought into Egypt in 

the last seven milieu ia. more than three handed times the total 

area of the whole European top/soil.21 

The monsoon is at its height by mid/June: the flood reaches 

Egypt (north of Khartoum), in September. The river rises 
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above its banks and floods the whole valley of Upper -Egypt. 

This valley and the kingdom itself arc coextensive; there is 

no mote Upper Egypt chan the fertile strip created by the Kile. 

It consists of a cleft in the earth between two great deserts of 

arid steppe, the cleft being about 300 feet deep and bounded 

by limestone cliffs which ate nowhere more than twelve miles 

apart, and in places only a few hundred yards. The length of 

the cleft from Khartoum to Cairo, the southerly and northerly 

limits of Upper Egypt, is 547 miles. This is the region which 

is Hooded even/ September and October, and upon which, 

when the flood water recedes, the Egyptians have planted their 

crops during the past six or seven thousand years. And this silt 

is the soil of Upper Egypt. 

I11 the months oflow water the fellahm irrigate cheir crops, 

raising Kile water up to the level of the soil by means of a 

machine, the sbiidcuft which has been in use for at least 3000 

years, and probably for jooo years. It consists of a rod pivoted 

011 a tripod; on the landward end of the rod is a counterweight, 

a lump of dried Kile mud; and on the river end, a bucket. The 

fellah stands in the water, pulls down the bucket until ic fills, 

then lets it go, whereupon the counterweight swings it up so 

that it can be poured out into small irrigation ditches. In places 

as many as four shadotfjs, one above the other, ate required to 

get the water high enough. About 200 generations of feUabin 
have been doing this, without altering the shadoof. 

Nowhere in the world is there a soil community comparable 

with tliis of the Upper Egyptian cleft. Its winter climate is 

warm, there is no measurable rainfall, and until recently the 

country people were exceptionally healthy. However, the stable 

health of the fclkbin, like the stable economy of Egypt, both 

of which, since Herodotus first noticed them, have been the 

subject of remark by travellers, have been gravely impaired by 

a serious disturbance of the student soil balance, and will have 

to find a new equilibrium. The control of flood water, with 

the object of making water available during a longer period 

of mouths, and for irrigation on a large scale, has raised soil 
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humidity, and therefore atmospheric humidity. The purpose 

of control, achieved by the building of dams and barrages, 

was tc transform the economy of all Egypt from one of national 

subsistence to one of national cash-cropping. As a result, the 

great gran art- of the Roman Empire became a wheat-importing 

country, but a considerable exporter of long-staple cotton. The 

change was extremely profitable to .European money-lenders, 

the Egyptian Khedive, and the Lancashire cotton spinners. It 

left the fillahin where they had always been, standing in the 

Nik working the sbadcuf. Potentially, no doubt, it left him 

better off Meanwhile, the humidity, and the disappearance of 

clover, enabled the anopheles mosquito, the hook-worm, and 

the bilharzia fluke (& hamatobm) to rise out of their proper 

place in the soil community, and batten, like seven miiknia of 

overlords, conquerors and usurers, upon the patient filkbin. 

* 

The second soil community created by the Nile is Lower 

Egypt, that is the Delta. It is made entirely of Nile silt, and first 

appeared above sea-level about 14,000 years ago. Since then, 

the delta has grown upwards and outwards thrusting-into the 

sea, and as a growing land its appearance, and accounts of it, 

have changed from age to age; the number of the Nik mouths, 

for example, has varied between two and six. 

In our own time the della is an isosceles triangle, the base 

being a stretch of Mediterranean shore from the Rosetta 

(Canopic) moufh in the west, 85 miles as the crow flics to the 

Damictta (Pdusiac) mouth in the cast. The apex of the triangle 

is at Cairo, no miles in a straight line from a point midway 

between the woudis. The whole area is about 4000 square miles 

of fertile soil 55 feet deep. 

The earliest occupants of the two Nik soils progressed so 

rapidly in the arts of civilization, and the artifacts of one age 

were so quickly and deeply pressed into Nile mud by those of 
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This shows 14,000 years of alluvial deposit. The soil of the Delta 

is catried by die Nile from Ethiopia 

+ 
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the next, that archaeology ha-5 revealed little of the early Neo/ 

lichic peasantry in whom we are interested. 

This precocity was related to die nature oi the Nile soils* 

Whether Egyptian women in vented a.gt't culture for chenv 

selves, or acquired die art by contact with inventors from else/ 

where, wc have no means of knowing. That they subsequently 

drew ahead in the race does not mean chat they must have bad 

a start to begin with- Very early pte^dyrustic Egyptians of 

whom we have knowledge were already well advanced in both 

tillage and stock/iaising.*2 At Merimde, near Cairo, in the 

Delta, wa s a settlement of Neolithic mixed farmers using flint 

reaping tools of the Natuhan type, grain storage jars and baskets 

lined pits of a kind also found in Mesopotamia. This settle/ 

ment cannot be accurately dated, nor can a similar one in the 

Fa yum. But it has this to distinguish it from Neolithic settle/ 

ments on loess soil, that it was in continuous occupation over 

a long term of centuries. This permanence ol settlement was 

made possible by the Nile silt. 

This is one oi the few glimpses wc have, in Egypt, of the 

primaeval phase in soil exploitation, and for die manner in 

which the Neolithic villagers developed thefr culture wc must 

look ro the rather better “documented” Mesopotamian soils 

(sec next chapter), or rely upon reasoning backwards from the 

earliest remains "which are available in sufficient quantity. 

We must make use of comparative anthropology and atclv 

acology: in Chapter I it was noted that anthropologists do not 

believe that much can be learnt concerning long dead primitive 

communities, from the study of arrested living primitive com/ 

muoirieg. The objection is based upon the argument that 

although existing “primitive” communities arc “arrested” in 

the sense that they have not developed into civilizations, they 

arc not absolutely arrested. They may even have degenerated, 

and therefore their state does not represent an ancient condition. 

They have developed since Neolithic times, but developed very 

differently. 

The opponents of this theory, how-ever, while they agree that 
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existing savage institutions cannot be taken as exactly what 

they were in Neolithic times, having stood still for fifty cen- 

turies, argue that the changes in the institutions of these existing 

tribes ate such as can be allowed fix. They believe, unlike their 

opponents, that Neolithic organization, deriving from Palaco- 

lithic, was certainly tribal. They point out that when a tribe 

with ?. certain kind of tocemiscic, exogamous social system, 

believed by Morganists to be a universal Late Palaeolithic- 

Early Neolithic worldAvide institution, fails to scrap this 

system when it has ceased to reflect economic (and therefore 

conditions, aud fails to allow a more suitable system to 

develop in its place, then social growth does not cease, indeed, 

but becomes morbid. It takes the form of increasing the com-' 

plexicy of the old system, until wc arrive at the stacc of affairs 

obtaining in certain Australian tribes, where the totem and 

tabu system is so fantastically complex that Europeans can only 

understand it with great difficulty* 

This being so, say the Morgan ists, we can cut away the 

morbid growth of the centuries during which other peoples 

have been developing capitalism and the political state, and 

so arrive at a tribal pattern which represents the state of social 

development reached in that late Neolithic time when economic 

conditions were beginning to call for a revolution, the revolu- 

lion which gave rise to the political, instead ofthc social society. 

The tribes which did make this revolution did so in two senses; 

social decentralization, involving die emergence of the small, 

pa.tciatch.il, family unit, out of the communist group-families 

of the Palaeolithic and Early Neolithic system; and political 

ccKtraiizaiioN, involving the emergence of the State out of a 

congeries of tribes. 

To rccurn to the Egyptians: all but the earliest of whom we 

have knowledge were, as wc have seen, already practising 

tillage and stock-raising. They worsluppcd numerous gods, 

most of whom were in animal form: Homs is a Falcon, Thoth 

an This, Sebek a Crocodile. What is the origin of these gods? 

Applying the comparative method, wc conclude that they 
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were originally tribal totems;20 nod, in (act, excavation has uiv 

earthed certain objects, uncovered certain paintings, revealing 

that the Egyptians were formerly organized in totemisric tribes. 

From what we know of totemisric tribal society, the Neolithic 

Egyptians, graduating to soil/parasidsm by way of tillage, 

rather than stock/taising, which their soil must have made 

necessary, sbototcl have been oigatuzed in. a mauilincax and 

matriarchal society. There is evidence that this was the case, in 

the vestigial remains of such a system in later Egyptian society. 

According to J. H. Breasted24 no Egyptian male owned 

property in the Old Kingdom. The property belonged to his 

wife, and he had the use and control of it only by virtue ot his 

marriage. Upon his death it passed to his eldest daughter. In 

the same spirit, royalty in Egypt was transmitted in the female 

line, and the only way by which the Pharaoh could make sure 

of his son succeeding him as High Priest and Wat Lord of the 

people, was by wedding the youth to the teal heiress: thus, the 

sons of the Pharaohs married their sisters, Petrie says that 

“Sister marriage reconciled matriarchal property with paternal 

inheritance.*5 It did the same for royalty as for property, and tlre 

custom long outlasted the native dynasties, so that we find the 

Greek Ptolemys religiously marrying their sisters, and one of 

Julius Caesars first tasks in Egypt was to settle the row between 

the Queen, Cleopatra, and her brother/bridegroom. 

According to George Thomson20 this matrilincar system 

endured in Egypt for most, and perhaps all, classes of society 

until as late as the Twelfth Dynasty, when it began to be re/ 

placed by a patrilinear system move in keeping with a society 

increasingly dominated by male values. This revolution was, 

it seems, greatly accelerated by the Hyksos conquest of Egypt. 

And this is what, reasoning from the soil upwards, we should 

expect. For the Hyksos (Shepherd) conquerors were steppe 

people, pastovalists, and therefore patriarchal in their society. 

The soil of Egypt, then, called for and received a matriarchal, 

primarily agricultural society with the emphasis on tillage, as 

its first exploiter. But this phenomenon is commonplace all 
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over the Eurasian and North African world at that time. Why, 

in Egypt, did it develop so rapidly into urbanization and high 

civilization? 

* 

It has already been said that on all soils but those which are 

annually renewed by silt, Neolithic farmers were forced to keep 

shifting, and could not settle in one place for long enough to 

found cities, states, in short, civilization. Before they could do 

this they had to discover the craft of manuring. But there was 

no reason why they should realize this. The accidental div 

covery of agriculture, or rather, in the first instance, a kind of 

horticulture, probably led the women of Early Neolithic tribes 

to plant in imitation of nature, the only difference being chat 

they grew one kind of plant on their plot, of land, which had 

formerly supported numerous kinds that were not carried and 

eaten, but died and rotted where they grew. But the Neolithic 

peasant -women had no reason to suppose that their primitive 

monoculture would exhaust the soil; they were not exhausted 

by bringing forth young of the same kind every year, why 

therefore should Mother Barth be so exhausted? Probably the 

failure of crops wrould be explained by some failure in the 

efficacy of the ritual accompanying planting and cultivation, 

ritual expressive of the Large corpus of magico^rdigiom doe* 

trine of the Fertility Cults. The move to new laud would he 

made not for scientific, but for theological reasons. Neolithic 

settlements on loess1 soils, for example in Central Europe, show 

that the kind of tillage practised was, in fact, of the same order 

as that of the native African farmers of our own time, and of 

the Amerindians of the nineteenth century. 

The discovery and application of manuring, when this is 

sufficiently effective to enable the farmas to Live off an annual 

soil'fercility increment, entails an advance from soil parasitism, 

to soil creation, a subject to be dealt with in Part IV. But until 

this discovery is made, soilsparaihism on bess does not lead to 

civilization. 
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But, and it is to this that Egyptian civilization surely owes its 

precocity, the Egyptians were not obliged to discover manuring 

before settling, tiot obliged to advance from soil/parasicism to 

soil/making in order to found cities. Their soil was, as it were, 

autO/malluring, and the Hood/waters of the Nile replaced every 

year what the Egyptian women, and later the men, took out 

of it. 

Many of the supposititious advantages of the Egyptian and of 

Mesopotamian environment have been put forward to explain 

the precocious rise of their urban civilizations, while the peoples 

of other regions were still held back in the simpler ways of 

Neolithic culture. But the attribute of the Nile valley, which it 

shared with the Euphrates-Tigris delta, and which assured to 

the Egyptian and Mesopotamian peoples their long lead in the 

progress towards civilization, was surely the one which enabled 

them to settle down and exploit the soils of their countries as 

soon as they had learnt to till them, and withouc having to find 

a way of remaking the soil every year. 



CHAPTER VI 

THE EUPHRAT BS-TI CRIS 

AND THE INDUS 

THK JJUPKRATES-nCRlS The three annually renewed alluvial soils ro give rise to 

civilisations, which ate described in Chapters V and VI, 

arc by no means the only ones. They have beet; chosen 

because their human communities were the most precocious 

in growing towards civilization, and because the principal 

cause of their precocity was the nature of the soil itself. The 

civilization of China, rose in the valleys of the Yangtse and the 

Hwangyho, but its beginning was more chan a thousand years 

later than that of Egypt and Mesopotamia, and at least half as 

much later than chat of the Indus Valley. Our argument in 

these two chapters is that the exceptionally rapid rise of man 

from his beginnings as a primitive soihexploitcr to a high 

civic culture, in certain regions, must be related to the advan/ 

tages offered by the soils of those regions. 

The case of the Nile soil as a medium for the forcing of 

civilization lias been dealt with at length in Chapter V because 

it is the extreme case. Not only did its people not have to dis/ 

cover deep ploughing and regular manuring before they could 

go on to found cities, but the Nile Valley soil has proved 

resistant to seventy centuries of what can only be called abuse. 

Egypt is as fertile today as she was before Pharaoh Menes was 

thought of, before the political state had emerged out of the 

.social tribe. The same cannot he said of Mesopotamia or of 

the Indus Valley, the principal reason being tha t the soil of the 

Nile Valley is ptobably the only soil in the world which, 

by virtue of annual renewal combined with the unique 

$s 
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topography of the country, has turned out to be nearly man/ 

proof 
The case of the Euphrates-Tigris soil is in many ways not 

comparable with that of the Nile, but it is so comparable in 

the interesting particular of annual renewal by Hood silting, 

and likewise in possessing a climate, flora and fauna offering 

opportunity for exploitation by relatively ill/equipped Neolithic 

people. 
The country called Mesopotamia is an alluvial plateau cn/ 

dosed between the Euphrates aud the Tigris rivers, from die 

point of their nearest approach to each ocher in the latitude and 

neighbourhood of Baghdad, to their junction at Kuna in Lake 

Hatnmar, out of which their waters are drained by a single 

stream, the Shat d Arab, into the Persian Gulf. 

Both rivers rise in the Armenian highland plateau to the east 

of Anatolia, the Tigris in two sources near Lakes Van and 

Gcoljik, the Euphrates also in two sources, the Murad Su and 

the Kara 5«, flowing as independent rivers for over 200 and 

400 miles respectively to their junction at Arapkir. rl he water* 

shed of the four sources lies between latitudes 3 8° and 40 N. 

and longitudes 38* and 40° E. Formerly this Armenian soil 

must have been forest, and even now rainfall is ample for the 

cultivation of such water/loviiig species as cotton, tobacco and 

the vine. The first two have been introduced in historical times, 

the one from India and the other from America, but die an/ 

Equity of viticulture in this region is incalculably great: indeed, 

the first domestication of the vine may even have been due to 

primaeval Armenians.27 The clearing operations of the early 

vineroons, wheat growers and barley growers, as well as shep/ 

herds and cattle ranchers, would certainly have disturbed the 

water/cycle of the country, and given rise to floods of the 

Euphrates and the Tigris far more torrential than would have 

been their case before forest/clearance began. 

From. Arapkir the Euphrates flows south and west through 

the gorges of the Taurus to Samsat (Samosata) being thereafter 

joined by tributaries. The river flows south through Carchemish 
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to Mdscue, thence to Raqqiia where it is joined by the Belikh, 

south/west to Meyadin, standing at the junction with the 

Khcbur, which is the Araxcs of Xenophon. Beyond Ana, 

between chat town and Hit, the nature of the soil community 

changes from a Mediterranean character to tropical Asiatic: 

typically, the olive tree gives way to the date-palm, both plants 

having been, and still being instruments of'very successful soil 

exploitation. In this region of change begins the valley bed of 

alluvium, a few miles wide, and since Hit itself has been sug^ 

gested as the ancient shore line at the head of the prehistoric 

Persian gulf, it would seem that the whole land between Hit 

and the mouth of tire Skat cl Arab must be of alluvial origin, a 

deposit of soil even mote remarkable than that of the Nile 

delta, but which, unlike the delta, is not all of riparian origin. 

For the mountains to the cast of the alluvial plateau, which is, 

significantly, slightly tilted towards diem, arc subject to much 

the same kind of violent erosion by torrential tainfall as the 

highlands of Abyssinia; enormous quantities of silt have been 

carried down by gulleys and gorges towards the valley, and 

this silt, as much as any carried by the two rivers, is the soil 

material of Mesopotamia. 

But the region south of Hit,28 made by the mountains and 

the river, has since been unmade by man; it is a treeless, open, 

badly eroded soil, or rather corpse of a soil dead of Homo 

mlitarh', a variant of the disease organism Homo wpkv.s** 

It was forced to support, between 1500 and 600 b.c., in the 

Assyrian State, one of the most atrocious manifestations of 

militarist expansionism in all history. A career of warfare 

means, of course, a career of waste; and waste of materials, in 

whatever form, means ultimately, waste of soil fertility, a war 

debt which is too rarely taken into account. If, south of blit, 

the landscape is described by modern travellers as a scene of 

appalling and heartbreaking desolation, wc owe that to the 

ambitious and cruel brutality of Shalmaneser I, die Tiglath" 

pilesets, Asurbanipal and a score of other waivlords. 

From Hit the Euphrates flows south and wvest, by Hilleh and 
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ancient Babylon, still through a maivmade desolation where 

once was a marvmadc paradise. This soil supported the great 

ventures of the Hittites and those who came before and after 

diem. The price has been paid. Even when Xenophon passed 

this way, ax the head of his Ten Thousand on their march to 

the sea, it was fertile and teeming with game.so But die neglect 

of the ancient canals has created marshes, the 'water seeps away 

into them, and the river begins to shrink. 

The region of prehistoric and early historic intensive tillage 

by irrigation, and of laying the river under contribution by 

means of the ancient device of the wateivKfting wheel (Elv 

phrates* equivalent of the Mile Mouf), begins at Ftluja, west 

of Baghdad, and is coextensive with the alluvial plateau upon 

which rose the civilisations of Sumer and Akkad, out of which 

came letters, and mathematics and astronomy. The irrigation 

canals divided this irregular oval into sections, each therefore 

an .island between two canals, the Euphrates, and the Tigris, 

the How of water being towards the latter river. At Gharab the 

water divides into two channels, to join again at Samawa, and 

flows thence to Nashya, formerly its point of junction with the 

Tigris. But here again the failure of men to hold their ancient 

advance from soil parasitism to soihaeation, by maintaining 

the canals, has made marshes, so that the modern junction of the 

two rivers is at Kurna on Lake Elammar. 

The courses nfbotb Tigris and Euphrates have shifted during 

historical times: Mesopotamia is wider than it was in Sumerian 

times, and in Neolithic times it must have been a good deal 

narrower still. 

The Tigris has three considerable tributaries, tire Great and 

the I.icde Z?.b, and the Diala, and from its junction with the 

latter flows through arid steppe to Tekrit. The Euphrates too 

makes part of its way through a desert, the Syrian desert. Yet 

formerly this region cannot have been arid, for the tools of 

Upper Palaeolithic settlements are found there; food .-gatherers 

and hunters flourished in a country which could not now feed 

a mouse. It was these food'gathering people who were replaced. 
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in early Neolithic times, by others whose women first began to 

exploit the alluvium of the Two Rivers, 

The annual silt/bearing floods of the Euphrates-Tigris, 

being the consequence of the melting snows of Armenia, and 

not, as in the Nile case, of the south-west monsoon, occur in 

the spring, so that the convenient autumn sowing practised 

in Egypt can never have been possible; yet a forcing-house 

climate must make the loss of a season of inconsiderable conse¬ 

quence, But still, whereas the Egyptians had nothing to do but 

clear papyrus reed and then throw and tread seed into the soil 

the Nile brought them (die treading in was done by their sheep), 

the Neolithic Mesopotamians had not only to clear reed and 

other wild plants, but, before they could reach the city-found¬ 

ing stage, to drain water-logged soils by means of ditches and 

canals, which later, with increasing aridity, might become 

irrigation canals. For it is at least possible chat it was in getting 

rid of surplus water, that the techniques of making use of 

scarce water were evolved. 

The digging of drainage and irrigation canals is an act of 

soil-creation which would entitle the Mesopotamians to be 

considered as soil-makers rather than as soil-parasites. And so, 

in their later history, they were. But we are here concerned with 

their beginnings as tillers, and in those beginnings they lived 

as parasites on the soil, like the Egyptians on Nile mud. 

Perhaps the earliest tillers yet revealed tn us by archaeology 

were the Nacufian cave-dwellers of Mount Carmel in Palestine. 

Of these people Professor Gordon Childe says that they 

“hunted with an equipment ol flints very similar to those 

current among Neolithic peoples in Europe, But they used some 

flints, mounted in rib-bones, as sickles for cutting grass stems 

ot straw; a peculiar lustre on the flints proves this, but unfor¬ 

tunately does not disclose what sort of grass was cut, still less 

whether it was cultivated or wild”. 

If it was udld (and the fact that they seem to have had no 

hoes suggests it may well have been), then the Natufians were, 

of course, still food-gatherers, still in a Palaeolithic stage of 
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economy. If cultivated, then the nature of the soil would have 

compelled the Natufians co adopt semMioraadic tillage which 

would prevent, them from settling and founding cities. But for 

communities at a similar stage of development—that of passing 

from soihmembcrship to soil/exploitatiou—on the alluvium of 

the Euphratcs-Tigris, the case was different. 

Not far from Mosul on the 'Tigris* opposite the site of Hint' 

veh, is a tell called H^sum. A idl is a mound created in the 

course of many centuries by the constant rebuilding of the huts 

and houses of a village on the same site. Most Europeans and 

Asiatics of our time have watched the rubble of a bombed 

building being levelled off and a new' building raised on the 

site. Bombing is not necessary, however; the house has only to 

decay* to be knocked down, stamped into the soil, and a new 

one built over this foundation. The first dwellings of the 

Hfssmta villagers were of reed, the later ones of mud* and Tell 
Hassuna is a township of the oldest farming community of 

settled agrarians yet. unearthed. Its lowest levels reveal a par/ 

dally settled people of gardeners and stock/taisers using stone 

hoes fastened to their handles with bitumen, doubtless from the 

bitumen lakes near Hit, and a corn grinding gear of stone 

pestles and mortars. 

As the archaeologist works through the levels of the fell, he 

is able to show that the HttSHn* people became more and more 

settled. Their tentdike lints of reed give way to houses of dried 

mud* bread ovens become identifiable in a room which is 

clearly a kitchen or house/place, there arc sunk grain/storage 

bins in the courtyard. Proto/sickles are found* resembling those 

of the Natufians, but set in wood instead of bone. No exact 

dating can be given to define the limits of the Hcmma settle/ 

merit, hut its beginning probably antedates 5000 b.c. and it 

lasted for many centuries. Tigris mud had enabled its people 

to settle, perhaps to build up a surplus ol wealth, to send out 

colonists to found other villages, ultimately to support great 

parasitic cities* temples, palaces, and armies. 

Tell Hasstase is more or less representative of a number of 
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ocher scLdements in ihe same soil, for example, those of Till 
HaUf, Arpacbiya and Tepe Gaum. In the case of most of them 

it is possible to arrive at an approximate date for the first settle/ 

menu, that is to gain some idea of the time that has elapsed since 

the revolution which advanced man from soil/membership to 

soil/parasmsm. Huts of dried mud which were the houses of 

the Neolithic farmers of Mesopotamia, arc still built and used 

by the present inhabitants, and they are known to last over a 

century before their dilapidation necessitates demolition and 

rebuilding. And as rebuilding is done upon the stamped/ 

down debris of the old hut, at each such renewal a distinct 

layer is formed, in the manner explained above. Each layer 

therefore represents about a century, or rather more. The top/ 

most layer at Tepe Gaum yielded pottery and other artifacts 

which could he dated by reference to archaeological finds in 

the great cities of the plateau, and beneath that layer Spciset 

counted twenty/,six other layers: on this evidence, the layer level 

with the original soil was tentatively dated c. 5000 B.c. From 

this calculation, similar ones for the other Euphrates-Tigris 

tclh, from the Natufian and the Egyptian evidence, it seems 

that men, or rather women, first became farmers about 7000 

years ago. 

It should be said that not by any means all die sites revealing 

early agrarian settlements are to be found within the influence 

of ihe Two Rivers soibrcncwal system. In fact, what may be 

called the type -site of the Neolithic farmers of the Near East, 

that called Tepe Stalk, is near Kashan in Northern Persia, and 

there are other settlements far from the rivers. Perhaps there ate 

none, however, beyond the soil/icncwal system of the Persian 

mountains which, by the erosion of their substance, annually 

poured new soil down into the country on their west. And die 

condition for permanent agrarian settlements—soil renewal— 

might be produced locally even beyond the limits of a great 

flood system. Tepe Sialk is in an oasis, with a good spring of 

water; moreover it is very difficult to judge what changes in the 

topography of the region may have occurred in 7000 years. 
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We are not concerned here with the actual rise of civilization 

in Mesopotamia, which entailed a soihmaking act of drainage 

and irligation. Out point is that settled soibparasilism of very 

long duration—long enough for the techniques of drainage and 

irrigation to be developed—-was possible on the Euphrates- 

Tigris soil, and that therefore the soil conditions for the rise of 

such relatively precocious civilizations as those of Kish and 

LTt did exist, and are probably the explanation of the precocity 

of these primaeval city states. 

It should be said also, although this takes us beyond the 

immediate subject, that because in Egypt farming entailed, and 

entails, hardly more than the planting of seed in Kile mud, and 

subsequent irrigation by means of the Wau&m£ whereas in Mesa.' 

potamia, to maintain great cities, it was necessary to go a stage 

further and make a soil by means of elaborate irrigation works, 

the later histones of the two countries are wry different. The 

unity of Upper Egypt as a soil community imposed upon the 

Egyptians the creation of a single political unit from the apex 

of che delta, to Khartoum, and a similar condition had the same 

effect in Lowet Egypt. Thus, there could be at most two 

political nations in that region (and there was usually only one). 

Moreover the viability of Egyptian soil for fanning, for cxy 

ploitation, owes almost .nothing to man but a lew simple 

muscular actions, so that, from the point of view of funda-* 

mental stores of soil fertility, Egypt is still potentially a great 

nation, Because, until our own time, the Egyptians remained 

parasitic on. their inexhaustible soil, and made no great works 

of agricultural engineering, there was nothing to be neglected 

and to decay. But Mesopotamia, is an artifact: before that soil 

could produce more than the grass upon which Nebuchacb 

nezzar browsed, could support die cities of Lagash and 

Ninivcb, Ur and Babylon, could feed che armies of Tiglath' 

pileser and of Asurbanipai, it had to be made. And wliar is 

made, if it lie thereafter neglected, decays. No unique annual 

event in the life of the river made all the people of the region 

dependent on a single natural phenomenon, as in die case of the 
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Mile flood. I'hc soil of Mesopotamia did not demand a single 

economic uni: in its extent, and therefore a single nation. Each 

Mesopotamian community could either nse or neglect the con/ 

ditions which the Two Rivets offered them. And therefore 
there arose in Mesopotamia and on its periphery not one great 

power, but a whole congeries of in dependent city states, which 

could only be united into a single nation by the rise of one 

among them to military pre/cminence, and the imposition of 

unity by force. But this necessity entailed another, the failure 

of the very soil upon which empire in Mesopotamia tested. 

The tise of great military powers meant the waste of soil fertility 

m war, that waste meant gradual impoverishment of the whole 

region, especially in man/power: that improverishment entailed 

neglect of die irrigation works, and such neglect the ruin of 

the soil itself The agricultural machine which the men of Ur 

and Lagash and Nineveh made of Mesopotamian soil is still 

functioning, but because of the wars of the Assyrians, and of 

the failure of their successors to eschew a similar militarism and 

concentrate upon restoring the land, it is functioning at a level 

of productiveness and efficiency probably inferior to that of the 

predynastic era in the history of the Mesopotamian peoples. 

TIIE INDUS VALLEY 

In the Kailas range of the Himalaya mountains in Tibet rise 

the great rivers of Northern India, the Sutlej, the Bramahputra, 

the Ganges and the Indus. The sources of the Indus ate in the 

glaciers of the Kailas, at an altitude of 20,000 feet. Flowing 

thro ugh Tibet and Kashmir, it turns south between Gilg.it and 

Himza, and across the Punjab frontier, at which point it is 

Sco miles long. Fifty miles birther on its course, it is joined by 

die Kabul, coming from the mountains of Afghanistan, but 

its most considerable increment of waters is contributed by the 

Five Rivers, the Jbclum, Chcnab, Ravi, Beas and Sutlej, 

which, as a single stream, join the Indus about 500 miles 

below Attock. 
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The delta is in Sind and comprises 300 square miles of 

continually shifting silt, the mouths of the river being quite 

inconstant, but extending along the coast of the Arabian. Sea 

from Karachi in the north, to a. point about fifty miles south-east. 

Between 2500 b.c. and 1500 B.C. there grew up in what are 

now Sind and the Punjab a high urban civilization based on 

the Indus and extending over a vast body of territory, the spine 

of which was defined by the coutse of the river from well above 

its junction with the Five Rivers, fo the delta. The present delta 

is not navigable and has no useful port. The ancient delta was, 

however, by no means the same, and it is Professor R. M, 

Wheelers opinion that the people of the Indus civilization 

may well have had a port in the delta. But there is very little 

evidence for the existence of any considerable shipping and the 

whole civilization seems to have been partially isolated from 

contact with other high civilizations of the time, in Mesopo¬ 

tamia, Egypt and Crete, and perhaps to have traded with them 

only through the intervention of middle men, merchants from 

small seafaring states on the coast to the nortlvwest. 

The Indus empire had twin metropolitan capitals, Harappa. 

on the Ravi, about a hundred miles from modern Lahore in 

the Punjab; and Moheujo-daro on the mainstream of the 

Indus, about 300 miles north of modern Karachi. In addition 

to these two great cities, there were at least seventeen urban 

centres of importance in the Mohenjo-daro pare of the country, 

and at least fourteen in the Harappa “province”. There were 

probably more such towns, but they arc yet to be found and 

excavated. 

The emergence of this Indus empire31 with a strongly 

governed, highly ordered domain extending over perhaps one 

hundred thousand square miles, followed the establishment, 

over the same and a much wider area including modern 

Baluchistan, of Bronze Age peasant settlements which were 

probably well past the tribal stage in 2500 u.c., and might be 

linked together in political groups, each comprising a small 

agrarian republic or kingdom. A full and interesting account 
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of all that is known of these people, their culture, their pro- 

variance and the cities which some of them subsequently 

founded, will be found in Professor Wheeler’s Five Thousand 
Years of Pakistan?2 and in Professor Smart Piggott’s Prehistoric 
India?3 Here, we are concerned solely with two questions; the 

soil relationships of the North-west Indian Bronze Age states 

in general; and the reason for the growth of an urban empire 

out of the congenerous communities living on the Indus river 
system. 

The Bronze Age Baluchi states were settled communities 

practising plantation (as opposed to shifting) agriculture and 

stock-raising, which implies cither a rather advanced farming 

technique, or a frequently renewed soil. The discoveries of Sir 

Aurel Stein in this territory, and particularly in the Mashkai 

Valley and the Lakorian Pass, of massive dams and barrages 

of masonry designed to contain flood waters and use them for 

•irrigation, bear out this conclusion. These flood waters would 

have come ftom the hills to the west of the country, and no 

doubt they carried the fertile silt of mountain erosion. But even 

with the assistance of a soil carried by flood from elsewhere, 

the Bronze Age Baluchis must have enjoyed a reasonably 

equable climate and a reasonably fertile soil, in order to main¬ 

tain their stable tillage, for Baluchistan is not, like Egypt, a 

cleft in the earth almost designed to retain whatever soil the 

river deposits in it. Yet we know, from historical records, that 

before goo B.C., Baluchistan was already, what it is today, a 

region of desolation, of icy winter winds, and burning summer 

heats, and of sporadic, unreliable rainfalls incapable of support¬ 

ing more than a nomadic agriculture practised by a meagre 

population of migratory peasants. 

It seems probable that the primaeval peasant states of 

Baluchistan were dependent upon a combination of flood- 

water and silt, controlled by irrigation, and moderate rainfall, 

for their soil fertility. In the absence of either flood-'water, or of 

rain, they must fail, and a reduction in the annual mean of 

rainfall might well have made their position as settled farmers 
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untenable. We do not know what, in fact, did happen, but ir. 

seems likely by reference to the state of affair further south, in 

the Indus valley, and to events during our own times in Au$/ 

tralia and South Africa, that we can find a clue to the failure 

of the Baluchi states to develop an urban culture, and, on the 

other hand, to the rise of just such a culture among the states 

in the Indus valley. 

The modem climate and soil of the Punjab, inthe neighbour 

hood of ancient Harappa, arc still relatively equable and fertile, 

and the tegion is, in fact, one of the great granaries of Asia 

(and this is only partly due to irrigation works carried out in 

the nineteenth century)* Sind, on the other hand, if we ignore 

the great irrigation works carried out by the British to make the 

country fertile by using Indus flood waters, is an arid and semi/ 

desert province, and without irrigation could support no more 

than a thin population at a very low standard ofliving. Such a 

soil as that- of modern Sind could not possibly have supported 

a large, settled population wringing from its fertility the surplus 

of wealth necessary for the building and maintenance of the 

great city of Mohenjo/daro, with all chat civic culture implies 

of secondary industry, not to mention the numerous other 

urban centres. The mere existence of the towns, and of the high 

civilization which archaeology has revealed, implies either that 

the climate was much more equable 4000 years ago than is now 

tire case, or chat the Indus people installed a system of irrigation 

works equal to those of our own time, from the very beginning 

of their settlement. The latter implication is an absurdity, for no 

Bronze Age people in die first stages of real settlement could 

have carried out such work, nor, indeed, would they have ever 

settled in a country which clearly could not support them. 

True, in the later phases of the Indus empire, Sind was a made 

soil, and great irrigation works were built to control the flood 

waters of the river. But in the beginning conditions must 

have been very different from those of today, with a mean 

annual rainfall of 6 inches, and temperature extremes of 25^ 

and 120° F. 
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What can we learn about the soil as it was when Mobctijo/' 

daro was yet to be founded? Excavation in the Indus valley, in 

the neighbourhood of Mohenjivdaio, has revealed that the 

following animals were native species of the soil community: 

elephant, rhinoceros, water/buffalo, tiger, crocodile, bear, 

monkey, squirrel, parrot, deer, sambhur, jackal, wolf, mo 11/ 

goose, lizard and tortoise. Of the trees and other plants, which 

leave no bones for the taxonomist to identify, and which artists 

«ltld craftsmen do not delineate so clearly as animals, we know' 

next to nothing. But the animals are enough: what kind of 

soil community do they suggest? Surely, tiopical Africa—-say, 

for example, the valleys of the Dinder or the Rah ad. Such a 

country is cither humid parkdand, or rain forest, with a climate 

held in control within equable limits by the trees, and an 

annual rainfall of at kart 50 inches. 

The present vegetation of Sind is tamarisk and scrub. In not 

dissimilar climatic conditions in Australia in our own times, 

such a vegetation has sprung up upon soils rendered semharid 

by loresC clearance, by overstocking with cattle, or by soil' 

fertility “mining” with wheat.34 

Faced with chc need to explain the climatic change in Sind, 

a change which, if rather slight documentary evidence be 

reliable, may be relatively tcccnt, authorities have suggested 

a shift in the south/west monsoon track sufficient to leave Sind 

outside its area,35 Sind is, in fact, just beyond the limits of that 

track, but it is perhaps possible to find an explanation other 

than one for which there appears to be little other evidence than 

the case of Sind, and against which many arguments could be 

advanced. 

Although we know nothing of the tree species of the pri/ 

maeval Indian soil, community, excepting that the deodar and 

the sissoo2* may have flourished, we are forced, by the evidence 

of animal remains and the representations of animals by the 

craftsmen of MohenjO'daro, to conclude that ancient Sind was 

a forest country; and for this there is evidence of another kind: 

all the very extensive building throughout the empire was done 
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with baked bricks, and baking bricks calls for Large quantities 

of fuel, which can only have been wood. As Sir John Myres 

Jong ago pointed out, far more devastation of forests has been 

due to the need for fuel, than to clearance for cultivation; this 

was particularly the case in the Mediterranean and in parts of 

China, but in England we have the cases of Cornwall, and 

the Weald of Kent, the latter deforested by the iron smelters. 

During what period of time were bricks being baked by the 

Indus people 2 

The beginnings of their civilization are dated c. 2500 B.C., 

and it was “destroyed” by the Aryan pastor afists about 1500 fi.c. 

This gives us about a thousand years. In short, the Indus 

peoples had been cutting down trees during about thirty genera' 

tions,cutting them down in immense numbers to feed the brick 

kilns, the forges of their metallurgists and smiths, the kitchen 

fires, die potter}' kilns, the builders’ and carpenters’ and joiners’ 

shops. The consumption of wood for brick'making in the 

Indus civilization might almost be compared with our own 

destruction of forests, and of soil balance, for the making of 

wood'pulp for newspapers and rayon, and within the limits of 

their territory these prehistoric Indians were as steadily de$' 

troying die one sure stabilizer of their precariously equable 

climate as were the Chinese a thousand years later, the 

Americans three thousand five hundred years later, and twenty 

other rising peoples at various times. 

Could this deforestation alone account lor the differences 

between the climates of modern and ancient Sind i I think it 

could, first, there is the question of temperature extremes: in 

high tropical regions, the difference between maximum shade 

temperatures over forest, and over steppe, is striking; the amios' 

phere over a forest soil is as much as zef F. cooler than that 

over a steppe soil, the reason being the constant transpiration of 

moisture by cbe leaves of the trees. 

The cutting down of the trees of Sind would, in all proba' 

bility, account for the change in temperature conditions tC' 

fleeted in the disappearance of the animal species excepting 
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the crocodile, which, by living in the river, is more or less 

independent of terrestrial and atmospheric conditions. It will 

also account, it would seem, for the change in the rainfall, 
as we shall see. 

Water coming down as rain must first go up as evaporated 

moisture from soil, seas, lakes, oceans and rivers, and as tians' 

pited moisture from die leaves of green plants, especially trees. 

A single willow tree will transpire as much as 5000 gallons on 

a single summer’s day. Of the total rainfall over even coastal 

areas of land, sevenminths is due not to ocean evaporation, but 

to land evaporation and tree transpiration.27 What part of this 

is due to transpiration, wc do not know, but it is obvious that 

there cannot be much moisture to be had from arid steppe, for 

the water of any shower of rain is immediately lost again to the 

sun, whereas, in the presence of trees, it is filtered slowly into 

the soil, drawn up by the trees, transpired by their leaves, and, 

the transpiration cooling the atmosphere, conditions are created 

for the formation of clouds, and f utthet precipitation. In short, 

over forest soils, water i.s used over and over again, and trees 

tend to hold water in their neighbourhood. Moteover, at 

tropical temperatures, raiivladeii winds will pass over batten 

soils without precipitation, whereas if the same soils bear trees 

their cooling influence will create the conditions which bring 

about rainfall. 

But if the deforestation of Sind is allowed to account for the 

change in the climate from equable to arid, what of the Harappa 

province which must have suffered similar deforestation, but 

which, although considerable climatic change may have 

occurred, has not undergone an identical desiccation? This 

difference may probably be accounted for by the difference in 

altitude, for higher land, like forests, induces water-laden winds 

to unload. Ir has been observed that the influence of complete 

forestation of a tract of country upon rainfall is equivalent to 

raising its altitude by 650 feet.28 Mohenjo-daro stood nearly at 

T50 feet. Hatappa at an altitude of 530 feet. In the matter of 

rainfall, that difference alone, given the other conditions, and 
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notably its relative nearness to high mountain country, would 

have made the Harappa province more fortunate in the matter 

of rainfall, and would have helped to preserve the Punjab from 

the aridity which has come upon Sind. 

While the agriculture which has replaced the forest continues 

to flourish, the progress of desiccation will be controlled. But 

since 1500 B.C. race after race has overrun India, empires have 

been founded upon her soil fertility; founded and destroyed. 

The desiccation, of Siud has been man'made, but over a vast 

lapse of time. 

To return, briefly, to Bronze Age Baluchistan, if the pre> 

catiouslyvbaLmced climate of that province was upset by con' 

siscent deforestation, as in Sind, then the Baluchis must be 

considered as a disease of their soil: they killed it because its 

resistance was insufficient to keep it alive under intensive agri' 

culture. Even today, any attempt to resume settled tillage, as Sir 

Aurel Stein has pointed out, results in the relapse of whole areas 

of cultivation into the appearance of bare, clay desert: in short, 

in one of the worst kinds of soil erosion. Kolwa, in. iVlalcran 

was, in die Bronze Age of Norrlvwest India, a thriving centre 

of farming settlements. Today, Sir Aurel Stein says that it is, 

“By far the greatest dry crop area of Makran, and its export of 

barley to other parts, in years of good rainfall, is considerable. 

Yet bow rare such rainfall is, and how precarious this cultiva/ 

tion in Kolwa, is shown by the very scanty population of the 

tract being practically all nomadic,” 

That the soils farther south, in the Mohenjo/daro country, 

did not suffer the fate of those of Baluchistan until a thousand 

years later, but were able to give rise to and support a great 

urban civilization, can have been due to only one thing, Large' 

scale irrigation. But inigation with plain water would not have 

answered, in the absence of mamiml techniques which we 

have no right to assume that these people possessed. True, they 

had the wood ashes of their kilns, which they may have had the 

sense to use: true, also, that they kept much cattle, but if is nor 

very likely that they had devised the high/farming technique of 
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stall-feeding their beasts to preserve die manure. Ic should be 

remembered too that the Indus people grew and exported 

cotton, a plant which, as the Americans of the southern United 

States have learnt, makes the most extravagant, and indeed 

spendthrift drafts on soil fertility. 

The answer seems to be irrigation with muddy water of'wide-¬ 

spread spring floods, which provided not only moisture, but 

Indus silt, of which the river brings down millions of tons 

annually. The civilization of North-western India, like those 

of Egypt and Mesopotamia, grew in an annually renewed soil, 

the only kind of alluvium which would have enabled its 

creators to find the surplus wealth during a sufficient period of 

time, with which to build their cities, maintain their priest¬ 

hoods, their elaborate government services, their municipal 

public utilities and their widespread trading relations. In short, 

the only type of soil which will tolerate man as a parasite almost 

indefinitely. 





PART THREE: 

MAN AS A DISEASE OF SOIL 

» 

chapter VII 

MAN AS A. DISEASE ORGANISM 

When a microoiganism preys upon a macro/otgaoism 

in such away as ro cause the latter no inconvenience, 

it is not noticed: when, however, its activity becomes 

excessively vigorous, perhaps due to some temporary weakness 

of the host organism, then we say that the latter is diseased, and 

that its condition is doe to the micro/organism. 

Philosophically, there seems to be no reason why wc should 

distinguish, as disease, a condition brought about by one kind 

of organism, while withholding the distinction from conditions 

created by another and, from the point of view’ of the sufferer, a 

comparable one. For example, a community of men being 

consumed by the cholera bacillus is said to be suffering from 

the disease cholera. But the same community being consumed 

by a plague of tigers, is not said to be suffering from tiger 

disease. Yet there is, in the relations between the afflicting and 

afflicted species, in the functions, rather than ill the forms in/ 

voLved, no significant difference. An excess of rabbits is never 

considered (o be a disease of fruit/trccs, although they may prey 

upon and kill an orchard quite as effectively as an excess of the 

microscopic botrytis fungus, which is recoguized as a disease. 

Disease is a failure of the balance by means of which species 

live together in community, whether in a rcladonship of mutual 

aid, or one of parasite and host. For, even in the latter case, there 

must be equilibrium; given an adjusted balance between para/ 

site and host, the former is fed, the latter not debilitated. But 

should the parasite become too numerous or active, that is 

should the balance be destroyed, the host wail collapse, and 

therefore the parasite also. 
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In a perfectly constituted and balanced soil community of 

plants, animals and men, while every species present would be 

living, to some extent, off all the othets, none would be doing so 

to the serious detriment of any other. It is not pretended that no 

individuals of any species would suffer fatally as a victim of 

another, neighbour species: obviously, some men would be 

eaten by tigers, some tigers die of bacterial disease, some plants 

be eaten by herbivores, some herbivores by carnivores. But all 

member-'Species, in such a soil community, would be in such 

equilibrium with each other, that, in the long run, the strength 

of all would be stable. The soil community here envisaged is 

an ideal one: natural soil communities approximate to it, but 

do not exactly resemble it. T have read that such natural conv 

mumties do exist, indeed that they arc the rule in nature, bat 

this seems rather doubtful: the rule seems to be for sonic species, 

from time to time, to upset the balance by becoming dominant, 

and thereby, in the long run, destroying itself The balance is 

then restored until some other species becomes tyrannous. 

The balance of any natural soil community, so nicely ad>* 

justed that it almost seems to be a single organism, can be di^* 

turbed in more than one way: the excessive, and necessarily 

temporary, prosperity of one species will upset the balance, and 

so will the introduction of a new species into the soil commu^ 

nity. Men are frequently the culprits, either rising, within a 

native soil community, to dominate over their fcllow^-specics 

until they are able to think of themselves as outside nature; or 

by invading a maiden soil community from outside. As a rule 

the latter occurrence leads to a very rapid destruction of equilfe 

briu m and the death of the soil, whereas the former occurrence 

leads to the slow debility of the soil. Id. India, the rise of native 

peoples to the dominance of Indian soil communities has taken 

thousands of yeats to reduce soil fertility within sight of the 

point at which soil dies and erosion occurs. But the invasion 

of the middle west of north America by man, as an intruding 

species, has led to the death of vast areas of soil within a hundred 

years: in the first case we have man as a wasting disease of soils; 
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in the second man as a galloping consumption. Man is not, 

of course, the only species which behaves in this manner: any 

species would do so if it could, for each struggles for its own 

ends and is only held in check, for the good of the whole coov 

mutiny and therefore, in the long run, for its own good, by the 

equal, and neutralizing effort of other species: it is a system of 

mutally cancelling tensions, like that of a weight hanging to a 

cord: the weight pulls down, the cord pulls up, and the result 

is stability. From time to time the artificial soil communities, 

normally well balanced, of England, arc disturbed by the efforts 

of a species to dominate: in Essex, some years ago, the mite 

known as Red Spider made a partially successful attempt to 

step out of line; in. parts of East Kent at this moment a weed 

known locally as Fat Hen (Cjbeuopodim album) has shown 

remarkable and pernicious vitality. 

But it is man with whom we are concerned. 

Here, before coming to a practical case in point, is a simple 

fled demonstration of the dominance of a soil community by a 

single species, which thus becomes distinguishable as a disease 

organism. 

Imagine a natural soil community consisting of a wood of 

elm trees, grasses, rabbits and stoats. The community is well 

balanced: the grasses keep the soil in place and supply it with 

material in the organic substa nce of their dead. By their work 

they provide a satisfactory root environment for the elms, which 

contribute towards the commonwealth by tapping the mineral 

fertility in chc subsoil and adding it to the top-soil in the form 

of the autumn Icafdall. The elms also shade the lesser plants 

from too much sun, and break the possibly damaging force oi 

torrential rains ot strong gales. Moreover, as alembics, they 

evaporate from their leaves two/third* of the rainfall, thus main/ 

tainitlg a circulation of water, and cooling the atmosphere. 

The rabbits eat the grass, preventing it from growing too 

rankly, and they might even overeat it were it not for the stoats 

which, at first sight mildly parasitic on the community, turn 

out, upon examination, to contribute to its essential stability 
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by keeping the number of rabbits in check. They themselves 

might become too numerous, were it not for the ability of the 

rabbits to avoid them, and their own internecine warfare. The 

dung, and later the bodies of both these species, in which are 

locked up some part of the community’s total soil/fertility 

capital, return in due course to the earth. 

Such a community is, of course, far simpler than any which 

would occur in nature, but this simplicity in no way affects 

die argument. 

Into the community we introduce a new species, the fungus 

known as Dutch him Disease, which causes a fatal debility 

in elm trees. In the course of a few years the rising prosperity 

of the fungus causes the death of all the elms. The parasite, 

which has been able to contribute nothing, destroys the host 

and therefore itself. The top-soil, deprived of its annual mulch 

of dead leaves, carrying their increment of plant nutrient sub/ 

stance from the subsoil, begins to decline. Torrential rains, 

pouring upon the now unprotected grasses, cause gullies and 

small morasses; they leach out soluble plant nutrients, while the 

sun, now able to bake the rain/bcatcn earth, produces a sealed 

surface depriving the soil bacteria, of air, and causing subsequent 

rainfall to run off, instead of soaking in. The grasses, ill these 

conditions, begin to deteriorate, provide inadequate fodder for 

the rabbits, which emigrate or grow ill/conditioncd. The stoats, 

with fewer rabbits to feed upon, fight all the more fiercely over 

che remainder, until war and starvation reduce their numbers 

rapidly. The rabbits do not leave or die while-there is any food 

to be had, so that they overtax, the strength of the debilitated 

grasses, which, die. The death of the grasses leaves the already 

damaged soil bare, and without renewal of its oiga.nic material. 

No more humus cati be made, the soil dies, becomes dust, is 

blown away; or it is washed away as mud into some stream. 

Of a once flourishing community of living creatures nothing; 

remains. The microscopic fungus has turned a sylvan land/ 

scape of apparently massive stability, into a barren moon/crater. 

Consider a second demonstration, a semi/artificial soil 
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community involving men as one of die member species: 

again, let it be, for the sake of readier understanding of the 

principle involved, improbably simple. 

There is a wood of sweet/chestnut trees in which also grow 

honeysuckles. No satisfactory balance could have been, pro/ 

duced between these two species, since the honeysuckles are so 

vigorous that, growing unchecked, they would choke the sweet/ 

chestnuts, enjoy a brief dominance, and perish for want of 

support and leaf/mould and shade. However, in the wood lives 

a family, a man and Inis wife and six children. Their only food 

is chestnuts, but they are not so primitive as to be mere food/ 

gatherers; for recognizing that unless they take action the honey/ 

suckles will choke their food/trccs to death, they undertake the 

labour of keeping the honeysuckles in check. 

It docs not, however, occur to them to destroy the honey/ 

suckles entirely. Perhaps the plant is a sacred one in the mar/s 

religion; and indeed he only primes it with fear and propitia/ 

cory rites. As for his wife, she is not a religious woman, but she 

likes to have a few flowers in the house, and to do what pleases 

her husband. 

The balance once established is stable while the children 

grow up, and even when they are adult it is not, at first, dis/ 

turbed. The daughters, m this austere but not unpleasing soil 

community, like the flowers of honeysuckle with which to 

decorate their persons; one of the sons, a practical man, finds the 

bines useful as rope; another, the youngest, has an attitude 

cowards die honeysuckles resembling that of his father, and yet 

not quite the same: his pleasure comes from beholding the way 

die plants grow, the colour of the flowers, the shape of the 

leaves, and he likes to make drawings of them on bics of chest/ 

nut wood. 
The third son, however, is different. He is not conservative, 

and he does not hesitate to call his father’s religion superstitious, 

liis brother's art a waste of time, his sisters’ vanity disgraceful. 

He proposes that instead of spending months every year in 

pruning the honeysuckles, they' would do well to grub them all 
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up and be done with it; that; l)e says, is the scientific, the 

rational way. And since everyone is rather ashamed of being 

irrational, and because the third brother is a forceful and do 

termiued man, his opinion prevails, and out come the honey* 

suckles. And in no time at all the bees, which lived in the 

wood for the honeysuckle, and incidentally fertilized the 

flowers of the chestnuts, abandon the wood and leave the human 

members of die community without food. 

By what means do species rise to dominate, imbalance and 

destroy a soil community? Tn natural conditions this almost 

certainly happens much more rarely than in artificial soil conv 

muuicie.s. Just as savage cultures are ponderously stable, whereas 

civilized cultures are preearious, so natural soil communities 

are difficult, artificial ones easy to upset. 

Consider, for a minute, a market garden as an artificial soil 

community in isolation. One of its common members is the 

cabbage white butterfly. The cabbage white butterfly in a 

natural soil community has to seek, wild cabbages on which to 

lay its eggs, and wild cabbages are not particularly common— 

indeed I have only seen them growing once and in one place, 

in anything like profusion. But the market gardener having 

planted perhaps an acre of cabbages, the cabbage white suddenly 

finds its commodity with unnatural ease, and ill unnatural 

quantity. These temporarily favourable conditions might 

enable it to rise to unexampled heights of prosperity as a race, 

to multiply very rapidly in conditions where the predators 

which keep it in check arc not, until attracted later, present in 

their ordinary numbers. As a result, and supposing the market 

gardener to abandon brassica culture for some oilier crop, an 

exceptionally large number of cabbage whites would be forced 

to seek their living in natural conditions, and the wild cabbages 

would succumb to a plague of caterpillars, with a whole chain 

of related consequences which we need not follow here. 

In the first half of the nineteenth century the rising class of 

macliine^owning capitalists in Britain required hands to man 

their rapidly growing factories. Men and women were attracted 
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associated fiese wjch fruit trees, then with tire vine, finally 

with all horticultural and agricultural activities. The progress 

of Mediterranean man Horn soil membership ec soil ex' 

pi on at ion can be traced in the God's career 

Greek vase early 5th century 
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away from work on the land, or in cottage industries, where the 

food they ate was only what they could produce by their own 

actions applied immediately, or at only one remove, to die soil. 

They were brought together in great and crowded mi mbeis and 

food was brought to them in exchange for machine minding. 

Conditions were, in fact, created, in which they could propa-' 

gate their kind, for a time at id very uncomfortably, without 
reference to '‘natural1* supplier of food, to weather, to the season. 

The consequence was a temporary and fantastic specific (not, of 

course, individual) prosperity of mechanical man* Mechanical 

or machine/mi tiding man became numerous out of all pro 

portion to the supply of food within the range of action of 

individual machine/minding men. Among the consequences 

of tliis destruction of balance were the American dustbowl and 

the British Empire. 

* 

The argument which informs the following two historical 

studies is that man, over a very great part of the surface of the 

earth, has become a disease of soil communities, and that this 

catastrophe derives quite as much from his past relations with 

the soil, as it does from his present ones: cither he has reacted 

from past practices, or he has failed to learn from them, or he 

has transferred practices which succeed in one environment, to 

soils where they are pernicious. 

Fleas are parasitic upon men: if they arc few they cause him 

minou discomfort, but no serious harm, so that his vitality and 

power to continue functioning are not impaired. If the fleas 

become excessively numerous, they may so weaken their host 

by their depredations as finally to destroy him and, in the 

absence of any other host, themselves. A few men can live 

parasitically upon a soil, without destroying it, but should they 

become too many they inevitably and invariably destroy it 

unless they find means to enhance its annual increment of fciv 

tility. For, as fleas suck mens blood, so men suck the fertility 

of soils. 
6 
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Before examining the way in which this has happened time 

and again in the past, it will be as well to give some attention, 

in general terms, to actual examples of two regions of the world 

in which, from being at worst harmlessly parasitic upon the 

soil, man has become or is becoming a disease of the soil 

community. 

NATIVE AND ALIEN TECHNIQUES 

When a people grows up as a member of a soil community, 

its agricultural or pastoral practices grow out of the conditions 

of the country, and are consequently adapted to it, just as the 

life/maintaining practices of other native species arise out of, 

and arc adapted to, the ruling conditions. 

When peoples intrude into a virgin soil community, at an 

early and primitive stage of their own technical development, 

the soil community will impose upon them., by its superior 

strength, modifications of their agricultural practices which 

suit its own wdl/bcing. The intruders are allowed in, but by- 

no means on their own terms. The terms axe laid down by the 

stable community into which they arc trying to thrust them.* 

selves. 

People whose farming (and sometimes even industrial) 

practices derive from either of these beginnings have a past— 

that is they possess a continuum of traditions which joins diem 

to their origins as members of their particular soil. Such a past 

is of enormous practical value: it may mean, for example, 

being able to take 50 cwt. of wheat from ail acre ofland which 

has already yielded crops in two or three thousand seasons, 

instead of a wretched S cwt, from an acre almost barren and 

dead after only a century of cultivation. The farmer who works 

land similarly worked by his spiritual, if not physical, ancestors 

during a score of generations, need not be stupidly comer va/ 

rive: he may employ new methods, grow new crops, and use 

new tools. But he will, by a sort of intuition which rises out 

of his organic relationship with his land, test each novelty 

before he adopts it, by reference to a code of morality in his 
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relations with soil, a code which he has inherited. He will 

respect the land as a life, never exploit it as a mineral. 

But when a people at a very high technical level intrude upon 

a virgin soil community, or upon an old artificial soil cooamu*' 

nity, they possess the means to impose their will: they will 

offer no terms, make no. adjustments in their native practices, 

concede little or nothing to the invaded soil. They will probably 

introduce their own native practices at that level of efficiency 

which they have reached at home, and which, perhaps, their 

own soil has been adapted to during hundreds, even thousands 

of years. Or they may, by their scientists, devise, intellectually, 

new practices, with an insufficient understanding of the coiv 

ditions in which these practices are to be applied. 

Both these catastrophic things happened when white men 

took control of Africa; and, what-is worse, die methods 

evolved by the native inhabitants, out of the conditions of their 

environment, were made impossible to practice. 

TROPICAL AND SUB/TROPICAL AFRICA 

The functioning of a tropical soil community, as compared 

widi a temperate one, resembles the functioning of a busy 

commercial centre as compared with that of an agrarian Conv 

munity. The total amount of wealth may be the same in both 

cases, but the money of a commercial society circulates much 

more rapidly than that of an agrarian community, as the 

fertility of a tropical soil circulates more quickly than that of a 

temperate soil. 

In. a temperate zone, the tempo of life being relatively slow, 

the capital of the community, diat is die fertility of the soil, 

is largely tied up in the soil itself, the earth. This is so much the 

case that when a virgin soil is broken, particularly in semkarid 

steppe country, it is possible to obtain crop after crop without 

manuring, simply out of the stored fertility of the soil. Such, a 

proceeding is, of course, criminally stupid; morally, it is as if a 

family of children opened their mother’s veins and lived by 
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drinking hci blood until she died. If remains true that the 

thing can be done, has been done, and is being done. 

In a tropical soil community, however, owing to the great 

speed with which plants and animals grow and decay in 

favourable condition!;; to the absence of a winter season of rest; 

and to the density of animal and vegetable populations, the 

greater part oi the fertility of the soil will, at any moment, be 

found not locked up in the soil itself, but working in die living 

members of the soil community. This is perfectly satisfactory 

provided that nothing happens to prevent the quick and steady 

return of this capital to the soil/bank, so that it can be tedssued 

to support mote life. This return is achieved by the deaths, 

where they stand, of as many creatures as lived upon die soil. 

In fact, in a tropical soil, the fertility capital is being turned over 

more frequently than in a temperate soil, a state of affairs which 

good economists would approve, but which, in view of the 

want of reserves, might cause some dubiety in circles where 

thrift means savings in cash, not investments. 

When men make clearances in tropical jungle, for their 

cultivated crops, they drive away the animals, cut away or bum 

off the vegetables. By so doing they destroy a great part, pro/ 

bably the greater part, of the soil fertility. The earth which is 

cleared carries only a small reserve, and it is therefore incapable 

of yielding more than three or four cultivated crops widiout 

showing signs of exhaustion. If too many crops be taken from 

such a soil, ic may be so exhausted that, when abandoned 

by men, the jungle cannot return to do its work of restoring 

the fertility and recreating a balanced soil community; there 

may not even be enough nourish mem and moisture left to 

enable some very humble and undemanding pioneer plant 

to begin that work. In that event, the soil dies and erosion 

occurs. 

From this it should be clear chat it is particularly easy for men 

to become a disease of tropical soils. But the indigenous humans 

of tropical and subtropical African soil communities, in so 

far as they were farmers at all, did contrive to live without 
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damaging their environment They practised shifting agri^ 

culture, like out own Neolithic ancestors. In some places they 

still do so. Shifting agriculture entails clearing a small part of 

the jungle, planting a food crop, and continuing to do this 

until returns show signs of failure due to soil exhaustion. The 

whole community then moves on to a new site, leaving the 

jungle to return and restore die health of the cultivated section. 

Men practising this kind of agriculture can, of course, make 

no progress in the development of their own potentialities as 

vessels of consciousness. But given some sufficient stimulus, it 

is probable that the Africans would, sooner or later, have 

started to evolve a more efficient agriculture, from these primi/ 

live beginnings, and that the evolution would have been slow 

and steady enough to be conditioned by the nature of die soil, 

to grow out of that nature, and to be adapted to it. What 

would have happened then, would have been something like 

this: as the methods of culture changed and improved, so 

would the soil itself have been altered, until ultimately, Like the 

soil of Europe, it would have been as much changed as a stone 

is changed by being taken out of the ground and dressed and 

built into a cathedral* 

Men practising shifting agriculture cannot be said to be 

fitting themselves to a balanced community without disturbing 

its equilibrium; nor are they creating artificial soil communities 

to replace die natural ones which they cannot help destroying 

the moment they become efficient farmers. Such shifting fiuv 

mere are parasitic upon their soils, and must therefore be classed 

as a disease of those soils; but a disease in so mild a form that it 

causes only a few quickly healed and noDrseptic sores on. the 

earth's face. 
The mildness of these Africans considered as a disease 

organism, like the mildness of any other disease due to an 

organism, is a benefit derived from their relative weakness in 

the face of the strength of their environment. Such tribes of 

wandering $oil/Scratchers have a very high infant/mortality rate, 

a low vitality, which makes them, victims, in their turn, oi 
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disease organisms; and above all a proneness to warfare with 

other tribes very useful in keeping their numbers in check. 

What a pity that the bucolic military genius of a Tchaka, a 

Dingaan, a Cctywayo, protecting the soil of Africa by en/ 

couraging thousands of Africans to cut each other’s throats, 

should all have gone for nothing! Because -while the white 

overlords of Africa will not allow the blacks to fight each other 

any more, they will do nothing else to check the destruction of 

African soils by overstocking with. men. 

For when a rule of law is imposed upon these African 

farmers, preventing warfare, their numbers increase. Provided 

with medical care, they grow even more numerous. The more 

numerous they become, the more frequently must they, ot 

course, return ro a patch of soil which they have already culif* 

vated, until soon they are returning to it before the jungle Iras 

had time to restore its balance and rebuild its fertility. What for 

thousands of years have been nothing worse than ephemeral 

and insignificant sores on the face of the earth, become per/ 

manendy septic sores. The sickness spreads. Man, from being a 

mete source of irritation, like lice on a dog, has become a 

mortal disease, like Pneumococcus triumphant in the human 

blood/stream. 

Where it is not a question of the pressure of the whites upon 

native practices, but of the introduction of European methods 

into the African soil communities, the consequences are as bad, 

perhaps rather worse. The structure of European soils, as I have 

already said, is artificial: that peculiar and so pleasant granular 

texture of a loam in good heart is as much a work of man as 

Hamlet, or Durham Cathedral, or the Rockefeller Centre. It 

has taken, longer to make than either of those other works: 

approximately five thousand years in fact. It is adapted to 

agriculture, not to wild nature; it is enormously more fertile, 

enormously mote resistant than any natural soil. 11 a natural 

soil is treated as if it were a European soil, it just cannot take it: 

it dies. Vast areas of African soil have been killed olf by the 

Afrikander variety of the disease Homo fakr. 
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The following is a quotation fiom G. V. jacks5 and E. O. 
Whyte’s Rape of the Earth: 

European influence has been responsible for the rapid, and 
in places now uncontrollable, biological deterioration of the 
land. Whatever European plans for the future of Africa 
may have been, whether their object was imperial, commer^ 
cial, educational, religious or military, they included no pro-' 
vision for the safety of the soil. At the time when Africa 
was being colonized there was no apparent reason and little 
precedent for caution. The luxuriant tropical vegetation 
suggested immense wealth to be had for the taking; it seemed 
only accessary to introduce scientific technique and to sub/- 
stitute a settled agriculture for die inefficient shifting culriva/- 
tion of the natives. But the soil has yielded up its wealth coo 
readily, and its apparent boundless fertility disappeared under- 
European agricultural methods before the damage done was 
realized. 

THE SOUTH AMERICAN STEPPE 

The principal natural soil communities of South America 

arc of two kinds: those in which the dominant species are 

grasses, and (hose in which the dominant species arc trees. On 

the wvholc these soils have hitherto resisted the relatively weak 

attacks of die disease organism Homo fiber, but the overstocking 

of grass soils with immense herds of cattle and sheep for 

slaughter and export as meat, is causing a debility of these soils 

which can have only one end. 

This particular manifestation of man as a disease of soils has 

not yet been considered, But the grazing of maiden grass soils 

can he just as damaging as the ploughing of such soils. 

Grass soils can, of course, support, as one of their members, 

a population of graminivorous animals, but the numbers of 

such animals must be so checked by the natural dangers and 

disorders of the flesh, diat die work of the grasses in turning solar 

energy into fertility is always more than adequate to supply the 

bodyz-material of the animals which, in any case, should return 
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their carcases, made of borrowed nutrients, whence they came. 

When men stock grass with their tame cattle, they protect this 

valuable property (Latin for cattle--pecuttia) by the driving away 

of predatory species, and by veterinary care. Then, the number 

of beasts which the soil is made to carry depends upon the 

will of the herdsman and the condition in which his cattle are 

maintained. Since the herdsman has neither the means, nor, 

until very recently the inclination, to measure the consumption 

of soil fertility and compare it with the natural annual incite' 

ment, he can (and frequently did and does) so overstock the 

ranges, that Iris beasts arc not simply eating part of the usufruct 

of productive labour done by the grasses, but gobbling up 

fertility capital. In a few seasons the grass, having used up 

stored energy, begins to deteriorate and die, and the soil com/ 

limnity is threatened with extinction. 

Could A knowledge of, a true derivation from, some pastoral 

past of mankind, have guided these modem shepherds and 

cattle men into a wiser course i Could it have enabled them to 

avoid becoming diseases of their soils ? 

Tt is possible, even probable, that if the enormous new pastoral 

economy of the twentieth century had developed on the 

Eurasian steppe t this error might have been avoided. Not 

because Eurasians arc morally or intellectually superior to 

Argentines or Guatemalans, but because they have in them, in 

their bones and blood, in the very atmosphere which they 

breathe, a knowledge of the steppe on which they live, out of 

the substance ol which they are made. The steppe remained, for 

thousands of years, a healthy and vigorous soil community 

despite the activities of its numerous human members. It began 

to die when an alien people of farmers, the Russians, conquered 

.it and brought in the plough, or cattle upon a relatively modern, 

European scale. During thousands of years grass, and man as 

herdsman, had cooperated successfully; and then, in. tens of 

years, man as farmer did so much damage to the steppe soil 

communities, that the government of the U.S.S.R, is spending, 

and must long continue to spend, milliards of roubles and 
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countless quantities of human energy in trying to create a new 

and artificial organic balance. 

The vase herds maintained by ancient peoples, herds of horses 

in the case of the Tartars and Mongols, the peoples of Jcnghiz, 

of Timur, of the Golden Horde; of Attala, and of their remote 

ancestors, were only relatively vast. The horses and other cattle 

were grazed over very great regions, for ever shifting across 

hundreds of miles, indeed right across central Asia and eastern 

Europe, the herdsmen adapting their culture ro their moving 

economy. By this means the grasses, the grass soil communities, 

were never overtaxed. It does not in the least matter whether 

the herdsmen knew, intelligently, why they a etc d as they did. 

But in the absence of knowledge, rational knowledge, of the 

real nature of their environment, an intruding people who have 

not grown up our of their adopted countryside, have no tradfe 

tion of conservation, no respect for the life of the soils off which 

they propose to live, The South American cattle men had no 

tradition from which to derive wisdom. They had only the ethos 

and the example of the great Republic to their north, and this 

they adopted. Industry and application are certainly virtues 

which the American peoples possess almost ro excess. Thu 

South American ranchers saw that the thing to do was to work 

hard and make money. They stocked the steppe of their 

countries without regard to the consumption of a soil fertility 

which they did not even know was consumable. They bartered 

the future of theit soils for Packards, mistresses, electric light, 

palaces in their capitals and apartments in Paris. They did not 

begin to make a culture out of their soil: they bought an alien 

one with their soils fertility. 
Not only do modem cattle men destroy rhe fertility of their 

steppe soils and thereby put the life of the grass soil communities 

in danger. They sell it oversea. 

Between 1920 and 1950, that is in thirty years, the Argentine 

alone exported to Britain 11,683,000 tons of beef, not to nieiv 

tion other meats. This represents approximately 50,000,000 

head of cattle. The average age of these beasts would be 3 years. 
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la 3 years a steer consumes 10 tons of grass. A ton of grass 

represents, in terms of plant nutrients taken from the soil, 

perhaps i cwt. Such nutrients can, of course, be replaced as 

artificial fertilizers; whether they are so replaced is another 

matter. In any case, the texture of the soil is none the less not 

restored. An immense quantity oi organic material has been 

removed. What then, has happened as a result of this export 

of meat ? A quantity of top-soil equal to about a million fertile 

acres has been sent away from the soil community to which 

it belonged, eaten by the English, assimilated into their flesh, 

or, by way of thett sewers, thrown into the sea. 

If it were literally true that every atom oi energy borrowed 

from soil by animals living on and off' it, must be returned 

whence it came, then man, as a semi-parasite, could not live at 

all. The factor left out of account is the usufruct, the annual 

increment of fertility won by plant-populated soils. It would be 

perfectly sound to kill and eat so many cattle as could feed off 

die Argentine steppe without breaking into soil-fertility capital. 

But no more; or not until die cattle men had done what the 

farmers of Europe haw done, made an artificial sod capable of 

yielding far more than a natural soil. 

So much tor the two examples of man as a disease of soils. 

They are by no means the only cases, nor even the worst. Both 

have their origins in a fatal breach with die past, in the inability 

of the men concerned to understand their environment, since 

they did not grow in it, were not native to it. Yet not even men 

native to a soil community have always, or often, avoided the 

destruction of their soils. But at least they have generally gained 

much from that destruction: the glorious civilization created by 

Athens was paid for by the loss of the soil of Attica, indeed 

came into existence as a by-product of that loss. 
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THE SOILS OP ATTICA AND 

THE RISE OF ATHENS 

The soil communities of Attica were not always of that 

austere simplicity which has characterized them in his/ 

torical times. They were, anciently, fot the most patt 

forest soils, and although mountain soils are commonly com/ 

posed of fewer and hardier species than forest soils in lowlands, 

the protection afforded to the card* by deciduous trees and what 

falls from them as dead matter, creates an environment favour/ 

able to the prosperity of many species. 

The tojvsoil upon rocky mountains is precariously lodged, 

and only the presence of trees permits it to accumulate as a basis 

for a soil community. T he fall of dead leaves and other rubbish 

deposits an annual layer of vegetable matter, with the texture 

of a sponge. This, together with the trees’ function in absorbing 

enormous quantities of water, and then sweating it out again 

at the leaves, so governs the water cycle in forest countries, as 

we have seen in the case of Sind, that instead of rainfall running 

off and carrying with it earth and the raw material of earth, 

flooding and silting rivers, and causing erosion, the process is 

reduced to a gentle, steady and beneficent motion. 

Although this water/controlling function oftreesis only now 

being applied in practical soil conservation, it is not newly 

discovered. Of one of its aspects Gilbert White says,30 

. . . trees are perfect alembics; and no one who has trot 
attended to such matters can imagine how much water one 
tree will distil in a night’s time, by condensing the vapour, 
which trickles down tire twigs and boughs so as to make the 

ground below quite in a float... . 

51 
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The force of rainfall is broken by trees, the water absorbed by 

the spongy leafrmould,and filtered slowly through to the topsoil. 

Forest soils also soften the climate in another manner. Any- 

one who has experience of flying light aircraft over forest 

country knows that as the aircraft crosses the frontier which 

separates grass or arable soils from the forest, it rises sharply. 

This rising current of warm air draws in. air to replace it from 

the surrounding atmosphere, thus maintaining a constant cir- 

dilation. As we have already noticed, the tempetaturc among 

trees will often be as much as 20 degrees lower than it is in the 

open, while in cold weather the air among trees is relatively 

warm* Forest soils in short, tend to reduce violent extremes of 

weather, to create an equable climate, to soften seasonal changes 

into a slow’ and gentle rhythm. 

Such soils were common to most parts of mountainous 

Greece in prehistoric times, and some endured well into historic 

times: the country desetihed by Polybius, his native state of 

Arcady, was such a soil at least as late as itfo h.C* 

If, however, the trees are cut down, a mortal blow is struck 

not only at the soil community, but at the soil itself. The leaf 

mould is soon consumed, the loose, forest soil, differing greatly 

from grass-soils in texture, and extremely erodaMe, is dried to 

dust by the sun; washed away as mud by the rain; blown off the 

rock to which it is no longer bound by living roots, until the 

bare, stone bones ol the landscape are exposed. 

The deforestation of Attica was begun at an early date, for 

much before the time of Pericles few trees remained, and wood 

lor ship/building had to be imported. Historical Attica in¬ 

herited from prehistoric Attica one of the poorest and thinnest 

soils in Hellas: and it was probably this misfortune which made 

Athens, in the magnificent phrase put into the mouth of 

Pericles by Thucydides, “the education of Hellas**. 

* 

The position which the people of Attica adopted ewers their 

soil community, their refusal to play the humble part in 
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Hellenic affairs which living in equilibrium with their wretched 

soil would have entailed, cannot be considered as an isolated 

phenomenon, but only in the body of an ecological account of 

the Hellenic world: however, by concentrating upon Attica 

and glancing at other States when necessary, some impression 
of what happened can be given. 

We know very little, by direct report, of the natural soil 

communities of Greece before men began to destroy them. By 

the time of Thucydides (c. 465-400 B.c.), erosion bad in many 

places quite destroyed the soil, while in other places artificial 

soil communities had been created and stabilized (c,g. Boeotia, 
Thessaly). Thucydides says: 

The country which is now called Hellas was not regularly 
settled in ancient times. The people were migratory, and 
readily left their homes whenever they were overpowered by 
numbers. 1 here was no commerce, and they could not readily 
hold intercourse with each other cither by land or sea. The 
several tribes cultivated their own soil just enough to obtain 
a maintenance from it, but they had no accumulations of 
wealth and did not plant the ground; for being without walls 
thejr were never sure that an invader might not come and 
despoil them,*0 Living in this manner, and knowing that 
they could anywhere obtain a bare subsistence, they were 
always ready to migrate; so that they had neither great cities, 
nor any considerable resources. The richest districts were 
most constantly changing their inhabitants; for example, the 
countries which are now called Thessaly and Bococia, the 
greater part of the Peloponnesus with the exception of 
Arcadia, and all the best parts of Hellas. For the productive/ 

ness of the land increased the power of individuals; and in 
turn was a source of quarrels by which communities were 
ruined, whilst at the same time they were exposed to attacks 
from without. Certainly Attica, of which the soil was poor 
and thin, enjoyed a long freedom from civil strife, and there-* 
fore retained its original inhabitants. And a striking coiv 
firmarion of my argument is afforded by the fact that Attica, 
through immigration, increased in population more than 
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any other region. For the leading men of Hellas, when 
driven out of their own country by war and revolution, 
sought an asylum at Athens, And from the very earliest 
times, being admitted to rights of citizenship, so greatly iiv 
creased the number of inhabitants time Attica became in' 
capable of containing them, and was at last obliged to send 
out colonies to Ionia.dJ 

Here is a first example of the poverty of Attican soil beginning 

to work towards the greatness of Athens, by enabling her to 

recruit to the city <vthe leading men of Hellas”, And it is prolv 

able that die greater part of that soil poverty was man'made. 

Late Neolithic men were able to cut down forest trees with 

their beautifully made stone axes. The Mayas of Central 

America, indeed, who never passed, technically, the Neolithic 

level, created their whole high culture in tropical forest clears 

ings with nothing but stone tools. "Nevertheless, a want of metal 

did, by a merciful dispensation, impose upon Neolithic peoples 

a relatively slow pace in their work of deforestation. Then- seems 

almost to be a Providence in this, for when a community of 

men is to grow up in a soil community, and must therefore 

substitute for the natural equilibrium of the plant and animal 

species, an artificial one, the work must be done very slowly, 

the pace must be accommodated to die races of biological and 

organic change. Stone tools do not permit of such fast work as 

will destroy, instead of changing, what may, perhaps, be called 

the metabolism of soils. 

The appalling destruction of soils wrought in less than a 

century in North America was due simply to the fact that it was 

technically possible. Virgin soil communities were invaded by 

men from a neighbouring high culture, equipped not only with 

steel, but very soon with machine tools. Moreover, it is inv 

portant to realize that this destruction was also ps'/Mogkdly 

possible: the natural environment ol primitive, native societies 

is, to some extent, protected against its human members by the 

mythology and traditions which these men have accumulated 

in their contacts with trees and animals and herbs, and which 
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each new generation inherits as a lore and a feeling. But the 

sophisticated intellectuals who are the men of high civilizations, 

products of their particular “Socratic revolution”, uninfluenced 

by Orphic feeling, are not inhibited in their assault upon a soil 

community. They do not feel themselves to be merely members 

of it, even though dominant ones, but arc outside nature, God’s 

tenants, given a free hand with the landlord’s property. 

Now it is dear that before die ninth century b.c. an amount 

of damage had been done to the mountain soils of Hellas out of 

proportion to the powers of Stone equipped peoples to commit. 

No doubt the grasS'-Soils of Lakcdainion, Boeotia and Thessaly 

were still virtually intact; but it is clear that the hill soils, par¬ 

ticularly those of Attica, had long been deforested, partially 

exhausted, and gravely overstocked with men. I suggest that 

the rapid, and perhaps rather sadden destruction of Greek 

mountain forests, and consequently of soil fertility and equable 

climatic and topographical conditions, was due to a cause very 

similar to that which has had such, hideous results in the United 

States, in Africa and in Australia: the intrusion of peoples 

technically much too advanced for the slow work of healthily 

transforming natural into artificial soil communities. Fot 

Greece was the goal of numerous immigrant hordes from 

the north and cast, as well as civilized colonists from the 

south. 

In this connection, here is a short passage from an article in 

The Times (23 October, 1950), describing results of excavation 

in Samothrace: 

... The diggers unearthed a burnt layer of sacrificial debris 
about two feet diick containing huge quantities ot animal 
bones and masses of pottery of the period 700-650 B.c. Tlx 
pottery consists mainly of two sharply contrasting groups; extremely 
fine and thin Greek vases, mostly huge, double-handed drinking 
cups of a hitherto unknown variety, embellished by a subtle 
and consciously sparse use of ornament, and plump, native 
“prehistoric” cups, made of grey clay without the potter s wheel, 
and without any ornament at all. Both groups were clearly 
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used together in the sacrificial banquets by the Greek imm!- 
grants who first settled on the island and by the natives who 
fused their civilization and religion in due course. The con-' 
trast between these hitherto unknown ceramics reveals the 
immense superiority of Greek cultural tradition over the 
primitive surrounds that it had begun to penetrate in the age 
of Greek colonization. 

Something like this must have happened in what became the 

nuclear Greek communities, in the preceding age of Greek 

immigration. The men who came in horn the north, Achaeans 

(in their later waves called Dorians), wete not farmers, but 

herdsmen and soldiers. But they were equipped with bronze, 

and so, of course, were the ultra-'S0phi3ticated colonists from 

Crete, from the Tballassocfacy oj Minoi, who created the 

Myeenean civilization Later to destroy its parent. It is surely 

possible that relatively efficient metal tools came to Attica too 

soon and too copiously for the good of African soils? Left to 

themselves, the makers oi chose grey clay vases, or their COD'* 

geners on die mainland, would have worked so slowly in trans' 

forming their environment that they might have created an 

artificial soil community as stable as that of England or France. 

Their state of mind probably resembled that of the native 

inhabitants of North America, who had such a profound 

respect for the earth that one chieftain refused to obey an order 

to plough his soil on the grounds that to do so would entail 

cutting open his mother’s breast. Such a thing would be an 

atrocious impiety. Without, perhaps, following this native 

American to his conclusion, it can certainly be said that the 

tot.il want of feeling that the soil is alive led the invading 

Europeans to kill North American soils unwittingly. 

But not even a deeply ingrained mythology of respect fot life 

in all its forms, and for the patterns in which it manifests itself, 

will long restrain men with an intellect, of which they have 

become conscious, to “corrupt” them, from withholding their 

new, shiny, power/confening axe from the bole ol their 

neighbour trees. 



Pi.ATS :?l 

Potato and maize, on the basts of which Incar ia 3 and apparented 

civilizations were built, are frequent ceramic motifs, both on social 

and religious grounds 
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Hesiod's poetry fixes for us the conditions of Greek agrh- 

culture (Hesiod was a Boeotian) nearly three thousand years ago. 

The Greece of which he wrote was already a country of 

peasant farmers to whom the poet, in Works and Day?, addresses 
advice: 

Get a house, and a woman and an ox for the plough., .. 
Make everything ready at home so that you may not have to 
ask of an other and he refuse you, and so you are in lack, the 
season pass by, and your work come to nothing. 

Men, he says, are born to misery, and to avoid the worst 

consequences of this state, there must be hard and orderly work 

throughout the season. In October, hew and shape timbet, 

make your plough from a suitable tree, procure oxen, and buy 

or hire a. ploughman not less than 40 years old. .. . 

No younger man will be better than he at scattering seed 
and avoiding double sowing; a man less staid gets disturbed, 
hankering after his fellows. 

For every month there is hard work, and in all the year very 

litde test, and that accompanied by no diversion. Nothing 

could be further from the state of mind evoked by Homer's 

poems. We are made aware of a people who have given, up the 

youthfully heroic way of life depicted in the Iliad, and who 

have got down to the brass racks of careful and systematic 

cultivation. There is a feeling of a worked countryside densely 

populated, in which only application and skill can keep a mail 

from straits, 
* 

Before the eighth century u.C., then, the pressure ofimmigra^ 

tion into Greece, and of natural increase throughout the 

Peninsula and the Islands, was such that the soils of Hellas 

could not support their inhabitants. Wc have already seen that 

the meagreness of Attic soils, although a grave economic handle 

cap, was also a source of social and political advantage. Many 

7 
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of the Greek cities went to war with their neighbours in order 

to conquer living room, but Attica was not worth conquering. 

Other states, and even Athens, began movements oversea, 

planting in Italy, Southern France, Sicily and Spain, south in 

Libya, east in the Islands and in Anatolia, These movements, if 

drawn as a series of charts at ceivyeai intervals, and projected as 

a moving cartoon, would give the impression of a violent 

explosion outwards from metropolitan Hellas. And the energy 

manifest in that explosion was to maintain that outward 

pressure until the whole Mediterranean world and the parts 

beyond were Hellcnizcd. 

The ecological and population problems which confronted 

Attica were even more difficult than those which confronted 

most of the other Hellenic states. Her energy was so much 

absorbed in solving them that her people were unable to 

accumulate wealth and buy that leisure in. which her creative 

minority could have begun the making of a culture. Sparta and 

Corinth, to name but two cities, were practising the arts and 

crafts, Ionia the sciences, at a high level of civilization, while 

Athens was producing nothing but the means of subsistence. 

* 

When a people finds itself upon a thin and stony soil, the 

product of natural erosion, or of the tactless mauling of the 

natural soil community by the people’s predecessors, it may, in 

certain climatic and economic conditions, save itself by the in/- 

genious exploitation of its subsoil. Such a people may, even in 

the absence of a fertile top-'soihcrcatc a balanced soil community, 

but one which will be of a peculiarly artificial and precarious 

kind. For one of its ‘‘members” must be a foreign market. 

Subsoil is less ferule rhan top/soil, differing from the latter 

in being composed largely of mineral particles, with a lower 

proportion of organic matter and ofliving organisms. The life 

ofsubsoil moves at a slower tempo, for the bacteria arc few and 

those deprived of both air and food. Nevertheless, the essential 

plant nutrients are present in subsoils, indeed often plentiful, 
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since soluble salts art continually leached out of the topsail by 

rainfall. Plants of at least two very different kinds can be culti/ 

vated in such semj/barren soils with economic advantage: these 

plants are either such as have adapted themselves, in nature, to 

living off mean and austere soils; or they are such as, native to 

rich soils in nature, and accustomed to grow rampantly, if 

severely checked in their habits by transference to meagre con/ 

ditions, compensate for the stunting of their body growth by a 

generous production of fruit. That they can make this change 

in cheir nature is partly due to the distinction between the uses 

which plants make of their various nutrients: nitrates, always 

in short supply, but relatively plentiful in rich soils, relatively 

rare in poor ones, arc plant body/builders. But the ripening of 

fruit/bearing wood in such plants, and therefore the formation 

of (lower/buds, and hence the production of fruit, is stimulated 

when the intake of phosphates and potassium salts rises relative 

to the intake of nitrates, until they are disproportionately high 

by natural standards. Thus, it is a common practice in market/ 

gardening to graft fruic/tree varieties on to stocks which starve 

the tree; another practice is to constrict the flow of nutrients by 

bending the fruit/bcaring branches, by cutting away rings of 

bark, or by constricting ties. Equally effective, within certain 

limits, rs to plant the tree in soil poor in nitrates and relatively 

rich in phosphates and other dements. This can only be done 

safely when the natural vigour of the plant is excessive, from the 

cultivator s point of view. 

The fig tree, the olive tree and the vine belong to one of the 

classes of plants which can be used to exploit poor soils. By 

the large/scale planting of these three trees, but particularly of 

the olive and the vine, the people of Attica solved, within cer/ 

tain limits, the problem of creating an artificial soil community. 

But this was such that it could only serve them, only bold them 

steady in the opposite scale of the balance, on conditions which 

were not only artificial, but which were not even agricultural in 

their nature: they were mercantile and military. The Athenian 

response to die challenge of their miserable soil drove them to 
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become, from one of the most backward of the Hellenic states, 

the “education of Hellas”; from one of the most conservative, 

the most radical; from one of the poorest, the richest; and from 

one of the most pacific, the most warlike. 

* 

The antiquity of the culture of die vine is such that we have 

little knowledge of its origin, and it is therefore difficult to 

assign it an original habitat* Some species of the genus Vitis 
occurred, in remote times, in many parts of Europe and near 

Asia, for archaeologists have disinterred, botanists identified 

arid classified, fossilized fragments of vines. The wild plant is 

a dioaecious deciduous one, Vitis vinifira ssp. silmtris Gmel. 

This plant, once native to a large part of Europe, the Near East 

and Transcaucasia, is still to be found in the latter region and 

in parts of Turkey. The cultivated vines developed from this 

species are, for the most part, hermaphroditic; they are classified 

as a subspecies, V. mifira ssp. setm D. C., whose poly'- 

morphism is so remarkable that description is only possible 

by varieties, which number about three thousand. The sub'* 

species has been, developed by selective breeding and by the 

selection, and propagation of bud mutants, often in. conditions 

of isolation from other vine populations which have made 

possible the extern alizauon and conservation of Me ode) ian 

recessive characters. 

Probably it was a South Caucasian people who first culti^ 

vated this plant. Their behaviour will have been like that of the 

British Colonists of North America, who very quickly learnt to 

go out into the autumn woods of Virginia and Maryland, 

gather die wild muscadines from the native vines, and make 

wine with them; thereafter, they brought vines into their gardens, 

in sonic states compelled to do so by law, and cultivated them; 

finally, they attempted to acclimatize the better European vine 

to their climate and soils. Yet these colonists were not of a 

people accustomed to viticulture as a commonplace. No doubt 

the people who first began to cultivate the vine about 4000 
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years B.C., somewhere in -what is now Azerbaijan, Georgia or 

Armenia, acted in much the same way. 

The first inscription recording the cultivation of vineyards 

was made by the Patrsi Cudea, of Lagash in the Tigris- 

Euphrates country, and it has been dated by archaeologists 

c. 2400 B.c. But the cultivated vine did not reach Greece until 

at least a thousand years thereafter, coming by way of Lydia, 

through Thrace, and under Semitic, perhaps Phoenician 

auspices, for the Greek word for wine—and the produce always 

precedes the plant—-is which is a Semitic loan word 

(Hebrew, Arabic, yain, wait1). This, at all events, is the probable 

route ol the vine into Greece, for Lydia was famous for vine/ 

yards at an early date, and was long associated with the Hellenic 

peoples. There is an alternative route, however, Phoenicians 

may have introduced wine and the vine to Crete, whence it 

would have come, by way of Mycenae, into Attica and other 

Greek states. But since the spread of viticulture can. be closely 

associated with the cult of Dionysos, and since the principal 

known primitive shrine of that cult belonged, according to 

Herodotus, to the Sattae, a Thracian people, it is probable that 

the vine came down into Greece, rather than across the sea 

from the south. 

The vine is a forest plant, supporting itself, as a seedling, 

on trees and, grown large hi the course of its very long life, 

capable of uprooting its support, forest soils, although acid, 

are rich and generous, and vines in nature are grossly fed, their 

.immensely long and wandering root systems enabling them to 

gather moisture and nutrients at great distances from the stock. 

But despite this character, the vine is admirably fitted to go 

into partnership -with men. Transplanted to grudging and stony 

soils, its habit of rampant growth is severely checked, it grou's 

more soberly; skilfully pruned and supported, it becomes very 

fruitful. 

The ruined soils of Attica were, in part, reclaimed by plant/ 

ing vineyards. 

The olive tree (Oleo europm L.) is native to South/western 
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Asia, according to Victor Heyn.42 It was cultivated and inv 

proved hy 2 Semitic people. The olive prospers in poor, lime/ 

stone soils and, like the fig, prefers to be near the sea. The Greeks 

of the heroic age made much use of the olive wood which is, 

indeed, excellent, taking a high polish. The haft of Pisander $ 

axe, the club of the Cyclops, the marriage bed of Odysseus 

were of olive. On the other hand oil, although familiar to the 

Homeric Greeks, seems to have been something of a luxury, 

probably an import, and perhaps used clriefly as a cosmetic. 

If this is the case, the olive tree, in the ninth century B.C., was 

known as a forest or wild tree, unimproved as to fruit, but not 

as an orchard tree; or, if planted in some gardens, was some' 

thing of a rarity, perhaps with the status of the mulberry in 

England. In Britain, in out own time, the walnut, although 

found here and there in plantations, is not an object of any con/ 

siderable cultivation, although it matures its nuts well, and is 

widely planted m parts of Prance as a source of valuable oil. 

The case of the walnut, in England, is closely analogous with 

that of the olive as it appears in the Odyssey, where it is an 

orchard or garden tree, grown for its fruit, not its oil, along with 

apples, pears and figs. 

There is no sign of the cultivation of the olive in Hesiod. 

Herodotus says that, 

... at a time not Long past there was not an olive tree in 
the world, except at Athens. 

This is obviously nonsense, but it is possibly true that olive 

trees of a fruiting variety, improved out of all recognition on 

the wild plant, were brought into Hellas, and specifically into 

Attica, from Asia. Heyn says; 

It may be the fact that wild olives grew on the rock of the 
citadel, and that one of them was grafted with a fruit/bcaring 
olive from over the sea. . .. 

It is certainly the fact that the olive was associated with Athene, 

was regarded as her special gift to her favourite city, and was 
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unquestionably the spring of Athenian wealth, power, and 

civilization. 

* 

Although grapes and olives, wine and oil are excellent and 

wholesome foods, it is perhaps not possible to sustain life on 

diem alone, and certainly no community of men lias ever cried 

it. Where these foods arc available, the rest of the diet can be 

much reduced without disadvantage; nevertheless, a staple is 

necessary, bread, meat, or preferably both. 

The AchaCans were enormous eaters of meat; but when 

historians throw up their hands and utter loud cries over the 

idea of some Achaean hero consuming the whole back of an 

ox, or half a pig, they arc perhaps thinking in terms of the size 

of modem meat cattle. The art of breeding cattle was not, of 

course, unknown to antiquity; Isomachus, in Xenophons 

Otkmmikos, discusses it with Socrates. But this art was per/ 

fected by the British Inventors of high farming, in the eighteenth 

century A,x>., men like Balcewell and Coke of Holkham: they, 

and their successors, gave us mcat'cattfe and pigs upwards of 

four times the size of the earlier breeds. However, it is certainly 

true that the Greeks of the eighth century b,c. regarded only 

meat as real food, everything else as a relish, including wheaien 

bread which, however, figures importantly in most of the meals 

described in the Homeric poems. 

But even before the time of Pericles meat had fallen to an 

insignificant place on the Attican menu, and bread had become 

the staple. Yet this rise of bread as a principal food of the 

Athenians, coincides with a further decline of their corn lands, 

the expansion of olivtvorchards and vineyards. At a time when 

the population of Attica, citizens, metics and helots, judging 

by Pericles1 statistics for tire armed forces of the Polis, can 

hardly have beenlcssthan 300,000, the tocai African production 

of bread corn, that is of wheat and barley, in a good year, was 

<>75,000 bushels. This is enough to supply 75tOCo people with 

bread. 
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1-Ioiv were the Athenians able to eat bread? In the answer to 

that question is also to be found the reason why Athens became 

“the education of Hellas”. Since the Athenians could not live 

by eating olives and drinking wine, they were forced to unders 

take the exchange of these commodities for bread corn, notably 

wheat. There were, in the Mediterranean and surrounding 

countries, a number of markets where this exchange was 

possible. The Scythian farmers grew' vast quantities of wheat 

for export in the still famous wheat/soil, the black earth country 

of the Ukraine. Sicily had become, and for centuries remained, 

a wheat exporter. The fertility of Egyptian soil was, despite 

having to support a teeming population during some thousands 

of years, maintained by the unique phenomenon of the Nile 

Hoods, whereby the rich top/soils of an enormous rract of Africa 

were annually deposited in the Nile valley of Egypt. This region 

was, perhaps, che country of origin of the cultivated cereal 

grasses. It was certainly a granary throughout the whole period 

of Hellenic civilization. And Athens might trade for corn even 

tn some of the islands—Euboia, Lemnos, Imbtos probably had 

wheat oc barley surpluses for sale. And most, if not all of these 

markets were open to import the excellent wines and olive^oil 

of Attica. 

But the export of wine and oil entailed the development of 

ancillary industries. Both commodities had to be packed and 

carried in jars, so that the manufacture of ceramics must have 

become increasingly important. And since the topography of 

Greece, the position and remoteness of the com markets, put 

1 a ud^ transport out of the question, the trading of cash/crops 

for a living meant the growth of a shipbuilding industry 

and of a merchant marine. 

When a people still in die dynamic, creative phase of its 

genius, engages in some form of manufacture on economic 

grounds, the products of that manufacture are nevertheless liable 

to be objects of art. General Tilncy told Catherine Morland 

(Nortbatigt? Abfcy), when she remarked upon the elegance of his 

breakfasMable china, that, 
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He was enchanted by her approbation of his taste, coiv 
feed it (the cliina) to be neat and simple, thought it right 
to encourage the manufacture of his country; and for his pan, 
to his uncritical palate, the tea was as wdkflavoured from the 
clay of Staffordshire, as from that of Dresden or Sevres. But 
this was quite at) old set, purchased two years ago. The 
manufacture was much improved since that time. . . . 

Jane Austen s General Tiluey was referring to a new industry, 

founded by men of enterprise, with the object of filing a 

practical demand for crockery, and of making money out of it. 

But the objects they produced were works of art—the china of 

Rockingham, Derby, Coalport, Spodc and others which, 

today, we seek in antique shops and at auction sales and pay 

for, if we have the means, at a price which takes into account 

not the utility of die purchase but its rare beauty and fine 

workmanship. 

When Athens developed her ceramics industry in order to 

cany her wine and oil abroad, she made her potters rich, and 

they were able to create works of art in clay which, in their turn, 

became valuable exports. Attican pottery had long been good 

and had competed with that of other peoples all across Greece. 

Athenian country^gentlcmen and cx^soldiets did not, perhaps, 

"encourage die manufacture of their country” quite as General 

Tilney did, but nevertheless die cases are analogous. When the 

buyer has taste, the craftsman can supply him with objects of 

verttt for his demesne needs: when die buyer has no taste, the 

manufacturer can supply him with objects of the same utility, 

but which, like the domestic china of the Carthaginians or the 

modem English, have no aesdietic attributes at all. 

As it was with Athenian pots, so it was with Athenian ships. 

The case is less interesting, because whereas it is possible, and 

indeed easy, to tnake teacups or oil jars which are sufficiently 

usable, but are vulgar and hideous, the beauty of a ship depends 

much less upon the taste of the shipbuilder. A ship .is a 

machine which has to work under the pressure of certain 

natural forces. The design of an efficient ship is dictated by 
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laws beyond human control, and it so happens that if the design 

of a machine derives from the natural forces with which it must 

work, it will have some of the beauty of a natural object. Thus, 

for example, between ipoo and 1950, an age of declining taste, 

aeroplanes have become steadily more beautiful. 

Towards the end of the nineteenth century of our own time, 

conditions of world trade made the survival of the merchant 

prosperity of Boston and Salem, New England, dependent 

upon American ability to carry goods, and especially tea from 

China, faster than they could be carried in English bottoms. 

Money was poured into shipbuilders* hands, and they, with 

astonishing daring, mined the bows of their ships inside-out, 

altered the conventional rigging, and created what was, and 

perhaps still remains, the most beautiful machine ever made: 

the Clipper. 

The Athenian shipbuilders and sailors became, under the 

stimulus of the oil and wine trade, incomparably the most 

skilful of all Hellenic seafarers, and more than a mate h for the 

Phoenicians, for it was essentially a Phoenician navy which 

they defeated and destroyed at Salamis. The importance of sea 

power became so great that, towards the end of the Pelopoiv 

nest an war, with Attica a ravaged and desolate land, the Delean 

League broken up, famine aad plague in the city, all military 

Hellas and the Great King against her, and, worst handicap of 

all, the ruffianly and treacherous Alcibiades to plague her, 

Athens could only be defeated when her enemies took whole/ 

hcartcdly to the sea. They learnt the lessons she had taught 

herself, mustered an overwhelming naval force, and destroyed 

her fleet: if Athens was £<the education of Hellas”, the fact was 

never more strikingly demonstrated than at Aegospotami. 

For, of course, the creation of a merchant marine had entailed 

the creation of a fighting navy: it was not very likely that the 

rising commercial importance of Athens would be watched 

with indifference or applauded with generosity by other 

Hellenic powers, dependent for their own prosperity, if not, at 

least to the extent of Attica, for mere subsistence, on seaborne 
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trade, Corinth, Aegina, perhaps Carthage, must do all in their 

power to cripple this belated but formidable rival; she, in her 

turn, to destroy or dominate them. This is not the place to 

reiterate Athenian military history in detail: the city was driven 

into fighting commercial wars. She was forced, by the ancient 

ruin of her original soil communities, and the consequent 

spoiling of her top-soil, to conceive, build, man. and master the 

art of a navy. The men were found, as, in growing and dynamic 

communities, the men always arc found. Above all, in Themis'1 

tocles, Attica had a man who combined the navy-making 

talent of an Alfred or a John Hawkins, with the fighting sea-' 

manshi p (within the terms of his time), of a Nelson. 

Themistoclcs’ opportunity was made for him by the men who 

cut down the virgin forests of Attica. 

The spectacle of Athenian superiority in the arts, sciences, 

philosophy and literature: and her pre-eminence in war and 

politics, until ruined by her arrogance with the allies, by the 

implacability of her enemies, and by the irresponsibility of her 

leaders, is a curious one. 

There is no reason to suppose that the peasants and gentiy ol 

Attica were a people of genius naturally superior to their 

enemies, or their neighbours. Claiming that their ancestors 

alone had withstood the Dorian invaders, although it is more 

likely that Attica was not worth conquering, and that they were 

therefore “fenians”, the Athenians built much on this alleged 

racial difference. We are familiar with nonsense ol this kind. 

The Spartans, to consider only one other Hellenic, and Dorian, 

people, were before her in die arts of civilization until the middle 

of the sixth century, and it happens that in the case ol the 

Spartans we have a singularly simple instance of soil shaping 

liistory, though in a sense opposite to the Athenian case. 

The Spartans were among the first of the Hellenes to practise 

fine arts. Their poets were renowned, and their pottery and 

other craft-work, although clearly of oriental provenance in the 
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matter of style, begins to show signs of a native character in 

design, the typical promise of cult oral and intellectual creative/ 

ness. Then, in the middle of die sixth century b.c., the progress 

of Spartan culture comes to an abrupt stop. 

Sparta, originally an agglomeration of five villages, stood in 

Lafafcmon the Fair (Laconia), in the Peloponnesus, Menelaus 

was one of their kings. The soil was a rich and deep one, and 

therefore coveted. Moreover, when the malth usian crisis came 

upon .Hellas, the Spartans added to their territory more land of 

the same quality, by conquering Messenia and enslaving the 

Mcsscni&ns. Thus, instead of being forced into adventures and 

radicalism, they were, by the great value of their soil, forced 

into a sort of miserly conservatism: thdr object was not to trade 

for a livelihood abroad, but to keep jealously the soil which 

they had, and which, as an artificial soil community of some 

stability, was capable of supporting them. 

The Spariiates themselves, that is the land/owning citizens, 

were anciently of Achaean stock, later Dorian. They were 

greatly outnumbered by the aboriginal inhabitants of the land, 

whom they had turned into Helots. These Helors were slaves, 

owned by the community, not by individuals, and hired or 

loaned out to the land/owning Spattiatcs to till their holdings. 

This was not quite plantation slavery of the kind which later 

ruined Rome and inflicted an incurable wound on the United 

States, for the tillage was subsistence farming, not casb/crop 

farming. A third class of the Spartan community was that of the 

Perioaed, free hut not enfranchised peasants; the origin uf this 

class is uncertain, but they may have been of Dorian stock of 

some tribe other than the -Spamate. 

The Spartans came to depend, for their subsistence, simply 

upon holding their rich, artificial soil community, founded 

upon a deep top/soil, in balance. They had at once to defend 

and to work it, and to keep it isolated from all commercial 

contact with the outside world, for that would have upset 

the balance and forced them to change their ways. They 

might, given their beginnings, have adopted a more dynamic, 
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centrifugal system, but they were tempted by die security offered 

by their soil into a conservatism which then became increasingly 

necessary. The interest of the Spaniates became vested in the 

maintenance of the shivery of the Helots, and the labour of the 
Perioaeci. 

This state of affairs engendered in the Spartans, but partied 

iarly in the SpartJates, ft state oi mind in which fear and sus/ 

picion dominated, fear which seems to have reached such 

heights that one is tempted to call it psychopathic. It led them 

to commit atrocities against their culture, thcii Helots, and 

their own human nature. As an example of what their state of 

mind, the product of their ecological situation, could do: about 

424 B.c. die Ephors of the city issued a procl am ad on inviting 

all Helots who claimed to have given good service to the state 

in the recent war, to give in their names. Two thousand rev 

ponded, uTerc crowned, honoured, and thereafter secretly 

massacred. The Spartiates did not date to allow their subjects 

to possess self-respect, as if they were citizens, nor to feel that 

they had rights. 

But long before this specLacujar horror, the Spar dates had 

demonstrated the lamentable consequences of one stable aitf 

ficial soil community having to maintain its isolation in the 

midst of a civilization variously unstable in that respect* About 

the middle of the sixth century they became so acutely aware of 

the delicacy and precatiousness of the equilibrium they had 

made, so afraid chat their Helots, the Petioaeci, their neighbours, 

might upset their system, that they devoted themselves, with 

horribly anedike ignobility, simply and solely to maintaining 

and defending it. They instituted a system of permanent and 

unremitting miiitaty service for all citizens. The details of their 

organization into this bivedike commune ate very nearly 

incredible. 
Herodotus, who has a taste for what is called “firm” govern^ 

ment, says that the Spartans managed theit affairs very badly 

until one of their leading men, one Lvcurgus, considered by 

modern historians to be mythical, happening to be at Delphi 
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on a visit to the Oracle, was greeted by the Pythoness, when he 

entered the Temple, with: 

Oh! Thou great Lycurgus, that coznst to my beautiful 
dwelling, 

Dear to Zeus and to all who sit in the halls of Olympus, 
Whether to hail thee a God I know not/or only a mortal, 
But my hope is strong that a God thou wilt prove Lycurgus. 

This somewhat fulsome greeting was followed up by advice 

upon a suitable constitution for Sparta. 

The device of attributing the more frightful manifestations 

of political ineptitude to God is, of course, familiar. No doubt 

bishops will be found to bless atorrvbombs. The fact is that the 

Spartans, instead of being challenged by their soil into making 

a creative response, were cosseted by it, by reason of the posses^ 

siort of fertile soil and a Helot population, and then found 

themselves compelled to devote all their energies to defending 

their own psychological bondage. By the constitution attrL 

buted to Lycurgus, no deformed or weakly child was reared; 

boys were taken from their mothers at seven, and raised ill 

barracks, to cunning, theft, war and hardship. From the age 

of twenty the men lived in military messes, and if allowed to 

marry could only see their wives by stealth. A peculiar kind of 

homosexual relationship was formed between novice soldiers 

and veterans. The possession and use of money was forbidden, 

the medium of such exchange as there was being iron bars. The 

Spartan women were trained as gymnasts, but they seem to have 

possessed more sense than their men, who had achieved the 

remarkable and sterile tour deforce of creating a community with 

a single trade, a single art, a single science: war. It is hardly 

necessary to add that poetry, design, all ait and craft and pliilvv 

Sophy abruptly ceased. Bismarck said of the military machine 

created by the father of Frederick the Great, aud called Prussia, 

that it could produce nothing but Rnrtofcln md Soldatert. In 

point of fact it produced, among other things, Immanuel Kant. 

But Spatta*s eminent men were the generals and diplomats who. 
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when sent abroad on missions, were prone to betray their 

country for a bribe, 

Sparta, then, like Athens, was the product of her soil. It is 

clear enough that the challenge of her wretched topsoil made 

Athens a great manufacturing, mercantile and naval power. 

But was it the same cause which drove the city to surpass rival 

states which had taken to industry and trade? Surely their 

superiority was, indeed, a product of the same causes; was, at 

some removes, as much die consequence of the destruction of the 

Attican soil community in ancient times, as were those steps 

which the city first took towards it. 

The manners, intellectual freedom, and ethics of a society 

organized as a commercial oligarchy depend for their quality 

very much upon the origins of that oligarchy. That of Athens, 

like that of eighteenth/ and nmeteenth/cencuty Britain, had to rise 

in conflict with, and be constantly challenged by, the formerly 

dominant class ofland/owning gentlemen. The Isomachus of 

Xenophon would have been perfeedy at home among such 

cighteemfvcentuty Englishmen as Coke of Holkham, intent 

upon improving their property in land, and the methods oi 

working it. Pericles, like Walpole and Washington, was a 

gentleman, Cleon was a tanner; Samuel Whitbread and John 

Wilkes were the sons of brewers, and even the Pitts might, in 

Jane Austen's phrase, be described as “of low origin, in trade, 

and only very moderately genteel”. 

An aristocracy of the Athenian or English type, rooted in 

soil, creates, by reason of its leisure, its education and its touch 

with soil, high standards ol taste, and sometimes even of be/ 

haviour. And a bourgeoisie .intent upon supplanting it in power 

finds itself forced, at first, to live up to those standards. Few 

social forces have been as useful, in English social life, in cdu' 

eating the upthrusting middle/class in humane manners, as 

that of snobbishness. It is not clear, even from Aristophanes, 

whether this same force worked for the good of Athens: that 

satirist’s bourgeois political grafters are presented in all the gross/ 

ness of their commercial manners. Cleon shows no signs of 
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having been influenced by the manners of the Alcmaeonidae 

or other gentle families. But then, Aristophanes was an out/ 

rageous Tory. 

The social organization of Athens, then, before and during 

the rise of the city to a world power, somewhat resembled that 

of England before the industrial revolution. The great land/ 

owners lived on and off their estates and governed the country. 

And, as in Britain, the creation of industries and navies entailed 

the creation of new classes, traders, ship/buildcrs, chandlers, 

and sailors, all men engaged in enterprising and even dangerous 

occupations, hardly likely to fit them for a place of mere obe/ 

dience in the State. Such men will not consent to remain dis/ 

enfranchised: they feel theft importance in and to the common/ 

wealth, and insist upon a part iu its government. And they 

cannot be prevented from enriching tire domestic culture, out 

of their experience, and with their vitality; enriching it, but, 

until the influence of the cradition/fostering aristocracy of the 

soil fails, not cosmopolitanizing and corrupting it. 

Nothing, in short, is more stimulating to a community than 

a struggle, even a violent one, between an ancient but still able 

landed gentry and a rising bourgeoisie and proletariat. It was 

such a snuggle which made England in the seventeenth and 

eighteenth centuries, the education of Western Civilization, as 

it made Athens the education of Hellas. It is beside the point 

that nou/Englishmen, noivAthenians were perhaps more 

numerous and gifted exponents of the European, of the Hellenic 

cultures respectively. These two countries created, by means of 

their aristocratically in spited, democratically ■'tending commeiy 

cial oligarchies, those conditions in which the potentialities of 

their respective cultures could be realized to the full. 

The Athenian democracy was the creation of the new 

Athenian bourgeoisie pressing against the governing aristtv 

cracy. These Athenian radicals were the products of the new 

Attican industries and trades. Those industries and trades were 

forced upon the Athenians by the poverty of their exhausted 

and eroded soil. The culture of Athens was the product of the 
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radicals and die aristocrats in creative conflict, and therefore 
of that same soil poverty. 

for the community which has been unable to create, in its 

country, an artificial soil community of which its people are 

fully contributing, not particularly parasitic members, there is 

an ever-present danger. Athens had been unable tu do other 

than she did, once wanton and ignorant deforestation had 

ruined a large proportion of Atticau soils. She had created an 

artificial soil community of some stability, but of a type which 

could not find her people in subsistence unless she traded its 

products abroad. The maximum subsistence crops she was 

capable of producing, to make bread and fatten catdc, might 

support 100,000 people. But at the outbreak of the Pelopon¬ 

nesian war her population cannot have been less than 300,000. 

One of the major psychological dangers of a highly developed 

commercial economy, is that of losing sight of a fundamental 

and vital truth: that the products of industry, whatever their 

nature, ought, for the health of the community, to be valued as 

subsistence-substitutes. In Jacquctta and Christopher Hawke*’, 
Prehistoric Britain, Jacquetta Hawkes says: 

A most dramatic find made recently at the bottom of the 
Grimes Graves (flint mining) pit leads onto the whole ques¬ 
tion of the magico-religious beliefs of prehistoric times. En¬ 
throned oh a ledge sat the chalk-carved image of a fat and 
pregnant woman, looking down on a very perfect chalk 
phallus and a great pile 01 deet-horn picks which had been 
laid as offerings at her feet. Here, in fact, was die shrine of a 
fertility cult, but one apparently intended to serve a curious 
and unexpected purpose. This particular shaft had failed to 
strike the usual rich flint bed, and it seems reasonable to 
suppose diat die shrine was set up to counteract the sterility 
of this pit, and ensure the abundance of the next. 

It would be difficult to find a more striking example of a 

healthy state of the mind and spirits of nien as members of a 
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soil. Everything touched by and serving living beings must 

either be adapted to the fact that the user's life is organic; or 

must corrupt the user by withdrawing ids attention from this 

fact. 

It is not, as the world was and is organized, safe to forget that 

trading for food which your land will not afford directly, is a 

precarious and vulnerable expedient, hov/ever effectively it may 

stimulate thought and feeling and develop the domestic culture. 

The mortal weakness of having a member of your artificial soil 

community outside your control generates fears in proportion 

to what you have to lose. Athens had an empire to lose, an 

empire largely created by her fear-inspired arrogance, out of 

the Delean League of originally free and equal allies. Her poor 

soil and relatively large population had forced this empire 

upon her, Her victory at Sakmis showed her of what she was 

capable, and upon the ruins of her old and bumble respectay 

bility, wrought by the Persians, she built greatly. 

But that greatness required die support of relatively enormous 

food imports. Athens dared not be anything less than die mistress 

of Bellas; and not even, the genius of Pericles, the unscrupulous 

diplomacy and naval talents of Themis todes, the shrewd bold' 

ness of Cleon, could sa.ve the city from the trap which the 

poverty of Attican soil had set for its human parasites. 

Nor could the attributes of these leaders do other than involve 

the country they wished to serve in die defeat of Aegospotami, 

and in the disgrace and decline of the power, the name and 

the culture of Athens, 



CitA-fTER IX 

SOIL AND THE 

HAKNIBALIC WAR 

All members of soil communities are conditioned, 

within the limits of adaptation possible to them, by their 

^ *soil. We have noticed that the grape vine changes its 

habits to suit the soil, and men are far mote adaptable than 

vines. But the character and behaviour of men etui, in this corv 

text, be even more closely compared with that of plants: in soil, 

both are shaped by soil. Out of soil entirely, planes wither, and 

so, perhaps, do human communities. At all events something 

mortal happens to die spirit of civilizations when their rda/ 

f ion ship with soil becomes one of exploitation. Cosmopoli/ 

tintsm, and the disappearance of local character is, in a large 

measure, due to the breaking off by men of intimate contact with 

soil, and their consequent divorce from the influence of soil 

character. Thus, for example, the citizens of London, New 

York, Paris, Johannesburg and Sydney are, excepting for some 

superficial mannerisms of speech and habits, interchangeable. 

But it would not be possible to interchange a Lincolnshire 

feLvfarmer, and a Guatemalan. Gaucho. 

The influence of soil community character is by no means 

confined to effects upon the physical ways of life. The character 

of people is even more supple than, theit brains and muscles. 

To take extreme cases as examples, for the sake of clarity, men 

living on exceptionally simple and austere terms with their soils, 

the Arab as presented by Doughty or Lawrence, the Gaicho 

as presented by Hudson, the French Canadian pioneer as 

presented by Hemont,43 all these show, so clearly that explana^ 

tion would be superfluous, that the character of men is 
IIs 
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profoundly modified by the nature of their relationship with 

their soil. 

It is a curious fact that men shaped by poor soils, like vines 

io similar conditions, have a more stimulating, finer “flavour” 

than the members of rich soil communities. The manners of 

moor and mountain farmers are sometimes uncivil, but they 

seem to behave more “nobly” than their valley brethren. One 

can contrast, within a single country, the character of the 

Norman, farmers as depicted by de Maupassant; and that of 

their Provencal cousins as depicted by Daudct. And one can 

eliminate the subjective element, confirm the objective observe 

don of these authors, by personal experience. The English in 

India, became enamoured of such peoples as the Pathans and 

Sikhs; and grew contemptuous of the members of such rich 

communities as Bengal. 

These observations might seem to lead to the absurd con/ 

elusion that men cannot be both prosperous and admirable. 

But, of course, soil is not the only influence upon men to form 

their character, nor is that character formed only by environ/ 

mental forces. Moreover, the nature of the relationship which 

men make with their soil is quite as effective in modifying 

character as are the attributes of the soil itself. A subsistence 

economy and a caslvctop economy produce, respectively, 

strikingly different results, both upon the soil itself, and upon 

the men who work it. 

The expression artificial roil community has been niuch used 

above, more or less explains itself but has not yet been defined. 

This definition can conveniently be given here, associated wfidi 

an examination of the effects of subsistence farming upon both 

soils and men. 

An artificial soil community is an agricultural region, large 

or small, but in cither case integral, in which the natural balance 

of a wild countryside, which sustains and enhances soil fertility, 

has been successfully replaced, as a rule over a long period of 

time ,by an artificial balance of cultivated instead of wild plants, 

domestic instead of wild animals. Such a community must, of 
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course, include men as members, men living not off the soil as 

capital, but off the increment of fertility which they themselves 

are engaged in producing. The community is self-contained 

and self-supporting in essentials, so that although part of its 

usufruct will perhaps be employed in purchase abroad to raise 

the standard of living of the community's members, the com¬ 

munity can be isolated without suffering any material privation. 

It was noticed, by Jacks and Whyte, in The Rjspe of the Earth, 

that "economically efficient” farming, in a cash-crop economy, 

is far more liable than “inefficient” subsistence farming to 

destroy soil, fertility. That this should be so is not surprising: 

the advantage of subsistence farming in terms of soil fertility 

inheres in the relationship between the soil, and the needs and 

interests of the men who work it. 

A man subsistence farming five acres11 must get all the needs 

of his family off that plot. He will probably grow a cereal, or 

cereal substitute such as potato; some garden stuff; some crop, 

such as flax for making fabric; or a crop which can be ex¬ 

changed. for yam with a neighbour; some fruit. Subsistence 

farming rarely enables the farmers family to eac meat, but be 

may keep a pig, and poultry. In the north, he will devote an 

acre to grass, and feed a cow. In the south he will have a small 

vineyard to yield him wine, and some olive trees to provide the 

oil which is the substitute for the northerner’s butter. Instead 

of vines, the northerner may grow some batley for ale; oats, 

perhaps, for animal feed, or porridge. Obviously the crops 

grown vary with latitude and custom. The point is that a sub¬ 

sistence farmer is unable to practise monoculture, a system per¬ 

nicious both for the soil itself, and for the farmer's character as a 

citizen. 

Furthermore, a subsistence farmer on a small plot will soon 

find it necessary and beneficial to adopt a system of crop rota¬ 

tion, to make use of duug as manure, to attend to drainage. 

In short, he is forced by his own needs and the demands of his 

soil, to practise true husbandry: husbanding his land, he slowly 

transforms the natural soil into an artificial one, the texture, the 
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fertility reserves of which will enable it to supply his family 

generation after generation. 
The term subsistence farming should not be applied too 

narrowly. Surplus crops will be sold or exchanged. 1c is quite 

possible to practise caslvcrop farming in the spirit ofwbsittence 
farming; It is what English farmers have been doing for genera^ 

tions, and it entails a profound sense of unity with the soil, 

and of responsibility for it. Above all, Jt entails dose and con.* 

tinual contact between man aud soil, a personal relationship 

whereby the tar mens senses are never out of contact with his 

land, so that he conies to react Co its condition almost as ii it 

were a part of his own body. Obviously, a farmer equipped 

with a certain amount of machinery can form such a relation' 

ship with a larger piece of land, than a farmer without such 

machinery. For the alternative, the use of slaves, will not do. 

This being so, the fivc/acre plot which a family might manage 

with hand tools, becomes, with light machine tools, a fifty' 

acre plot. 
It should be said that although the hand'Worked plot ought 

not to be so large that it entails die use of hired labour or slaves, 

except casually at harvest time, it ought not to be so small that 

the farmer is forced to overcrop the soil in order to live. A s we 

notice, the Roman smallholding before 593 b.cj, was only two 

jugenr, 01 i-j acres (see Note 44). The consequence of this, 

added to the fret that the same Roman territory included large 

feudal estates worked by the lord’s feudatories, resulted in a 

disastrous ecchaustion of die Roman soils. If the optimum size 

of plot has been arrived at, it is important that a system of 

primogeniture in inheritance should maintain it. The sharing 

of the plot among the farmer’s heirs entails its subdivision, and 

is pernicious. 
The posM'evoluuonaiy breaking up of the large estates, in 

'France, among an excessively numerous peasantry, bowever 

dedrablc from, the point of view of equity, resulted in the pro' 

gressive pauperization of certain populations, and the exhaust 

don of soils,. The identical phenomenon, but with aggravating 
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circumstances, creates the most serious problems in southern 

Italy today. 

In ttatute there arc very few and exceptional soil communities 

which are not composed of numerous species. For the health of 

artificial soils it is necessary that as many kinds and as different 

in their feeding habits as possible, should be present. Mono-* 

culture constantly drains one particular series of nutrients from 

the soil* until the latter is first unbalanced and finally exhausted. 

Crop rotation maintains soil balance and thus helps to main/ 

tain fertility, since, from the soil’s point of view, it is as if 

several species were present. The small Roman farmers were 

clever at crop/totation, particularly in the use of nitrogen/ 

fixing plants such as clover, alfalfa and other legumes. But in 

large/scale cash/crop fanning, for example the “bonanza” wheat 

farming of the middle western United States, monoculture h 

more profitable to the exploiter, whose aim is to enrich himself 

and live in a city, not be a farmer, in the proper sense of the 

word. 

The basis of Roman life in the fourth and third centuries b.c. 

was one of small, freehoiding, subsistence husbandry. But this 

system had first to be made. In making it the Romans made their 

own character, learnt the arts of law and order and government, 

and created their citizen armies. In so far as they maintained 

that system, they were virtuous; and need never, perhaps, have 

quarrelled with Carthage. In so far as they were unable to 

maintain it, drey lost their virtue and were jorced to quauei with 

Carthage. 

From ancient Btruria down to Naples, the soils of western 

Italy were formed, in the river valleys and especially that of the 

Pa, by alluvia on a bottom, of clay. And on the hillsides and 

plains, by volcanic ash deposited during a long period of great- 

intermittent volcanic activity. As evidence of this, there are 

fifty extinct volcanoes within 2$ miles of Rome, alone. Volcanic 

ash is rich in several plant nutrients, notably in the salts of 

potassium, phosphorus and sulphur. But even when mixed 
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with sand or day subsoils, volcanic ash is not, in our sense, a 

soil; however, it is an excellent matrix foi one. 

In the intervals of volcanic quiescence the land was invaded 

by forest trees, but as these were subsequently overwhelmed by 

another volcanic outburst, they were buried too deep to become 

available as vegetable matter for the formation of that tojvsoil, 

which che first human settlers were to find. All, that is, except 

the last forest invasion: after the last fall of ash, the trees again 

invaded die hills and plains of western Italy, and there began 

die establishment of a balanced soil community. Much of this 

timber (but not nearly enough foi soil security) remained stands 

ing well into historical times, so that in the third century B,C. 

even, Theophrastus could write: 

The plains of Latium bear the laurel, the myrtle and re/ 
markable bcccb trees. Trunks are found that singly suffice 
for the keel beams of the great Tyrrhenian ships. Fir and pine 
grow upon the hills. The Circaean promontory is thickly 

overgrown with oaks, laurels and myrtle. ... 

We have already noticed that such forest soils create their 

own equable and gentle climate and keep a firm control over the 

water/cycle. The .climate of Latium under trees would have 

been humid and equable compared with its present climate. 

This ancient west Italian climate, coincident with the forest 

soils, would have extended at least from Praenestc to Monte 

Genaro, and would have included the once wooded, now 

naked, and (therefore) eroded Volscian range. 

Unhappily, trees were not the dominant species in these 

regions for long enough to enable diem to make a deep top/ 

soil. Perhaps there may have been Palaeolidiic and Neolithic 

communities in the Latin forests at a very early date, but they 

would not have been the people to harm the trees. 

Italic peoples began to come down into Italy over the Alps, 

about 2000 b.c. These first immigrants had no more than a 

limited equipment in metal, it is true, but their stone axes and 

other tools were greatly superior to those of the aborigines, and 
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so were their spirit and vitality. They soon became capable of 

relatively “cfficienc” deforestation. But at that time how long 

had die trees had in which to do their soil-makingl Professor 

Tenney Flunk suggests/1' that the last layers of volcanic ash 

were deposited during a volcanic outburst throughout this 

region, postulating; the Egyptian pyramids. If the pyramids 

were built between the third aiid twelfth dynasties, Frank can. 

only mean that this volcanic eruption post-dates the fast pyra¬ 

mids: that is, that it occurred after 3000 B.c.. In that case the 

trees had a good deal less than a thousand years to rule in 

Latium and the adjacent soils, before men began to replace them 

as the dominant species. It is by no means long enough, and as 

a consequence the forest soils of western Italy, although volcanic 

and therefore fertile, were very thin. The clearance of diese 

soils was begun by the Neolithic Italians from 2000 B.C. on¬ 

wards; and the process began to be greatly accelerated when, 

between 800 and 700 b.c., Etruscan immigrants, and Greek 

traders introduced the use of iron. 

Other tilings being equal, the aridity of a soil climate is pro¬ 

portional to the number of trees present. As the early Italians 

cut trees to clear soil, they were unwittingly engaged in changing 

the climate of their country in an unfavourable sense. This 

process has been continuing ever since. Varro40 (116-28 B.C.) 

says that the wheat harvest of Latium was made in J uly. Today 

it has to be scrambled in in June, to save it from the withering 

sun and drought. Probably some hundreds of years before 

Varro’s time, in the hey-day of the feudal estates and two jugera 

smallholders, an August harvest may have been normal, as in 

south-eastern England today. 

The soil of the Gampagna was thin and fertile: the settlers 

burnt off the forest and scrub, a vicious practice adopted some 

three thousand years later in North America, with lamentable 

results. The cleared soil yielded great wealth under intensive 

farming, and as population increased proportionately to the 

availability of food, the human members of the Roman and 

Larin soil communities became not only excessively numerous, 
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but very prosperous. This at the expense of soil fertility which 

was simply being dissipated. They became, in fact* a disease 

of their soil, which very soon began to show symptoms of grave 

debility. The destruction of the plain forests was beginning to 

cause aridity, and when high/farmers have to take to dty/ 

farming the consequences are usually fatal for the soil. The 

felling of the hillside trees, for the export of timber to Hellas, a 

growingindustiy, bated the hillsides. The water 'cycle was dis¬ 

turbed. Torrential tun/off of the decreasing rainfall carried away 

the hillside soils, silting up streams and rivers, causing flooding, 

and creating malaria/infested marshes; the most mortal symp/ 

tom of soil disease, gLilIcy/ccosion, appeared on the hillsides. 

But the Latin farmers were not immediately defeated by this 

threatened failure of the source of their life and wealth, They 

realized that every inch of their arable soil was valuable, and 

they made a magnificent effort at soil conservation, an effort 

hardly matched until within the last few decades of our own 

era. They saw the damage done by raiivwiUer run /off on the 

eroded hillsides, and they cue an immensely elaborate system of 

drains into die tufa, covered them, arranged dams of massive 

masonry, and generally took control of the water, carrying it 

under the remaining soils and draining it into the Pontine 

marsh. A similar system was installed at Vein The most 

extraordinary lengths were gone to in order to avoid using 

arable soil for anything but agriculture. For example, the arti/ 

ficial outlet to the Alban lake was cut into solid rock over a long 

distance, in order to save an acre or two of soil for the plough. 

The amount of labour involved in these soil conservation works 

must have been out of all proportion to the value in money of 

the extra crops obtained. But the soil was not drought oi as 

money, but as life; a subsistence farming community is saved 

from falling into the error of drinking of soil in financial terms. 

Soil is sacred, and must be saved. 

That the sixth century Roman system was some kind of semi/ 

feudalism is deduced from these difficult and costly works of 

agricultural engineering. Whether the deduction is sound is 
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another matter: Tenney Frank47 has a. typically American dis> 

taste for admitting that although smallholders could not each, 

individually, have carried out works which piss beneath him/ 

dreds of plots or farms, they might have dime the work by 

means of some communal or cooperative arrangement. Ortho¬ 

dox historians are prone to fight shy of this idea, being afraid to 

he accused of the jejune error of attributing socialistic ideas to 

ages which had not conceived of such; and perhaps, of ad' 

mitting that co-operation can achieve anything. As a matter of 

fact there are plenty of instances of communal works of large 

magnitude being carried out by ancient civilizations. But all 

things considered, it is probable that much of the Latin and 

Roman land was in the hands oflarge landowners, and worked 

by persons who owed diem service, and who also held, in their 

own right as free men, plots of two jugcra (i J acres). Vartoia 

says that the ancient Roman families were supported by such 

plots, and diis, before the onset of soil debility, is not impossible 

among a frugal and industrious people. 

But as soil exhaustion and erosion continued, which they 

were bound to do when crop after excessive crop had to be 

wrung from the tger }le>mmv, from such soils as those of 

Latium, until the great majority of smallholding “villeins” 

were in shocking distress; famine and pestilence became com/ 

monplace, and there began that agitation, among the Blebs, 

first for some relief, later for power, which was to recreate the 

Roman character and the Roman state. The soils of Rome and 

Latium. were soon forcing the Patrician party to modify their 

claim to engross the political power of the city. 

That this was exactly so, Livy, it must be admitted, docs not 

make clean from that historian's references to famine and pes^ 

tilence, and the social and political consequences of these evils, 

one would deduce a series of unfortunate accidents, rather than 

a chronic ill. But with modern knowledge of what happens 

when men become a disease of their soil it is justifiable to 

deduce from Livy's early books that social evolution was being 

foiccd on at an almost revolutionary pace, by Roman and 
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Latin soil debility. There are frequent references to famine, 

followed by pestilence, followed by government settlements of 

the consequent social uproar, generally entailing purchases, by 

the Consuls, of wheat, abroad. Soils in the condition of Rome 

and Latium by the middle of the fourth century do not recover 

when neglected: they grow waterlogged and foal, they provide 

breeding places for the anopheles mosquito. Was malaria the 

pestilence which usually accompanied Livy's famines ? 

That the soils were increasingly neglected is clear: in rhe 

Consulship of T. Geganius and P. Linicius, “whilst all abroad 

was undisturbed by war and the civic dissensions at home were 

healed, the common'wealth was attacked by a much more 

serious evil: first, dearness of food owing to the fields remaining 

uncultivated during the Secession (ofthe Plebeian party) and 

following upon this a famine such as visits a besieged city, it 

would have led to the perishing of the slaves in any case, and 

probably the plebeians would have died, had not tire Consuls 

provided for the emergency by sending in various directions to 

buy com”.49 Again, in 451 B.c. there was famine. In the Con/ 

sulsbip of P. Geganius Macerinus and L. Mcnenius Lanatus, 

“The misfortunes began with the famine, owing either to the 

year being unfavourable to the crops, or to the cultivation of the 

land being abandoned for the attractions of poLidcal meetings 

and city fife”.60111 this year tilings were so bad and the Govern/ 

merit's relief measure so inadequate that, “Many of the Plebs 

lost all hope and rather than drag on a life of misery, muffled 

their heads and threw themselves into the Tiber”.51 Pestilence 

and famine again occurred a few years later, and yet again in 

the Consular year of Q. Babius Ambustus and C. Burius 

Pacilus. There are far too many famines to be due merely to 

normally recurrent bad seasons. The soil was failing, and die 

.Romans adopted both the Attic and the Spartan solutions. 

They planted olives and vineyards, e,g., on the Alban hills; 

and they conquered neighbouring territories (Vcii) to get 

more land. Both measures, in the long run, helped to destroy 

the Roman character. 
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During two centuries, from the driving out of the "fiarquins 

and the establishment of the Senatorial oligarchy, die Plebeians, 

including the twoft! sera smallholders, had struggled for relief 

and for political and social advancement as a class. The estab- 

lisbinert of the Ttibunate, the Tribunes beiug magistrates 

whose duty was to represent the Plebx against the Patricians, 

was their first major triumph. But the first great practical 

triumph in their campaign came in 393 c.c. In that year 

territory was won in war from the Vcii, and this territory was 

distributed among all the citizens, including the two'jugera 

smallholders. As a consequence these now became sevewjugera 

holders, that is freeholdtng farmers wotking five acres of land. 

The results, excepting no doubt for the unhappy Veil, were 

satisfactory. A depressed and disaffected Roman peasantry 

became a substantial and self/respecting and patriotic yeomanry, 

men with the rights which go with property, and with the cotv 

fidcnce to demand more power in the state. The Licinian- 

Sextian law of 366, which threw die Consulship open to tire 

Plebs, also forbade the state to rent mote than 375 acres to any 

single tenant. 

The Roman of the middle fourth century was, then, a free, 

smallholding, fully enfranchised yeoman; and this pattern 

endured, with various modifications and reverses, for two cen¬ 

turies. Such a citizen is hardy, self-reliant, prolific and patriotic; 

and an obstinate and formidable soldier in a cause which 

represents his interests. But although the proLctar ranged 

peasantry of the city had, by conquest, and the Licinian law, 

been partially returned to the land and to self-respect, the 

population was still too large to be fed off the five-acre small¬ 

holdings which, in any case, were primarily subsistence farms 

only secondarily interested in cash-crops. Blor were the large 

plantations of the rich aristocrats chiefly concerned with wheat 

growing, although there were such farms. The slave-manned 

plantations were of two principal kinds, and both were direct 

products of soil erosion or exhaustion. 

The eroded hillsides, such as the Alban, were of no use to 
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(he small farmer; capital and time were required to make them 

pay as vineyards or olive groves. In. the plains, where exhaustion 

had gone so far that the only thing to be done was to regrass 

the soils; and in chose part3 where nothing but a few inches of 

turf had ever covered the tufa, ranching could be practised, 

Both of these industries demanded far more capital and perhaps 

far too long a wait for a return, to interest the smallholder. They 

were exploited by rich individuals, and later, perhaps not until 

imperial times, although Mommsen puts it earlier, by joint; 

stock corporations. These corporations were either Patrician 

or they were made up of Equites, the new class of financial 

tycoons which rose as the empire grew larger. 

Meanwhile, Rome needed wheat. 

One way to get wheat was to drive the Carthaginian colonists 

oitt of the granary of Sicily and appropriate it for Rome. It 

is not suggested that the origin of the First Punic War was 

merely economic. There were other causes; Rome was finding 

herself forced into the position of Hellenic chain plot j, and 

various Greek states were for ever quarrelling with Carthage. 

But there is no doubt that the conquest of the Sicilian wheat; 

lands did solve Rome’s food problem for a time, Her land; 

distribution policy had assured her of a. formidable citizen army 

of men with a stake in the country. That this was so had long 

been well tried and tested; of the influence of this agrarian policy 

upon Rome’s fighting potential, Tenney frank wrote:52 

That Rome bore so well the shock of the Gallic invasion, 
that she passed without bloodshed through the broils of the 
class/struggles, survived the revolt of the Latins, and had the 
prudence to devise the liberal and flexible constitution which 

enabled her to unite Italy in an effective federation, all flits 
seems nowin no small measure due to the habit of providing 
by land distribution a solid and interested citizen;body from 
rhe proletariat. 

This same policy', and therefore rhe soils which were its 

origin, had made Rome, soon deeply involved in foreign affairs 
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throughout the .Mediterranean region, capable of withstanding 

the strain of her protracted struggle with Carthage, a struggle 

for what neither power then knew was to he the mastery of the 

world. True, Rome and her virtues were hideously warped by 

che strain: yet a Rome of a kind survived, whereas Cartilage 

was destroyed. 

Husbandry may develop into what is carelessly called scieiv 

dfc farming, a term commonly used to mean intelligent farming. 

But real scientific farming is usually imposed upon the country 

by the city, and is not necessarily “good” farming at all, but 

merely profitable, for a time, co the farmer or his bank. 

Something must be said concerning the confusion over the 

use of this word scientific, in connection with farming. 

One of the most significant symptoms of our present urn 

balanced state of mind in the West, is that the adjective scientific 

has become one of un critical approbation. True, there has been 

some reaction away from, this state of mind among a few iiv 

tcllcctuals, a kind of uneasy, if wholesome, trabison des clercs. 

But we are concerned with the majority of the people for whom 

scientific means good and who commonly use certain expressions, 

signifying approval, which have, in fact, atrocious meanings, 

e.g., scientific welfare, scientific crime; or employ the adjective, 

again as one of praise, in contexts descriptive of socially dubious 

activities, e.g,, scientific salesmanship, scientific advertising. 

By means of this same perverse use oflanguagc, the expression 

scientific farming has assumed the significance good farming. And 

so, in certain conditions, it may be. Science in agriculture is 

good when the approach of scientific specialists to the subject 

is controlled by an ecologist, or by an ecological point of view; 

when it is biological rather thin mechanical; when the scicti/ 

tisfs respect for husbandry is profound; his education humane 

and philosophical; his methods controlled by empirical trials. 

Such a scientific agriculture has only come into being in the 

past two or three decades. But scientific farming until recently 

has often been, and sull often is, very bad farming indeed. 
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Pure scientific agriculture entails an approach to the soil very 

different from that of the husbandman. The latter, no doubt 

unconsciously, is aware that he is a symbiont in an elaborate 

and delicately balanced union of species, the artificial soil 

community. The scientist too often approaches the soil in the 

spirit of an industrialist: here, in this dirty stuff underfoot, is 

material to be transformed into food by an efficient application 

of chemistry and mechanics to problems of production. Such a 

state of mind may, and frequently docs, lead to the consumpt'm of 

the soil, and that at a rale vastly increased by scientific efficiency. 

Xt would be tedious to Jkccp malting reservations in favour of 

the new ecological scientific agriculture, whenever, in what 

follows, the term scientific has to he used pejoratively, in the sense 

of a scientific abuse of soil. I shall therefore define my terms as 

follow's: for the old scientific agriculture I shall henceforth use 

the phrase industrial agriculture, while retaining the phrase scicri' 

tijic agriculture to mean the proper application of biologically 

biased knowledge to soil problems, with all the integrity, 

detachment and imaginative understanding which belong to 

a branch of philosophy. 

The agricultural industrialist regards soil as an inexhaustible 

source of wealth, requiring only sufficiently powerful machines 

andquick/'actingchcmicalsrocxtraait. For him a held of wheat 

is a machine for transforming certain chemicals, which he feeds to 

the roots, by means of photosynthesis and some later processes, 

into loaves of bread worth money. Such a point of view cannot 

arise in the countryside itself: the state of mind from which it 

derivesis one peculiar to highly sophisticated urban communities. 

The first treatise on industrial agriculture, that is the first 

treatise to apply an essentially urban, uoivattached analysis to 

soil problems, although the work is not “scientific” in the most 

pernicious sense, is that of Mago, a Carthaginian. 

Perhaps no community has ever created a more purely hr/ 

tellectual and artificial relationship with soil than Carthage. 
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The Carthaginians did not grow our of, or gtow up with a 

native soil: having long practised commerce and shipping for a 

living, they finally turned to the exploitation of the soils they had 

acquired by trade and by force. Their approach to their soil was 

industrial because it could not possibly be anything dsc. For, 

vigorous as an individual community, Carthage nevertheless 

belonged to a long moribund culture; incapable, therefore, 

of an activity which could properly be described as organic. 

The Carthaginian community gives an impression not of a 

living entity, but of a kind of machine. 

Carthage was not an Hellenic city by right of birth, but 

because she found herself in the ambience of a dynamic culture 

which happened to be Hellenic, and, having no soul of her 

own, was compelled to make a spurious one by imitation. 

Formerly, she had done the same thing in Egyptian terms.30 
Carthage was politically, commercially, and to all outward 

appearances, an Hellenic city state. But the Carthaginian could 

not feel or think, carve stone, paint pictures, worship, sing, act, 

dance or reason like a Greek. Nor, however, had Cartilage any 

valid style of her own: rhe creative phase of the culture to which 

the Carthaginians really belonged, that of Phoenicia, had been 

over a thousand years before the Punic Wars. The products of 

her manufacture are without any native style, they are debased 

copies of Egyptian or Hellenic .styles. The physical appearance 

of the city was not Punic, it was Hellenic. The greatest public 

building, the artificial commercial harbour and the inner naval 

harbour, the Coihon, were the work of Greek architects and 

engineers, or at the very lease of Greek designers. But that 

Carthage could not, in the things chat matter, be Greek, 

any more than Turkey can be Western Christian, is very 

apparent, not only in the state of mind which the action,s of 

her Government constantly revealed, but in the atrocious 

rite, still practised in that Hdlcnically gracious city, of 

sacrificing the first/born of noble families by hurling these 

infants into the furnace burning in the brazen, belly of the 

god Eshinun. 

9 
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Carthage, like a score of other such places, was founded by 

Phoenician merchants as a trading post, perched on the African 

shore, without anything whatever to do with African soil. 

Such, inspirit, Carthage remained, even when she had become 

perhaps the greatest, certainly the richest city in the Mcditer/ 

ranean, with a population of two ot three hundred thousand, 

perhaps half a million. Grown thus great, however, she ceased 

to pay rent to the Berber landowners, which she had long been 

doing, and conquered the surrounding country for her own. 

The soil which thus became Carthaginian was not of large 

extent, but it was fertile. From Mago, and some other and 

casual notices, it would appear to have been what is called a 

semi/arid soil, that is a grass soil with a deep top'Soil, which 

has to be drydarined, and in which the major farming problem 

is that of water conservation. (Cf. the United States Middle/ 

West, parts of Spain, and Italy.) The cultivation undertaken 

by the Carthaginians could not, of. course, be husbandry. 

There were no husbandmen. It had to be industrial, and in 

any case the Carthaginian stare of mind would have made this 

so, even if the social organization of die people had made 

another solution possible. 

The intensive plantation cultivation which the Carthaginian 

plantationswner undercook, and which was subsequently 

imitated by the Roman conquerors of the land, had rhe long/ 

term effect of letting in rhe desert. Conceivably, the original 

forest—and grass—soil communities might have acted as a 

barrier to the advancing sand, might even have pushed slowly 

southward, carrying a mote humid climate with them as trees 

invaded the grass, and colonized the Sahara. But cultivation 

which took no account of soil as such, and was concerned with 

getting the largest possible crops out of the soil, had the opposite 

effect. The Sahara began its northward march; it has been on 

the move ever since; it has already invaded .Europe, by way of 

Spain, an old African trick. 

Carthage, then, instead of growing up out of a. soil and with 

it, grew simply as a centre of commerce and a base for war, on 
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a piece of land acquired by tenancy, and to which she was 

indifferent- Already in a high and corrupt phase of a soulless 

civilisation, she seised upon some soil by force, and proceeded 

to form with it the only relationship possible for her, one of 
industrial exploitation. 

Urban Western men, accustomed to being flattered as 

uniquely powerful in material matters, by newspapers whose 

advertisers need the goodwill of their readers, are prone to 

ignore the massive achievement of past civilisations in the 

manipulation of matter. It is commonly thought that mechanical 

science has conferred upon us powers of manipulation different 

in ltind from those possessed by our predecessors, but as a matter 

of history wc have yet to achieve, with all our machines, any 

feats of agricultural engineering to surpass those of certain 

ancient civilizations.54 We shall come to that phase hi due 

course, no doubt. Meanwhile it should be realized chat there is 

no significant difference between a flint or bronze digging tool 

and a bulldozer. Almost unlimited slave power can achieve 

quice as much as mechanical power. The Carthaginians applied 

to the exploitation of dieir .soil the device of pkntaeiorvslavery 

upon a very large scale. 

The device is one of the most vicious means of expressing 

power yet tried. It was the ruin of Rome, who imitated it. 

And it was the destruction of Carthage when she came into 

conflict with a Rome which had not yef imitated it upon a 

serious scale. 

The truth is as Coldsmith saw it: the insight of the poet is, 

as usual, more immediately effective jn arriving at the truth 

than the careful expertments of science and economy: 

111 fares the land to hastening ills a prey, 
When wealth accumulates and men decay. 
Princes and peers may flourish and may fade, 
A breaxh can make them, as a breath has made. 
But a proud peasantry, its country’s pdde. 
When once destroyed can never be supplied. 
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And Carthage bad never even had a peasantry, proud or 

otherwise. Few Carthaginians had any working relation with 

the soil at all. To whom was Mago’s technically admirable 

book on fanning addressed? Principally, it seems probable, 

to such leading Carthaginians, men like the Batcas, who 

tended to withdraw, with their millions, from the coarse wotld 

of trade, to acquire an aristocratic point of view, to settle, 

supported by hundreds of slaves, in their great villas, there to 

improve their property and their gardens. Their relationship 

with soil would be al most as artificial, as ephemeral, as phoney 

indeed, as that of our own company promoter or cinema 

magnate, with his farm in Surrey or Sussex, purchased as a 

weekend toy, a source of butter and eggs for his family, and a 

means of avoiding income tax by setting his farming losses off 

against his city gains. 

Greek visitors and Roman conquerors exclaim over the 

wealth of produce and stock from the Carthaginian soils. The 

application of industrial agriculture to virgin soils is, in fact, 

extremely productive of wealth for the exploiters. Orchards, 

cornfields and cattle pastures crowded each other on the North 

African littoral. But where are the farmers, the yeomen? There 

is nodiing here which resembles a true artificial soil community, 

but rather the wheat factories of the Middle West, the orange 

factories of California- Carthage remained, what 3he had 

always been, a trading post. 

A state so founded, or rather unfounded, existing as a 

community of negotiators merely, of buyers cheap and sellers 

dear, a nation of Tiimalchios, seems to acquire tio substance 

as a nation, a people- In reading of Cartilage one experiences 

a vague, uneasy feeling that one is reading of something unreal 

As soldiers and seamen the Carthaginians had great qualities, 

yet their acts do not seem to count. There is something offend 

sive, squalid and slightly incredible about a community wliich 

seems always aud in variably to have acted shrewdly, coldly, 

unscrupulously. The foreign policy of die Punic government 

of millionaire business men is so consistently unchivalrous and 
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calculating, that it has the air of something “ideal*5 rather that) 

real. 

This haunting, chimerical and depressing attribute of the 

city was seized upon by Flaubert, with the result that Salamntho 

is one of the rare books in which poetic insight has been used 

to invoke a scene from the past. It is a book informed with a 

sort of utterly un 'Hellenic, uiv Occidental semi /■mystical sen^ 

suality; and at the same time with r.ccidiet a profound and terrible 

ccfarL Perhaps spleen is lire .English word for this. That this is 

due to no warping of the poet’s vision is clear from the fact 

that a shade of the same feeling falls across the reader’s mind, 

though the book in his hands be not Sdlamubo but the most 

sober of Punic histories. 

The fact is that, for its salvation, a human community must, 

like a community of any other creatures, be founded in a soil. 

When Carthage fought Rome there was no clash of two valid 

nations: there wras a struggle between a nation and a vast and 

powerful cartel of joint-stock trading concerns which happened, 

among other properties, to own and work some agricultural 

land. When, at the head of an army of mercenaries and im/ 

pressed colonials, supported by trained fighting elephants, and 

by a gorgeous and devoted bodyguard of young Carthaginians 

of good family, Hannibal went out of Spain into Gaul, over 

the Alps and down into Italy, he there performed the most 

incredible tour deforce in military history: .in the teeth of his own 

government, almost without supplies or reinforcements from 

home, he. stayed in the enemy’s country for sixteen years. He 

made half Italy Hannibalic, thus assuring that when he did 

withdraw tire Romans themselves would, by furious punitive 

measures, wreak havoc even where he himself had not done so. 

He consistently defeated Consular army after Consular army, 

lot there was no man living anything like capable of matching 

his miKtaty talent. The armies of Rome were citizen armies, 

they were Goldsmith’s proud peasantry, under aims. With 

the slow, obstinate, unspectacular heroism ol their class and 

nation, they got themselves massacred by thousands. They were 
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irreplaceable; the land which they worked could not spare 

them if the Roman character was to be spared. Half the 

farmlands lay derelict, during nearly two decades. 

At a certain moment in the course of this war, Hannibal 

could have taken Rome. There can be no question of that: he 

did not do so, and that refusal to do what every soldier aims to 

do, capture the enemy’s capital, is one of the major mysteries 

of military history. To the question which this strange behaviour 

on the part of Hannibal propounds, Captain Liddell Hart once 

gave a very suggestive answer. In a brilliant essay on the subject 

of Hannibal's career, he wrote that Hannibal did not take 

Rome because co have done so would have been to end the war 

too soon: before his god he had sworn to destroy Rome and, 

like Shylock, he might have said; 

An oath, an oath, l have an oath in Heaven; 

Shall I lav perjury upon my soul l 
No, not lor (Rome), 

Hannibal, Captain Liddell Hart suggested, had devoted his 

life to revenge, 2nd that revenge must be satisfied by making 

sure that Rome died in agony and by inches, not still half 

intact. 
It is a very possible answer: Hannibal’s people and bis father 

had beeti shockingly wronged by Rome. The Carthaginians 

were notoriously vindictive and ruthless, and their religion one 

of the most frightful, in its rites, of which we have knowledge. 

Had Hannibal, taken Rome when the city lay open to him, he 

must have ended the war, and thereafter have been the instrm* 

ment of making a rational peace, dictated by the commercially/ 

minded Carthaginian Senate. He preferred to make sure of the 

destruction of Rome. 

In a way, he succeeded. 

It is true that he had, although undefeated in the field, to 

withdraw at last from Italy; that he was beaten in battle, in 

Africa, by Scipio; that he witnessed the humiliation of his city; 

that he had to Hy for his life from Roman vengeance; that that 
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vengeance caught up with him; that he wras sold by the king 

with whom he had taken refuge; and that he died by his own 

hand rather than fill into Roman ones. Meanwhile he had made 

sure chat the subsequent career of Rome, instead of being a 

great and splendid triumph of civilization and culture, was a 

slaw agony of decline and degradation into the worst manifest 

tation of slave/supported imperialism. 

The foundation of the Roman character was the Roman soil 

community. Hannibal destroyed it, and with it Rome’s power 

to act with generosity and charity. She was no longer capable of 

making what, in her beginning as a great power she seemed 

to be making, a Commonwealth. She could only make a 

spiritually barren, aesthetically contemptible, socially decadent 

monstrosity, 
¥ 

To analyse in detail the nature of Hannibal’s triumph would 

require a large volume. On the other hand it is hardly enough 

merely to assert that Rome was ruined in her very foundations 

by the Second Punic War. 

Here axe two quotations from Tenney Frank’s Economic 

History of Rome: 

(i) The Second Punic war which was fought on Italian 
soil wrought terrible havoc upon the chief industry of die 
people and thereby accelerated the processes diaE we have 
already noticed.65 For more than twelve years the battle 
lines swept back and forth over the villages and fields of 
central and southern Italy. . . . Whatever contestant 
recreated, grain fields were burnt for military reasons, vine/ 
yards and orchards cut, and cattle driven, off. The inhabi/ 
tants who escaped scattered to the four winds, many 
abandoning Italy permanently for Greece. 

And, during the period of reconstruction: 

(ii) Vast areas of devastated lands... could not be catered 
for at present. These the State took possession of, 
partly because they "were without claimants, partly in 
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accordance with the neur theory of sovereignty recently adopted 
in Sicily,5* because the/ were forfeited in battle to the 

conqueror.57 What was to be done with these vast areas, 
aggregating a total of at least two million acres, at least 
half of which was arable? Obviously the State pursued 
what seemed a reasoliable course in offering it in large 
leaseholds to Romans who had tire capital requisite to 
make use of it. . . , 

The spirit of the old Rome had been made by men who 

believed, with Alexander Pope (incidentally at the age of 

twelve!) that: 

Happy the man, whose wish and care 
A few' paternal acres bound, 
Content to breathe his native air 

In his own ground. 
Whose herds with milk, whose fields with bread 
Whose flocks supply him with attire; 
Whose trees in summer yield him shade. 

In winter fire, 

"Whether the remaining Romans still had these sentiments is 

uncertain: that they could no longer live in the manner dcs/ 

cribed is only loo certain* 

In Cato, in Varro and in Columella we have three mono/ 

graphisfs from whose writings the new, evil and inevitable soil 

policy of Rome can be examined. Bcloch63 estimates that the 

ager Romatms, the Roman soil, was, by seizures and expropria/ 

tie ns, raised from a pre/war approximate ten to a post/war 

approximate twenty million jugera. Columella says that unim/ 

proved land in Italy sold for about -£10 (Gold par. say £50 

195.2 value) per jtt&rm. In chat case che <tgcr Rcmarm was 

worth, about £57001. at 1952 values. Before the wac there were 

about 250,000 Roman citizens, i.e. landholders of one sort or 

another. The average size of a holding therefore becomes not 

about 10, but about 62 jn&era. And the average capital in land 

per farmec no longer about £200, but about £2000.59 But 
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many thousands of Roman citizen smallholders had been hilled 

in the long war, others had flown abroad, others been prole/ 

tarianized. There must have been many fewer citizens after 

tire war, than before it. Yet the land held by citizens was 

doubled, and its value per head multiplied by ten. There is only 

one possible inference. Despite the persistence in some places, 

of the old, sound system of soibrnan relationship, of the small/ 

holding subsistence fanner, Roman soil had become primarily 

a vast Slave/manned Plantation, the slaves, of course, being 

provided by Carthaginian prisonen-of'war. 

Thus, the whole nature of the Roman polls had been shock/ 

iugly and mortally changed, in such a sense as to bring upon 

Rome, inevitably, the Gracchan revolution, the Social War, 

the Civil Wais, the failure of Republicanism, the transform*/ 

tion of Democracy into the totalitarian monster-state of Augu$/ 

tus and his successors, and the economic decline of the Roman 

Empire into the vicious and ridiculous system desperately im¬ 

posed by Diocletian. 



CHAPTER X 

OKLAHOMA: DEATH Of A SOIL 

ONE of the symptoms of that decadence oi the spirit which 

overtakes a great civilization before its failure or when 

it is about to give birth to a new one, is an outbreak of 

territorial expansionism late in its career: thus, for example, the 

violent Helledzanon of the known world between the times 

of the adventure of Alexander and that of his aged and heroic 

emulator, Trajan. Thus also the European conquest of die 

world for Western Civilization late in the nineteenth century, 

a conquest which has the superficial air of a dynamic and 

creative act, but behind which one can detect that feat and 

despair at the failure of die spirit which accounts for its violent 

and predatory character: it is as if, for the loss of moral and 

aesthetic “goods” at home, there was an attempt to substitute 

success in arms and trade abtoad. Dazzled by the gaudy feats of 

successful military men, orthodox historians have consistendy 

failed to perceive that Imperialism is a symptom of despair, of 

a deep self/disttust in the soul of the imperialist culture. 

Imperialist adventures in the past have tended to ruin the 

home soils of the imperialist powers, since those soils have 

provided the wealth wasted by the soldiers. Only Hannibal com 

trived to min rather the enemy’s soil than his own, but then he 

can hardly be said to have had a soil. And when invaded soils 

were laid under contribution by the successful imperialist, die 

latter was, as a rule, no more “efficient''’ a farmer, aud therefore 

no more dangerous to the soil, than his victims. 

The nineteendveentury Western expansion was peculiar in 

that the men. who constituted its forces, its civil rather than its 

military expression, were equipped with steel tools and very 
133 
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soon with machinery, capable of carrying soil exploitation to 

unprecedented lengths. Very fortunate were those soils which 

could interpose between the invaders and their own integrity, 

a golden armour. In the spiritually very different invasion of 

South and Central America by Europeans in the sixteenth and 

seventeenth centuries, the wealth of the victim countries was 

there, in gold and silver, to buy off the and the 

fertility of the soil was damaged but not ruined, however the 

working of it was interrupted and disorganized.130 But the case 

of North America was very different. 

That subcontinent was inhabited not by men of high 

civilization, with gold to offer, but by tribes of savages, some in 

a Palaeolithic stage of culture, with a matrilinear, exogamous 

pattern of social behaviour; others in a Neolithic phase of 

development; a few, fot example the Five Civilized Tribes as 

they were significantly called, wen: at that interesting stage in 

which food-gathering and hunting gives way before the rising 

efficiency of semi-sedentary agriculture. 

These tribes of Red Indians had no negotiable wealth to 

offer the fierce and determined invaders of their soils; those soils, 

their hunting grounds, were their only asset. But these hunting 

grounds were potential farms, and it happened that the invaders 

of North America were not arrogant and predatoiy Spanish 

soldiers to turn in disgust from the idea of a life of agrarian toil, 

but a people who esteemed the idea of each man as an inde- 

pendent farmer on his own freehold as the most desirable of 

ideals; they were land-hungry, would-be peasants inspired by 

an unsuitable, dangerous and powerful mystique drawn not 

from their native culture, which was failing, but from the 

records of the settlement and rise to prosperity of such another 

and earlier horde of land-hungry migrants, the Israelites of the 

Bible. 

The settlement of the European North Americans upon the 

virgin soils they overran took place with fatal rapidity. It is 

almost true to say that whereas in A.D. 1S00 Notth America 

west of the original thirteen colonies was euipty but for a couple 
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of bundled thousand, if so many, Stone Age tribesmen, by 

J9D0 this vast country was already full of white farmers ai a 

level of material culture comparable with that of Europe and 

in some ways surpassing it. Only the most massively stable soil 

could stand the sudden and exhausting draft upon fertility 

which is represented by this meteoric rise in material wealth* 

But it should be emphasized that the farmers in question were 

not con.scions of doing any damage: they were simple and 

honourable men with a worthy purpose, that of keeping their 

families in bread and independence by the sweat of their faces— 

of religiously fulfilling the terms of the curse laid upon Adam 

and Eve, In order that they should do this it was deemed 

necessary that each family hold a farm of 160 acres, although 

how this figure was atrived at seems to be obscure* 

The American pioneer peasants were not seizing madedand 

hut virgin soil Faced with ?. choice between parkdand, forest 

and steppe, they naturally swarmed towards the latter, for it 

offered few natural obstacles to the plough, and seemed to haw 

been made for just such a contingency as die sudden arrival of 

men far advanced 111 agricultural techniques. But land which, 

in semi/arid conditions and in a state of nature, offers few 

natural obstacles to the plough, is land which will not long 

stand ploughing; and ought not to be ploughed. 

The case of the soil of Oklahoma is of particular interest 

because in that case we have an example of men, considered as 

a disease of soil, reaching a mortal stage of virulence within 

half a century. 

As the boundaries of Western Civilization were pushed 

westward from the limits of the original colonial territories, and 

especially after the Louisiana Purchase, it became necessary 

to make provision for the Indians, other than the laborious 

and distasteful one ofslaughteriug them which was favoured by 

the rougher sort of United States citizen. In the history of the 

relations between European and the American Indians, both 

civilized and savage, the intention and behaviour of European 
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governments lias been uniformly good, those of the free and 

enterprising citizens of those governments almost as consistently 

bad. The United States government set aside a very considerable 
tract of territory for the exclusive use of the Indians, and seemed 

to understand the desire of these Red men to maintain the in/ 

tegrity of their tribal economy, to remain in theit Garden of 

Eden rather than leave it voluntarily to share the laborious 

exile of the white men. The territory thus sec aside included 

the present State of Oklahoma, and was populated by a 

number of small bands of various tribes of Indians, as well as 

by the Five Civilized Tribes, that is tire Cherokees, Chickas 

saws, Choctaws, Creeks and Seminole*. It is worth remarking 

that in the Choctaw'’ tongue, Oklahoma means Home of the 

Rod Man. 

Although the Indians might practise a shifting tillage, as 

well as hunting, their attitude to the soil was still that of its 

other animal members: it was a place to wander in, moving 

about in search of game, of wild vegetable food, of fertile soil 

patches. It is dear drat the nineteentlvcentury Cherokccs and 

kindred peoples were on the way to establishing a settled 

agriculture. It is equally clear that in the absence of European 

interference, the inferiority of their tools would have assured 

a very slow and steady exploitation of their land, which would 

have given the soil a chance to change gradually into the aid' 

f?cnl tilth which is the basis of permanent marvmade soil 

communities like that of notdvwest Europe. It is, finally, 

probable that had die Central American culture not been des' 

troyed by the Spaniards, the northern Indians would have come 

under the influence of that high civilization, and would have 

learnt from the Mexicans the techniques of advanced agrb 

culture, although at the same time they would have had to 

pay for this by contributing thousands of victims to the recking 

altars of the abominable Aztec waivgod Huiuilopochtli. But 

none of this had time to happen, and to the sedentary farmers 

of the eastern United States, that is of European, tradition, who 

became continually more numerous all along the periphery of 
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the Indian Territory, the Indian mode of life must have 

appeared as a shameful waste of land, and perhaps too as a 

blasphemous defiance of the curse of Adam. 

These Europeans were nor, for the most part, unreasonably 

hostile to the Indians: they were very willing that the Indians 

should be treated on exactly the same terms as themselves, that 

is that each Indian family should be allowed iGo acres of good 

land, and should, as enfranchised citizens of the United States, 

live on and off chat land exactly as the white men did, or pro- 

posed to do, themselves. And feeling themselves perfectly lair 

and reasonable, they considered that the laws which restrained 

them. from, settling Indian territory were not sensible, and there.- 

fore were not respectable. And when, in a democracy, a law 

fails to obtain at least the tacit support of the citizens, there is 

no way of enforcing it. A government which feels itself to be 

simply the representative of its citizens can only with enormous 

difficulty employ military force against its own people, its own 

employers, itself, in fact. 

During several decades the pressure applied to the United 

States government by the fanncr-citizetxs and by commercial 

and industrial interests, to open up the Indian Territory, was. 

unremitting. And it is eternally to the credit of several United 

States governments that they so respected the objections of the 

Indians to this course, although what was proposed seemed very 

fair and just, that they resisted pressure to the point of risking 

insurrection and civil war. They did not hesitate, time and 

again, to use military force against their own people in order to 

keep their pledges to the Indians, and that in the teeth of the 

angry violence of their constituents. Nevertheless, they were, 

i» the long run, forced to break every promise drey had ever 

made to the Tribes. 

The real difficulty in this situation inhered in the fundamen- 

tally different attitudes towards soil, and particularly towards 

land-tenure, of die two conflicting peoples. 

The white people were the heirs of an ancient high civiliza¬ 

tion which had passed its cultural and spiritual zenith some 
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time before. They were, even in their simplest and humblest 

members, sophisticated, in fact corrupt, in their attitude to 

land. A symptom of this intellectual corruption was, and is, 

the degradation of women and soil to the status of personal 

chattels. It seemed to the European colonists of America right 

and proper that each head of a family should own a piece of 

land, and should exercise upon it a patriarchal right. In short, 

these people had sunk into the same condition of spiritual 

blindness, in the matter of man's place in the living world, as 

afflicted the Romans towards the end of the Punic wars. 

The Indians, on the other hand, had no conception of soil as 

property. Such an idea must have seemed to them immoral and 

irreligious; land tenure among them was not several but trihal, 

not personal but communal. There is no clearer nor mote final 

answer to those who still believe that there is something 

“natural” about the idea of each man as a freehold smallholder, 

than the persistent, obstinate and despair tug resistance offered 

by the Indians to the apparendy reasonable suggestion, often 

reiterated, that land should be distributed among them in 

severalty, that every adult Indian should receive 160 acres ol 

good land together with enfranchisement as a citizen of the 

United States. The Indians were implacably hostile to the idea 

that land could be held as private property, could be bought, 

sold, given away or bequeathed. 

This ecologically invaluable instinct was, of course, de/ 

bauched. It was probably among the half breeds that the idea 

ofsoil as property first gained admittance; then the moresophis/ 

heated Indians consented to it; and lastly the mass. But it is 

significant that the earliest tribes to accept laud'holding in 

severalty were the smaller ones, whose tribal organization had 

long been breaking down under the pressure of the white 

invasion. The Indian Territory was at last deprived of the pro 

tection which native human customs, grown up within its 

influence, had extended to its health and integrity. It lay open to 

disease. 

The nature of the pressure which the citizens applied to their 
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government to achieve this end is not without interest, and an 

important aspect of it has been vividly described in one of the 

most admirable short novels iu the English language: frank 

Harris’ Elder Conklin. Across the boundary of Conklins land 

lies empty, virgin soil, on worked, uninhabited, part of the 

Indian Territory. The Elder plants in it a crop of com, for he 

needed extra money to indulge the expensive plans of an 

adored daughter. A military detachment is sent by the goveriv 

merit to throw down the Elder’s fences, and destroy the com he 

has plained on Indian land. The military are opposed by a for/ 

midable band of farmers, the Elder’s infuriated neighbours, 

who consider the legalistic attitude of their government wholly 

unjustified. The Elder holds himself aloof from these violent 

courses: he is prepared to use violence, but alone, without in/ 

volving anyone else. But me story should be read: it describes 

one of the most significa nt stages in the Westernization of the 

world, and it describes what was happening on the frontiers of 

Oklahoma between 1S78 when illicit settlements in the Terri' 

tory are first noticed and the United States Army had the tin/ 

enviable task, of ejecting the settlers, until 1889, when the 

Territory was thrown open to settlement by law. 

This is not the place to describe the activities of David L. 

Payne and hi3 “Boomers* who forced the opening of the 

Territory. They constantly invaded Indian land and settled on 

it; they were as often ejected by the military, Pavnc was probably 

a crook, or at least an opportunist, who exploited the land' 

hunger of would/be settlers to build up an ugly racket. But jhe 

criminal cynicism of the leader must not be allowed to impugn 

the good faith of the led. There were rogues, no doubt, among 

the homers, but for the most part they were honest and respcc/ 

table men A1 
The settlement of Oklahoma, then, took place in 1889, by 

the extraordinary device of a land/rush: 

Between the middle of March and the middle of April 
several thousand persons gathered in the neighbouring states, 
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ready to make the race for the homesteads or town lots. 
Before die day set for the opening, they were allowed to pass 
through the inter veiling Indian country and form on the 
borders of the district to be opened. 

Additional soldiers were placed on guard as a preeau/ 
nonary measure. On April 12 a force equal to rwo regiments 
was in the field. The cavalry, nearly half of the total force, 
was stationed along the border to hold the settlers back till 
noon. The infantry was placed at important points in the 
district, especially at two places where land offices had been 
established. . . . 

Promptly at noon the settlers were given the signal to start, 
and die run began. Men raced on horseback, in carriages, and 
il) wagons. Five trains entered die district from the North. 
The first of these reached Guthrie, twenty miles south, at 
one/thirty in the afternoon, but the passengers found that 
United States deputy marshals, together with settlers who 
had slipped by the border patrol, had already staked out a 
town sice. Other persons had been busily engaged since noon 
making entries for adjacent farms. Those who entered in this 
way before the appointed time were known, as "sooner s’k 
Purcell, where the Santa railroad crossed the Canadian, 
was the starting place for most of die settlers entering chc 
South, Many of these reached Oklahoma station, where the 
Santa Pe crossed the north fork of the Canadian, midway 
between Purcell and Guthrie. .Rivalry between Guthrie and 
Oklahoma City began at once. Other towns were staked out 
and occupied, and by nightfall many of the homesteads had 

one or more claimants.*3 

On that day at least twelve thousand, and perhaps as many as 

forty thousand, entered the virgin territory of Oklahoma. No 

exact figure is known but it was probably about 20,000 and 

these mostly men, the heads of families which might number on 

an average three persons. Thus we may estimate that the 

population of the new territory... it was not yet a State... was 

about 60,000 people a few weeks after the opening race for 

land.615 
10 
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In lSgo drought destroyed the graving troys of these fast Gkla; 

Imidtis, and Congi'css was forced to vote lisem aid. 

By the end of r890 all the new territory was occupied, some 

plots were claimed by more than one family of settlers, and new 

land had to be made available in TS91. This pattern of events 

repeated itself several times. The methods of adding to the 

territory were two: either an Indian reservation was taken over 

by the Government, i<5o'acre allotments given to tire head of 

each Indian family, and the rest of the land sold to settlers at 

about a dollar and a half an acre—'for example in the case of 

the Cheyenne and Arapahoe tribes in 1892; or, as in the case 

of the Cherokces in 1893,^ the Indian land was bought out; 

right from the Tribe, and the distribution of the purchase price 

left to the Tribal council. 

As we have seen, the population of Oklahoma towards the 

cud of18S9 was about 60,000. In the following years new laud 

was added to the future state, new farmers settled on it. By 1S92 

the population was 130,000, but by 1900 the figure had reached 

3 89,coo. Towns had been built, trades and industries flourished, 

railways crossed the country, coal and other mines had been 

opened and were being worked. In ten years the soil community 

of the Oklahoma territory had been transformed from a state 

of nature into an artifact, and one which was being elaborated 

at a tremendous pace. 

The community which had thus come into being in a single 

decade represented considerable wealth* but it is the nature 

rather than the amount of that wealth which is significant. 

When a community of Europeans colonizes virgin soil its 

members are neither willing nor able to go through the whole 

process, requiring some hundreds of years, which transforms a 

natural soil into an artificial one of great fertility and stability, 

such as that of northwestern Europe* capable of supporting a 

very high standard of material wealth. The aim of the colonists 

is to live at the same standard as the people of the motherland, 

or rather to live at a higher standard, justifying their emigration 

by surpassing tbe stay^l-dromes in material prosperity. Thus 
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almost as soon as they settle on their virgin soil, they begin not 

only to farm it, to exploit the soil fertility stores of'centuries, but 

to build at once factories, railways, public utilities, and cities, 

and very soon to write and print books, paint pictures, build and 

man opera houses, theatres and bourses; in short, they try to 

establish at once the outward signs of a wealth which, in the 

“normal” way, would be the accumulation of centuries of toil 

upon the land. This can only be done by purchasing goods 

and services beyond the frontiers of ehe new soil community, 

and in return its members offer some valuable Consideration- 

Central and Southern America were stocked with the material 

of .European culture in exchange for gold and silver. But the 

consideration sent abroad from Oklahoma and similar North 

American soils in payment for the materials of high civilization 

was soil fertility. 

Today it would probably be possible to turn the soil fertility 

of an area as large as the Dust Bowl into some other form ot 

wealth, or into cash, in about ten years, with the aid of the 

enormously powerful machinery now available for soil/ 

fertility mining. It would probably take no longer than that to 

turn seminar id steppe, subject to drought, into a desert, and to 

possess in exchange a few hideous cities, a few hospitals, a re/ 

search institute, a few art galleries and dieatres, some libraries, 

half a hundred factories, a score ot two of rich men, and a 

population of depressed proletarians. Fifty years ago the process, 

although fat too rapid for the welfare of the soil, was not quite 

so fast. The Oklahomans, who presumably supposed that they 

were founding farms which would have the longevity of those 

of Europe, could anticipate, had they but known it, at least on 

the most easily ploughed and readily yielding of their soils, only 

one generation before those soils died beneath their feet and left 

them in the hideous predicament of the protagonists in Mr, John 

Steinbeck’s The Grapes of Wrath. 

The very rapid development of Oklahoma into a country 

with all the appurtetAlices of an old European state would not 

have been possible without the aid of the most efficient, and 
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therefore in certain conditions destructive, machine for soil/ 

exploitation ever devised: capitalism, with credit banking. 

Europe did not have to stand the strain of this device until at 

least Goo years from the beginnings of her uative culture.66 But 

the Oklahomans were able not merely to sell their soil fertility 

out of the State as fast as they could sow and reap; they could 

also maltc large drafts on their future activities as farmers, anti/ 

cipiting what they supposed to be the inexhaustible fertility of 

their soil by borrowing money at interest. And the bankers’ 

interest was paid out of soil fertility. 

The men of European culture and with European techniques 

who exploited the grass soils ol the legion which has since 

become known as the Dust Bowl, naturally applied to those 

soils the methods they knew and understood and which had 

answered so well in Europe for centuries. It seemed to them that 

they were in a peasant's paradise, for the soils were rich in plant 

foods, and had the appearance and texture of the best agricul/ 

rural soils. But North/west European rainfall is hardly any> 

where less than 20 inches a year and in most parts nearer 40 

inches. The soils of the Middle West bad a mean rainfall of 

nearer 10 inches a year, and it was their grass cover alone which 

enabled them to maintain their stability during thousands of 

years in such arid conditions, livery drop of water was absorbed 

and held in the vast sponge of the grass/roots. But once ploughed 

the soil bad no means of owning water. In years of subnormal 

rainfall, the crops simply perished: in other years they might 

flourish by virtue of unremitting cultivation which conserved 

some water about the roots by means of a dust/mulcb. Such 

cultivation, in arid conditions, helps to destroy the granular 

texture of the soil. If two or three inches of top/soil are reduced 

—nowadays it is done with the disk/harrow—to a fine dust, the 

soil immediately below that dust remains damp, the dust form/ 

ing a kind of natural “capillary tubes" which are the products 

of soil porosity, and by way of which soil water is drawn to the 

surface. Such a method is only safe where manuring with 

organic material is consistent and ample, and where some kind 
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of crop rotation avoids the withdrawal from soil of a particular 

group of elements year after year. 

But in Oklahoma not only were artificial fertilizers made 

available to the farmer a decade or so after the settlement of 

that state, but monoculture very rapidly became the common/ 

place of the region, a monoculture which was perfectly in 

accord with the American trend towards a thorough industrial 

specialization in all walks oflifc. 

Moreover, less than twenty years from the land/rush of 1889, 

American farmers were offered ail unprecedented opportunity 

to enrich themselves, or at least their bankets, by exporting 

American soil fertility jn vast quantities to feed Europeans too 

busily engaged in mutual throat'cucting to tend their own soil. 

And in due course, when the United Scatcs joined in the 

throat-'Cutting, even larger profits became possible. Iq order to 

supply the Allies with grain, forty million acres of virgin soil 

were ploughed and cropped, ploughed and cropped to exhaust 

tion, without regard to the consequences. Today, according to 

Jacks and Whyte,®* much of that land, the majority of it, is 

either quite barren, or marginah 

Less thati 35 years aftet the settlement of Oklahoma, on a 

day of high wind from the west, a strange dark cloud bung over 

the city of New York and all the coast north atid south of it. 

The phenomenon was to be repeated, but on this first occasion 

of its occurrence its novelty helped to impress the ten or twelve 

millions of people who saw/ it hang like a red veil over land and 

sea with its portentous, threatening, warning quality. The cloud 

was dust, and the dust was the top-soil of the Middle West, 

including vast areas of Oklahoma, on its way to be lost in the 

Atlantic. A combination of monoculture, dust^mniching, a 

couple of drought years in succession and a couple of weeks’ 

high wind, had had its inevitable result. The soil of the Middle 

West was blowing into the Atlantic at a rate which, combined 

with water/erosion in other parts, could reduce North America 

to a barren Sahara in a matter of about a century.67 

When, between 1889 and 1900, thousands of farmers were 
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seeding Oklahoma, it must have seemed to them that they were 

founding a new agricultural civilization, which might endure as 

long as Egypt. The grandsons, and even the sons of these 

settlers who .so swiftly became a disease of their sail, trekked 

from their ruined farmsteads, their buried or uprooted crops, 

their dead soil, with the dust of thetr own making in their 

eyes and hair, the barren sand of a once fertile plain gritting 

between their teeth. They went west, to pick fruit in California, 

in single families, in groups of families, in whole caravans of 

families, riding in ancient "‘jalopies” tend everywhere scowled 

upon, harried forward lest they become a charge upon some 

other State. The pitiful procession passed westward, an object 

of disgust—-the GoMan‘d Okies. 

But these Goddantd Okies were the scapegoats of a generation, 

and the God who had damned them was perhaps after all a 

Goddess, her name Ceres, Demeter, Main, or something older 

and more terrible. And wbftf she damned them for was their 

corruption, their fundamental ignorance of the Nature of her 

world, their defiance of the law's of co-operation and return 

which are the basis of life on this planer, 



PAKT FOUR (1): 

THE MARGINAL CASE 

CHAPTER XI 

EURASIA AND CHINA 

OVfi R vast tracts of Asia and Eurasia men have reduced 

Ithcit soils to a state of debility by a process of slow ex/ 

hails don. In these regions they have not, with greed 

served by scientific efficiency, totally destroyed soil fertility in the 

course of a few generations; the recurrent famines and crop 

failures of today are due rather to many generations of men 

acting as scmt/paiasitcs upon soils which have neither been 

improved nor absolutely ruined, but just barely maintained in 

working order. 

Such is the case upon the yellow/earth lorn of Noriivwcst 

China. But why is it nct the erase on the Black Earth lasts of 

Eurasian Russia, another soil of aeolian origin and similar 

structure, and which, like the Chinese soil, was originally a 

soil community of grass species, a steppe* The answer, of course, 

is not in the nature of the soil itself, but in the histories of the 

men who lived on it. In one case agrarian civilization came into 

being very shortly—that is on the sort of time scale which the 

long life of a soil demands—after the deposition of the loess 
was complete; in the other the steppe found, in. the nomadic 

pastoral cultures of central Eurasia, protectors who prevented 

the ploughing of the grass cover. The quite modern and tela/ 

tivciy trifling soil exhaustion and erosion problem, of the 

U.S.S.R. today, on the Black Earth, is as nothing when com/ 

pared with the shocking condition of the Chinese Yellow 

Earth country. 

Of Northern China in our own time, G. V. Jacks wrote: 

, . . the destitution which reigns in the North-'western 
loess region .. . the birthplace of Chinese civilization. The 

i<t 
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windblown loess is one of the richest soil materials known, 
similar to that which has formed the black soils of the 
Russian steppes. It is also the most easily eroded when 

deprived of its natural grass cover. Once erosion has started 
it proceeds with great rapidity, and processes of natural re; 
vegetation are slow to keep pace with it. . . . The gigantic 
gulleys formed by the torrential streams continually under/ 
mining the gulley walls present some of the most striking 
pictures known of the power of erosion. The great blocks of 
loess broken off*by the streams arc rapidly disintegrated, load/ 
ing the rivers with silt and causing catastrophic floods. Like 
the Mississippi, the Yellow River, which drains the loess 

region, is now largely a “raised” river, flowing for long 
stretches above its densely populated plain.6 a 

The process of destroying the stability of tin's /<wjt soil has 

been going on for rather less than 4000 years, and it is only 

today that the disease of this soil has reached such an advanced 

stage, that, the loess region is threatened with death. Professor 

J. Thorpe has made it dear chat only a revolutionary change 

in the method of soil exploitation, from arable to animal hus/ 

bandry, entailing the restoration of the grass cover, can save 

the loess from its alternative fate of slow depopulation. 

Today, one hundred million human beings, at the mercy 

of the Yellow River floods which ate due to past soil/man rela/ 

tiotiships of an unsatisfactory kind, owe their recurring miseries 

to the ancestors they worship. On the loess soils was made the 

civilization of China; the same soil will tail to support the 

heirs of that civilization tomorrow unless today the people do 

one thing for which the past gives little warrant, and to which 

they arc, in consequence, strongly averse. 

Dr. Lin Yntang pointed out that, with the exception of one 

great group of foodstuffs, the Chinese are omnivorous.70 The 

exception is dairy food, particularly cheese, which is apparently 

considered unclean: the ancient Chinese71 had no milch cattle 

and were forced, like the ancient Peruvians, to make their 

civilization without the aid of milk and milk derivatives. 
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"What is not in their past they will not readily admit to their 

present, and perhaps their aversion to milk products may have 

been reinforced by the fact that the pastoral enemies of their 

arable order, the horsoherding nomads of the steppc to the 

west of them, lived on milk and cheese. 

What was the beginning of a relationship between soil and 

men which has resulted in the men of the present being faced 

with the need to break sharply with their past in order to 

assure their future? 
i; 

Man lived in Northern China before the loess soil was laid 

down and in places he continued to maintain some sort of life 

and industry throughout the whole period of the deposition of 

the loess. Such, at all events, is the opinion of Dr. Guitnar 

Andcrsson,72 who found the remains of Palaeolithic common 

mties of hunters and gatherers who had inhabited the pe&bess 

couutty iri small and perhaps rather isolated bands. There 

existed, at a time coinciding with the Ice Age of .Europe, a 

North-western Chinese soil the nature of which wc do not 

know, but which constituted a complete and mature country* 

side, a soil community inhabited by men and beasts and in 

terms of which Neolithic man would, no doubt, had he ever 

had the chance, have developed a suitable agrarian culture. 

Then came the dust-storms from the west, blowing during' 

hundreds, perhaps intermittently thousands, of years. The 

ordinary irregularities of the country were in time completely 

covered up beneath the wind-borne soil which made the loess 

—it was, to use Dr. And erss on’s own figure, as if a snow-storm 

had filled the valleys and bottoms and made a level plain where 

formerly had been rolling country. So deep and complete was 

this coverage that even the ancient tivers were filled in, and at 

the end of the process a vast, fiat steppe had come into being, 

covered with grass and without rivers.72 
Trees do not readily grow in loess soils, especially where 

rainfall is low. In some regions, however, forest belts did come 

into existence, and given time these would have raised the 
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rainfall in their vicinity, creating the conditions for their own 

spreading. Possibly the whole region might have become 

afforested, and had this been so, and had the forest enjoyed a 

couple of thousand years of dominion, the newly made soil 

might have been stabilized. But man, in the precocity of Chinese 

civilization, stepped too soon out of his place in the natural 

soil community, began to dominate and change it. 

In China, archaeology is yet young, and not a great deal is 

known of her antiquities, but what is known is sufficient to 

give us a familiar picture. Some surviving Palaeolithic com" 

munity must have initiated the Neolithic revolution—there is 

little evidence for the immigration of Neolithic aliens and, on 

the other hand, a good deal to show that Neolithic industry 

and agriculture in China were native, however influenced by 

foreign contacts, Palaeolithic communities survived the dust" 

storms and doubtless had to modify their economy to suit the 

new conditions: 

In the whole Choci-Tong-Keon basin the loess contains 
numerous traces of an absolutely homogeneous Palaeolithic 
industry left by a population which appears to have inhabited 
the district during the whole period of the formation of the 

loess.7,1 

The latest products of this Palaeolithic community are coni" 

parable in excellence of workmanship, taste, and finish with 

the European work called Magdalenian—and these are still 

below die top level of the iaerr. In fact, the deposition of the 

soil which the first “Chinese” farmers were 10 exploit was barely 

complete at the time when that Neolithic revolution whereby 

men change from soihme tubers hip to soil'parasitism, was about 

to occur. By 1500 b.c. the Chinese Yellow Earth was support¬ 

ing, as we shall see, an advanced and elaborate Bronze Age, 

urban culture, great cities and a sophisticated society with a 

fine literature and evolved graphic arts. The Yellow Earth 

yielded up its wealth very quickly, very readily, and to its great 

cost. 
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Certain, naturally very much later but still very ancient, 

writings, and the evidence of animal remains, make it clear 

that protcvChinese inhabited the lasts in climatic conditions 

warmer and wetter than at present, and in parts, as lias been 

said, densely forested. At the next point of Chinese pre/history 

revealed by archaeology we find ourselves in a similarly warm, 

humid climate, but among very different people, men of a 

late Neolithic culture, inventors of the rectangular stone knife, 

of the earthenware cooking oven, and of a village layout, which 

are still in use today, but for some trifling changes in the 

materials. There were already other tools, which are still, as to 

design, in use; for example the bowsdrilL These inventors were 

an agrarian people, without cattle, practising shifting tillage, 

rapidly exhausting the top layer of the loess wherever the]/ 

settled, causing the small beginnings of erosion. They passed 

onto theit descendants the earthenware stove and the bow'drill 

and the oblong knife, indeed, but also the grotesque country-' 

side of the eroded loess, in which the- then tiny galleys have 

become tremendous ravines, some of them coaiparable with the 

Grand Canyon, and wliich cut up the whole landscape into 

vast, clifTsided plateaux, like huge slices of yellow cake, the 

dividing clefts going down to the very bottom of the loess and 

revealing, here and there, the ancient land which lies beneath 

it, soil of a flora and fauna differing very greatly, and perhaps 

entirely, from that which covered it, and of which perhaps 

only one member, man, almost infinitely adaptable, survives. 

The primal Chinese farmers attacked their vulnerable and 

unstable soil with digging'sticks and foot'ploughs of scone, 

hoed their crops with stone hoes, and reaped their harvest with 

sickles blade d with mussel shells. Their milling/stones and 

rollers were of basalt, granite or even, to the great detriment of 

theit teeth, sandstone, which mixes its grit with the flour. 

If, in the first well-documented pre^civilization, the first 

urban culture of China, one seeks for traces of the agrarian 

primitive culture which gave rise to it, one would be inclined, 

at first, to deduce that never was there a people among whom 
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women were less .important. There is hardly a sign, in what we 

know of the civilization of The Great City Shang, in Anyang, 

Bronze Age successor of the late Neolithic cultures, that women 

played any considerable part in Chinese economy, and this is 

disconcerting, for chese people were, in the beginning, cultu 

vators without cattle. True, the people of Shang had herds, but 

their ancestors had had none, and it was among their ancestors 

that their social habits would have been formed: however great 

the change in these habits, induced by a change in economy, 

some trace would remain. The only animals domesticated for 

eating by the Neolithic proto^Ch in esc, were pigs and dogs, 

neither of which can be the objects (though dogs arc the .itistriv 

ments) of a pastoral economy. 

However, at a second glance the picture is not q nit e the same: 

in the Neolithic remains; in the modern “Neolithic5* commu/ 

nitt'es of Indo/China; and in one other important particular, 

there is evidence that proto**China had her matriarchal period, 

when the Great Goddess received honour; and that the pattern 

of developing soil exploitation did not differ there from that 

with which we are familiar elsewhere. 

Carl Whiting Bishop observes: 

That the latter (Neolithic Chinese) traced descent through 
mothers, and that women played an active, and even leading 
part in institutional life, seems fairly certain, 

Witches, female mediums, and priestesses dominated the 

spiritual life of the Neolithic community, in the service of the 

universal goddess, here known cither as Thf. Mother of All, or 

as Ruhr of the Soil, but, singularly, never depicted in human 

form. Society was organized on mairilinear, exogamous, tribal 

lines:76 

Some interpreters (says Creel) have held that the family 
organization and even the sexual morality of the Shang 
peoples were very loose indeed. They go so far as to say that 

the men of that time knew the identity of their mothers, hut 
not of their fathers. 
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This refers to a relatively late and advanced culture and its 

significance in our context is obvious. 

The principal work of the fields among these same Anyang 

peoples was done by men, but women had sole care of the 

mulberry trees, the silk worms and the weaving of silk. This 

may be another relic of the feminine economy of the past, as 

may the fact that when a good harvest was in question, the 

propitiatory rites and sacrifices were addressed to the female 

ancestors. And there is a yet more significant case: the ancient 

Chinese included, in the ceremonial name of persons, the name 

of a day of the week, and when sacrifice was to be made to an 

ancestor it was so made on that ancestor’s name day. But the 

day chosen fot sacrifice when two ancestors of opposite sex were 

to be invoked in the same cause, was that of the female, Wc 

can hardly attribute this to mere chivalry! 

There is, moreover, evidence of a very interesting nature, fot 

the dominance of proto/Chinesc society by women engaged in 

ullage: this society was an important province of die ancient 

(and modem, for that matter), almost ubiquitous, and astonish/ 

ingly persistent cowric/shell culture. 

Species of Cjpntnr, die cowrie^liell fish, occur in many parts 

of the Pacific, the Indian Ocean, and in ihe Mediterranean. 

The species of primary cultural importance are C. nmeta and 

C. wmthtf. Shells of these are found in Palaeolithic grave goods; 

but they are also still in use today, are important in some 

Nigerian and Indian burial rites in 1952 as they were jijv 

port ant, in these and other rites, over the greater part of the 

world, five and perhaps six thousand or more years ago. The 

cowrie/shell motif is common in Bronze Age Chinese art; it 

occurs in modem Chinese crafc/arts. Strings of cowiie/shclls 

were the ancestors of strings of cask, the cowrie/shell was the 

first current “coin'1 of China, possessing, however, a value so 

high that it can have been of no use for the ordinary transaction 

of petty commerce. A string of cowries was ample reward from 

a prince to a statesman for some important public service. 

Cowrie money was and is common over a vast Pacific area, 
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perhaps the largest area in which a single money was ever 

current., Cowrie/shell amulets, cult objects, occur in graves 

front Britain to Peru, from China to Germany, and over 

thousands of years in time. As money, cowrie/shells were so 

firmly established in China as a tradition, that the first metal 

coins of China, were imitations of cowrie/shells in copper. 

In the province of Yunnan, cowricvsbells were not demonetized 

until the sixteenth century of our era: they were still current com 

in Siam in the late eighteenth, in Iodo^China in the nineteenth 

centuries. Where they were once in use as money they tended 

to survive after demonetization, as the ornaments or cult objects 

which they muse have been before monetization. The species 

in most common use was C. nmeta; after that comes C. annulus, 

and where neither of these was to be had, some other Cypraea 

was employed.77 
All this and a great deal more is well established, as it is 

that China was formerly a cowrie country. But why cowries*. 

They have no mechanical properties making diem superior to 

more easily obtained shells: why not mussels, whelks, clams ? 

In early Chinese, and other usage, cowtie/rhelU are closely 

associated with women, especially as an ornament or amulet. 

There ate exceptions: for example, among the Kado of the 

Huisat country we read that the shells are commonly worn by 

men, and perhaps an anthropologist might be able to show 

that where these exceptions occur, the culture contains other 

examples of the inversion of social'sexual roles. Generally, 

however, the cowrie belongs to women, and in the Lacadive 

and Mai dive islands, a.s probably elsewhere, the fishery of 

cowries wras peculiarly and sacramentally feminine, undertaken 

at certain phases of the moon, the men of the tribe being barred 

from any participation in the work, or even from oulooking. 

The fact is, according to Professor Elliot Smith, that primi' 

five men saw in the cowrie shape and pattern a resemblance to 

the female vulva, focus of the whole Fertility Cult idea, and 

therefore of primary and incomparable importance in agricuk 

turc. 
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From Hlliot Smith, from J. W. Jackson,75 &om Adamson,79 
it is very clear that this was so. And indeed, the generic name of 

the species comes from Cyprus', or the Cyprian, who was 

Aphrodite.30 Til short, cowries owe their importance to being 

fertility cult objects, they belong to that complex of ideas asso/ 

dated with the primal predominance of female values, itself 

based soundly on social and economic causes, one of the most 

important being the initiative taken by women in inventing 

and practising the cultivation of plants for subsistence. And 

since the cowrie was so important in prottvChincsc cultures, 

it is likely that proton Chinese agrarian civilization, like the 

rest, was feminine. 

Concerning the tillage practised by what must, in lace 

Neolithic times, have become a considerable population, and 

its effect on the Yellow Hatth, the Huang* tu, a good deal can be 

deduced from the Bronze Age culture of The Great City 

Shang, and from the early writings. First of all, then, a glance 

at this first of the Chinese utban cultures, created out of the 

wealth of the foregoing generations, and out of the fertility and 

endurance of the unstable loess soil. 

Between primitive Neolithic Chinese civilization and its 

sophisticated apogee and emergence into the high culture of 

the Bronze Age, there were, of course, a number of intermediate 

stages. Few sites have yet been excavated, and much of the 

literature of the subject is in Chinese, but some examples arc 

available to us. There are die remains of a late Neolithic society 

still practising some hunting, primarily dependent on agricub 

ture, and with considerable herds of swine and edible dogs, but 

no other cattle.51 The cereal basis of diis tillage was millet, and 

chat this was the oldest grain cultivated in China is clear in that 

it is the only cultivated plant of the North Chinese which was 

the object of a colt.8 a The next stage is represented by die Black 

Pottery culture of Ch^ng^Tzu/Yai: the people at this stage 

built walled enclosures of stamped earth and had added to their 

farm stock both oxen and horses, and possibly the watejv 

buffalo. The presence of the latter animal, and the fact that 
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elephants were among the game hunted throughout this period, 

are further evidence of the relatively warm and humid Chinese 

climate in the second millennium B.c. 

After Ch’eng/Tzu-Yai come the people of Great City Shang 

who seeded on the Huan River, which probably means that this 

first Chinese urban culture (r, 1400 bx.) owed its sedentary 

character, the sc mi'permanence of its settlement, to an alluvial 

soil. The pace of develop mentis relatively extremely rapid, and 

surely attributable to the ease of soil exploitation on the Yellow 

Eartlu The wealth of Great City Shang was such, evident 

in the extent of the city, in the sophistication and the quantity of 

the metal work, and the advanced stage of its letters, that soils 

over a wide region must have been laid under contribution. 

The min of the Yellow Earth, however, would have been even 

swifter had the Shang people, and others who must have reached 

much the same stage of development (for we hear of relations 

with neighbouring powers), been dependent on tillage only. 

But the Shang folk, like their predecessors of Clfeng-Tzu-Y'ai, 

had important herds of oxen, as well as pigs and edible dogs. 

The grass covcc of considerable areas must have been preserved 

as pasture. Perhaps the rising importance of stock-raising is 

connected with the degrading of women to a very insignificant 

place in the social and political life of Great City Shang. But 

if the removal of the soil’s grass cover, and the onset of erosion 

of which the Chinese suffer the consequences today, were some¬ 

what delayed by the need foe pasture, deforestation had gone so 

far, that the builders and carpenters of Shang had to fetch their 

timber from the mountains. The want of trees was having its 

effect in transforming the whole nature of the soil community 

by modifying the climate; tain fall was decreasing, fauna chang¬ 

ing; towards the cud of Shang’s career, the elephant and the 

water-buffalo were becoming race, and may already have dis¬ 

appeared. It is also possible that the consumption of soil fertility 

may have been more rapid than we have supposed: it is known 

that the government of Great City Shang moved the site of the 

capital no less than five rimes in only four centuries: the reason 
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may well have been military or political it may also have been 
economic. 

For what we know concerning the Anyang civilization we 

arc dependent on a peculiarly reliable kind of document, the 

Oracle Bone?. This is not the place to go into a full account of 

these interesting relics, and it is enough to say that the Shang 

people consulted their Oracle by addresdngquesdous inscribed 

on bones to the Ancestor Gods; the bones, being thereafter 

burnt, the answers were read by adepts in interpreting die cracks 

produced by heat.81-1 The reason for the writing of the questions 

was that the early Chinese believed chat whereas supernatural 

beings could not understand human speech, they could all 

read,84 Questions inscribed on hones for this purpose, and in 

these conditions, would obviously be without bias and abso' 

lately to the point. The history we can extract from them is 

peculiarly free from the warping given to historical documents 

by the prejudices of the historian, the interests of a party, or the 

fashion of a literary style. 

The ideograms in which the Shang people wrote are not by 

any means the original Chinese writing: that has still to be 

found, and must have been devised and developed well before 

this time. The Shang scribes disposed already of 240c characters 

(the modern total, however, is 70,000) and these were already 

considerably stylized, considerably evolved from the original 

pictographic symbols. Not only does the sense of what is in-' 

scribed on the oracle bones in this script tell us much con^ 

ceming the life of die people of Shang, the form of the letters 

tells us what sort of things drew' the attention of the makers of 

the characters great numbers of which arc, in origin., drawings 

rural scenes and events. 

The questions addressed to the Oracle in these characters 

are, however, even more useful in indicating the preoccupy 

don of the Shang people: these relate very often to harvest 

estimates, and to weather forecasting. They refer to disputes 

with neighbouring peoples over pasture rights 011 the Shang 

frontiers, and to other farmer's matters, and that in such terms 

TI 
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that we get a fair notion of the conditions in which fanning was 

carried on. 

One of die most important things which can be Learnt from 

the oracle bones is that the climate was almost certainly taking 

on thai eccentric character which is so trying on deforested, 

loess soils; this change must have been, at least in part, due to 

tree felling, perhaps in the foothills rather than on the plain, on 

a very large scale. The question of rainfall is the subject of 

religious rites. The oracle bone questions ask, “Will rain fall 2” 

Such a question reveals that the region was becoming arid. 

Eut then we find the question: “Will rain fall painfully?”aR 

Why painfully? Probably rainfall was becoming too little in 

general, and totrential at times: torreutiahain on ploughed loess 

of the Yellow Earth kind means catastrophic gully erosion and 

dangerous river hooding. 

Millet, wheat and possibly rice were cultivated. Probably 

paddy-fields were not made, for certain varieties of rice can be 

cultivated dry, and from imprints of rice grains on pottery from 

Yang Shao it js possible to deduce that rice was being grown at 

a time when irrigation works on a. large scale can hardly have 

been undertaken. 

We have already noticed that traces of the primal female 

domination of economy and social life wore very rare by Sbang 

times. The Shatig princes were not succeeded by their sons, 

however, but by their brothers, the son being heir only in 

default of brothers. This is said by anthropologists to be a mark 

of dan domination, and may be a relic of the conquest of a 

sedentary agrarian people by a tribe of warriors, possibly by 

pastoralists. 

If the importance of stock-raising, the brother-inheritance, 

and the insignificance of women in Great City Shang were due 

to an earlier fusion of agrarian and herding peoples, the latter 

were probably not western immigrants, not, in the ordinary 

sense, nomadic. The She King** contains many agricultural 

figures of speech, but no pastoral ones: there is nothing equi¬ 

valent to our Lamb of God, our Good Shepherd, the Peruvian 
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Michcc, the Turkish rahiyeh. The Chinese did nor, and do not, 

as we have seen, ear dairy foods, Tut the very mark of the central 

Asiatic nomads is their milk economy. Yet the Chinese aver^ 

sion to milk foods was so strong that it might almost be the 

result of an ancient tabu; there is a story of a Chinese coming 

back frotn a visit to the west and passing himself off as an ouiy 

land barbarian nobleman of the steppe, His pose was suspected, 

he was led to a table set with butter, cheeses, yoghourt; rather 

than eat of these unclean foods he gave himself away, and fled 

in shame. 

Our argument is, then, that on and out of their relatively new 

loess soil, the Chinese bad developed far too rapidly for the 

welbbeing of that soil, a very advanced and sophisticated urban 

civilization. How advanced? The hunting^poems of a period 

only just alter drat of Great City Sbang tell us much. In 

societies developing agrarian economies out of a hunting past, 

hunting long retains the signs of its communal, its ordinary 

economic importance* In societies which have advanced bo 

yond the memory of their earlier economy, hunting is not seen 

in the same light* 

Unlike any fotmer Chinese civilization Shang was conv 

pletely dependent upon agriculture and scock/raising; the Shang 

folk had divorced themselves altogether from the natural soil 

community, and had become soil parasites, even, in so far as 

they may have practised irrigation, soibmakers* Hunting was 

still common, but it had become an aristocratic pastime, had 

ceased, as in England today, to be an important source of food. 

The spirit and the nature of hunting in such conditions is 

totally different from the same attributes of communal hunting 

for the larder: for example: 

Shu has gone hunting 
Mounted in his chariot and four 
The reins are in his grasp like ribbons 
While the two outside horses move (with tegular 

steps) as dancers do. 
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Shu is at the marshy ground, 
The fire flames out all at once,fi7 
And with bated arms he seizes a tiger 
And presents it before the Duke. 
Oh Shu, try not such spoil again. 
Beware lest you be injured.as 

And again: 

A lucky day was Kcng^wu 
We had. selected our horses; 
The haunts of the animals. 
Where the does and the stags lay numerous. 
The grounds of the Ch’i and the Chu, 

That was the place for the Son of Heaven to hunt. 
We have bent our bows; 
We have our arrows on tire string. 
Here is a small boar transfixed 
There a large rhinoceros killed. 

The spoil will be presented to the visitors and guests, 
Along with the cup of sweet liquor. 

These poems, and others, irom a period succeeding that of 

die Shatig, hut representative of it none the less, depict hunting 

as an upper class sport, not a business. We are reading the 

literature of a people who were far in spirit, but not fat enough 

in time, from the beginnings of their soibcxploiring career. 

The wealth of Great City Shang and its successors can only 

have come out of a soil which was of comparatively recent 

origin. It is very obvious chat the price of this rapid accumiik' 

tion of wealth was gully erosion: not only could the vast ravines 

of the Yellow Earth of today not have been made in a few cen^ 

turies, but there is reason to believe that not much less chan 

4000 years ago engineering genius was being used to check it. 

Terracing, for example, is of enormous antiquity in North 

China, and somcching like contour ploughing. But none of 

these ancient methods of soil conservation could do more than 

slow up the pace of soil destruction. 
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For reasons connected, no doubt, with the Chinese aversion 

to milk, tillage must have grown in importance at the expense 

oi stock-raising, with the exception of swine-herding. Possibly, 

aLso, a system ofland-teiuirc and inheritance tending to break 

up the land into small holdings, may have had some similar 

influence. Had the descendants of the Shatig people made more 

and more of their cattle, less and less of dicir cultivation, the 

consequences would have been different. The preservation of 

the grass would have saved the soil, and the necessity for more 

and more pasture would have preserved the grass. As it happens, 

there is a case in point: had the farmer Russians been able to 

exploit the Black liarth loess of Eurasia, in peace and quiet, as 

the Chinese were able to exploit the Vfellow Earth loess, the 

scenery of South-west Russia today would be as grotesque as 

that of North-west China. Fortunately, in this case, there were 

the steppe people, the horse-herding nomads who, during two 

thousand years or more, protected the grass of the steppes from 

die plough. That story is a repetitive one, a counter ■'point, as 

first farmers, then nomads, swing across the steppe. 

As to the condition of Eurasian loess soil today, it is not 

intact. Two centuries ago, the farmers having triumphed over 

the protectors of the steppe, exploitation began in earnest. 

According to the survey made by Jacks and Whyte: 

The Soviet Union is affected by sheet and gnlley erosion 
on agricultural lands in Central Russia and Ukraine, , . . 
One of the worst eroded areas, by reason of its steep and 
broken relief, is the south-west steppe region. A survey of the 
Russian literature leaves the impression, that erosion as an 
imminent menace is mainly confined to the intensively culti¬ 
vated zone, although it is prevalent and increasing, in milder 
forms, over much larger regions, particularly in the “chest¬ 
nut soil” areas, which correspond ecologically to the short- 
grass country nf North America. 

The mass of the U.S.S.R. consists of the Eurasian steppe, 

which is bounded on the north by the Arctic Sea, on the south 
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by Turkestan, the Caspian and Black Seas, the Caucasus and 

the Crimean mountains; in the cast by the Altai, Taragatai 

and Shan-'Tien mountains, and in die west by the Carpa/ 

Chians, the Baltic, and the rocky spine of Finland, The only 

geographical feature of this vast steppe is the Ural range which 

forms no climatic nor ecological barrier, the steppe being 

identical to east and west of the range excepting that, in the far 

west, the influence of the Atlantic is felt upon the climate. The 

result of this influence is that the orderly succession of climatic 

belts from south to north, each with a characteristic flora and 

fauna extending uniformly along almost the whole length of the 

belts, is slightly but significantly displaced in the west, so that, 

for example, deciduous forests occur further to the north in 

tlic extreme west, than anywhere else in the lateral extent of 

the country,110 

Roughly coincident with the region between the 45th and 

47th parallels of latitude is an arid, grass sod with a. mean 

annual rainfall of less than ten inches. This is the steppe 

proper, the native soil of nomad peoples, capable of 

supporting them and their beasts without serious flagging 

where the population docs not exceed three to the square 

At its northern limits this steppe proper merges, dirough a 

gradation of mils changing through light brown and chocolate 

to very dark brown, with the chernozem soil, the famous Black 

Earth. This also is steppe, in chat it is a treeless, grass soil conv 

rmwity. But die grass is more lush, the rainfall generally higher, 

and the grass, rotting down through thousands of years, has 

mixed with the top layers of basic loess a high proportion of 

organic material, to form a very fertile loam. Nevertheless, as a 

natural grass soil, die ebei’MZetti, if ploughed, is not, in the 

absence ot trees and the special precautions taken by man, 

stable, and it can very easily be lost by erosion. The rivets of 

this region have carved and eroded deep valleys in the loess, 

so deep that irrigation entails lifting the water by the use of 

power. Yet irrigation is necessary, for the rainfall, is unreliable. 
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a fact which lias frequently caused total failure of the crops and 

consequent famine. 

The northern limit of the fertile steppe, drawn as a line, 

wanders as far north as 540 and as far south as 45?0, couching 

Saratov 011 the Volga, Kishinev, Poltava and Kharkov* 

Northward of this limit occur park-land soils, open Black 

Earth country stippled with hardwood trees, and coppices, a 

border land between farmers and herdsmen. It was at one time 

believed that this thinning of the trees into open park-land was 

the result of the desiccation of a formerly densely forested region. 

Mirsky, however, believes that33 until man took a hand the 

trees were advancing, not retreating, continuing a process of 

colonizing the soil begun in post-glacial times. This is very 

probable: the mean annual rainfall being less than twenty 

inches, the progress of the trees would be relatively slow, the 

rate of their increase rising as their larger numbers tended to 

raise and stabilise the rainfall. Sou tit of Moscow the width of 

park-land is great, but further cast it turns into dense forest. 

Further north again, in the central and eastern sectors of the 

east to west vegetation belts, deciduous trees give way to coni¬ 

fers, to arctic forests of -Siberian type, and still farther north 

come die tundras, soil communities harsh aud treeless but which, 

in glacial times, when they extended all over Europe, supported 

a numerous fauna, of great herds of herbivores, ample for the 

support of the splendid Palaeolithic culture of hunter-artists.31s 

Tundra soils are unsuitable for exploitation, and demand 

membership of their species; tundra people, accordingly, ate 

always hunters, never farmers or herdsmen.01 

In the west, as we have said, the gentling influence of the 

Atlantic allows deciduous trees to grow farther north: conse¬ 

quently, in the north-west of the European nappe there is, 

thrust into the characteristically Russian pattern of soils, a 

typical European soil salient, of exactly the kind which gave 

rise to the stable agricultural soils of North-west Europe. 

Within this region, Russian history, in so fat as it is “European.” 

in character, began, and the fact is solely due to the nature of 
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thc soil. The Baltic, in the west, connects this region with 

North/west .Europe. .Elsewhere it is bounded by the steppe* 

the nomad's country. 

Russia, then, provided two very distinct opportunities for 

soil exploitation. The North/west soil was capable of being 

turned into a very fertile and stable “European” soil, the perfect 

agricultural soil with which we deal in Part V. The steppe, on 

the other hand, rich though it is in the chernozem regions, 

naturally invites the creation of a pastoral culture, with no 

change from the natural to the artificial soil community but 

that entailed in replacing die wild fauna by herds of tame 

horses, or other cattle; moreover it cannot be ploughed without 

danger to its continued existence. 

Russian history is primarily a long and brilliantly colourful 

account of the struggle between farmers and borse/herders 

across the park/land country, the farmers trying to drive their 

ploughs out into the steppe, the horsemen trying to push their 

pasture rights up towards the forest. While these two forces 

held each other in balance, the soils in question were protected 

from abuse: the peasants checked the over/.scocking of grass/ 

lands by making war on the herdsmen; and the herdsmen pro/ 

tecced. the grasslands against destruction by the plough. Conse/ 

qucnrly, the consumption of soil fertility, instead of being a 

galloping progress, a catastrophe, as in North America, and 

even North/west China, has been slow, and only now’ begins to 

call for measures of conservation. 

Strictly agricultural cultures appear very early on Russian 

soils. That which is known as the Tripolye, not the earliest, 

but the earliest which is fairly well documented, may have been 

related to the Danuhian agrarian civilization of Central 

Europe,95 but if this was so it was mote advanced, at least 

aesthetically—in its ceramics, for example; according to some 

archaeologists, its painted pottery is more akin to the Chinese 

of the period, than to the less evolved European. The Tripolye 

people flourished towards the end of the third millennium b.c., 

and were perhaps the heirs of a thousand years of shifting 
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agriculture, although they themselves had settled into a sedeiv 

taiy way of life, 

The great struggle between farmers and herdsmen begins 

very early. In high Palaeolithic times there was a people of 

hunters in Russia whose culture was characterized by a certain 

burial rite: they removed die flesh from the bones of the dead, 

and painted the skeleton with the blood''surrogate, red ochre. 

Accordingly, they are known as the Painted Skeleton people. 

While agricultural experience was producing the Ttipolye 

farmers, the Painted Skeleton folk, who hunted the horse in 

Palaeolithic times, had learnt to herd it instead. As the first 

great hor sexier ding people of the steppe, of whom we have 

knowledge, these probable descendants of the Painted Skeleton 

people flung themselves upon the Ttipolye settlements about 

2CQ0 B.C., and utterly destroyed them, Thcte followed perhaps 

a thousand years during which Russian agriculture was con/ 

fined to the forest, while steppe and park/land were domu rated 

by the triumphant borsedierders, developing their specialized 

techniques and economy to that level of perfection which 

had been attained when these formidable people burst into 

history. 

About i ico or 1200 u.c., it was again the turn of the farmers. 

We know little of the Cimmerian people, except that they 

wctc sedentary peasants, as well as soldicis, and that their 

culture was western in character. They extended their settle/ 

merits, and enjoyed several centuries of prosperity on the Black 

Earth. But ir due course the horsc/hcrdcrs, having learnt to 

ride and to fight from horseback, poured off the steppe and 

drove in the limits of the cultivated land. These horsemen 

were the Scythians of history. 

The Scythians were a gifted, indeed brilliant people. 

Mounted, and armed with iron, iheir impact upon the seden/ 

tary states, and upon the imagination of Greek, and later, 

Roman writers, was terrific. They had developed a highly 

formalized but lively style in the graphic arts, especially in 

depicting animals.1They either absorbed and dominated the 
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peasantry of the Crimea or themselves cook to farming, cstab/ 

Lulling important centres of commerce on the Black Sea, 

coming under the influence of the Greek colonists, and export' 

ing grain to Attica. 

It is tempting, if rathet too fanciful, to see in the fare of the 

Scythians a punishment for the betrayal of a trust. If they 

settled down to farming on so considerable a scale as to become 

exporters of wheat, unwittingly enabling Athens to become, 

despite, or rather because of her ruined soils, the “education 

of Hellas”, they did so at the expense of die steppe. It was not 

the business of these horsemen to plough, but rather to check 

the advance of the plough. At all events, a more aggressively 

nomadic, if less gifted people, destroyed the sembsedemtary 

civilization oi the Scythians, and allowed the grass to grow 

again in South Russia, It is possible that die Sarmatians, the 

new incumbents of the steppe, were descendants of those 

earlier horse-herding nomads who bad wiped out the Ttipolyc 

farmers about 2000 &sc. 

The Goths were the next peasant champions. They moved 

into the territory between Danube and Don, dominated the 

horsemen, formed an alliance, which became a union, with 

the Alani, a Sarmatian people, learned Alau techniques, and 

finally founded a. GotlvAlan kingdom. It was a son of League 

of Nations aft’air, governed by the peasant Goths and pastoral 

Alans, but including,^ merchants and craftsmen, Jew's, Arabs, 

Germans, and “Russians”, although that name had as yet no 

meaning. This Don "Danube agrarian kingdom was overs 

whelmed by a people whose name has become a by/word for 

ruthless military ability: the Huns. Not only were the Hums 

terrible as soldiers, but they seem, to have been so ill/favoured, 

and their manners so very uncouth, that they were thought of 

rather as monsters than as men, and were barely admitted by 

their victims to belong to the human race at all. At all events, 

they did humanity one service: they brought the Slav people 

into history, as their servants, as part of their rabfyeb, indeed 

as slaves, but still, it was a beginning. These Slavs were the 
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antithesis of their Hun masters, a forest, agrarian people, and it is 

all part of the pleasantly stylized, almost artistic struggle over 

the steppe that it should have been so implacably pastoral and 

belligerent a. people who brought to the notice of the world the 

peasant race which was to carry the arts of agriculture through' 

out the whole region of the steppe, and plough up the grass 

for ever. 

There follows upon the Hun epoch on the Russian soils, one 

of chaos, during which rival, nomad peoples founded and lost 

empires, and in some cases learnt to settle and to cultivate soil, 

although probably the cultivation was usually done for them 

by their subjects: such were the Bulgars and the Avars, the 

former a most gifted folk who bequeathed much to the Russians 

who came after them, Indeed, Russian rational consciousness 

was perhaps finally crystallized only when the Byzantine Env 

per or Nicephorus summoned the Russians to his aid in his 

snuggle with the rival Bulgarian Empire, some centuries 

later.*7 

In this same interlude of competing powers, the Slavs 

spread over Russian soils and formed settlements of peaceful 

farmers. In the east, at the same time, Turkislv.speaking peoples, 

battening upon older sedentary settlements, made themselves 

nations, and the cultural work begun by them in East Russia 

was carried on by their successors, another people who learnt to 

settle and cultivate the steppe. These were the Ghazats: their 

influence radiated from Astrakhan, and extended along the 

lower Don and Volga: their civilization owed much to the 

influence of another people once nomadic, now turned farmers 

and merchants, the Jews; and the Jewish religion was adopted 

by the Chazar princes and their noblemen, and perhaps 

extended to the principal classes of the whole nation. 

While farmers and horsemen and rival nomad peoples 

wrestled for the steppe, to die north, in the wooded hinterland, 

there grew and changed and died, and grew again, a series of 

agricultural civilizations, between c. 700 B.C. and c. _4.D. 300 

Such, for example, were the sedentary cultures of An any: no 
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and Piany-bor. During that thousand years the predecessors 

of' the real Russian people were learning agriculture the hard 

way, the way that brings into existence stable soils In forest 

clearances. Among such forest people were the Slavs, hidden 

it) their, woods until dragged into the light of history by the 

Huns. So difficult were the conditions in which agriculture 

could be practised on the forest soils, that the proto-Slavs never 

wholly emancipated the ms elves from mere soil-meinbership on 

their native soil, from hunting and gathering their food. They 

spoke an Indo-European language which reveals them as 

related to the Lithuanians and Balts. They brought into the 

common pod of Eurasian civilization not a culture of their 

own, it was inconsiderable, but the gift ofleatning from others, 

great energy, and great numbers. They did not, unaided, make 

the nations of Kiev, of Novgorod, of Muscovy; in those enter¬ 

prises they were led by Swedish Vikings. Yet the character of 

those nations was not Scandinavian, it was Slavic; it was, quite 

soon, RkjEcjm.33 

It was not unul the end of the ninth century that Russia 

proper, the nuclear communities of that region of “European” 

forest soil thrust into Eurasia, began to show signs of life. The 

tutors of these fanners were the Bulgats and the Chazars, both 

become sedentary and agricultural, and therefore fit mentors 

for the people who were to drive the plough into the rteppe and 

dispossess the nomads once and tor all.00 The first Russian 

nations, living by commerce and by tillage, were oligarchic 

organizations oi land-owning boyars with a prince who was, 

in a sense, the land-owner of all his territories, yet was primarily 

a war chief. There were elements of feudalism in this social 

system but the Russians were perhaps the first post-Hellenic 

people to carry the idea of property in land to its logical con¬ 

clusion, atid at a umc when in Ettrope land was, at least in 

theory, held but not owned, inalienable in the last analysis, it 

had become i chattel in Northern Russia. The reason is not 

hard to guess, and as usual it was the nature of the soil which 

shaped the institution; the agricultural land of, for example, 
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Kiev, was poor; the prosperity of the community was founded 

not upon tillage, which merely kept it alive, but upon trade, 

particularly in furs. Much of the food for the city was imported 

from the Niz, the territory of Moscow, A community of traders 

tends to carry the idea of buying and selling, of absolute 

property rights, to extremes.100 

Nevertheless, diese early Russian nations were peasant in 

their outlook, and such cities as Kiev and Pctcyaslavl were 

constantly on the alett against incursions by the nomads, their 

neighbours of the steppe. While the farmers were vigorous and 

active, the plough was pushed out into the steppe, and the 

nomads of die border country absorbed into the sedentary com' 

tn unity, either to change their way of life and settle, or to become 

borderers in the service of the peasant State, shock'troops against 

the deep steppe pascoralists less liable to corruption m their way 

of life by contact with settled peoples. 

In the eleventh century the Cumans ol the steppe put another 

end to agrarian expansion on to the steppe soils. This counter' 

offensive was effective, the plough was driven back, Pereyaslavl, 

to name but one city, became a mere outpost, a fort in the 

enemy’s country instead of a. centre and a market. During two 

centuries these Cuman and Kipchak horsemen dominated the 

steppe and the parkdands, and threatened the Russian states. 

Even Kiev, a great and prosperous city, cut off from her maiv 

kets in the Byzantine Empire, and from the ports of the Black 

Sea, was much reduced in her circumstances. Nevertheless, the 

peasants were by no means inactive, they continued to skirmish 

into the steppe, to snatch a crop here and another there, prac' 

liking shifting tillage and catch/cropping where, due to the 

raids of the horsemen, it was not worth making permanent 

settlements. 

Under the leadership of Kiev the Russian states had come 

into a union which was the promise of an empire, and this 

union was not destroyed by the Cumans. In the course of time 

tilth and pasture reached a state of equilibrium, evident in the 

tendency of the Russians and the Cumans, the peasants and 
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the horsf/hetders, to conre to an understanding: but in such 

cases the attractive power of the sedentary socia.1 system is always 

the stronger: die peasant is rarely equipped or inclined to turn 

nomad unless unreasonably oppressed. The nomad, on the 

other hand, readily settles down. Cnman manners softened; like 

other pastoralists before them they began to betray their trust, 

to tolerate the advance ofthe plough on to the soils which must 

suffer if the grass cover were destroyed. 

As, formerly, the Huns had taken over that, trust from the 

relaxing hands of the Satmatians, so now the Tartars took it 

over from those of the Kipchaks. In the thirteenth century the 

armies of Jcnghizkhan overran aud dominated the whole of 

Eurasia, aud subsequently all China as well, and a single 

nomad people ruled the great land mass of Eurasia from the 

Pacific almost to the Atlantic. 

The Tartar Mongols1®* were not savages, but a highly 

evolved, clever and disciplined people with remarkable gifts 

for bureaucratic organization which they may have owed to 

their Uigur clerks, for the Uigur seem to have been a singularly 

advanced and polished tribe, with a gift for office and book/ 

work.102 The reproach of savagery which is commonly ad' 

dressed to the Tartars- -and the very name has become a 

synonym for intractable brutality—has been due to their deli¬ 

berate, and highly ‘“civilized” use of terrorism as a political and 

military device. Where resistance to their arms made necessary 

for their policy rhe administration of an unforgettable lesson, 

they not infrequently massacred whole populations, although 

they had none ofthe facilities for carrying out such a policy as 

were available, for the same purpose, at Hirosliima and 

Nagasaki, to the most civilized nations of our own time. 

Oil the death of jenghizkhan the unfortunate Mongol laws 

of inheritance operated to split the Empire, and the West fell 

Co his son Juchi, the Tartars of his sub/Empirc being known as 

Kipchaks—of the Golden Horde.103 

Very broadly speaking it was Tartar policy to dominate the 

siepps soils exclusively, to leave the forest soils to the Russian 
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peasants and to turn the intermediate park-land agricultural out- 

posts into Tartar estates where the khans could play at settling 

down. The peasant and merchant principalities and republics, 

which had loosely combined to form an empire of sorts, were 

free to pursue their own way of life, but their princes and 

presidiums had to submit to the Great Khans, and their 

economy had to support a very heavy tribute. 

The need to pay the tribute could only be met by lowering 

the Russian, standard of living, or by increased trade in such 

articles as fur and amber, or out of soil fertility. The Tartar 

period was, accordingly, one of increasing soil exploitation 

but largely within the forest region where the soil could be 

exploited without danger to its stability, and tree felling could 

be undertaken without much risk of causing aridity. The period 

also saw" increase in trade along the trade routes kept perfectly 

safe and well ptovided with rest-houses by the Tartar genius 

for mLuntaining order and for good organization. No way of 

economic growth could have been health ter. On the whole the 

steppe was still protected while forest was cleared and planted 

or tilled, and those Russian historians who have lamented the 

shame and horror of die Tartar yoke are quite beside the point. 

Moreover the Tartar impact broke up the Russian union into 

its component parts, giving each principality or republic a new 

lease of national life before the establishment of a Universal 

State of all the Rusrias. 

The first peasant powers to take the offensive against the 

Tartars for the reconquest of the steppe, were the Lithuanian 

and Muscovite. Throughout the second half of the fourteenth 

century the Lithuanians had been building their strength, and 

skirmishing into the steppe. At the accession of Duke Vitowt 

(1388-14^0) the Tartars were relaxing their bold on the park/ 

land and steppe fringe, while die Lithuanian farmers were 

ploughing grassland. The ploughman pioneers were followed 

by the Duke’s soldiers, and suzerainty was established over 

several border khanates. Vitowt invaded the Crimea, con¬ 

quered the steppe all along its frontier with the forest, went 
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beyond the reach of the Golden Horde Tartars into the sphere 

of influence of the new Mongol power of Central Eurasia; that 

of Tamerlane, or Timur. The Lithuanians were a match for the 

declining Golden Horde, but they were not in the same class as 

Timur’s men, and Vitowt was stopped and defeated. Never/ 

dieless, the steppe from Dnieprro Dnicstr remained Lithuanian 

and was devoted to tillage until the fifteenth century, when the 

next wave of steppe trustees, the Krim Tartars, drove in the 

limits of the peasant advance and in some places pushed the 

farmers back to the forest fringe, retook the steppe, captured and 

sold into slavery thousands of Russians, and allowed the grass 

to grow again. 

The Muscovite princes increased their territories mainly by 

purchase and sharp/practice, remarkable in a people with such 

a contempt for western bourgeois ideas. They were very 

humble before die Khan, and attracted, by their abilities, the 

attention of the Metropolitan Patriarchs, whose policy it was 

(like that of Pope Gregory VII in the west), to create an 

oecumenical great Russian state whose frontiers would coincide 

with the religious frontiers of the Orthodox Russian Church. 

Moscow was, as it -were, chosen by the spiritual director of all 

the Russia* to make the Russian Universal State. 

As soon as the great church leaders were sure that the 

Tartars were growing weak, they encouraged their people to 

become aggressive and advance again into the steppe. This 

opportunity occurred when (i 359) internecine strife split the 

Golden Horde. The Muscovite Grand Duke Dmitri, sup/ 

ported by the peasant principalities of Russia but, significantly, 

not by die merchant republic; (e.g., Ryazan), went out against 

the Khan Malmay and defeated him at Kalikovo on the Don. 

The last really serious threat to the rising prosperity of the 

peasant Russians by the nomads of the steppe was due, first, 

to the pressure put upon the Tartars by the Mongol powder of 

Timur farther to the east, a pressure which drove the western 

nomads hard up against their expanding agrarian neighbours 

and tributaries; second, the actual westward march of the 
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formidable Mongol, for: the chastisement of Bajazct the Turk, 

and in search of the central Grda of the Golden Horde, whose 

Khan bad offended him.104 

Malmay, the Khan defeated by Dmitri, had been at civil war 

with Toktamish, a claimant to the western Khanate, who had 

Timurs .support. Dmitri’s victory ovet Midmay was good war/ 

fare, but bad. politics, fot Toktami.sh became supreme head of a 

once more united Golden Horde, and on being refused tribute 

by the city of Moscow, sacked it, reaffirmed the Tartar 

dominion and set back the peasant advance. Toktamish, for/ 

getting Jus debt to Timur, invaded the eastern steppe to recover 

Urgartj, formerly Golden Horde property, but then in Mongol 

hands. He bad some initial success, even threatening Timur’s 

capital of Samarkand before he had to wiebdtaw. Timur, cer<- 

tainly the most implacable, possibly the ablest captain in 

history, pursued, caught and defeated the Golden Horde, but 

Toktamish escaped, rallied the survivors of his Or da, and with 

incredible audacity raided across Timur's frontiers north of the 

Caspian. The Mongol Khan was again forced to move, and 

this time he smashed up the Golden .Horde once and for all, 

burnt Sarai and moved down the Don after sacking and burn/ 

mg Astrakhan. Moscow, with good reason, was terrified, and 

her Grand Duke led out his army in a spirit of desperation 

rather than courage. It was fitting that a peasant people, defends 

ing themselves against a pastoral war/band, should have the 

protection of the Great Goddess, the Earth-Mother: the ancient 

image of the Virgin was fetched from Visbaigorod and to her 

the Muscovites prayed, “Oh Mother of God, Save .Russia’.106 

The prayer would appear to have been effective. Timur 

passed by Moscow with hardly a glance. This wooden town of 

peasant people, sacked only seven years previously by Tok/ 

tarnish can, indeed, have offered little temptation to the master 

of Samarkand, and the final consequence of Timur’s expedi/* 

tiou was wholly beneficial to the Russian farmers: the Tartar 

dominion had been destroyed by the Mongols, and the steppe 

lay open, at last, to exploitation. 
12 
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From the beginning of the sixteenth century until the present 

clay* the peasants of Russia have made swift progress against the 

nomads, until it is inconceivable that the steppe should ever 

again find a nomad trustee; any conservation of the dxrnozem 

soils which is lo be done must now be due to the sense of res/ 

ponsibility of the farmers, no longer to the community of 

interest between the horsemen and the grass species of the 

steppe. 

Two peasant powers began the new and final offensive 

against the horstvherders: the Muscovites and Poland/ 

Lithuania. The advance guards were frontiersmen or pioneers 

to whom was given the name of Cossacks, in Great Russia, 

of Kozaks in the Ukraine. The word comes from Kazak,100 
a Turki word meaning one who secedes, an outcast by bis own 

will.107 There is, ethnically, linguistically, no Cossack people 

or nation, aud the Cossack communities were made up of all 

the Russian nations. They advanced into the patkdand and 

even into die steppe, formed fortified camps, and having learnt 

the techniques of the nomads, raided Turk and Tartar, creating 

a sort of screen of skirmishers behind which the plough could 

advance. 

The Cossacks, followed by the Lithuanian peasants reached 

the limits of the Ukrainian park/land by the end of the seveiv 

teenth century', supported, for the nomads constantly struck 

back at them, by garrisons and forts supplied by the govern/ 

inent, and by their own militia. Their advance was thus similar 

in character co that of the Europeans in North America during 

the period of the Indian Wars. 

With the passing of the Mongol threat and the dispersal of 

the Golden Horde conditions were created for the final crys/ 

tallization of the Russian Universal State, and the advance of 

the Muscovites out of the paikdand on to the steppe. The first 

major outward movement, however, was not against the 

nomads, but against the much more ancient natural soil com/ 

Diunity of the north, the hunting country of the northern forests 

and the tundra. Fur was the magnet which drew die Russians 
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into Siberia, notably sable and ermine, and the soil com mu/ 

nicies of the hunting peoples were destroyed in little more than 
a generation. According to Mitsky, even the territory of 

Mangazeya,108 extremely rich in sable and ermine, was com/ 

plctcly cleared of those animals in thirty years, '['here are few, 

if any, places left in the world where such a. wanton disturbance 

of the ecology of a region would now be tolerated by any govern/ 

ment. Much the same sore of thing happened subsequently in 

North America, where now, however, men with a profound 

natural tact, a feeling for balance, are engaged in. restoring the 

species of certain countrysides, repairing the damage done by 

their ancestors; for it has been recognized that a soil community 

is the working order of all its members. 

This predatory raiding of Siberia for furs was followed by 

peasant settlement; alter the trappers and traders came the tree/ 

fellers and farmers, but the forests and tundra of the north were 

not without their protectors: the hunting tribes were helpless 

against the civilized Russians, but the Orda of the AltyivKhan 

Tartars stopped the Russians at Kuznetsk, and the Manchus, 

a steppe people who had imposed their rule by conquest on 

the peasant Empire of China, checked the Cossacks and 

turned them back at the Amur.1™ 
Although the general picture from about 1550 onwards was 

one of peasant advance and pastoralists in retreat, the processes 

were not steady; the formers had their sct/backs, the horsemen 

brief interludes of prosperity. Several Orda of Tartars, com/ 

posed of fragments of the Golden Horde, were able to make 

themselves felt, and notably those of Astrakhan, Kazan and 

Krim. But the expansive force of the peasant peoples was, on 

the whole, irresistible, and where peaceful setdement was made 

impossible by the Tartars, the Black Earth was tilled by forced 

labour under armed guards, until the middle of the seventeenth 

century, when a fortified line—-Belgorod, Voronezh, Tambov 

was established and held, behind which farming could be 

carried on by free peasants, or by great serf/ and Land'owners, 

in the usual Russian style. Soon the wealth produced from the 
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fertile soils was supporting new cities in regions which had, 

until recently, been the frontier, towns such as Belgorod which 

from being an outpost became a metropolis. 

This brief excursion into Russian, history is intended to be 

an account of the struggle for certain soils between twro different 

economies, and not of the methods used to exploit those soils. 

Nevertheless, it should be said that whereas the nomads treated 

these soils as pasture lands for their horses, on and by means of 

which they lived, the farmers, especially in tire pioneering era, 

snatched wheal crops as fast and often as they could with little 

regard for the future of the soil which, in any case, seemed to be 

inexhaustibly fertile. The pastoral way oflife does no harm to 

the grass soils at all; nomads arc rarely so numerous that they 

overstock their pastures, even when, as was the case in the more 

prosperous Mongo), and Tartar Otda, every man had at least 

twelve horses, for riding, baggage, milk and meat. 

The great liudbowners who were among the first to benefit by 

the advance into the steppe had absolute property rights in land 

and even, later, in the peasants. The process whereby free 

peasants became serfs, the “souls” of Gogol’s novel, need not 

concern us.:IJ0 Slavery was also a .Russian institution, although 

it appears to have been of little economic importance. On die 

other hand its social importance was great, for when the dis^ 

unction between the two kinds of bondage was abolished by 

Peter the Great, it was done by reducing the status of the serfs 

to that of the slaves, and calling all of them serfs.111 Agricuh 

tural slavery leads inevitably to abuse of soil: the actual labourers 

on the land have little or no interest in its condition, while its 

owners loo.k upon it merely as a source ofpersooal, not commu^ 

cal wealth. 

The free peasants organized themselves in communes, with 

equality and exchange of holdings, in order that each holder- 

should take his turn at the best and worst land. They adopted, 

but not until c. 1500, the three^year rotational system of 

Manorial. Europe. But this system, combined with exchange of 

holdings, also leads to abuse of soil and its deterioration. The 
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two tried methods of kmd/halding which entail soil conserve 

tion and improvement are those of*medium freehold combined 

with high fatming, such as the English system of the eighteenth 

to the twentieth centuries; and national lanchownership with 

stria laws of soil management, such as the Incarial system, of 

ancient Peru.11Si Probably the soundest (aimers in Russia were 

the monies, and as the monasteries owned up to onc^third of all 

the agricultural land the damage done by bad soil management 

was reduced, or at least slowed considera bly. 

The ploughing of the steppe on a grand scale began in the late 

eighteenth and continued into the nineteenth century. East of the 

Don, the Kalmouk and Qazaq nomads were dispossessed; 

Bashkir pastures east of the Volga were turned into farmlands. 

Between 173c and 1791, a series of Turkish wars ended in the 

Russians occupying die steppes of the Black Sea, Crimea, and 

Caucasian regions, and Ukrainian colonists brought in first 

sheep and cattle, and later the plough. By 1835 the export of 

wheat from these new soils bad become an important item of 

Russian trade. 

The process continued and is continuing: the victory of the 

farmers over the pastoralists and the very rapid exploitation of 

that victory have had consequences tersely described in the 

quotation from The Rape: of the Earth. The historical processes 

which entailed the double attack upon the Golden Horde by 

Dmitri, Grand Prince of Moscow', and Timur, Grand Khan 

of the Mongols, and the implacable will of the peasants’ 

Emperor Peter the Great, have operated to check the efforts of 

the present Soviet government to raise the per capita production 

of foodstuffs above pre/revolutionary levels, and have ncccssi<- 

tated, for Soviet agricultural scientists and Soviet farmers, a 

revival of the ancient sense of responsibility for soil, and che 

expenditure of immense sums of money, energy, labour, and 

time upon the restoration and conservation ol the Black Earth. 





PART FOUR (11): 

THE MARGINAL CASE 

* 

CHAPTER XIT 

INDIA: LAND/TENURE AS AN 

INSTRUMENT OF SOIL DESTRUCTION 

Baud hay aka, in his Dhartm Sutra, lays it down that, “it 

is impossible for one to obtain salvation who lives in a 

town, covered with dust” (ji, 3, Ct 33). 

And, indeed, the civilization which came into being as a 

result of the fusion of the ancient agrarian civilizations of pte^ 

historic India, and the invading Aryan culture, was a peasant 

civilization organized in village communities, and one in 

which, at fist, cities played small part, for die people disliked 

and distrusted urban life. Both in the Qrihya Sutras handbooks 

of instruction for the proper conduct of domestic life and the 

correct relations of the members of a household with each 

ocher and in the Dbarma Sutras, w'hich give guidance concern-' 

ing the relationship of a man with the State, the kind of civiliza^ 

tion and social life which emerges is one in which the great 

majority of the papulation live in small, or at most medium-' 

sized rural communities, practising tillage or one of the trades 

ancillary to it.113 

Before and during the Buddhist period, and probably from 

late prehistoric times, a system of peasant proprietorship was in 

force all over Ayran India.11-4 A typical Indian community 

consisted of a “brotherhood” of equal peasants organized as a 

self/govcrning municipal group under a headman, and occupyv 

ing an amount of territory suitable to their numbers and roughly 

equivalent to an. English parish. The number of peasant families 

might be as low as twenty, perhaps as high as a thousand. The 

brotherhood was founded 011 die belief in the common an' 

ccstry of all the brethren, and was drerefore, in origin, a true 
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kinship group. Probably this social system had evolved from 

an earlier, tribal one. The community managed its own affairs 

and disposed freely of its produce, provided char the annual tax 

on raw produce was paid to the central government. The 

peasants were each responsible for a. share of this tax, which was 

paid by the village as a whole, and for which the headman was 

accountable. The whole community could be held liable for 

the share of a defaulting member. The obligation to pay this 

rax, like every other social duty in India, was enforced by 

religious rules, and failure to pay it was met by religious-'Social 

sanctions. At the same time, however, the central government, 

monarchical or republican, was under a religious obligation 

not to oppress the peasants and abuse the soil by burdensome 

taxation: the amount of tax permissible may originally have 

been a tithe, but in practice it varied, in die Buddhist period 

and probably before then, between at least oncvtwelfih and at 

most on&'fiixth of the crop, according to the government’s 

necessities, and other conditions.11,1 Such a tax would not be 

so heavy as Co hamper good farming: the modem .English 

farmer with an income of T1000, pays more than 25 per cent 

of it in direct and indirect taxation, and survives. 

It is difficult to ascertain the exact degree of control which the 

individual peasant exercised over the land be worked. Subject 

to the payment of tax, the ctop was his property. Formerly, if 

the organization was conventionally tribal, he might hold (but 

not own) a given plot during his lifetime, and work it in 

common with the holdings of the other villagers. In Buddhist 

times the peasant seems to have been nearly a freeholder, work¬ 

ing his land and enjoying its produce as a small capitalist, and 

even possessing the right of alienation by sale, gift, mortgage 

or bequest.116 It is probable, however, that there were cus^ 

ternary limitations to this right, arising from ancient traditions. 

The consent of the headman and therefore, in most cases no 

doubt of the corporation, was necessary to any conveyance of 

land, since the community, the village, was responsible for 

payment of the tax, and must make sure that each peasant 
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would meet his part of it. Moreover, as die community was 

based, at least in theory, on the blood tie, there may have been 

objections to the admission of aliens. Where land belonging to 

a village was unoccupied the community of the village, as lancU 

lord, could let it to a tenant farmer, and the rent he paid belonged 

to all. According to at least one authority, an inefficient farmer, 

that is, presumably, one who was not making a fair contribution 

to the pool, or who was abusing his piece of land, could be expelled 
from the village, after being deprived of his holding. This hardly 

looks like ah solute property right in his land. On the whole 

it would appear that by Buddhist times the system of peasant 

land tenure was in a stage of development, or decline, from some 

sort of communal holding, to individual capitalise holding. 

There is nothing in this system which would lead to abuse 

of the soil, and much which would have been conducive to its 

improvement and the conservation of fertility. The system, howv 

ever, had grave weaknesses, or rather the Indian social system 

in general developed weaknesses which were bound to have 

an evil effect upon the soil. In the first place, the highest classes 

and castes in the land were, by religious law, forbidden to 

practise agriculture: farming was considered to be beneath the 

Brahman, or noble, and was allotted, by secular custom and 

religious rule, to the middle/class, the Vanya.111 True, the rule 

was broken, sometimes even without evil consequences for the 

backslider, sometimes to his cost. But the point is that the ruling 

castes had no feeling of attachment to or responsibility for the 

soil, not was it in the least necessary to own land in order to 

establish ones gentry. It is possible that in tins rather matteivofe 

fact or even contemptuous attitude to land there is a relic of the 

contempt felt by the invading Aryas of the Rig^Veda period 

for the Dasa, the agratiao inhabitants of the Indus valley. 

Although these warriors practised agriculture themselves, and 

that to an extent uncommon among herdsmen, yet herdsmen 

they primarily were, and the wealth and prestige ofthdr great 

men was expressed not in fields, but in head of cattle. People 

of that way of life do not develop traditions of landed gentry. 
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Another weakness of the Indian land/tenure system may have 

been that inheritance by primo'gen inure was not the rule. The 

Dbarm Sutras lay down rules concerning a man's heirs. All 

his sons seem to inherit equally, or with some preference, but 

never exclusive right, for the eldest. In default of sons, numerous 

heirs at law are mentioned.118 The system would normally have 

led to increasing fragmentation of holdings with the tapid soil 

exhaustion which tends to be a result of that practice. But since 

the Indian family was inclined to cohere, probably the heirs of 

ail estate in land might continue to work it as a unit. Moreover, 

it seems probable chat the headman of a village bad the power to 

redistribute holdings in certain conditions, surely another surv 

vivat of communal tenure, and in that case it would have been 

open to the municipal authority to repair the damage done by 

a bad law of inheritance. At all events, the village commu^ 

nicies undoubtedly were in the habit of acting in concert, 

managing soil and crop problems in common, digging ini' 

gation systems, erecting public buildings, and constructing and 

maintaining the roads of the parish. Such a community, and 

one in which it was considered a mark of degradation to leave 

one's responsibilities as a member of the brotherhood, lay down 

the burden of freedom, and take service as a paid man with some 

nobleman, would not have tolerated the inefficient husbandry 

which is one of the consequences of fragmentation of 

holdings. But despite joint family holdings, this fragmentation 

did become a grave problem enduring into the twentieth 

century. 

The condition for die satisfactory working of this system, 

such a working as would tend to a slow and steady improve** 

mem of soil and not to its slow and steady exhaustion, was that 

every parly to the social contract implied in it should be 

responsible and conscious of responsibility. Unfortunately, 

although this was very likely the case for quite a long time, it 

began to be very far from die case towards the end of die 

Buddhist period, and indeed long before the end. Govenv 

menus began to break their pan of the tacit agreement by 
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demanding, in tax, amounts greatly in excess of that allowed 

by religions rule. But while the tax continued to be paid in 

kind, the peasant suffered more than the soil, although even 

in this case die soil began to suffer, for if Central Government 

took half the crop, the remaining half might well be inadequate 

to support the peasant’s family and he would be forced to 

squeeze more and more out of his land without the knowledge 

or means of how to make good the fertility he was consuming. 

At first, no doubt, increasing pressure of taxation might result 

in the clearance and planting of new land, but this could not 

go on for ever, nor is soil which is simply cropped to pay taxes 

ever treated well: die farmer’s object is to snatch a crop with 

which to meet the revenue officer’s demands, not to build up 

the soil of newly tilled land to make it valuable in the future. 

Not only taxation can cause this kind of soil-raining, of course; 

greed is an even commoner cause, and necessity another. 

Really serious soil'mining, however, could only be caused 

by the substitution of a money economy fot payment of taxes in 

kind. At a certain stage in the gtowth of all civilizations diis 

revolution takes place: it is one of the symptoms of urban 

paratnoumey, and its logical conclusions are the regarding ot 

money as a commodity, dealing in money as such, and, finally, 

instead of the production of coin to suit the amount of wealth 

in circulation, or the adjustment of prices to such a figure that 

the wealth and coinage balance each other in practice, the 

manipulation of real wealth to suit a financial pattern.11® 

When farmer’s taxes are paid in kind as a percentage of the 

crop, the tax is as flexible as the crop, and die Fisc is bound to 

accept, with the farmer, part of the ordinary risks and chances 

of agriculture, profiting from good seasons and taking in its 

belt in. bad ones. Where money is substituted for kind, this 

rule may apply; but it may not, and in India the amounts due 

from each village tended to become customary, by arrangement 

between the headman, or the chief of a number of villages, and 

the Fiscal authority. Such an arrangement was a great, tempta' 

bon to headmen and chiefs, who tended to become tax/faimers. 
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and to abuse their power by forcing from the peasants, and 

therefore from the soil fertility, a contribution in excess of their 

powers of resistance. Moreover, since the headman and chiefs 

were the men to whom the Central Governments looked for 

their money, those governments would, tend to allow the power 

of the headmen and chiefs to increase, to support these village 

and district officers in the assumption of powers far .in excess 

of those which tradition allowed them. 

Nevertheless, the system seems co have worked tolerably well 

during the long Buddhist period, and fat worse abuses were 

to come under the Mughals. 

# 

The Mughals were of Mongol origin, and Tartars. Bor a 

people of such antecedents co learn a sense of responsibility to 

ploughed soil is a work of time and goodwill. .For a very long 

time the Mughal government did not take any interest or make 

any changes in the Indian systems of land-tenure and culti¬ 

vation. The principal source of wealth in India was the soil, 

and by so much, drat the revenue from all the other taxes to- 

gether was insignificant when compared with the land revenue. 

During the greater part of the Buddhist period the land lax 

probably rarely exceeded one-sixth of the crop; during the 

greater part of the Mughal period, on the ocher hand, the tax 

was rarely less clian one-third, often as high as a half, and was 

assessed not yearly, but over longer periods, which meant that 

allowance could only be made for bad years as an act of grace 

on the part of the authorities, the peasa ntry having no actual 

right to tax relid when their harvest failed. Neither peasant nor 

soil could stand this; the rdyats, that is die once land-owning 

peasants, began to abandon the soil, taking to service or even 

to dacoUy, that is banditry. This tendency became so general 

that it caused the government grave anxiety and even forced 

them, little as they understood the problem, to make conces¬ 

sions to farmers who would take up derelict laud. 

That the Mughal governments did 110c take that interest in 
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the land which implies a sense of responsibility towards the 

soil is very clear: 

Under Muslim rule large areas of the country are left in 
the possession of Hindu chiefs who had, at any rate, a claim 
to sovereignty but had submitted to the Muslim rulers on 
terms which presetved to them internal jurisdiction; these 
terms might include the payment of a fixed tribute, or merely 
the personal service of the chief with his troops, but in any 
case the Muslim administration did not ordinarily interfere 
with assessment or collection of the revenue so long as the 
terms were observed. If a chief defaulted, the result was 
ordinarily a punitive expedition and eitbet his displacement 
or revision, of the term* previously in force; but so long as he 
remained loyal, he enjoyed the revenue of his territories sub' 
ject to the payment of the stipulated tribute, if any.iao 

This looks uncommonly like the relationship between the 

khans of the Golden Horde and the various governments of 

die several Russian nations. It implies not simply a change in 

the recipients of taxes, but an extra burden—whether cash 

tribute or the cost of military service. The contract between 

peasants and their central government is one in which the 

former purchase from the latter protection from foreign cne trues, 

and from civil strife, police, order, intercession with the Gods 

■where the church is established, and, in all modem and even 

some ancient states, certain other public utility services. Such 

was the implied contract between the Indian raiyair121 and 

then chiefs, and it must have remained unchanged by tire 

conquest; but now the chiefs had to meet in addition the 

cost of tribute or service. Hence, no doubt, the rise in die 

land-tax horn an. average of one'sixth to about onevthird of 

the produce,122 
The bad aspects of this method were made very much worse 

by the system of Assignments.123 When the limperor wished 

to reward an officer or promote a favourite, he lum a 

certain district, a group of villages, not thereby permanently 
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alienating the land from the Crown, but giving the assignee 

full powers to collect the revenue to his district, and* alter pay' 

ment ot what was due to the Crown, to keep the remainder; 

and this remainder constituted his phcea his reward. Later this 

system, was extended so that even where no assignment had 

been made to a soldier or courtier or favourite, the existing chief 

of the district became the Assignee* and these Assignees tended 

to become local autocrats, to v/hom the Crown looked for the 

revenue and who, provided the money was forthcoming, were 

left to do very much as they liked in their territory. 

This system was pernicious: the Emperors easily dealt with 

their obligation to men who had served them by assigning them 

a district without any idea what taxes were in fact available for 

assignment. The Fiscal authority bad to find the district and 

at the same time make sure that the revenue was maintained. 

The assignee had not* of course, access to such, books and 

registers as were kept by the F.isc, and if he was assigned such 

and such a territory with the assurance that it would bring him 

in x lakhs of rupees* of which, he must pass on y lakhs to the 

state, the assignee was forced to take their word for it. But* at 

their wits' end to find suitable assignments, the Fiscal authorities 

began to falsity the assessments, assigning territories as worth a 

certain sum in revenue which, however* could not possibly 

produce any such amount. The unfortunate assignee then* bav/ 

ing squeezed his peasants and abused his soil until both were 

exhausted* would still find that not only was he making nothing 

out of Inis place, but could not even meet his obligation to the 

state* and was liable to penalties accordingly. The falsification 

ot assessment became general, until* at last, the system having 

become unworkable, it was abandoned, or partially abandoned, 

for prospective assignees actually began to refuse assignments 

and ask for what was due to them in cash. Moreover, the falsi' 

ficadon of assessments meant that the small amount of proteo 

tion which the raiyot? and the soil had enjoyed* was withdrawn 

from them: in theory, assessment was made on the area sown, 

and the nature of the crop* calculated in money at ruling ptices. 
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But this was mere theory, and xu practice an assessment having 

been fixed by the hard-pressec! Fiscal officers, who had their 

own doubtless large and increasing cuts to consider, the 

Assignee was Tree to force the money out of the raiyats as best 

he could, the central government being perfectly indifferent to 

the misery of the myats and the abuse of the soil.124 

The system became so con:upr that (in 15GG) the Emperor 

Ah bar virtually abandoned it, establishing in its place one 

whereby the government maintained direct contact with the 

village headman by means of salaried officials.li5 This might 

have been an excellent thing had not the very able minister in 

charge. Raja Todar Mai, been shifted to a new post, and 

another put in his place, bringing with him his own team of 

administrators. A period of corruption and extortion followed, 

instead of a period of development and prosperity. The soil was 

turtber drained of fertility, the area under cultivation shrank, 

and with it tire revenue. In due course the system of salaried 

collectors was given up, the system of assignments restored, a 

new assessment register made; the falsification of assessment 

started again immediately, and for exactly the same reasons as 

before. 

By the time of the Emperor Aurangzib the standard of 

assessment was 50 per cent of the crop, and, in practice, “tended 

to be die utmost sum the village could be made to pay’*,1"6 

.In short the soil was simply being regarded as a source of wealth 

for the treasury, with the usual consequences for its fertility 

capital. 

Towards the end of the Mughal period another strain was 

put upon soil fertility in India. The Mughals, no longer mili¬ 

tarily supreme, were forced to pay a sort of Dctncgdtl to the rising 

power of the Mambas, and as the government itself could or 

would not conduct its business in a more economical manner, 

it was certainly upon the raiyats and the overtaxed soil that 

this tribute fell. It again became increasingly difficult to get 

assignments accepted, and the appointment of tax-farmers, with 

little or no regard to anything in their character but the ability 
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to gee money out of the peasants, became common* The tax' 

farms then tended to become hereditary properties and the tax-* 

farmers to become virtually chiefs, either of villages or districts. 

These chiefs, of taxdarm origin, and also the remaining real 

chiefs, who also became farmers of the revenue in their districts, 

were called zmhifer, a word which, whatever its original sense, 

came to have the meaning ‘'Innddiolder”. And the group of 

villages, or district, in the grip of the zunnuflcr, was therefore 

known as a zminfari?*1 
As the central authority weakened, more or less independent 

chiefs, many of them of the old Hindu families, emerged as 

virtual autocrats of their districts, collecting the revenue from the 

miyats and keeping it for die operation of their own govern/ 

ments, instead of forwarding ir to rhe Imperial treasury. Tax' 

fanners, princes, adventurers, ex/soldrers, powerful zatnindars 

set up small states all over the empire, still nominally, but only 

oominally dependent. It was this system of chaos which was 

inherited by the East India Company when, at the end of the 

eighteenth and beginning ol the nineteenth centuries, it took 

over the administration of the land revenue, at first indirectly, 

by the company’s power over the emperor’s minister or cabinet, 

the Diwaiij12^ subsequendy by constituting the council of the 

company itself Dium of the empire. 

By the time of Clive the revenue system of what was to become 

British India was in much the state described above.12** The 

zomindm system was corrupt and oppressive, assessments bore 

oo relation to the real productivity of the soil and powers of the 

rdiyats, and die latter were crushed under huge burdens and 

almost ensetfed: When, during the Covcrnoi'Geneialship of 

Warren Hastings, the British were engaged in taking over and 

trying to work the tevenue system, the officers appointed by the 

company could not even get such facts and records as were in 

the hands of the incumbents of the system, upon which to base 

their reforms. The company was willing and ajixious to better 
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the lot and lighten the burdens of the raiyuts, and to give the soil 

of India a chance to recover and improve. They came from a 

country in the exciting throes of the immensely successful 

agrarian revolution which produced High Farming, and taught 

Europe and the world how to farm well. But at the same time, 

they had to produce tire revenue, and they could obtain virtually 

no information concerning crops, land, fertility, agricultural 

practices, land tenure history nor soil productivity, upon which 

to base proposals. The raiyats themselves were illiterate and sus/ 

picious, as well they might be, and probably thought the devil 

they knew preferable to the devil drey did not know. They 

gave no help to the British.. The zamitlday? were, of course, 

determined to block all attempts to interfere with rhe powers 

and profits which they enjoyed.1'™ Verelst himself (President 

ol the Council) wrote on the subject: 

The Company's European servants are left in complete 
ignorance of the real produce and capacity of the country 
by a set of men who fast deceive us from intcresc and after/ 

- wards coticinuc the d eception from a necessary regard tor their 
own safety. 

The passive resistance to the company’s welb-iutentioned 

supervisors came also from higher officials called Kwango?, 

The Kttnwas a sort of superszmindary or rather an over/ 

seer of zaminddn, whose duty it was to: 

register the usages of a district, the rates and mode of its assess/ 
ment, and all regulations relating thereto. To note and regard 
the progress of cultivation, the produce of the land and the 
price current thereof, and to he at all times able to furnish 
government with materials to regulate the assessment by just 
and equitable proportions.*3* 

The Kaiungos had many other duties, and their records wTcre, 

in fact, complete registers of every tiling relating to land/taxacion 

within their Payatuf (Districts). They, above all, could have 

denied the British a right knowledge of the facts. 
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* . . it. was in the power of the Kanuugos to expose the 
value of their (the zamindafs) pargam. This power the 
Kanungos availed themselves of, and it was the rod which 
they held ovet them, so that the apprehension of an increase 
of nis rents kept the zzunindar in very effectual, awe of the 
lean lingo ... in a word, the Icmungos have an absolute 
influence over the zamindars which they exercise in every 
measure which can promote their own interests. . .. It now 

happens that the kanungos manage not only the zam radars 
but the business of the province. T here is not a record but is 
in their possession and so much of die executive part ‘they 
have at last obtained that they arc now virtually the Collector, 
while he is a mere passive representative of Government. 
They are the channel through which all his orders are con'* 
vcvcd . , . instead of being the agents of Government, they 
are become the associates of the zamindais and conspire with 
them to conceal what it is their chief duty to divulge.132 

As is not unusual in commerce, and when tax collecting 

becomes a kind of commerce, the two defrauded parties in this 

business were the principals, the government and the wretched 

ruiyats* The collectors could not find out what rights the 

zomindars and the raiyats load, respectively, in the soil, and the 

raiyats had been manoeuvred, over a long course of time, out of 

their status as landholding and perhaps landowning freemen, 

into, at best, rent/paying tenants, at worst bound serfs. They 

were wrung and wrung again for taxes which went to enrich 

zamMSrs and hmtmges, and which they had either to force out 

of their i mproverished soil, or abscond and turn dacoif.. 
The case of those myais who, by custom, still paid tax in 

kind, was particularly hard. The men who paid in money were 

at least considered to have some rights, if only tenant’s rights, 

but those who paid in kind were now no better than shared 

croppers on an annual tenancyvat'will. 

A perfect example of the state of affairs is to be found in the 

case of Mr. Harringtons survey, in the pargana ofSwarappufm 

The Board of Revenue being dissatisfied with the returns from 

that Parana, Harrington was appointed to survey and reassess 
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it. He found that he had to begin by establishing a standard 

land measuremerit, for when he inquired the actual size of an 

Indian cubit, he received three different answers from three 

kmmgos. Having, with great labour, fixed a standard, based on 

an old dim (yardstick) bearing the stamp of the Nawab Kasim 

Ali Khan, Harrington discovered that not even the area of 

land given for the pargana, in the return, was remotely correct. 

The pargana was actually ten thousand acres larger than the 

zamindtir had admitted, but that official's return for land actually 

under cultivation was no less than 17,500 acres less than, the 

reality. Obviously, he was drawing revenue from the whole 

cropped area, and paying government only a part of it. Hajv 

rington examined all the returns and concluded that: 

the mass of returns by which the assets were annually checked 
by the Collector and his s caff were, even when not fabricated, 
completely divorced from reality. 

The significance of this sort of thing from our point of view, 

is as follows: on the zamindari own figures for this pargma, 

the revenue was estimated at Rs. 43,521. This figure being 

regarded with suspicion in the first place, a preliminary check 

assessment was made, before that of Harrington, and a figure of 

Rs. 45,439 arrived ac, as a reasonable expectation from the 

wholepargesut, which measured 55,440 acres. The discrepancy 

was not, therefore, great, and it appears that the zatnindat was 

willing to pay virtually the same sum from 38,000 acres, as 

that which was estimated reasonable by the collector if levied 

on 55,000 acres. Needless to say, the zemintir was taxing the 

whole pargam and keeping for himself the revenue from the odd 

17,000 acres, which means that the soil of tliis district was being 

overtaxed to at least 30 per cent beyond its capacity. But only 

beyond its capacity under the bad management and in the bad 

state it had been reduced to under this oppressive system, for 

Harrington estimated that if properly managed the pargam 

could yield Rs. 66,850. The difference in the figures of actual 

and potential revenue are a measure of the decline of the land. 
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This is a single example, and one in which a proper survey 

was made and the teal capacity of the soil and myitis of a 

pargftM correctly assessed and understood. The subsequent 

Decennial settlement, in Rangput and elsewhere in Bengal and 

Bihar, was made, as Hartley points out, not after such a survey, 

but on the figures returned by the zmit'Mts, which were urn* 

doubtedly wildly false. 

Various different systems of collecting the land revenue were 

tried by the British: collectors were withdrawn, reinstated, 

burdened with native dwtms> again emancipated from diis 

control District officers wrote in from all over the empire 

animadverting on the miserable condition of the miyats who, 

while the GovemoivGeneral, his Council, the Court ol’ 

Directors of the Company, the Council opposition party and 

the Collectors wrestled with the chaos left by the decayed 

Mughal system, and while Jtatmigos and ztmndcrs did their 

best to make confusion worse confounded, continued, with 

their long suffering soil, to go from bad to worse. Of a typical 

agricultural unit in Rangpur in 17S9 we find, of 2600 acres 

fit for cultivation of which 2400 were classified as productive, 

only 1779 acres actually occupied and being worked by 

my cits, the rest being derelict.1** 

Out of this sketchy account of the decline in a system ofland 

tenure and taxation, certain citings emerge. After the tribal 

system had decayed, the soil of India belonged to village conv 

muni tics of self-governing raiyats organized in brotherhoods 011 

a kinsliip basis. In course of time each mans holding had 

come to be his property on condition of his continuing to 

cultivate it up to a certain standard of efficiency, and paying 

his tax to the cencral government, based on a reasonable settle^ 

meat of the assessment, and die contract being protected by 

religious rules. During centuries of abuse, taxTarmen and 

zatnindm had, however, come to be regarded as the land/- 

holders, if not owners, and what had been a tax payable by the 

raiyat, turned into rent due from him, thus reducing the rdyat 
to the status of a tenant. No legal or administrative sanction 
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whatever existed for this state of affairs; it had just come about, 

to the great cost of the soil, and had any attempt been made 

to restore the original relationship between raiyats and soil, it 

would have been right to rehabilitate the raiyau as l&nd/owncrs, 

and reduce the zatmiddrs and hantsa£os to the status of tax/ 

collectors and taxdnspectors respectively. 

These facts were the more unfortunate in that the British, 

because of the absolute impossibility of ever getting at the real 

facts, were forced to make a settlement in. terms of the status 

quo. If nothing else compelled diem to this step, and if it be 

argued that they could have studied the history of the revenue 

and found out its origins, there was die fact of their own back/ 

ground and their own history in the matter oflancbowning and 

land working. In their own country, during the past three 

centuries, they had been dispossessing the peasantry, enclosing 

common land, and creating a system of great land/owners 

employing paid labour to work the soil, or leasing farms to 

tenant farmers. And whereas it would be a labour of Hercules 

to come to tax agreements widi every smallholder, if die raiyats 

were admitted to that status, it would be comparatively easy to 

collect the tax torn a much smaller number of great land' 

owners, and allow the latter to make their own terms, within 

certain limits, with their “tenants’". 

* 

Lord Cornwallis was the fist Govcrnoi>General of India to 

be appointed, in all but name, not by the Court of Directors 

of the Company but by the British Government. It was bis 

task to clear the administration of corruption, cheapen it, settle 

the revenue question, the commercial question and the judicial 

question. In the matter of the land/revenue, he was variously 

advised: under his predecessor, Waxteu Hastings, the acri/ 

mouious Sir Philip Francis, as a member of council, had main/ 

tained that the zomndars were the land/owners and that there/ 

fore the government should come to an arrangement with them 

for the revenue. When Cornwallis was Governor/General 
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Francis was back in England making bis influence felt in that 

sense, while Cornwallis was being similarly advised by John 

Shore, a. man of great ability and experience. President of the 

Board of Revenue, against whose opinion that of Grant, a 

scholar who had gone into the history of the revenue and 

tightly held that the ruiyats were the land/owners, the zmindm 
mere officials, carried too little weight.1115 But in any case 

Cornwallis, a man devoted to duty and “the sense of his 

superiors’ orders’7, had little choice, ior before any settlement 

had been made, and largely due to the influence of Francis, 

Pitt’s India Act of 17S4 called for a permanent settlement by 

the regulation of payments due from "raja^ zminders and other 

land/holdersIn fact, by die mere wording of this Act of 

Parliament, the zatnimdrs had been admitted as laud/owners. 

Nevertheless, under Shore and Cornwallis, the Board of 

Revenue did excellent work. Formerly the collectors had been 

paid only Rs. 1200 a month, and left to make the large fortunes 

with which, like Jos. Sedley in Vmty Friry they played the 

nabob in England, by corrupt practices and illicit private 

trading. They were now raised to a new dignity and, bv their 

position, given a clear interest in promoting the proper cultiva/ 

tion of the districts under their control. They were paid Rs. 1500 

a month for their subsistence, and in addition a commission of 

about 1 per cent of the revenue they collected in their districts, 

over which they had considerable powers. The commission 

on revenue, and security in bis post, would, lead an able and 

conscientious officer to see that the cultivation ofhis district was 

well managed, that crops were improved, manuring properly 

attended to (a difficult matter in a country where deforestation 

led to cow/dung being used as fuel), and waste land taken up 

and rehabilitated. 

A preliminary move towards a permanent settlement was 

made by the Goverrj.oivGcncral, on the basis of making the 

ziwrinddr the land/owner, in the Ten Year settlement; and a 

year later, by the decision of Pitt and Dundas, this was 

turned into a settlement in perpetuity. Once the decision was 
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incorporated in an Act of Parliament, the status of the zambsdffrs 
as land-owners, and the dispossession of the rciyats, was at last 

legal, and an entirely alien, peculiarly western system of land 

ownership was imposed upon India. 

This Act created for the British in India problems concern¬ 

ing the rights of the raiyats and the conservation and restoration 

of soil fertility which, when the Dominion was created and the 

country handed over to its native peoples, they were still engaged 

in solving, and with at least some measure of success. The 

raiyats were given Leases of such Length and on such terms that 

the relationship with the soil which had been the pride of their 

ancestors and the salvation of the sot! in the distant past, was 

to some extent testoted, and the raiyats regained that interest in 

their holdings which alone oiight save the soil from, the conse¬ 

quences of centuries of abuse. 

As for those consequences, the soil exhaustion and sheet 

erosion which arc common, and the famines which result from 

them, as well as from the unreliability of rainfall where irriga¬ 

tion works have not been undertaken, if not wholly and solely 

due to the changes in a system of land tenure and taxation 

arising out of the decay of two great cultures and the rise of a 

third on Indian soil, are at least very largely due to those causes. 





PART FIVE: 

MAN AS A SOIL MAKER 

* 

CHAPTER XIII 

THE SOILS Of THE WESTERN 

ANDES: THE INCA EMPIRE 

Tins peoples of America entered that Continent either by 

walking across the land/bridge connecting Asia to 

America before the last Ice Age, or across the frozen 

Bering Strait some time after it. In either event they were 

probably in pursuit of game, and were certainly at a very 

primitive stage of Stone Age culture. They can have brought 

with them from Asia but a poor equipment of cools and sackJ 

customs, and can therefore, in cheir subsequent development, 

be considered as the produces of their new rather than their old 
environment. 

Those immigrants who remained near the icc showed their 

quality by devising the brilliantly ingenious Esquimaux 

culture and thus achieved the astonishing feat of establishing 

communities in the harshest possible environ meDt; but si tree 

all their energy was consumed in remaining alive, they could 

make no progress in bettering their lot. 

Other immigrants drifted south, creating communities with 

economies and social customs suited to the soils upon which 

they settled. The excessive challenge136 of the nordiein tundra 

and ice made the response of a high culture impossible for the 

Esquimaux; on the other band the great central plains of 

North America, teeming with game, offered an inadequate 

challenge: for a hunting people life in those conditions was too 

easy, and such congeries of tribes as the Athapascans, the 

Algonquin* and the Iroquois had little to stimulate them into 

forming sedentary societies. There were no animals capable of 

domestication, to give rise to a pastoral economy; maize, the 
201 
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only cereal of the America.? really worth cultivating, had to 

be introduced from the south. On the other hand the great 

steppe offered these folic, while they maintained a hunting 

and gathering economy, fourteen species of wild esculent 

toots, forty/two lands of wild fruit, twenty .-five sorts of fish, 

twenty/two edible animals and forty varieties of game 

birds.31M 
As late as the nineteenth century the native Americans 

offered the observer the spectacle of the growth of culture from 

palaeolithic, through neolithic to a sort of ‘Take” Iron Age 

imposed by Europeans. The Athapascans were hunters, 

gatherers and fishers; the Algouquins, while subsisting princi/ 

pally by hunting and gathering, at which they were unconv 

monly skilful and successful, practised an auxiliary agriculture 

with maize; the Iroquois confederation ofttibes had seeded down 

to sedentary agriculture, understood manuring their crops, had 

formed permanent territorial associations, and governed them/ 

selves as a “nation’' by means of a Grand Council. Meanwhile, 

to complete the series without bringing European influence 

into consideration, the Nahuanadacaias and kindred peoples 

had, some centuries previously, created a .high civilization. 

(Maya—“Olmec”—Toltec— Aztec, etc.) 

In the four groups above wrc have (i) soil members, (ii) men 

graduating from soil/membership to soil/parasitism, (iii) soil 

parasites, and (iv) soil exploiters. In the most advanced of the 

Mexican nations, and above all in die nations of South 

America wc can cap the series with a people of successful 

soil/makers. As successful soil/making entails a social disci' 

plinc of the strictest, wc find in the mis/calted “Peruvian”, or 

even more miscalled “Inca” nations of the West Andes, the 

most perfectly symmetrical and stable political units ever 

achieved by man. 

If the enormous plenty of game in North America prevented 

the human members of that soil community from settling to 

agriculture, excepting where game was growing scarcer, the 

soil conditions of the Pacific littoral of South America and in 
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the valleys of the western Andes, as well as those of Mexico, 

produced a series of high cultures based on sedentary agricuh 

turc. Over a period of time impossible to determine at present, 

these cultures hardened into a number of nations, groups of 

which were, on several occasions, united into empires by 

military force exercised by one, or by a league of their number. 

A proto/empiie of the people of Tiahuanaco on Lake Titicaca 

has been forgotten but its traces remain. An empire created by 

a military people with their capital at Cuzco succeeded it. 

These imperialists endeavoured to impose on their subject 

nations their own religion of sun'-worship, against which the 

.Earthi-mother worshippers rose in. revolt, destroying the empire. 

In the course of time the same aggressive tribe rose again, under 

the leadership of the Inca ayllu^^ reestablished itself in the 

Cuzco region, and began again, by means of armed force and 

persuasion, to unite the Andean Great Society into a single 

Universal State. 

This is not the place either to enlarge the above scrappy 

sketch, or to deal with the origins of the Inca themselves, coiv 

cerning which the interested reader will find many variations 

on fascinating and significant legends in the works oi Sir 

Clements Markham, Garcilasso de la Vega Inca, Fed to 

Sarmiento de Gamboa, Polo de Ondegatdo, Prescot and 

others. But one story, from the Royal Commentaries of Garcilasso 

de la Vega Inca, must be told, because it demonstrates how, 

from the beginning, these people were primarily concerned 

with good soil. When Garcilasso was a child his maternal 

uncle, an Inca of course, told him the story of the origins of his 

tribe and their greatness. In that story wc learn that: 

. . . Our Father the Sun placed his two children in the 
Lake of Titicaca . .. and he said to them that they might go 
where they pleased, and that at every place where they stopped 
to eat or sleep, they were to thrust a sceptre of gold into the 
ground, which was half a yard long and two fingers in 
thickness. He gave them this stair as a sign and token that in 
the place where, by one blow on the earth, it should rink 
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and disappear, there it was the desire of oar Father rhe Sun 
chat they should remain and establish their court, 

in short, let diem settle on a deep top-soil. 

Some picture of the rise of the final Universal State must be 

given for the benefit of chose not familiar with Andean history. 

The many nations of the West Andes bad advanced to 

various levels of culture and civilization without losing the 

most important of their ancient tribal customs, the communal 

ownership and working of land. The reason, for this singular 

and arresting conservatism will appeal' hereafter: it derives 

from the very nature of their soils. Some of these nations were 

primitive, others barbarous, others, especially in the north/west, 

polished. Technically, all were in the Stone Age, or early Bronze 

or rather Copper A ge, for the presence of tin in their metal 

was fortuitous. The arts of agriculture, and of stock/raising with 

the only domesticable species, the Atfcketiief or llamas, were 

far advanced. The art of ceramics very far advanced indeed, and 

crafts of weaving and gold/smithing brought to a perfection of 

art, though not of technics, unequalled by any comparable Old 

World culture. None of these peoples had an alphabet, nor 

had they ideographical or stylized pictograpbical means of 

writing, bur they were fine painters, magnificent sculptors, 

possessed music, and, in the quip** had a mnemonic instrument 
enabling them, to keep accounts and statistics with great 

exactitude, and even to record the principal events of 

history. 

The religion of the whole Andean world from the river 

Manic to the river Ancasmayu was homogeneous at bottom 

but varied locally on the surface. Stones, lakes, animals, 

reptiles and birds from being, in all probability, tribal toiems, 

had become lares e£ penatcs, But above these mere .saints, as it 

were, these familiar domestic gods, were such universal 

deities with varying local names as Pttckatnmma, the Earth/ 

goddess140 and, perhaps originally her son and Inter her 

superior, Viracocha9ul the creator of all things. With the 

ultimate secular patamountcy of tire Inca ayllu, their tribal 
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totem, the Sun, became the national deity, but the other great 

gods were neither displaced nor dishonoured. 

The early Apu-Ccapac/Inca, after their dan had seized the 

region of Cuzco, secured their local dominion, improved their 

domain and began slowly to increase it by local conquest. 

With the exception of one or two monarchs of unusual 

ferocity, the Inca expairionist policy was applied in an on- 

lightened and urbane spirit, every effort being made to bring 

ocher nations into the union by persuasion and good example 

before military force was used. As militarises, legalists and 

organizers, and also as engineers, the Inca are very reminiscent 

of the Romans, and they often had the same aesthetic inferiority 

to their victims. In due course, also, they had to fight their 

“‘Punic War*', although without the disastrous consequences 

which afflicted die Romans: the Inca pretention to empire was 

disputed by the neighbouring Chanca people who mustered 

so formidable an army and advanced against their neighbours 

in so truculent a manner that die old Inca Yiracocha fled to an 

impregnable fortress, leaving his people to fend for themselves. 

However, the youngest of the royal princes, Cusi, his loyal 

brothers who recognized Iris superior talents, and the two 

veteran generals of the nation went out against the Chanca, 

and in two campaigns first defeated and dien routed them. 

Thereafter Prince Cusi became the Inca PachaentiYupanqui/42 

It was this monarch who began the really rapid expansion of 

the empire, in the late eleventh century, and his work was 

completed in die twelfth century by his equally able and 

courageous successors, Tupac Yupanqui and Huayna Ccapac. 

By the end of the latter’s reign the Universal State of the Andes 

bad reached its greatest extent, its bounds were decreed by the 

Inca himself as being the Mnuk in the south and the Aticas' 

mayu in the north (Z700 miles), and the empire was known as 

TabM'rttift'Suyu, the Four Combined Provinces/43 

The Inca made no attempt to destroy the social organization 

of the conquered nations: the tribal pattern was simply modified 

to fit into the imperial system, communal land-tenure being 
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left intact. The numbers of each tribe were so rounded off that 

they could be fitted into the .state organization of the people in 

ten thou sands (buana); thousands (huaranca); five hundreds 

(picha^pachaca); one hundreds (pachac), and tens (chunca). 

The words in brackets mean both the number and also the name 

of the officer presiding over that number, to whose title was 

added the word cura$a, meaning, roughly, chief This nninbet' 

ing off of the civil population into military groups, as it were, 

was entirely successful, and gave the government a very high 

degree of control over the business of the country. 

Over the officers of these groups was set, as a governor of 

each province, a viceroy called Michic (= shepherd) whose 

business it was to collect what the chronicler calls tribute and 

taxes. But, as will appear, these revenues in kind were the 

produce of Crown lands, and all that the people had to coiv 

tribute, each according to bis ability, was labour, and by no 

means an excess of that. 

The soils of the empire were divided between three classes 

of holders. The first was the church, which held land sufficient 

to maintain its temples, priests and festivals. The second and 

probably largest holding class was the people, through their 

ayUus, land being held in common and private property uiv 

known. All the work of this land was done in common, but 

it was allotted in sections to heads of families, according to the 

size of the family, so that each person in the whole empire 

lived on the usufruct of a definite piece of land—the individual 

was, so to speak, endowed with the product of that land 

though he did not work it himself as a peasant, but worked 

with Ids fellow-tribesmen at the cultivation of all the laud they 

held as a tribe, finally, the Crown was a large holder, the 

produce of State farms supporting the Court, the Inca, the 

Army, the Civil Service, and also maintaining the very great 

stores of food, textiles and other raw materials by means of 

which the Inca maintained a perfectly even and unvarying 

standard of living among their subjects during a number ot 

centuries, regardless of seasonal gluts or shortages. 
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There was an established order in which land was worked 

and harvests gathered- Ail turned out first to tend the church 

lands, next the common land, and finally the Crown land. 

When the common land was being worked, the common 

harvest gathered in, priority was given, by law, to the holdings 

of widows, the aged and the sick, and the cur ago. or overseer 

who ignored this law was liable to be hanged.14* Nor were the 

artisans, craftsmen and soldiers outside this harmonious concert 

of work: each had his endowment of land at birth, and it was 

worked for him by his fellow citizens and its produce reserved 

for his use. 

AU adult mates were Liable for agricultural and military 

service, and children over a certain age as well as the old below 

a certain age -were expected to perform their allotted light tasks. 

In addition to their incomparable genius for government, 

possibly surpassing that of the Roman, the Inca and their 

people were magnificent engineers: their public buildings were 

impressive by their size rather than from any aesthetic merit, 

although the sculptured decoration was remarkable; but their 

metalled roads extending over the whole empire and crossing 

mountains and deserts were unequalled in the Old World, 

and their aqueducts and waterworks generally equal to the 

Roman and perhaps more numerous. The construction of these 

great works entailed the use of labour corvfcs, but work on 

public utilities exempted the conscript bom military service, 

in no way harmed his interests at home, and was carefully 

calculated to be well within his strength. 

Famine was eliminated, for the first (and perhaps the Last!) 

time in history. So was social strife. There were, in the twelfth 

century, revolts against the Inca government, but these were 

nationalist, imdendst, and not social: they were put down, 

sometimes harshly, occasionally with brutality, but as a rule in 

an enlightened spirit of compromise. In order to minimize such 

revolts the Inca introduced die policy of removing whole 

populations from one part of the empire, and planting them in 

some remote part where the natural conditions and work to be 
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done were identical These colonies were called mitimttes,1** 
and they served to make die population of the whole region 

homogeneous by making tribal and parochial differences unreal. 

The colonists had in. common with their neighbours only those 

things that were of. the whole empire including the Quichua 

language which, by government decree, was made to replace all 

local languages. It is typical of the good sense ot the Inca that 

in Quichua they did not adopt their own language, but that 

which was die most flexible and expressive of all the American 

tongues, Quichua became the ‘‘Latin” ol the Andean world, 

accl a not inconsiderable literature, despite the want of writing, 

came into being in that, tongue.148 
Down, to the smallest detail, the ordering of the social life 

of the people was managed by officials: for example each 

member nation of the empire had not only its distinctive style 

of dress, bur even its distinctive hairstyle, with the result that 

when die Apu/CcapacTcca wished to confer an honour upon 

a citizen, he could effectively do so by allowing him to adopt 

some personal idiosyncrasy of dress or toilet, perhaps to wear 

the Inca eatvplugs by which the aristocracy distended the ear 

lobes, thus earning the Spanish sobiiquct of Orejoties.li7 From 

each member community of the commonwealth was expected 

a contribution according to its local resources and skill, whether 

such contribution be the dried fish of Lake Titicaca, caught by 

the primitive folk who inhabited its shores, or the sophisticated 

goldsmith's work from Quimbaya or Cuzco. The whole 

Great Society expressed itself in its daily life with a rhythm, 

an order and a grace which is entirely artificial, and which 

makes on the reader the impression of an immense, formal 

ballet. 

What were the soil conditions which gave rise to so perfect a 

work of social and political art? 

* 

Of die topography of the West Andean world in which the 

civilization which we shall call Andean came into existence, 
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Cic*a de Leon, one of the historians of the Andean Indians, 

wrote:143 

In this land there arc three desert ranges where man can in 

no wise exist* Oue of these comprises the Montana (forests) of 
the Andes, full of dense wildernesses where men cannot, nor 
ever have lived. The second is the mountainous region ex^ 
tending the whole length of the cordillera of the Andes, 
which is intensely.cold and its summits ate covered with 
eternal snows, so that in no way can people live in this region- 
owing to the snow and the cold and also because there are no 
provisions, all things being destroyed by the snow and the 
wind, which never ceases to blow. The third Tange com* 
prises the sandy deserts from Tumbez to the other side of 
Tarapaca, in which there is nothing to be seen hut sandhills 
and the fierce sun which dries them up, without water, nor 
herb, nor tree, nor created thing, except birds which by the 
gift of their wings, wander wherever they list. This kingdom, 
being so vast, has great deserts, for the reason I have now 
given. The inhabited region is after this fashion. In parts of 
the mountains of the Andes there are ravines and daks which 
open out into valleys of such widths as often to form great 
plains between the mountains, and, although the snow fills, 
it all remains on the higher part. As these valleys are closed 
in, they are not molested by the winds, nor docs the snow 
reach them, and the land is so fruitful that all things which 
are sown yield abundantly, and thcroare trees and many birds 
and animals. The land being so fertile is well peopled by the 
natives. They make their villages with rows of stones roofed 
with straw, and Jive healthily and in comfort. 'Thus the 
mountains of the Andes form, these dales and ravines in 
which there ate populous villages, and rivers of excellent 
water flow near them. 

It is not possible to arrive at a complete picture of the rise of 

Andean civilization on the soil described above in terms of a 

single nation or a single locality. But archaeology and history 

have revealed here a part and there a part of the truth, and by 

putting these parts together it is possible to achieve a continuous 
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narrative which must come near to being an account or what 

happened. 

Of the mast ancient origins of agriculture in the Andean 

world we can gather enough hints from all over the region to 

justify us in supposing them to have been much the same as in 

the Old World- Sir Clements Markham says that the Quichua 

language is particularly rich in terms of relationship; there are, 

for example, different words for a sister's sister and a brother’s 

lister.14* It has been demonstrated that this attribute of alanguage 

belongs to its phase as the tongue of an exogamous, rotemistic 

tribal society.350 The peoples of the Andean world were 

organized in aylhfS, kinship groups reproducing the tribal 

pattern and tracing their descent from some animal—llama, 

dog, serpent, jaguar, condor; or from some saered natural 

object, such as a lake or even a stone: such “ancestors” must 

surely have been once tribal totems.101 • 

If wc insist upon every culture rising in the world according 

to a single blueprint, we should expect these totemistic 

tribes to develop into agricultural communities either by way of 

tillage discovered by the women of the tribes, or by way of 

stock-raising discovered by men. Without insisting too heavily 

upon such consistency, there is evidence that this is, in fact 

what happened—for example, primitive Andean society was 

probably mauilinear and matriarchal. True, some authorities 

believe that the custom of stster^marriage in the Inca royal 

family was of recent origin and designed to maintain the parity 

of the royal blood but there is little evidence that this purity 

was held to be so very' important, for several, of the Apm- 

CcapacTnca preferred as their heirs the sons of concubines.103 

Moreover Sarmicmo says that the custom was of very great 

antiquity153 and its origin may be sought in the origin-myth of 

the Inca ayllu. In the Andean world, as elsewhere, its origin 

was surely economic, the device serving to give men property 

or power in a matcilinear society, Wc have already suggested 

that such societies are rooted in soil, that they derive from the 

economic predominance of women where women arc the 
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farmers, the principal food'getters. A.nd in some legends of the 

Andean peoples the memory of this truth is preserved; the 

Catiari folk say diat at the time of the great deluge,lb* two 

brothers of their nation, escaped to the heights of Huacapdiau 

and remained there until the waters subsided; starving, they 

came down into the valleys in search of food, finding herbs 

and roots which barely kept them alive. But two parrots 

entered their hut in their absence and set them a meal of cooked 

make and chicbay an intoxicant made with maize. This com 

tinued to happen until one of the brothers captured ouc of the 

parrots, whereupon the parrot turned into a beautiful woman 

who gave the brothers maize seed, taught them to cultivate it 

and, becoming the wife of one or both brothers, thus became 

{be ancestress of the Caiian nation. There is a manioc culture 

myth which tells how the daughter of a chief conceived inv 

maculatciy: her name was Mani. She bore a white girl child 

of surpassing beauty. The child wTas killed and burled and 

an unknown plant grew upon her grave, the Mani root 

(ManiVoc). 

In earliest times, in fact, the cultivation of maize was an 

exclusively feminine business,1-55 as was the preparation of 

chkb<t> and this gave women an importance which endured 

in some regions and tribes until historical times. Among the 

Chibcha, and kindred peoples who created a culture of high 

aesthetic standards in what is now Columbia, the five principal 

nations were governed by absolute kings,laC but their office 

was hereditary in the female line, the king being succeeded by 

his sister's son. Sister marriage was common;157 a wife had a 

right to Hog her husband; a dying chief wife could impose on 

her husband a five/year vow of chastity. A man inherited 

persona] goods through his maternal uncle, not his father, and 

if his wife died in child/bcd he had to pay compensation to her 

family. The Chibcha priesthood was hereditary in the female 

line, and although among the gods of these people one only 

seems to have been female, she was all/important, Bachue, 

Mother of the Human Race and Goddess of Agriculture. The 
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proto/Columbians hud no animals capable of being domestic 

catcd, excepting the dog, so that their tillage economy was 

stable and could noc be overthrown by a rising pastoralism, 

or Stock/raising economy. 

Among modem descendants of the Ancient Andeans are 

still to be found myths relating to the female origins of agri* 

culture. The Earth Mother, under the name of Niuigui 

appeared to die ancestors of the Jibaros and taught them the 

cultivation of the fttiits upon which they chiefly live. Offended 

by their ingratitude, this Indian Persephone disappeared into 

the interior of the earth, whence she continues, however, to 

ensure the growth of the crops. It seems that in prc/agricultural 

times plant spirits were more often male, a belief chat occa/ 

sionally survives the rise of female values with tillage. The 

Untoto, e.g., have an earth/fathcr, Naimuena.16* 

South A.merica., however, did produce the antithetical 

pattern, that of pastoral cultures, although of a sedentary rather 

than a nomadic habit. An ancient pastoral economy was 

revealed (byBomao) among the Atacama, whose remains are 

found associated with much llama harness and gear. The 

Auracaniaus, who were nomadic, may have beer llama/herds 

and were certainly patriarchal. But there is evidence of another 

kind. 

The central and southern Andean highlands arc the habitat 

of the animals which the Spaniards called sheep but which are 

really a kind of camel and which we know as the Hama. But 

the llama proper is so completely a domestic animal that no 

wild llamas arc found, just as there are no wild camels in the 

Old World. The wild species of this genus arc two,1B!J the 

hu aiiaco (A uclmh htmacas), an d the vicuna (A. vittmii). Of the 

huanaco there are two domesticated kinds, the llama and the 

alpaca, but these animals differ in so many particulars from 

their wild ancestor chat they are distinguished from it by their 

own specific names, A. ghma and A. pact). Furthermore, the 

differences are of the kind which occur when wild animals arc 

domesticated by herdsmen, and the breeding so controlled as 
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to emphasize those of their attributes which are of economic 

value: in the case of the alpaca, the fleece is much improved 

on that of the wild species; in the case of the llama the differ/ 

ences arc such as to make it more valuable as a beast of burden. 

Differences so great as to involve specific description and 

designation are only produced over great periods of time. The 

llama is the product of thousands of years’ domestication; its 

remains are found associated with those of peoples living within 

its range hack to times nuL long posterior to those of the giant 

armadillo and giant sloth hunters of the Quarternary epoch: 

pastoralism in the Andes is of respectable antiquity. 

It is ac least probable that die earliest Andean high civiliza/ 

tion had a stock-raising economy as its foundation, and that 

the Andean world reproduced1 the familiar Old World 

pattern of a fertile though warlike encounter between pastoral 

and ullage folk. There is, first of all, a language/clue to some 

such encounter. 

Markham says that the word micbec in Quichua means 

shepherd, but is also commonly used to mean governor. The 

wotd wichita (from tttkbcc) a Rock, also means the governed. 

Huayna. Ccapac/Inca, when he assumed the office of Supreme 

Pontiff in the state religion of sun-worship, called himself 

Shepherd of (he Stitt, Now, the Turkish conquerors of Byzan- 

hum, a Moslem people of pastoral nomads who imposed them/ 

selves upon the Orthodox Christians of that civilization as its 

proprietors and governors, referred to their subjects as the 

rabiyeb, the flock, or herd. Pastofitl peoples, when they conquer 

a community of sedentary farmers so completely that tio absorp¬ 

tion of the conquered by the conquerors occurs, tend to regard 

their victims as domestic animals off which they live, as formerly 

they lived off herds of sheep, cattle, horses—or llamas. Such was 

the attitude of the Turks, die Bui gars, the Avars and other 

steppe horse/herders of Asia, to the Cteek or Slav masses of 

their rahiyeb. 
It is surely probable that the double meaning of micbec and 

ntkbiyxa in Quichua is the echo of some remote descent upon 
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the valley farmers, by highland, llama/herding warriors. Just 

as only a people with pastoral traditions would have written 

The Lard is tny Shepherd, so only a prince with similar traditions 

would have called himself Shepherd oj the Sm upon assuming 

the Pontificate. 

E, J. Payne1160 goes so far as to assert that the rise of civiliza/ 

tion on Andean soils was entirely due co the domestication of 

the Aitcbems, and there is a good deal to support tills assertion. 

There was, at a very early date, in the neighbourhood of Lake 

Titicaca, a civilization “Apparentcd”161 to that which was 

later united by the Inca. Its centre was the city of Tiahuanaco, 

of which the ruins remain, an immense metropolis constructed 

by highly skilled masons and sophisticated sculptors with an 

act style so distinctive (and so horrifying!) that it is impossible 

to mistake it wherever it appears. The size of this city, and its 

workmanship, make it quite certain that Tiahuanaco must have 

been the capital of a numerous, intelligent, industrious and 

successful community. But the city stands at an altitude of 

12,500 feet and the climate of the soil of which it is the node 

15 incapable of ripening maize. 

On the other hand, there are vast ranges of the natural 

pasture of the audxtiia?, while the potato grows and matures 

satisfactorily. It has recently been made clear by Dr. Redcliffc 

N. Salaman162 dial the economy of a nation, given a very low 

standard of living for the peasantry and in the absence of 

potato blight, can be based upon the potato. But the cultivation 

of roots which are easily propagated vegetacively is so little 

stimulating to ingenuity and labour, that those peoples who 

have practised only this kind of agriculture have remained 

backward; and even peoples who, like the Irish of the nine/ 

teenth century, have fallen back from cericulture to root/ 

culture, have thereafter degenerated. Root-cultivators show little 

energy and spirit in the face of attacks by corn/ or meat/eaters: 

the aborigines of Haiti, at the time of the Spanish invasion, 

subsisted upon vast plantations of manioc, they were notably 

backward and invariably defeated by the Caribs, and according 
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to Las Casas163 twenty women working six hours a day for 

one month in the manioc fields produced sufficient manioc bread 

to last three hundred people for two years. 

It follows that the Tiahnanacans did not make a great 

civilization with a mighty urban centre, out of potatoes, and 

the only other means of exploiting .soil at that altitude which 

was open to them was by the domestication of the auchenias. 

If these arguments are sound the llama was domesticated by 

the Colla people of the Titicaca basin, and it is a fact that 

these people worshipped God in the shape of a White Llama; 

that the descendants oi these same Colla held die Hama sacred, 

as the descendants of the Aryan cow/herds of Sind hold the 

cow sacred; and that the very word lkma has, originally, no 

specific meaning but signifies simply herded animal. 

Finally, if these civilized shepherds did descend upon the 

valleys and coastal strips to the west atid clash and mi* with 

the agrarian cultures, there ought to be traces of this encounter; 

and, in fact, the attesting Tiahuanacan art style intrudes into 

the native styles over a considerable tract of the coast, and in 

many of the coastal valleys (e.g., Truxilo) quite un mistake 

ably,3®4 From all of which it would appear that the soil' 

exploitation pattern of the rising Andean civilization resembles 

closely the patterns with which wc are familiar in the Old 

World. 
* 

From beginnings such as have been sketched above there 

arose in the neighbourhood of Lake Titicaca a protociviliza' 

tion to which, although at some remove in time, the Inca civk 

lization was affiliated. A pan from the auchtfiias, the makers of 

tins soihexpl citing civilization had the potato. 

It seems that the histories of maize and the potato are linked 

in an interesting manner, and the early history of the former has 

been established by Messrs. Mangfcsdorf and Reeves165 who 

say that the primal plant -was a po decora growing somewhere 

in what is now Paraguay, that it was first cultivated east of the 

Andes, that it was brought across the mountains into the west 
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Andean valleys, and there cultivated; and that a mutation pro^ 

duced the prototype of the com which we now grow. Mean/ 

while, those immigrants who settled on the Titicaca plateau 

instead of going farther west, found that their com would not 

ripen at that altitude, and seeking a substitute among the local 

wild plants, lit upon th.c potato. Subsequently, the valley people 

received the potato from the plateau people, and from the 

latter the Maya learnt of maize, the cultivation of which passed 

north by their means, to become the staple of all the Americans, 

and the support of societies varying in their advancement from 

primitive agrarian tribalism to high urban civilizations. 

But while maize was, as it were, being prepared for this high 

destiny, the potato was enabling the people of the Collao to 

exploit iheir austere soil and make a beginning in the arts of 

civilization—the potato and, as we believe, the llama. 

Although Dr. Salaman might probably not agree with 

Payne in the importance given by that author to the llama in 

the exploitation of Andean soils, he does point out that charqw, 

dried llama sneat, was probably invented by the same people 

and at the same time as cbmo. Chime and cbtitquij stored and 

accumulated, became that surplus wealth out of which civiliza/ 

tion is made it would seem that the austere conditions of life 

at twelve or tbircccn thousand feet offered a challenge to the 

Tiahuanacans to which they responded aggressively, and thus 

advanced more rapidly in the arts of civilization than their 

cousins farther west, cassetted by the easy circumstances of their 

alluvial valleys. 

As wc have seen, root cultivation generally appears to be 

debilitating to the people who practise it to the exclusion of 

ccriculturc. Luc it seems probable that the Tiabuauacans did 

not choose to live off potatoes, and that they had a past based 

on the pothcom variety of maize. By the time their resources 

enabled them to descend aggressively into the valleys, the valley 

people would have developed the cultivation of the new maize, 

product of a happy mutation, and the highlanders would have 

seized upon this superior instrument of soibeyploitaiion while, 
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at the same time, bringing the potato to the valley people as an 

auxiliary crop. Oat and ttlluca, two other tuberous roots of the 

highlands, as well as the hardy bean quinoa, also helped the 

Tiahuanaco folk to develop their soil. 

The disadvantages under which American man laboured 

are such as to make the rise of the Andean and Central 

American civilizations all the more creditable. The want of 

milch animals deprived them of that food by means of which 

human children can be quickly weaned, and it therefore 

checked the rate at which populations could grow. The pves/ 

cnce of the potato and the manioc tempted the Americans, as 

the Africans were tempted by the yam (but as primitive 

European and Asiatic men were probably never tempted), to 

rely upon an easy, insipid and unstimuiating moans of subsist 

tencc. For the most part they resisted the temptation and went 

forward to the domestication and cultivation of the most 

magnificent and beautiful of all the cereals, maize. 

By a happy coincidence maize is the one cereal which can be 

cultivated on a scale sufficiently vast to support a high civiliza/ 

tion without the aid of the plough ot. any other tool for pro/ 

dneing a surface area of tilth: the Tea son is the relatively enor/ 

mous size of the plant. From the insignificant pod/COin 

varieties the Andean women produced, in the course of much 

time, cultivated varieties between six and eighteen feet in height, 

the ears ’betv/cen font and ten inches long, the grains themselves 

as large as a pea, and the ears on a single plant very numerous.16** 

Such a plant can be cultivated singly, and does not require a 

ploughed and harrowed field. On park/laud and forest soils 

the ancient Andeans began the cultivation of maize by the 

pernicious method of burning off the jungle and dibbing/tn 

the seed in holes, thereafter bodng round each plant as it grew, 

and continuing to crop the same site until the yield fell disas/ 

trously: the first crop of maize on virgin soil may yield as high 

as four/hundred/fold; the second onc/hundred/fold, the third 

about thirty/fold. The exhaustion of the soil was perhaps 

delayed by the practice of intetplanting with the maize a 
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legume, a bean which was trained up the growing maize 

stalks. But even so, such shifting tillage cannot become the 

basis of a civilization; for that, permanent settlement is 

necessary. 

As we should expea from the history of agricultural 

societies in the Old World, sedentary tillage developed in the 

Newr World, on the alluvial arid Hood soils of the Andean 

valleys: 

It is, however, in the valleys of die rainless tracts that nature 

points the way most clearly to permanent cultivation. Here 
the periodical overflow of the rivers leaves the alluvial lands 
on their banks in the condition of a natural seed-bed, avail/ 
able for the cultivator’s use with little or no labour.. .. The 
process is clearly marked in the rainless valleys on the Pacific 
side of America.167 

In most of the Andean highlands occur valleys of alluvial 

deposits and the plateaux through which the rivers How are 

rich pasture for the llama. Thus both tillage and stock/eatsing 

could be practised together, and it was also in the valley alluvia 

that the And cans first made a continuous surface tilth, using the 

digging stick, the iacchr, in lieu of the plough, and working in 

teams to the rhythm of song ot music, the diggers being 

followed by cultivators who broke up die sod into a tilth. On 

the soils created by the mountain, streams they could do this 

indefinitely without manuring, for those soils were naturally 

renewed: the streams were laden, at flood/time, with the pro/ 

ducts of mountain rain/erosion, the detritus of voleame rock 

which they deposited on the soil whenever they overflowed 

their banks. Volcanic detritus is particularly suitable for the 

recreation of soils carrying maize crops, replacing exactly those 

nutrients which arc being consumed. 

But although the valley soils of the West Andes watershed 

resembled, in their cuLtivaiion/promotmg attributes, those of 

the Nile, the Eupbrates-Tigris, the Indus and the .Mwang/ho, 

they were narrow and local, rhe product of scores of small 
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streams, not of great river systems. Had the Andean people 

been content to remain parasites on their alluvial soils, they 

could certainly never have advanced to make the great civil 

and military empires ot Tiahuanaco, Cuzco and of the Inca. 

The exiguous surfaces and inconsiderable number of naturally 

exploitable soils forced them to become soibmakers, to create 

the soils on to which they might expand their numbers, and by 

so doing to bring into existence the conditions in which 

civilization could rise. 

As the good and settled living in the Andean valleys began 

to cause increase in the population, and as the application and 

industry demanded by maize culture challenged the ingenuity 

of the cultivators, while its profits conferred on them, the surplus 

wealth which makes specialization of Labour and therefore pro-' 

gress in the arts possible, the people became numerous and 

improved their techniques. Both necessity and self-confidence 

would urge diem to increase the area of cultivable land. If they 

were to expand over soils which did not receive flood waters, 

they'" must discover the principles of manuring: they appear to 

have made this discovery by the accident of frequently tilling 

plots of laud which had formerly been the sites of dwellings 

and on which, therefore, had accumulated much organic 

refuse which had subsequently rotted. They must have con*- 

nected the fine quality of the crops on such plots with the 

organic material left there, and so gone forward to the idea of 

deliberate soil regeneration. Even so, in their narrow and 

mountainous tract, they lacked not merely fertile soil, but level 

surfaces of any soil at all. It was necessary to expand on to the 

mountain slopes, and to do this they must check the erosion of 

the sloping soils and build surfaces level enough to he worked 

even without the plough. They must turn to the rainless coastal 

strips of apparent desert, and to the desert areas inland. The 

alternative to doing all these things was to remain at a relatively 

low level of culture, which the Andeans did not choose to do, 

or which their increasing numbers did nor permit them to do: 

the rich alluvia of the valleys and their success with the 
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diickcnbs had produced populations so great that they were 

confronted with a maLthusian problem. 

The native American peoples seem to have been singularly 

aware of the very precious, and indeed sacred, quality of fertile 

soil. From their earliest times they were less guilty of crimes 

against the soil than other peoples, and even when they had 

become, in certain centres, sophisticated by die progress of their 

culture, tbev never lost touch with the soil; their attitude to it 

became intelligent without ever ceasing to be “natural”, and 

they continued to allow themselves to be guided, in their relay 

tionship with the living soil, by their senses and instincts and 

even by thcii traditions, rather than by their not inconsiderable 

agricultural science. 

That this was so is not to be attributed to any superior genius 

or sensibility, but to the nature of the soil itself: it was natural 

that they should understand and respect what they had had to 

make with their hands. But, more important, the fact that they 

were forced, in the Andes, in Central America and in Mexico, 

to create their soils in order to expand, meant that they were 

forced to retain, what other peoples have always rejected at a 

certain stage of development, the ancient structure of society, 

at least in so far as it relates to systems of land-tenure and iandy 

working. In the absence of machinery or of an advanced slave- 

owning economy, large works of terraciDg, or reclamation and 

ol irrigation can only be carried out by communal efforts and 

common labour. The organization of communal labour entails 

the development of the faculty for co-operation, and also a 

respectable central authority: in primitive communities it also 

entails establishment of that authority by religious sanctions. 

The religion of a people who rise by agriculture will be fun day 

mentally an agricultural religion; for all the American peoples 

the soilitselfwas sacred, the Earth was the Mother-goddess of all 

tilings from, the beginning; there is nothing peculiar in that, but 

what v peculiar is drat She remained enthroned into civilized 

times and when finally dethroned by Christ, the soils of 

America fell upon evil days. 
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Short, steep river valleys provided the alluvial soils upon which the 

Andean natives built their culture 
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Tlic Colla of Titicaca prayed to their soil: 

Mother of all things, 
Let me too be thy child. 

The women of Cuzco, domain of the Inca ayllu, offered maize 

and cbicha to the soil at planting time. The rise of the Inca did 

later entail the predominance of their tribal deity, die Sun, 

and the imposition of his worship as the State religion, but 

among the people the worship of Earth remained the popular 

cult, of Bacbac among the Ghibcha, of Pacbamamtna among 

the Inca. 

Probably the first manurial technique discovered by the 

Andcans was that arising from the 'cLaw of Return’. At first 

this law was obeyed in a very imperfect manner, for all parts 

of the crop/plant not consumed a$ food were burnt and the 

ashes returned to the soil. Subsequently it became usual to 

bury this vegetable carrion, so that nothing was lost. Irrigation 

was, perhaps, originally a manurial device, designed to carry 

not so much water, as silt to new soils, for the valleys were not 

rainless. Human excrement was early used as manure. 

The Andeans of the coastal nations were the first Co discover 

the manurial value of dead fish, today an important fertilizer. 

The fishermen cook great quantities of sardines in their nets, 

which they worked ftoiti baha rafts. The bodies of the fish were 

eaten, but the heads were sent to the farmers, who planted tire 

maize by dibbing a hole, dropping in a fish'hcad and two or 

three seeds. And these coastal people had an even more valuable 

manure: tire islands off the Peruvian and Chilian coasts were, 

and are, the haunts of large numbers of sea-birds, -whose 

droppings during the course of thousands of years had acctv 

undated in great white hills c>{guano, perhaps the most effective 

of all manures. From very early times there existed by custom, 

or perhaps by treaty after military disputes, a system whereby 

certain coastal nations bad exclusive rights in the guano of 

certain islands. Flow the manurial value of guano came to be 
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discovered is not clear, but it is certain that the coastal nations 

attached great importance to thcii rights in it, and that after the 

unification ot the Andean world by the Inca, to kill a sea-bird 

■was a capital offence. 

By the carefully regulated and controlled use of these manures 

the Andean peoples built up the fertility of their natural soils, 

converted natural soil communities into rich and stable and' 

ficial ones. That done, however, they were still faced by the 

want of land, until, by the following methods they enormously 

increased the area of tillage, as well as its fertility. 

* 

All the civilized American peoples were adept at making 

new soils. The Aztecs of Mexico turned their lakes into a 

lacustrine paradise by constructing “floating” gardens, first 

anchoring mud by means of osier reinforcements, then planting 

the mud with trees which, by the great extension of their roots 

fixed the new islands in the lake bottom. To this nucleus more 

mud accrued, until a considerable surface was available for 

planting. Beautiful though they were, these islands were created 

for economic and not aesthetic reasons.-168 

The Andean peoples had three ways of increasing their soil 

area. Of the first method, Sarmiento says in his History: 

. . . Pacbacuti Inca Yupanqui,1®9 considering the small 
extent of land round Cuzco suited for cultivation, supplied 
by art what was wanting in nature. Along the skirts of the 
hills near villages, and also in other parts, he constructed very 
long terraces of 200 paces more or less and 20 to 30 wide, 
faced with masonry and filled with earth, much of it brought 
from a distance. We call tirese terraces undents, the native 
name being stares. He ordered that they should be sown, and 
in this way he made a vast increase in the cultivated land, 
and in provision for sustaining the companies and 

garrisons.1’0 

Sarmiento here seems to attribute the invention of terracing 

to this Inca, but in fact it was of much greater antiquity, and 
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was continuously increased, over a great part of the Andean 

world during hundreds and perhaps thousands of years. The 

method of terracing was to build long parallel walls of un¬ 

dressed stone which followed the contents of the mountain. Bach 

wall inclined inward, and the space between, it and the hillside 

was filled with earth. The result was a series of horizontal 

surfaces Like a flight ot gigantic stairs, decreasing in depth as 

the mountain was ascended. These terraces were carried to 

great heights, as much as 1500 feet and decreasing in width 

until, whereas the lowest might be as much as xoo yards or more 

wide, the highest would be as little as two feet. Since the climate 

became cooler as the mountain was ascended, the crops varied 

in nature from bottom to top, and a single mountain/sidc 

would display a whole range of garden flora from such tropical 

crops as cotton and coco171 at the base, through tobacco, 

tomatoes, fruit trees and vegetables, maize on the middle 

terraces, to such hardy crops as qmua beans and potatoes at the 

summit. Such terracing is not, ot course, peculiar to South 

America, but in no other country and by no other people has 

it ever been practised on such a scale. The increase of terraces 

was regulated by the. increase in population, so that once the 

technique was perfected the An deans bad the means to solve 

their malthusian problem by cultivating the whole eastern face 

of the Andes foothills. 

Terracing was, moreover, used as a means of increasing the 

Crown revenues without taking land at the expense of the 

people: whenever a new territory was incorporated into die 

empire, or new expense incurred in the business of government, 

the level fields were left in tribal tenure as before, while terraces 

were built ot increased on the frill-sides in order to provide the 

land from the produce of which the exchequer could be filled. 

By the same means, the quantity of goods held in store could he 

constantly increased aa the size of the empire increased, the 

danger of famine, or even shortages due to cropdailures, 

eliminated, and the obligation of the state towards the widow, 

the orphan and the sick readily met. 
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As to the antiquity of the terraces, Sarmiento was so. far 

wrong in his attribution of the device to the Sapad.nca 

Pachacud Yupanqui, that in many provinces the aborigines 

knew nothing of their origin, and believed the terraces to be part 

of the original creation of the earth: Viracocha, they said, had 

brought the terraces into existence by a creative word, on the 

steep sides of ravines, and had caused the walls to rise and 

sustain them. 

Wherever terracing could be used to increase the area of soil, 

it was so used, but there were regions, and those the most 

populous, where the topography of the country made this 

impossible. In the fertile coastal valleys, therefore, no building 

was ever done upon soil which might beat a crop,3™ houses 

being confined to such sites as were naked rock. Beyond these 

fertile but narrow tracts lay the desert, but the Andean people 

supposed that these barren places had been created by die winds, 

which had deposited sand upon what must once have been 

fertile soil. They therefore undercook to remove die sands ol the 

desert and reclaim these areas, at least in part: they dug out 

great pits in the sands, some as large as an acre in area, and as 

deep as was necessary to uncover the soil, even as much as 

twenty feet, When soil was reached, it was tilled and planted,17a 

and the sides of the pits providing shelter against the wind, such 

crops as were grown on these plots would no doubt have been 

eatly and of prime quality. 

The origins of irrigation in rhe Andean world are. Like those 

of terracing, lost in antiquity, although its invention was also 

attributed to a manarch: Sarmiento says that the Inca Rocca, 

“discovered the waters of H.udn^chacan and HanaivchAvan174 

and led them in conduits, so that to this day they irrigate fields; 

and his sons and descendants have benefited by them to this 

day”. But irrigation was certainly a practice much older than 

the Inca empire. The people ot the ayllu of Copara, living in 

the mountains above Lima, said that the God Paria^cacca fell 

in love with a girl of their tribe whom he found weeping 

because her maize crop was perishing for want of water. He 
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therefore diverted a .stream high in the mountains, carrying it to 

her plot by means of an irrigation channel which he built. 

At die girl’s own request, he changed her into a stone at the 

head of this channel, and this stone became an object of 

worship.173 

In other parts it was said that Viracocha had created the 

irrigation channels at the same rime as the world, by the creative 

act of hurling a hollow cane; or that he had set certain 

animals, notably the fox, to work on their construction. It 

seems most probable that the earliest irrigation channels were 

constructed by men of the prtvlnca “Apparentcd” civilization 

of Tiahuanaco, arid that all memory of this had been lost 

during the chaos and Vclkerwanderung which separated the two 

great ordered societies in time. The Inca, however, knew how 

to value these works, and successive governments added to 

them* Huayna Ccapoc Inca, in the course of his visitation of the 

empire from Quito to Chile, caused new irrigation works to be 

built in the Collao, and Pacbacuti Yupanqui Inca appointed 

official visitors, one of whose tasks was (he extension of irtiga/ 

tion systems. And, indeed, most accounts of the royal progresses 

include references to such works. 

The most remarkable achievement in the making of soils by 

means of irrigation was that of turning die absolutely barren 

and arid coastal strip into a luxuriant garden of fruits, com and 

herbs. The Yunca people of the north>west littoral inhabited a 

rainless soil but they had, by means of irrigation, created a 

culture superior to that of their Inca conquerors. The water 

of many mountain streams was tapped at source, led into vast 

reservoirs of masonry, and thence by way of aqueducts to the 

coast, where it was distributed by in elaborate system of 

channels. The system employed by the Yunca must have been 

much the same as that examined by Markham in the Nasca 

Valley, and of which he says:17 & 

In 18531 examined the irrigation system of this valley very 
carefully. All that nature has supplied in the way of water is 
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a small watercourse which is frequently dry for six years 
together; and at best only a little streamlet trickles down 
during the month of February. The engineering skill dis^ 
played by the Incas177 in remedying this defect is astonishing. 
Deep trenches were cut along the whole length of the valley 
and so far into the mountains that the present inhabitants 
have no knowledge of the place where they commence. High 
up in the valley die main trenches or fwqtiios arc seme four 
feet iu height, with floor, roof, and sides lined with stones. 
Lower down they arc separated into smaller puqaios which 
ramify in every direction over the valley and supply all. the 
estates with delicious water throughout the year, feeding 
the little streams which irrigate the fields. The larger 
pttqtiLv arc several feet below the surface and at inter- 
Yaw of .200 yards there are manholes, cj<h\ by which work¬ 
men can get down into the channels and clear away any 
obstruction. 

An earlier historian than Markham, Card Jasso de la Vega 

Inca, describes a similar system constructed under the orders 

of the Sapa-Inca Viracocha, of which the main puqyios were 

twelve feet deep and wide, and traversed a distance of 450 miles. 

The great length of this and other aqueducts is accounted for 

by the fact that the Andean builders, like the Greeks, did not 

know the principle of the arch, were therefore unable to throw 

their aqueducts across ravines, and were forced to go miles out 

of the straight way in order to pass round the origins of such 

an obstruction. The aqueducts were fitted with sluices at the 

junctions of subsidiary pttquios and irrigation channels, so 

that the distribution of water could be exactly regulated, 

bach land-holder was allowed the flow of water during 

a time predetermined by experience of what was necessary, 

and if be failed to make proper use of it he was liable to be 

flogged. 

The su pply of water alone could not account for the inex¬ 

haustible fertility of the made soils of the coast, nor, perhaps, 

could the careful systems oi manuring employed. But it was the 

opinion of Liebig175 that all these irrigation waters were muddy 
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with the volcanic detritus of mountain provenance, and that 

consequently the soils were continually supplied with all that 

maize and other crops took from them. 

$ 

Enough has been said concerning manuring, terracing, pio 

digging and irrigation in the Andean world, and of the arv 

tiquily of these practices, to establish that the soils upon which 

rose the great ordered state of the Inca were artificial; and that 

the Audeans, unlike tire civilized peoples of the Qld World, 

not only did not exhaust their soils by parasitism, but on the 

contrary greatly increased both their fertility and extent. 

This achievement was the prerequisite condition upon which 

a great and prosperous empire ccuU be created on western 

South American soils, hut if it he true that the Inca will/to' 

power was responsible for the ordering and unification of the 

most stable and perfect artificial soil community in mans 

history, it is equally and conversely true that the pre/Inca 

foundation of the soil community was not only the perfect basis 

for die building of the Inca theocratic bureaucracy, but indeed 

demanded some such social and political system. Andean soils, 

Andean artificial soils, and the uniquely successful system of 

Imperial Communism which arose on them out of the ancient 

agrarian and pastoral communisms, were so closely inter-' 

dependent that while it is true to say that the want of sufficient 

natural soils and the consequent making of artificial ones 

determined the way in which the Andean social and political 

system would develop, it is also a fact that the nature of that 

development made sure that the soil-policy, the soil/relationship 

of these peoples, would continue along the same lines. 

There has probably never been, unless under European 

feudalism, a system in which agricultural, practice and social 

organization were so locked together in a perfect artifact of the 

mind and spirit. And nothing makes this clearer than the 

results which followed the imposition of the European system 

and religion on the Andeans. The soil was not directly 
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attacked, for the Spaniards were at first interested only in gold, 

but the social organism was destroyed and at once the soil itself 

began to die. Those wiser men of the Council of the Indies, by 

fat the most enlightened body of colonial administrators until 

the twentieth century, men who might have tried to maintain 

tire social organism intact by substituting for its heart, its 

pricst/king, the Apu/Ccapac/Inca, Philip II in the person of 

his Viceroy, came too late to check the ignorant and wanton 

destruction wrought by such ruffians as Pizarro and Almagro. 

With their beautifully symmetrical and delicately balanced 

social system in tuins, the Indians fell into a kind ot desperate 

and surly state of passive resistance. Neglect of the irrigation 

systems soon entailed the ruin, by drought, of the coastal 

gardens and farms. Nor did matters improve, from the Indians* 

point of viewr, with time; no conceivable system could have 

been more contrary to their traditions and instincts than that of 
V 

capitalism: ptopetty in land or in anything else for that matter 

was contrary to their religion and their history, and some of the 

actions committed under the sanction of the doctrine of 

laisttZ'fc.ire }mfez'pafwr> such as the selling overseas of vast 

quantities of'gtumo in exchange for the taw materials of an alien, 

incomprehensible and oppressive culture, must have seemed to 

the natives as criminally blasphemous as they were, in scientific 

fact, ecologically wicked. 



CHAPTER XIV 

ATLANTIC EUROPE: THE PERFECT 

ARTIFICIAL SOIL 

A So [i, consultant of international reputation told a branch 

meeting of the British National Fat mas* Union: 

“Whenever I get back to Britain it is a relief to handle 

English sail." He was making a very favourable comparison 

between the texture, and therefore the fertility and stability of 

English soils* and those of other parts of the world. He added 

that there were one or two other places in Europe similarly 

endowed. These fertile and stable soils are, with rare exceptions, 

confined to Atlantic Europe. Their nature is a product of their 

past, and they have been slowly transformed from forest soil 

communities into artificial soil communities; transformed and 

maintained. 

It is probable that an observer from another planet who 

understood human values would judge the achievements of 

Western Christian man, in religion, philosophy, science and 

rhe arcs to be of a higher order than those of any ocher men in 

the world, Ic js true that these achievements have resulted in the 

building/up, in the soul of Western. Christian men, of an 

overweening, blind pride which now becomes his hubris. It is, 

ironically, in an alien, classical tradition that out o£hubris rises 

the ct'i, whereby the sinner against the earth shall be chastised: 

Western Christian man appears to be about to destroy himself 

by means of his powers over nature, and if he is spared after 

all it will perhaps be because there is one great sin against earth 

which he has )\oi, at Least on his native heath, committed. As a 

peasant, a farmer, he has shown a, remarkable and almost 

singular sense oi responsibility, a respect for valuable traditions, 
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and a sure and subtle tact in making use of new devices and 

techniques with intelligent moderation. Atlantic European, 

soils are not only not exhausted by seven or eight thousand 

years’ association with man; they ate probably mote fertile and 

stable today than they have ever been. The crop per acre taken 

annually from North-west European soils is much in excess of 

the world’s average, and equal or superior to that taken, in 

classical times, from the richest soils available to Hellenic man, 

for example, the volcanic soils of Sicily. 

This greatest of the many great achievements of European 

man has, moreover, been accomplished not, as in South 

America, by a unified culture under a theocratic communist 

dictatorship; nor with the enormous advantage of a soil/ 

worshipping religion enduring from primitive to highly 

civilized times. European man has kept himself tolerably fxee, 

and as for his religion, though anciently the Europeans wot/ 

shipped their soil, dating the last three thousand years of their 

history they have adored gods and goddesses with less and less 

interest in or association with agriculture; and during two 

thousand years they have worshipped a group of Mediterranean 

deities wrhose own creative background was singularly iiv 

appropriate to Atlantic European conditions. These handicaps 

arc very real, very grave: God and soil are so immediately con/ 

nected that unless an alien God can be acclimatized, modified 

in his nature to flourish in the soil he is colonizing, the people 

who worship him or her on that soil will suffer serious psychic 

and psychological wounds. Recall the sound religious instinct 

of Naaman, who, in order to worship Jehovah for cleansing him 

of the leprosy, carried Palestinian soil back with him to Syria. 

An account of the relationship between Atlantic European 

soils and men must be broken into several sections and must 

include some times and places not strictly within its limits of 

reference. 

As the ice of the last Ice Age retreated, it left Atlantic 

Europe a tundra, a cold steppe community of grasses and 
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graminivorous animals, bison, reindeer, horse and mammoth; 

and of carnivorous men, the men of the Old Stone Age, 

These hunting Europeans enjoyed, in the vast herds of game 

which teemed on their soils, so plentiful a supply of food 

that they had little need to change their economy for one 

of agriculture or stock-raising. For where meat is ample men 

will not readily eat plants. In parts of the region under dis/ 

cushion, towards the south where the climate was doubtless 

rathe* less harsh, these men of the Pleistocene epoch were by no 

means mere brutes. Their communal hunting, like the pack/ 

hunting of wolves, probably made them communistic in their 

economy, without permanent chiefs, and with no more law 

than custom and expediency entailed. They cultivated rhe arts, 

however, and brought painting to a pitch of perfection so high 

that, considering craft, skill, and ignoring the question of 

content, they have revet been surpassed. Whatever its signifi¬ 

cance, its idea, their painting itself, as such, is sophisticated, 

far more so, for example, than that of a Giotto, or a fra 

Angelico. 

The Magdalenian painters were as sensitive to life, and as 

apt in expressing what they perceived, as .El Greco, or Picasso. 

The latter artists have had to be preoccupied with the problems 

created for man by man; the former might have given their 

attention to problems created for man by the gods. The great 

thinkers of Egypt or Hellas were as advanced and sophisticated 

in the power of mind and spirit as Newton, Einstein or Russell, 

Tools, and psychological techniques have become more in¬ 

genious; nothing else has changed. 

But each culture has its own terms of expression and these 

are predetermined fotit by the nature of the physical problems 

with which it has to deal. Since man ceased to be a soil/member 

a colossal amount of energy lias been diverted to the work of 

trying to restore his ancient leisure, his ancient liberty, his 

ancient freedom from the endless labour of forcing the soil to 

support him, instead of allowing it to do so; of defying, in 

short, the primaeval, curse . .. 
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cursed is tfic ground for chy sake; in sorrow shall thou eat of 
it all the days of thy life. Thorns also; and thirties shall it 
bring forth to thee; and thou shale ear the herb of the feld. 
In the sweat of thy face shall thou eat bread, till thou return 
unto the ground; for out of it wast thou taken: for dust thou 
art, and unto dust shale thou return.173 

But had the necessity for this diversion of energy never arisen, 

had the Palaeolithic way of life in the more favoured regions 

continued to support man in return for very little effort, and 

had man not proliferated so as to become a diseasoorganism 

of the Iife/complex of earth, it is at least possible that he would 

have responded with all his genius to the challenge of the 

universe as a whole, and not merely to that of the parish; have 

understood better with his aesthetic sensibility than, he has done 

with his philosophical intelligence. 

The method used to turn us out of the lidcn of the tundra, 

to turn us from soil/members to soibexploitcrs, was that of 

altering the climate. Higher temperatures and rainfall brought 

in the trees, the great herds of the tundra species vanished, and 

with them the Pleistocene communities of hunters and artists. 

In place of grass, grew trees, in place of the great herbivores 

the shy, small creatures of the forests, in place of great hunting 

communities of men the smaller, poorer, less polished if not 

less ingenious Mesolithic groups, devising an economy of 

forest food^gathering, and independent hunting,130 

The history of the advance of trees in Atlantic Europe has 

been reconstructed by palaeobotanists. Pollen grains preserved 

in such material as peat moss tell the story.1 Sl The advances 

guard of the trees -was composed of birches and willows, then 

came conifers, notably pines, later hazel, elm, lime, oak and 

beech. Doubtless the order varied from locality to locality. 

The dominance of Atlantic Europe by trees, meant a falling 

back by man; Mesolithic communities were relatively poor and 

iltaquipped, yet their members devised techniques and tools 

suitable to their environment, and which, passed on to their 

successors and neighbours, enabled che latter to begin the attack 
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upon trees which rlie ambition of man as a species made 

necessary, # 

Neither the tundra mammoth hunters, nor the forest folk who 

came after them were ever farmers, and during their tenancy of 

our soils these were left to grow fat undisturbed. The agri- 

cultural idea, tools and techniques were brought to Atkntic 

Europe from the south-east by immigrant peoples. The crafts 

of tillage do not, in Europe, slowly develop before the eyes of 

the archaeologist, as in the Faytun or in Mesopotamia, The 

Neolithic farmers appear abruptly, as it were, hr a world 

hitherto inhabited only by soil-members iu good standing. 

This primal infection of Atlantic European soils by man as a 

parasite was mild and harmless at first, and for many centuries. 

The typical primal agrarian civilization is the Danube J Culture, 

so labelled by archaeologists from die area of its principal 

habitat. Whence these Danubian people came, and where 

their crafts were invented, it is not here our business to inquire. 

In aoy case, north-west European agricultural society did not 

derive fro in that source: the three great centres of agrarian civiliza¬ 

tion were, as we have seen, the Nile, the Tigris-Euphratcs, and 

the Indus. From them the soil-exploiting tools and techniques 

spread like ink on blotting paper, intense at the point of origin, 

and growing fainter and fainter cowards the ever-widening 

periphery. At that periphery were the peoples in the process of 

being turned from Eden conditions into farm labourers. 

The direction from which the agricultural crafts spread into 

Atlantic Europe, not only by contact of people with people, 

but by the immigration of advanced societies, was that of 

Anatolia and the Balkans. 

The first European soil-exploiters, although they may haw 

been relatively advanced by aboriginal standards, practised 

agriculture in the simplest -way. They were nomadic, they kept 

to tire light loess soils, and in Britain to the chalk and limestone 

and gravel terraces. They shifted their cultivated sites as fre¬ 

quently as the exhaustion of the few inches of soil within reach 
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of their tools made necessary; they were assisted by an ample 

rainfall. They used the hoe as the principal tool, and no doubt 

their women were the cultivators, for among all of them the cult 

oi the Earth Mother was honoured, the usual stcatopygous female 

figurines being many from their settlements. Settlements, perhaps, 

is a misleading term, for they were not permanent; the peasant 

who noticed that the fertility of a plot was declining, went and 

cleared a new one, began its cultivation, then shifted his dwell/ 

ing to the new site, and finally quire abandoned the old one. 

The crops cultivated by these early European farmers were 

fairly numerous—barley, eitikorn, wheat, beans, peas, lentils and 

flax. By the time all these plants are found in cultivation, 

hunting, as an economic recourse, has been abandoned, at 

least among the Danubians who, in addition to their domes/ 

heated planes, raised small numbers of oxen, sheep and pigs. 

Farther west, on our own soils, the emphasis was different 

and less likely to begin the erosion of the soil—cattle were 

enormously more important than plants, and the area under 

cultivation relatively in considerable. 

To invoke a picture of the primitive European “farm” is not 

easy. There would be no hedged or regularly walled fields, and 

all round die periphery of the cultivated plots there would be a 

sort of no/man’s land, neither jungle nor sown, where the hoc 

and the advancing wild plants held each other in balance. 

Perhaps we can best visualize such plots by thinking of places 

which, during the war, were ploughed as allotments in common 

land, and which received only a bare minimum of attention. 

The huts of the farmers would be squalid and roughly made. 

The lairs and precincts of carnivorous or omnivorous animals, 

such as men, arc always unseemly. We do nor know at what 

stage of social development the first farmers had arrived, but 

probably the family unit was still in process oi emerging from, 

the tribal one. By analogue with Africans of our own time, 

we might guess that the first European farmers had not yet 

thought of the idea of land as property, that it was worked in 

common by women, with suitable religious rites, that the crop was 
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communally distributed and that chieftainship was ephemeral 

and confined to wai conditions. Socially, in the fist ages of this 

agriculture, the women, the mothers, would have been dominant. 

Probably the tilth achieved by these people would have 

appeared to us extremely untidy. The beautiful surfaces arid 

textures of wo tied soil which afford one of the most agreeable 

visual experiences in a modern countryside, are the conse^ 

qu cnees of plough and harrow cultivation ofone sort or another. 

True, as soon as the spade had been invented, some kind of 

pleasingly ordered surface could be achieved. The author has 

produced quite a seemly tilled surface with a digging stick and 

a great deal of sweat. The ancient Peruvians produced a beauti/ 

fui tilth with the taeda, and so do the twctKreth'centiiiy Irish 

with the almost identical loy. No doubt even a stone hoe in 

skilled hands, would produce an even and regular tilth. There 

is no reason to suppose chat the Neolithic men and women 

found any less satisfaction in making a pleasant pattern of their 

worked soil than the modem gardener with a spade, or the 

farmer widr a tractor plough. But the levelling of humpy 

surfaces is another matter, the Neolithic farm must have been 

relatively disorderly and only the fact that barley and wheat were 

grown snakes it probable that some sort of continuu us s urfa ce tilth 

must have been prod need.The Europeans, having no giant 

cereal like maize, could not make do in the Peruvian manner. 

Shifting agriculture was practised in Europe for the usual 

reasons, but the Atlantic European cultivators had an enot/ 

mous advantage over their tropical brothers in this tcspccc: they 

could not do serious damage to the soils they cultivated since 

they had no means of deep cultivation and all but two or three 

inches of their soil was out of their reach. The fertility capital 

of a temperate soil is not working in a teeming vegetation, but 

locked up in die soil itself in the slowly accumulated humus 

of centuries oi decay. And if the primitive farmers could 

exploit the fertility of the loess and other light soils, the major 

part of Atlantic European soil fertility lay waiting for the axe 

a ad the plough to make it available. 
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The social and economic pattern of the earliest farming in 

our region was not everywhere identical, any more than it is 

today. But it was nearly so, and probably the crops were much 

the same everywhere. Those peoples who found themselves on 

the fringes of forest and park-land soils, continued to hunt for 

the pot as much as they tilled. But there is no universal progress 

from hunting and gathering, through shifting tillage, to seden- 

Cary agriculture and nomadic stock-raising, and the story is 

confused by the relative backwardness of some folk and for¬ 

wardness of others, Neolithiccivilizationis not identical in, say, 

Britain and Flanders or Switzerland, Soil itself imposed 

differences in. the manner and style of die agrarian civilizations 

which arose, and although, for example, agriculture was 

introduced to Britain by immigrants with set ways and a well- 

formed culture, the colonized soils imposed terms and condi¬ 

tions in which that culture could be expressed, and to suit which 

it must be modified.188 

The second phase of agrarian culture is marked by the in¬ 

occupation of the abandoned sites of the first nomadic culti¬ 

vators by people who made larger settlements and among whom 

stock-raising was of greater importance; a fact which, if they 

made use of manure, would have enabled them to occupy the 

same site for a longer period. There is also increased resort 

to hunting, perhaps a retrograde scep but one which would have 

rested the soil; on the other hand, a warrior class appears among 

people formerly—by the absence of weapon relics from their 

sites—pacific. War is bad for soil. This change-over suggests a 

shift of values from, feminine to masculine. Population in¬ 

creased, and at about the same time bronze began to come into 

use and a little less reliance was placed on stone.164 The change 

from stone to metal tools was a very slow one, and for long 

after metallurgy was widely diffused, stone continued to be used 

and preferred for some purposes. The influence of the shapes 

assumed by stone tools at their most evolved and polished, 

endures today; our axe-head is identical in all but material with 
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that of the Neolithic woodman, and the iron knife of the modem 

Chinese peasant, in appearance resembling a. butcher’s cleaver, 

is precisely the same as the so'Calkd “rectangular” knife of the 

Chinese Stone Age. Stone tools not only have a very long life 

as an idea, but in physical fact, and the author uses today a 

wcll/knapped Hint scraper, picked up on his holding and 

knapped for cleaning hides perhaps four or five thousand years 

ago, to clear his steel spade when digging in heavy' clay. 

In the later phases of the "Danube” type of economy no great 

change took place in the relationship between men and soil, 

but pressure on soil grew and men became numerous, and by 

the end of this period the malthu.sian problem had become 

grave, a fact which would have helped to turn the attention of 

natives and immigrants alike to the forest soils. 1 he accumm 

fated wealth of/acr.; and alluvial agriculture, and of advancing 

stock/raising, the numbers and. prosperity of the farmers in 

plain and river valleys, made possible the release of men from 

general to specialized labour, a condition pre/requisite to the 

development of metallurgy. Bronze Age, and then Iron Age 

axes made a serious assault upon the trees possible at last, 

forest trees glow densely only on strong soils and wherever 

they grow they create a rich mould of enduring fertility and give 

the toil that granular structure which results from the floccU' 

lation of clay by very thorough mixing with organic particles. 

Moreover, the trees “cultivate” the soil to a great depth. 

Horticultural and agricultural writers have tended to give 

the impression that life is confined to the top-soil skin of the 

planet, and indeed it is in that thin and precarious integument 

that the basis of all life is to be found. But a far greater depth of 

soil is of more importance than is generally realized; ol a wheat 

plant or an apple tree, jess than one third of the total substance 

of the plant is above gtound. We ourselves have traced the roots 

of one small perennial, which seldom grows more than, a foot 

call, TmiU*o farfste, the common coltsfoot, to a depth oi four' 

teen feet in apparently barren clay. Tree roots are found more 

than forty feet down in the subsoil, and some of them arc 
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apparently capable, by means of the secretions in their feeding 

roots, of breaking down the fundamental rocks themselves, 

that is of: making soil. It is not doubt true that these deep roots 

arc primarily of mechanical importance, but they do an im/ 

portant work of top-soil creation. Rainfall leaches nutrients out 

of topsoil info subsoil, nitrates particularly being easily lost in 

solution. Moreover- an inexhaustible supply of new mineral 

nutrients is available in newly broken-down rocks deep in the 

subsoil. The deep roots of forest trees tap supplies of nutrient 

solutions at great depths, the trees convert them into foliage, 

which is dropped in autumn to enrich the top-soil. And even 

the timber itself, though it pass through an avatar as a manu¬ 

factured article, the handle of a hoe, or a Chippendale chair, 

will altimsucly return whence it came, as ash or by rotting. 

The whole of Atlantic Europe, with the exception of the chalk 

and some few exposed or arid sites, was, by the end of the first 

farming phases, a forest soil. 

Typical of human forest-soil members wete the Magle- 

mosian people, living on small game, on wild-fowl and. on 

fish which they took with a small spear, hooks or nets. These 

were the people who devised tree felling tools, first heavy cote 

axes of stone, later flake axe "heads with a wide cutting edge. 

These, and like peoples, if in themselves they succumbed to 

the changed conditions and fell oft’ flam the level of Palaeo¬ 

lithic cultures, at least contributed, for use by their successors, 

some of the tools by means of which: 

Man began to escape Ins complete subservience to nature, 

assert his will and make her work for 

... or, in our terms, to step outside the good order of a 

balanced natural soil community, create his own prosperity at 

the expense of order and the cost of soil debility, and so confront 

himself with the task of making an artificial soil balance. 

* 

In a work as bri.ef^ j» relation to the subject, as the present, 

fine distinctions would be out of place. We pa^s rapidly over 
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the intervening stages to the first Atlantic European age of 

settled farming. There is a temptation to linger, to build up, 

for we are aware of approaching one of the Great Ages of the 

region under review. 

Children used to be taught that north-west Europe was 

barbarous until the Romans carried civilization over the Alps. 

"What actually happened was that the Romans carried an 

already declining civilization over the Alps and imposed it 

upon a young and growing one, with fatal consequences. The 

Romans brought a sophisticated military, legal and economic 

system and thrust it by force on peoples with aesthetic gifts and 

sensibilities greatly superior to those of the conquerors. 

The develop ment of early Celtic crafts is economically asso¬ 

ciated with the turnover, in metallurgy, from Bronze to Iron, 

and thereafter with the Iron Age. Iron came into use in the 

ancient civilizations of the east Mediterranean about 1000 b.c., 

reached mid-Europe by about 800 B.c., and Atlantic Europe 

by about 450 b.c, Celtic iron culture began with Hallstatt and 

culminated with the glories of La Tene, This, unfortunately, 

is not the place to dwell in praise on the work of the La Tenc 

smiths and eiumdlcrs, and it will have to be sufficient to refer 

the reader to the relevant objects in the British and other 

museums, and to express the opinion that, as regards workman¬ 

ship and taste, nothing finer lias since been made in Europe, ot 
anywhere else. 

Our own short inquiry must be into the nature of the soil- 

exploitation which supported this high culture. 

»> 

From, the customs and laws of the various Celtic nations at 

the earliest times of which airy record survives, and from die 

vestigial maintenance of such customs and laws in remote 

Celtic endives today, it is possible to guess that the Celtic 

peoples were originally organized on a mattilinear, exogamous 

tribal pattern, and that therefore they began their career of soil- 

exploitation as tillers, rattier than as stock-raisers. 
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By the time of their Great Age in pre/Roman Atlautic 

Europe, however, the Celts, although practising plant hus^ 

bandry, were primarily stock/faimcrs. So much so that when 

they first conquered their new soils some of the land under 

cultivation may have been allowed to go back to pasture, 

tillage may have been reduced under their aegis, to increase 

gradually as the Celtic peoples settled down until, with the 

Belgic Celts, tillage began to be as important as grazing* 

Since animal husbandry was dominant in Celtic economy,1813 

we should expect the Celts to be, socially, patriarchal. They 

were, in fact, organized in agnatic groups- -that is groups of 

persons connected as kin on the paternal side. Such groups, 

tracing descent from a common male ancestor, are exactly 

reminiscent of the preAlughal Indian communities. And, 

indeed, the parallel is close, for, like the Indians, the Celtic 

villagers were equal and sclf/goveming within the sept or cla-n 

to which each belonged. The villagers either dwelt in hamlets 

of households, each house sheltering an adult male and his 

immediate family; or in great farms reads, the whole dan ttv 

ge[her; or in isolated farms. The soil, and not social custom, 

dictated these differences, the isolated farmer was a shepherd 

or cowman, whose isolation was due to the location of pasture, 

and he was none the less a. member ol the clan, and working as 

such. Where pasture lay close to the ar.ablc, the integrity of the 

clan could express itselfin the huddling together of its members 

in physical proximity.187 

The primary importance of animal husbandry among the 

people who dominated pre/Roman Atlantic Europe was one 

more gain to the soil, for the maintenance of grass cover during 

another long age, and die enrichment of stubble fields with the 

dung of grazing cattle, continued to build up fertility for 

Europe’s future wealth. The best part of cow and sheep manure 

may have been lost by the practice ol seeking distant summer 

pastures, but from the point of view of the present, this is not 

important, for soils subsequently to be ploughed received 

it. Pigs, moreover, were important in Celtic economy, and 
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their dung might have been available during at least part of 

the year. 

There was no property in land among the Celts. As among 

all peoples in an Heroic stage of society private property in 

personal goods was like gentry and aristocracy, class pride and 

distinction, important: in spirit the Celts were not egalitarian, 

but in the important particular of landholding, the holder 

was the clan. Pastures belonging to a clan were the exclusive 

right of that clan (though even tin's does not imply the idea of 

ownership as we know it), and the limits of the pastures were 

marked, maintained and defended at need. But not even the 

greatest man of a dan could properly say "‘this is my laud”; 

at most he could say, ‘"this is car kind”.193 

It is comparatively simple for a community ro own and work 

pasture in common--in fact it is difficult to do otherwise with 

any regard for equity, but arable is another matter, for the 

governing factor in successful tillage is quality of labour, 

and goodwill. The tilled land of tire Celtic septs was held in 

common but worked in severalty, each head of a household 

being allotted land from the common holding, in strips, so 

that there should be a fair distribution of good, bad and it\s 

different soils. These strips were redistributed at intervals, and 

no man ever “owned” one, but simply had a right to it for the 

subsistence of liis family and the maintenance of his social 

position as a free and equal member of the clan. His sous 

inherited, but what they inherited was not property, but rights 

—the same rights as their father's. If population declined, each 

macs share increased proportionately, until population rose; 

then the shares declined again, and continued to decline until 

the level of subsistence was endangered by want of land, when 

either a colony was thrown off, or the metropolitan holding was 

increased by “assartage”—that is by clearing the waste land.1S[r 

All this applies to Celtic free tribesmen in good standing. 

The aboriginal inhabitants, descendants of the earlier farmers, 

had no such status. In some cases (see below) they were 

enslaved, at least enserfed. But on the whole they existed in 
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their own communities, holding their own land, and paying 

tribute to the Celts but not otherwise troubled by them- There 

was no question of these natives being made working slaves of 

the Celtic freemen, to labour on the freeman’s land. Whatever 

the natives may have suffered as men, by becoming a tributary 

state within, the dominant Celtic state, the soil was spared die 

ill effects of slave exploitation, and the Celtic overmen wctc not 

tempted to forget their responsibility to the soil, nor spared the 

constant lessons deriving from close manual contact with it. 

Celtic good sense in soil management saved die soil from 

another ill effect which might have been expected to arise from 

their system of dividing the land equally among the heirs of the 

tribesmen, at the latter’s death.1<Jt> Such an arrangement tends, 

as we have seen elsewhere, to a progressive reduction of the size 

oi the holdings, to pulverization as it is called, until the srnalb 

ness of the holding which must support a household is such 

that the abuse of the soil becomes a condition of survival. The 

Celts got over this by malting their attributions of allotments 

ideal, not real; a piece of land continued to be worked as an 

integer, if its nature demanded it, and although tights in its 

working might be held by several and even by numerous 

tribesmen, no attempt was made to divide it physically. More* 

over, the tendency, as population increased, was not to resort 

to intensive farming, as in Italy, bur to clear virgin soil. It was 

realized that sharediolding in the right of a strip might not 

suit all temperaments, and such shareholding was therefore 

voluntary; no man was forced to accept such an arrangement, 

to “hold in joint tenancy”, if he did not want to. That, in 

practice, such joint tenancy was common argues a fine sense 

of unity in the clan, and of responsibility towards the commu/ 

nity and the soil. 

The Celtic agrarian communities, then, were villages of joint 

and equal tenant farmers, the ‘landlord” being the community 

itself, and with a gentry distinguished by birth, and also by 

wealth ni anything but land, until the system began to degency 

rate and Iand/owrung was introduced. Meanwhile, during the 
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course of many centuries, the Celts kept the soils of Atlantic 

Europe ill growing heart. 

* 

With their armies, municipal organisations and law courts, 

the Romans brought with them an advanced agriculture, an 

agriculture which had enabled them to exploit their southern 

soils for all die wealth they were worth, and to ruin them in the 

process. The ingenuity of the Roman farmers -was admirable, 

but its consequences, in the long run, shocking. Roman agri- 

culture was not, unmodified, suited to the Atlantic European 

soils. These soils were by no means cleared of cites, forests still 

dominated. The late arrival of iron in the norch/west once again 

favoured the soils we are discussing, for deforestation could not 

proceed at a pace liable to do much damage to climate. 

Roman agricultural methods were, to a. large extent, adapted 

to ‘‘dry farming*, since most Mediterranean soils were relatively, 

and arc increasingly, arid. Such methods, although they cannot 

be avoided on such soils if crops are to be raised, are destructive 

of soil fertility and structure, and result in the long run in the 

total loss of topsoil. The farmets on arid soils are almost bound 

to ruin the source of their own livelihood, unless they take to 

stock-raising as a primary technique of soil exploitation. But in 

the Mediterranean region stock-raising land is relatively scarce, 

and summer drought forces shepherd and herdsman to seek 

mountain pastures, whereby dung is lost to their valley arable.191 

The Mediterranean soils were under-manured and over-tilled. 

In order to preserve winier-rain moisture Roman farmers 

ploughed and cross ploughed their land with a light plough 

and a straight share to produce what is now called a “dust- 

mulch”. Dust mulching, by breaking up and pulverizing the 

soil, alters that structure which enables water to move up¬ 

wards by capillary action.19* The water is thus held in the soil 

at about the point where it is available to the roots of crop plants. 

In modern ptacticc this tilth is achieved by means of disk- 

bar rowing; anciently it was done by repeated ploughing. The 
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method, in arid climates, results in soil erosion, by \viu<3 and 

water. Not only was such water/conservatiot) unnecessary on 

Atlanticiidropeansoik; had it been practised, it would have done 

less harm. True, it would damage soil structure, one of the best 

assets of the farmer; but the soil would not actually be quite lost. 

Thus the soils of our region were protected by their own 

nature against Roman malpractices; today, whereas Atlantic 

Europe has no soil erosion problem, the soils of the Mcditctv 

raneau shores ate gravely diseased. 

In typical Roman farming conditions it was necessary to thin 

cereal crops for fear of overcropping the land. This was done 

by grazing cattle on the springing com. In southern, light 

soils this might be effective by many plains being pulled out 

by the roots. But on a strong holding soil, on the soils of 

Atlantic Europe, the same method exactly is used to thicken 

the crop, nor thin it. This has long been the practice, but for how 

long we cannot determine.m And forest soils under a z$ to 

50 inch mean annual rainfall can stand this thickening very 

well, can support a crop three times as heavy' as arid soils: 

The ancient farmer (says Stevens) had accumulated, in 
centuries of practice a large body of doctrine upon the mW 
tions of crop and soil; and perhaps because agricultural tech/ 
nique was the possession rather of the conservative and 
practically/minded peasant, than of the scientific thinker, 
the doctrine tended to develop rather on this line than in the 
direction of sacrificing the perfection of soil suitability to the 
advantages of a varying rotation. Ancient authors are casual 
and unsympathetic in their treatment of it, and most of them 

seem, to have regarded the change of crop on land as an 
exception justified either by the soil or the climate. On low/ 

lying volcanic soil, well/watered and rich, liberties could be 
taken. In Campania for instance the land was cropped all 
the year round with PanictitK, with millet and with a green 
crop. This looks dangerously like overworking the soil, and 
it may bo no accident that this is a district which reveals 

evidence of derelict land in the fifth century. More commonly 
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retail on wax practised because fortunate climatic conditions 
permitted it; a wet. summer, for instance, might allow a 
Spring-grown green crop or even a spring wheat or barley 
to be slipped into the ordinary crop-fallow rotation, and h is 
significant tbit the authorities assign to the Alps and the 
Po valley—regions where more than the normal summer 
moisture is to be expected—the principal developments of 

such a. practice,1'44 

In short, m arid “Roman” conditions, the “rotation” was 

crop/failow—no rotation at all. The fallow was supposed to 

restore the land ro heart: by keeping it clean of weeds, in fact, 

tire fallow had a chance to build up supplies of available 

nitrates for the following season* But this would restore its 

sinews rather than its heart, and unless it were heavily manured, 

each fallow season would simply see a further exhaustion of 

nitrogenous material. In Atlantic .Europe a. true rotation, with 

the green crop sometimes ploughed in, could be used, so that the 

heart of land could not only be maintained, but made slowly 

more heroic, as it were, and the soils could grow greathearted. 

In the matter of arboriculture too the north-west soils and 

the practices on them, offered conditions favourable to their 

own improvement. The Mediterranean farmers were forced to 

plant vines and iigs and other fruit trees on eroded soils which 

would grow nothing else. But the culture of the vine was so 

enormously profitable that it was always spreading on to the 

better soils. While viticulture was, for the individual planter, 

certainly die most profitable way of exploiting soil, it was, for 

the community, a mistake, and the Roman government was 

frequently forced to legislate against the spread of the vineyards 

on to soils needed for bread crops. But in the south even viti- 

culture entailed elaborate special techniques for the conserva¬ 

tion oi water and the protection of the ripening fruit against 

excessive sunshine, with the interesting result, incidentally, that 

early north-west European treatises on viticulture arc full of 

advice, lifted from the classical treatises, and entirely unsuitable 

for Atlantic conditions. In Atlantic Europe, the community 
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was protected against the spread of the vineyards by the fact 

that strong, forest soils ate unsuitable for viticulture, which 

however can be very successful on steep hillsides arid bluffs of 

poor soil, unsuitable for other crops, but yielding a wine much 

superior to that grown on rich soils, or in too much sunshine. 

The vineyards at the northern Limits of the zone in which grapes 

will grow' and ripen (traditionally, but not accurately, 51° N, 

lit.) have always yielded the finest and most delicate wines.155 

C. E. Stevens estimates the Roman mean wheat yield as 

about nine bushels pci acre. In Britain today it is nearer, and 

often surpasses, twenty cwt. The yield on the arid American 

soils under dry/farming condidons is about eight cwt., ob/ 

tained only with fertilizers, and at the cost of losing top/soil 

bodily at a catastrophic rate. 

Farming in Atlantic Europe under the Romans would 

have approximated to general Roman practice, hut must have 

been very much modified to suit the soils, and by Celtic prac/ 

dee. The Romans did not by any means find a virgin soil, nor 

cultivators confining themselves feebly to the light and tree/ 

less soils. The Belgae, both on the Continent and later in 

Britain, had made progress in attaching the trees and cultivate 

fug the forest loams and the lighter clays. On such soils dust 

mulching and pulverization with the light Roman plough 

would have been inappropriate, whereas deep ploughing with 

the massive Celtic plough, drawn by a team of eight oxen, and 

provided with something like a mould board, was necessary. 

Such a plough, according to Pliny, in a passage said to be 

corrupt, originated in Gaul or Rhaeria, chat is among the Olts, 

Thai system of land tenure and soil exploitation which 

became typical of the Middle Ages was already emerging 

towards the end of the Roman Imperial era, and was to some 

extent a creation of the soil itself, of the physical conditions in 

which fanning was carried on. The land was cither worked by 

the inmates of separate and isolated farmsteads and hamlets; 

or by a community composing groups of farms, that is by 

villages ot country “townships”. Lond'holding was of two 
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types; the common, unenclosed field; and the enclosed holding 

which was the holder’s property.19 d Not by any means all such 

enclosed holdings were the result of seizure of common land, 

and there arc wry ancient traditions for enclosed farms existing 

side by side with the common-'field holding. However, the 

commoivfScld and strip cultivation, the size of the strips being 

a product of the heavy Celtic plough and the length of distance 

the team could draw it without resting, were commonplace in 

late .Roman, times. 

Wc have already seen that the very nature of the soils of 

Atlantic Europe, and the difficulty of clearing them, as well as 

the climate, protected them against debilitation by exploitation. 

What is more the application, in the north, of certain southern 

practices, would have tended to build up soil. The use of 

manure on an arid soil scale, would, for example, enrich the 

soil to a greater depth in conditions of high rainfall. Moreover, 

with ample pasture available, not in distant mountains but in the 

near neighbourhood of the arable, land which would later be 

ploughed, as the arable expanded, was manured. Nevertheless, 

had the empire continued prosperous, had population coiv 

tinned to grow and cities to be built, exploitation of the still 

relatively new' and unstable nordvwest soils -would have tended 

to become excessive in Atlantic Europe, as in Italy itself. Eor^ 

tunaedy for the soil, the Roman Empire was falling to pieces, 

rotting from within and battered from without. Clearance of 

virgin soil ceased, in the third century on die Continent and 

in die fourth in Britain. Population fell, cities declined, the 

wild species, plant and animal, crept back to reconvert the 

artificial into natural soil communities, and during the Stum 

uttd Dfdttg of the Teutonic l/iilkcrwimdemig the land rested, and 

man, potentially a disease organism of his living soils, was 

severely checked . rj*7 

The new Teutonic tenants of Atlantic Europe, combining 

with the ancient peasantry when they did not exterminate it, 
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inherited from Rome more than the pattern of a settlement 

system- They brought their own ideas of the values of men, but 

they did not despise the techniques which had been taught to 

the Celtic natives by the Roman farmers. They also inherited 

abuses, which bad their consequences in the shape and style 

ol the new communities. The system of later Roman land 

taxation,133 if it was to yield adequate revenue “ depended upon 

the most intimate connection between the labourer and the 

land (and) would hardly he practicable unless the connection 

were stabilized. By enactments, notably a.d. 332, cultivators 

were fixed permanently to the soil,**1®0 It is at least possible that 

in this practice is one of the origins of a serfdom which m aired 

the Feudal system, although, indeed, it was mitigated by the 

great body of rights which protected the manor serfs- Such 

serfdom is, however, more ancient than the Roman fiscal law 

would make it, for Caesar characterized the people of Gaul as 

‘little better than slaves", and, in fact, the Celtic conductors of 

Atlantic Europe had reduced the aboriginals, as wc have seen, 

to tributaries. Caesar’s remark, however, seems to us 10 indicate 

a misunderstanding: as a typical tycoon in a system which had 

degraded a rule of freedom to one ofirresponsibitity in the service 

of individual private wealth, he would be capable of nothing 

but contempt for a way of life based upon service to the com'’ 

munity, rather than profit. He was surely condemning the 

Celtic system of communal responsibility in much the same 

spirit as nineteenth/century historians condemned tbe state 

socialism of the Incas. Personal freedom to abuse soil and other 

commodities in order to get a fortune, a state of affairs which is 

typical of the moral and social anarchy of declining civilwa/ 

dons, is not compatible with service to the community, or to 

any other social idea. 

I11 practical matters, the Atlantic European provinces in-' 

herited from Rome the practices of sub/Soiling, drainage, 

frequent and clean cultivation, and the use of such fodder crops 

as vetch, lucerne, fenugreek, chick-pea,206 of some stall feeding 

by means of these crops, and of die conservation of manure. 
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for the most part, however, what the Teutonic peoples 

introduced into Atlantic European lands was new, and 

derived from their respect for the ideas of equality: this attribute 

was most powerful among the Norsemen, least powerful 

among the Franks. The Anglo-Saxons fall between the two: 

the Norsemen would with difficulty recognize any high chief 

at all, the Saxons made kingdoms but had difficulty in main¬ 

taining them, the franks were able-to produce a centralized 

empire. Britain, as we know her, was a product of Norse and 

Saxon qualities, modified in the eleventh century by a new 

Norman governing idea, Norse in origin, Frank and Latin 

in what it had learnt. To this fact, as much as to any other, can 

be attributed the British political genius, which succeeded in 

creating a working democracy. 

The Teuton hordes which seized Atlantic Europe from the 

senile hands of Rome were not simply armies of soldiers, but 

migrations of whole nations. Bede says that die original home 

of the Angles and Saxons was left empty after the seizure of 

Britain, and doubtless the same was true of the Frankish home¬ 

land. However, the immigrants did not utterly destroy 01 dis¬ 

possess the Romano-Cellic inhabitants of their new countries. 

These people were treated much as their ancestors had treated 

the aboriginal Britons. Within their own communities they 

were left with land and laws, constituting a.tributary state within 

a state; subsequently they were absorbed into the new English 

—and on the Continent Gothic, Frankish, Thuringian, 

Lombard, etc., system—as it was necessary that they should be, 

since even among the Norse people central authority was 

stronger than among the Celts, That the natives were left free 

in essentials is clear from the lact that Celtic, or Romano- 

Celtic natives were entitled to wcrgddr^1 It is equally clear that 

the Celtic citizen did not enjoy the same status as his Teutonic 

social equivalent, since his u/ergeld was fixed, at least- in 

England, at half the figure to -which the Saxon was entided. 

It was thus half as expensive to cut the throat of a Bricon or 

a Gaul, as to cut the throat of an Englishman or a Frank, 
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but this does not mean that the Roinano'Celt was a chattel 

slave. 

Like the Celts, the Teutonic peoples settled their soils in 

village communities and cultivated the land in common, and 

these communities, however soon the Tact was lost sight of, 

were agnatic kindred groups at first. These groups, however, 

were given a head, a lord21)2 responsible for them to the King. 

This lord, although possessed of great powers and in some 

sense a. land ✓owner, was not a land'owner in our sense of the 

word. He could not sell the land, he was nor a freeholder, he 

owed service in return for his holding. He was a sort of king's 

agent for the management of the land of his estate, but he could 

not manage it according to his will, but only according to 

custom and with the agreement of the tenants in council. He 

was in very much the position of the managing director of a 

joints Lock company, responsible to the shareholders, the latter 

being the tenants. It amounts to this: that among the Teutonic 

peoples all land whatsoever belonged to the people, in the 

person of the king; die Grown was the symbol of the commotv 

wealth, the commonwealth that idea which expressed the 

equality and the will of the people. The land was managed by 

the people who worked it, their immediate executive for eiv 

forcing their will was the lord, and their national executive 

the king. This was a system as sound, as sensible and as noble 

as any ever contrived for the management of soil, and of men: 

it suggests in the people who contrived it an incomparable 

political tact. In England, where it was at its best, it endured for 

a thousand years. 

The soldier lord settled by the king in the management of 

an estate was not merely responsible for order and taxes, but 

for die proper cultivation of the soil. If tenants were wanting 

he had ra find diem, and he had to see that custom was not 

departed from and chat the soil was efficiently exploited; if he 

failed in this, he was guilty of a specific and punishable 

offence.20* However, the lord was not ftee to initiate agricultural 

novelties; he must see to the good management of the soil, but 
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it must be within the limits of custom, and subject to the 

criticism and agreement of the tenant shareholders in council. 

This was cruc whether the tenants were freely settling Teutonic 

peasaut^soldiers, or half-servile natives. In. both cases, 

according to Vinogradoih 

the customary arrangements are made and enforced by the 
community, probably with more or less pressure from 
stewards and powerful people, but in the main on communal 
lines: so communal indeed disc even the strips2*11 on the lord’s 
shares were in many cases intermingled with the rest, and 
he was bound to submit to the plan of management and the 
rules laid down by the common consent of the meetings of 

the shareholders. 

The freely settling Teutonic peasant communities were 

originally, as wc have said, kindred groups205 hut they seem 

soon to have lost the kindred tie, substituting economic and 

social ones. 

Within the holding of the community, he. later the lord’s 

"property”, rights in land to cultivate for subsistence were dis* 

tributed and called “family land”. This tight was inherited 

by the heirs of a man’s body, among whom it was subject to 

division. But—to emphasize—that which was thus divisible 

was not the physical laud as property, but a share in the right 

to certain uses of the land. Even so such division would ha ve 

resulted in the reduction of holdings to si2es inconveniently 

small, if each had to be worked by the individual householder 

to whom it was allotted. Tltis was not the case, division oi 

right did not entail physical division, and a man’s heirs con-' 

tinued to work his strips as a united household of cultivators.200 

Communal responsibility for soil man age mem, governed by 

custom, and symmetrical arrangement of mutual service from 

top to bottom, the whole testing or the opcrvfeld system of 

cultivation of soil—such was the state of Atlantic Europe from 

about A..D. 500 to about 1500—throughout which time the 

gradual substitution of a cash economy for a subsistence 

economy was breaking down the system, and bringing in that 
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of private property which succeeded it. In certain places the 

system broke down- where, for example, the pasturing of vast 

flocks of sheep was produced by the demand for wool. But, 

on the whole, the system was stable, and its treatment of soil, 

aldrougb by no means ideal, was such that when the agrarian 

revolution brought in high farming, the soil with which the 

new men had Co work was, on the whole, in good heart. 

* 

The amount of tree felling and land clearance carried out in 

Europe during the Roman epoch was more or less in propoi> 

cion to the intensity of Roman civilization at any given point. 

Caesar, in his Gallic War describes the country cast and north 

oi the Rhine as all. forest for hundreds of miles. It was, mores 

over, forest still primaeval, unknown, and Caesar appears to 

believe the talcs of some excessively queer animals said to 

inhabit it: as to the methods of bunting them, he would seem 

to have been taken in by a leg-pull. The point is, trees still 

dominated and it was the Teutonic farmers who first moved 

on to the heavy soils, a move which entailed a heroic work of 

pioneering. The Saxons in England, in particular, by making 

the heaviest soils available to agriculture, were responsible for 

a major agrarian advance. They exploited their new soils by 

means of the open-field system and a three-course rotation. 

The open-field system of soil management entailed the 

following arrangements: to each township belonged a given 

area of land, the greater part of which was unreclaimed waste 

and not divided according to the share system, being common to 

all villagers. Part of this untilled land was composed of 

meadows, and each householder had his turn at grazing stock 

or cutting grass in these valuable pastures. 

Arable strips were scattered all over the village bolding, on 

the most suitable soils and sites, and a householder’s share con¬ 

sisted of a number of such scrips, distributed fairly, so that he 

would have some good soil, some indifferent and some poor. 

There were cases in which the villagers were shuffled round at 
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intervals, moving to a new holding, in order that equity might 

be even more rigorously observed. In any case the house* 

holder's absolute right over his share endured only during the 

season of cultivation, to lapse after harvest, when his scrips 

revetted into the common Held, and to be resumed in the 

following ploughing time. Moreover, even during the season 

of cultivation. Ins right was limited by custom and the decision 

of the tenants in council as to what should be sown, when, how 

cultivated and when the haivcst should be carried. Thus, the 

rotation of the crops on all the arable land of the village was 

managed as one piece, and each shareholder grew the same crop 

in a given season. The rule was wheat, followed by beans or 

oats, followed by fallow. 

Manuring consisted in driving the cattle belonging to all the 

villagers on to this stubble after harvest. 

This system would not have done much to improve soil, but 

nor would it have consumed it, or only very slowly. Generally 

speaking, the men and soil of the whole medieval period held 

each other in balance, and there is not much evidence that 

the weight and quality of crops were any less at the end than at 

the beginning of the period. It seems probable, however, that 

there was a very slow consumption of soil fertility, and that the 

stability of the manorial land-tenure practice, its very long 

endurance, was in itself mildly pernicious. 

In England, for example, notably in Oxfordshire, on a 

typical Manor,207 the average yield between 1277 and 1285 

was eight and three-quarter bushels of wheat per acre, but 

between 1350 and £353 it was only six and a quarter. A hun¬ 

dred years earlier yields were of the order of twelve bushels.so* 

It is at least possible that exasperation due to declining fertility 

may have been as much the cause of the numerous jcquerics, 

as more reasonable grievances. On several occasions, it is true, 

the soil was rested by the interference of other species which 

sharply checked the increase in human population, in any case 

slow. The bacillus of bubonic plague did excellent work in 

tins respect, and doubtless there were other micro-organic 
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species which helped. On the whole, despite these allies, 

fertility was slowly being lost to soil, but the happy fortune 

which had protected Atlantic soils for so long again intervened, 

the preliminary changes preceding the agrarian revolution 

arrived before the damage became at all serious, and much 

degenerate land went back under grass. 

Tiie amount of land "belonging” to eacli township was very 

extensive, so that men sat thinly on soil at id could therefore 

infest it only mildly. The limits of the land of one Manor might 

be marked to separate them from the lands of its neighbours, 

but this was not always the case. Certainly, in the beginnings, 

there was plenty of waste land for everyone and no need to 

quarrel over boundaries, for only about io per cent of a manor 

holding was arable. The rest, pasture, woodland, marsh, moor 

and bill, was common, and where it was ample for the popular 

tion of the manor few restrictions were placed on the use of it, 

although the lord might and often did regulate the hunting of 

the community on the waste, in order to retain die best of it for 

himself, and sometimes even the sole rights. Where necessary, 

in the waste as well as the arable, ditches, canals and dikes 

were made by the community or, where ‘'intcrvcominoning” 

occurred, that is where no boundary was fixed between the 

common lands used by several neighbouring manors, then all 

the interested communities contributed labour to this common 

work. 

Such inter/com moiling, however, gave rise to disputes and 

the necessity to Hx boundaries, out of which seems to have 

arisen the idea of land as "belonging” to a village, and in this 

we might look for one of the origins of the notion of land as a 

chattel. Vtnogradoff says:1100 

In some cases the waste not appropriated by a single 
township may have been considered as appertaining to the 
Hundred, and many disputes concerning it may have been 
decided in the Hundred court. But there arc also instances of 
the jurisdiction of the shire in such trials; and if we examine 
die concrete examples of inter commo ding which have come 
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down to us, wc sec that in most cases it arose between two 

or three contiguous villages by reason of their natural position 
on the border of a large moor or wa ste thicket* This fact has 
a certain importance as illustrating the original vagueness of 
all legal distinctions in this respect. They start from a gradual 
appropriation of the soil, and proceed step by step to clearly 

defined and limited rights. 

Rights, that is, of the manorial community as an integer, not 

of individual farmers. But the idea is there, boundary suggests 

indosure first by the village, and subsequently, by way of the 

marking off of one mans holding from his neighbour's, by 

individuals. 

As population increased and “stinting” of common tights 

had to be resorted to, the manor courts laid down rules for the 

management of the common as well as the arable land. 

The use of common pasture was also regulated, each peasant 

having fights to so much pasture for a certain time, his 

“stint”.1110 Certain .kinds of pasture, were allotted to homed 

cattle, other grass to sheep, and the poorest to goats, and the 

specific needs of these various animals had been studied and 

understood before the allotments were made. 

A social system which is tightly interlocked with its soil 

system seems to imply, in its rigidity, a static population, for 

clearly changes in population would entail a flexibility in the 

system of land tenure and soil management which neither the 

Feudal system, nor die Incarial system seem to possess. While, 

indeed, there was so much waste land that extension of arable, 

and of the cattle population, could always be met by going 

farther afield and dealing virgin soil, the population of a manor 

could rise without straining the system of soil management. 

But when this was no longer the case, when making of new- 

arable or pasture meant the stinting of the waste not merely to 

individuals, hut to the whole village, then two “tights” came 

into conflict—although both of them belonged to the same 

farmers and it was up to them to decide whether it was more 

important to have more arable or retain the waste. But the more 
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difficult case was that in which the right of an individual, an 

enterprising peasant willing to inclose and improve waste, came 

into conflict with the general right of his village in that waste. 

The problem of reconciling freedom, equity and order, while 

maintaining the progress of improvement, is so difficult that 

it has newt been solved. The Incarial system was perfectly 

orderly, very equitable, and progressive in making soil; but 

this was achieved at the expense of freedom, an indulgence 

which the ancient South Americans did without. The United 

Stares society 1ms enjoyed unexampled freedom of the indi¬ 

vidual, but this, its greatest glory, has been enjoyed at the cost of 

frightful damage to the community’s heritage in soil, and at the 

cost of order and equity. The creators of the British Welfare 

State are finding themselves in great difficulties over this same 

problem, and in some danger of favouring ordered equity at 

the expense of freedom, and if the English, with their unique 

political tact, cannot solve the problem, it seems likely that it 

will never be solved. 

In Feudal Atlantic Europe the lord of the manor had at first 

the right to approve cases of “assartage", or inclosure under-- 

taken by enterprising individuals, including himself In making 

theix decision whether or not to approve, the lords had to 

balance the value, to the community, of the new arable, against 

the loss of part of the common waste. Whether the lords abused 

their right of approval iu their own interest, or whether some 

oilier cause operated, a restraint upon this arbitrary power was 

set up, and in due course it became die practice to permit the 

lords this right of approval only upon condition of the tenants 

being satisfied that the inclostirc of part of the waste would not 

reduce the common land below an amount which left “suffix 

dent” pasture for the cattle of the free tenants; 

Now this right of tenants to “sufficient pasture” is highly 
characteristic. ... The sufficiency had to be tested by the 
custom of the village in regard to the kind and number of 

beasts allowed to take advantage of the common.211 
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,., and it seems that this all/powerful custom even governed 

decisions - made in the King’s Court, when a tenant had 

recourse to them in an action against his lord, 

.As to the rise of private property in land it is far too tremeiv 

dons a subject to be dealt with here. Two prime causes for this 

change can be mentioned: the emancipation of serf-ten ants who 

owed sendee to the lord for their holding, by the introduction 

of a money economy and the payment of service as rent in cash, 

led to the rise of a class of tenant, "copy holding” farmers; 

and the inclcsute of the land of free tenants as permanent, 

individual farmsteads produced the yeoman farmer, the work/1 
ing of the lord’s land by paid labour the gentleman farmer. 

Meanwhile, during a thousand years, the manorial system had 

protected the soil against excessive exploitation for profit, and 

had fed the population more or less adequately. It had. maim 

tained a nice balance between plant and animal husbandry, 

between agricultural and pastoral pursuits, 

* 

If the manorial and commoivfield system conserved soil, it 

did little to improve it, and while it was equitable, it was 

necessarily unenterprising. Governed by custom its people were 

highly conservative, and although thetc arc cases of Manor 

Courts adopting new crops and new methods, they are excep¬ 

tional. Agricultural improvers were not, however, wanting 

throughout this period, and especially towards the end. In the 

south, where the Romans had advanced in their farming to the 

limit of what the soil would stand, nothing new could be done; 

but in the north, and even in the north of Italy, where the soil 

conditions were favourably humid, it was possible to advance to 

and beyond the limits of Roman practice. Stevens says that at 

the end of the thirteenth century Pietro dci Crescenzi212 was 

urging the use of green manuring, and in the sixteen ch,Tordlo213 
“systematically inculcated a rotation in which fodder crops 

should replace fallow”. 

It was, indeed, in Northern Italy that a new social system 
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was being tried out; the rise ofltalian city/states which were to 

be the model for the new democratic nationalism brought to 

its logical conclusion in the much larger states of the north 

might be expected to be accompanied by innovation in all the 

arts which support the community. By the same token, we 

should expea the Netherlands, where the new political idea 

was carried a stage farther, to produce agricultural novelties, 

and, in fact, during the two centuries, interregnum between the 

failure of feudalism and the rise of the new nationalism, either 

as absolute monarchy or as parliamentary oligarchy, the Dutch 

took the lead in agricultural improvement* They were planting 

clovers, turnips and other crops more ot less new to the field, 

devising new and lighter ploughs, and breeding improved 

livestock while the rest of Atlantic Europe was siitl trying, 

uneasily, to make the open-field system work, and sticking to 

the old thrcc/course husbandry. But the Dutch example was 

quickly followed, and in England improvers were importing 

Dutch stock bulls and Dutch ideas from as early as the 

fourteenth century. 

In order that the English might follow Dutch progressive- 

ness, it was uecessaty that there should be great economic and 

social changes. These changes were forced upon them by the 

state of their soil, as much as by any other cause. We have 

already seen, that the yields of the open field were falling, and 

meanwhile die profit from wool was rising. The obvious thing 

was to put the land into pasture. This, to the great advantage 

of English soils, had been done on a vast scale, arid both great 

landlords and small farmers had made fortunes out of wool, 

while the poor cotter had suffered and die land of whole 

counties was depopulated of men in favour of sheep.414 But 

as it was not feasible to do quite without arable, for there must 

be bread, the Manor tenants tended to come to agreements 

among themselves, divide the open field up into permanent 

farmstead holdings, inclose them, and stand each on his own 

feet as freehold or copyhold farmer. Such individual farmers 

could, of course, more easily try new ways. 
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It is convenient to trace the agricultural advances of the 

interregnum period, very briefly, in English rather than Contis 

nental terms, and by way of the sort of books which were being 

published during that time. These were numerous, but a few 

of the best will serve the purpose. 

The only two books written in England, but not in English, 

before 1523, on the subject of husbandry, were those of Walter 

ofHenly and of GrostStc. In 152$ came Fitriierbert’s Boh of 

Husbattdrlt and Surveying.21* The theme of this author's farming 

advice may be expressed in two short quotations from the 

work: “An housband,” he says, ‘‘cannot well thrive by his 

come without he have other cattelL, or by Iris cattcl without 

come.” This was the essence of the mediaeval system, in which 

pastoral and agricultural practices had been nicely balanced, at 

least in theory. But Fitzherbect explains the superiority of the 

new over the old system, in his advocacy of inclosure, by inv 

plying that the relationship between com and cattle can be best 

exploited in the enclosed field, “by reason of the compostyng 

and dungyng of the cattcll that shall go and lie upon it both 

day and night”. 

Thomas Tu$ser21(i (1557) advocated inclosure and a four/ 

course rotation instead of a three/course. He was in agreement 

with the other improvers of the time—begin by inclosing. 

Maseall, in his Tic Gwermerit of Cattcll had moved so far in 

spirit from the mediaeval idea, that we find him drawing upon 

Mago the Carthaginian. Among the arguments which the 

improvers could use in favour of inclosures was the very strong 

one that inclosed land, being unquestionably more productive 

under the new methods, was worth at least 25 per cent more 

than uninclosed, 

For some thousands of years seed, excepting in the maize/ 

growing countries, had been broadcast by the sower, and still 

is so broadcast in some places and by some smallholders. In 

1594 Sir Hugh Plate published his Newe at id Admirable Arte of 

Setting Come, which described a method of dibbing in seed 

through holes drilled iu boards laid on the tilth. This might be 
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considered the forerunner of drilling seed in rows, with the 

same saving in seed corn, and the same open cultivation, 

excepting that Tull had yet to be bom and to convince farmers 

that dean cultivation was important. 

The seventeenth century saw an immense increase in the flow 

offarming books in French, Dutch, Latin. Italian and English. 

Among the latter were the very numerous and repetitive ones 

of Gervase Markham, and in the middle of the century came 

Weston's very important A Discourse of Husbandrie used in 

Brabant and Flanders, whereby the English were introduced to the 

improvements which had been adopted on other Atlantic 

European soils, and which were to be the basis of their own 

great advances. The books, pamphlets and news letters of the 

following half century clearly show' what was happening: 

inclossure, improvement, for those who could afford these 

blessings: eviction, urbanization, proletarianization for the 

small peasantry, who could not. For every book instructing the 

man of substance how to cultivate Inis farms, build up his 

soil, make his garden and orchards and vineyards, there was a 

pamphlet: crying out that there is a new class of rural poor in 

misery and want, and that the new trend must be reversed. 

Here and there it was so reversed, by force. But on the whole it 

made progress, because it was, apparently, only too true that 

with the perfectly good social case of the old-fashioned apolo- 

gists, went a very bad technical one—they seemed to think that 

restoration of the common absolutely must entail restoration of 

the three-course rotation and the old crop succession. There 

was no reason why this should have been the case: it would 

have been, possible to keep the communal land tenure and 

adapt it to the new crops and methods; but the power of the 

ancient association, between a social and an agricultural system 

was too strong, and since the new ways of inclosure and private 

property in land were clearly more productive because they 

could and did entail the adoption of new techniques, it was 

not possible to abandon them, immoral though, from the social 

point of view, they certainly were. 
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Nevertheless, resistance to novelty was strong and the diffii/ 

sion. of new crops and ways very slow. Potatoes took well over 

a hundred years to establish themselves as a field crop, though 

their value had been well understood quite earlyJ211 The old 

way had concentrated on subsistence crops, the old farmers 

wanted to see food, not cash-equivalents such as hemp or flax, 

standing in their barns. 

With die various European movements for a new system of 

land/tcnure and die cultivation of new crops, began, tentatively, 

the invention of new machinery and tools. Sir Hugh Platt’s 

rather elementary and laborious method of setting come was at 

least practicable, but Wortledgek seed/drill, a drawing of 

which was published in his Systems AgricxlbtM, failed to work. 

On die other hand, the new ploughs were perfectly practicable: 

responsible for these was Walter Blith, who studied the ploughs 

in use in many parts of England and the Low Countries and 

out of them all produced his own improved model. 

From the point of view of the soil’s health, what was the 

significance of these novelties- More numerous crops meant 

that the net draft on fertility was smaller: the planting of fodder 

crops oflegumes would not only be good for soil, but would 

permit the maintenance of larger and better herds of cattle, and 

produce more plentiful supplies of manure. Far above these 

advantages of inclosure methods, was that of reducing the 

population living on die Lind. It was far better for the soil, 

though far worse for die men, chat fewer people should be 

engaged in growing the food for everyone, since there is a 

very definite limit to the rule that small subsistence husbandry 

is better for soil than large/scale soil exploitation: die new 

methods did not mean such exploitation; they meant, in time, 

an optimum soihman relationship. The commomfield system 

might mean that Coo acres supported 30 families of four persons 

each; the common/fleld crops were poor and thin, the cattle 

small and sickly, the herds reduced, every winter, to a mere 

handful by necessary slaughtering in the absence of winter feed. 

The six hundred acres would make about eight enclosed farms 
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of seven persons each, and the crops would be better, the cattle 

healthier and growing larger,213 After ten centuries man as a 

strip cultivator at 25 to the iooacrc plot was becoming a disease 

ot the soil. But men suffered for the salvation of the soil, and a 

great part of die rural population, poor but self-respecting small 

peasants, was pauper hied. 

In the seventeenth century no improver seems to have been 

in any doubt, however, that this was necessary and Walter 

Blith, who pioneered land drainage, fen reclamation, new 

manuring techniques, new clovers, as well as inventing 

ploughs, drought the open-field farmer an ass not co change 

his ways, 

he will royle all his days himself and his family for nothing, 
in and upon his common arable fielde land; up early and 
downe late, drudge and moyle and ware out himself and 
family; rather than he will cast horv he may improve his lands 

by impasturing, and enclosing of it. 

In England inclosure proceeded so fast, both by agreement 

and by force and fraud, that by the time, in the middle of the 

eighteenth century, it was made subject to Act of Parliament, 

about half the country seems to have been already inclosed. 

In France, where the free tenancy system had broken down and 

given way to absolutism, on the manor estates as well as in die 

nation at large, the distribution of land to freeholder peasants 

had to wait for the Revolution, It was particularly in England, 

in the north of Europe, and in the Low Countries that, by the 

beginning of the eighteenth century, die agricultural stage was 

set for the entrance of a folk-hero, an innovator who would 

show how to bring order out of social chaos, how to make a 

new social-agrarian system out of the beginnings made during 

the preceding two centuries. The social change would look 

after itself if the technical means could be found to express it. 

Jethro T ull was cast for the part, and with him worked a fine 

supporting cast of his own countrymen. 

Tull, a barrister of means, began his inquiry into agriculture 
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in 1699 on his own land in Berkshire and Oxfordshire, and 

like ocher innovators started with the question, how do plants 

get their food? He discovered that root systems were far mote 

extensive than was supposed, from which he correctly con* 

eluded that plants ought to be more widely spaced in the soil, 

and that the soil should be kept well worked, che latter correct 

conclusion being based upon an entirely erroneous deduction 

from the results of some experiments, that planes actually 

absorbed, for their nourishment, minute particles of earth, Tull 

might have done a great deal of barm, had it not been for the 

saving conservatism of farmers, for lie believed animal manure 

to be useless where tillage was adequate, and wrote that such 

nasty stuff merely tainted the plants growing in it. As it was, he 

devised and tried, with remarkable results, drilling seed in 

widely spaced rows, and keeping the soil rather deeply culti/ 

vaced throughout the growing life of the plants. To do this he 

had to invent two machines, the seed-drill, and the horse/hoc, 

which he did, perfectly successfully. He held clean, open culti* 

vation to be sovereign in agriculture, and proved his point. 

His example was not followed, or only followed very slowly. 

The anonymous author ol the Preface to the second edition of 

his BorX''haU£hin£ Husbandry indignantly asks: “How it has 

heppeued that a Method of Culture, which proposes such 

advantages to those who shall duly prosecute it, hath been so 

long neglected in dus country” He attributes this wanton dis/ 

tegard for their own interest to the “Characters of the men on 

whom the practice thereof depends. . . . For it k certain that 

very few of them can be prevailed on to alter their usual 

Methods upon any Consideration; though they are convinced 

chat their continuing therein disables them front paying their 

rents, and maintaining their families”. 

About a hundred years were required2*9 before Tulls dis^ 

coverios were generally applied, and in the meantime the 

farmers having refused to give up dunging theft land, and 

other improvers having discovered that animal manures were, 

as had always been supposed, useful in creating fertility, Tull’s 
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wrong conclusions did no harm, his fight ones a great deal of 

good. 

The improvement, rather than the mere maintenance of 

fertility, by manuring, was another product of the eighteenth 

century, but of that anon. Blith, in the seventeenth, had advev 

cated not only marling and liming, but also the use of a very 

long list of all kinds of organic refuse, which would delight the 

heart of a modem compost enthusiast. The principal source of 

manures being cattle, if manuring was to be stepped up to 

high-farming levels, it was necessary that cattle should be inv 

proved and herds enlarged, and for this end it was first necessary 

that winter feeding should be possible on a large scale. Hay had 

long been used for that purpose, but in the open-field system 

there had never been enough of it. The use of turnips, carrots 

and potatoes as winter feed was a seventecuth-century, or even a 

sixteenth-century notion. But die field cultivation of turnips, 

and later of swedes, depended upon the devising of a method 

of clean, deep cultivation. The work of “Turnip7* Townsend 

was, therefore, only made possible by that of TuiL 

It was a pleasant and useful singularity of the eighteenths 

century noblemen that they were often only very moderately 

attached to and corrupted by their political power, perhaps 

because it was accepted as a birthright, Charles, Viscount 

Townsend, having quarrelled with Walpole, his chiei in the 

government, retired to his estates at Rainham in Norfolk and 

turned his attention to fanning. His land was light and poor— 

his wife described the similar land of their neighbour. Coke, as 

“nothing but one blade of grass with two rabbits fighting for if*. 

Townsend applied Tull's principles to the cultivation of turnips 

as a field crop, building tip his soil by marling and ethet manur¬ 

ing, and cultivating deep and clean. Defoe had long before re- 

marked upon the enrichment of'certain .Bast Anglian farmers 

by the feeding of turnips to cattle. But by substituting turnips 

for fallow in a new rotation, by growing clovers, by Tulls 

methods of hoeing, Townsend demonstrated, on a sufficiently 

large scale, that cattle need not be slaughtered for the winter, 
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that they could be fed on clamped turnips, and that fallowing 

could be dropped out of the rotation with advantage to soil 

structure* The turnips at Ramham were fed off by folded sheep, 

they were succeeded by barley and oats, then clover, then wheat. 

In a few seasons these methods, combined with very heavy 

marling, transformed the soil of the estate farms. 

The names of Tull, Townsend, Coke and Arthur Young 

have been allowed to obscure those of dozens of other success/ 

fcl improvers, and must again do so here, for these men, ah 

though not alone, were representative. Coke transformed a 

large tract of light and crodable Norfolk soil, formerly poor 

pasture infested with rabbits, into a rich farmland. This again 

was done by marling, bv muck, product oi the new breeds of 

cattle which Coke brought in from the West Country, by 

the increase of flocks of sheep, by a new and fallowlcss rotation 

and by the cultivation of drilled swedes. Moreover Coke pet/ 

suaded bis tenants to let him enrich them, and they followed his 

example with remarkable results. The annual gatherings for 

die Clippings, at Hoik ham, became forerunners of the County 

Agricultural Shows: all visitors were welcome as guests of the 

house, and at the last, the forty/second of these meetings of 

farmers and improvers from all over Atlantic Europe, there 

were seven thousand such guests. They carried to their homes 

the tale of the agricultural miracle of soil/transformation which 

they had seeu, which had been explained to them; and their 

new knowledge enabled them to go and do likewise. 

In addition to turnips and swedes and even cabbages for 

winter feed, if stock w as to be improved then better summer 

pasture would be necessary. Improvers not only developed an 

already established technique of making leys, with sainfoin and 

lucerne, with vetches pioneered by the French, but with grasses 

selected from the innumerable wild species by the careful cob 

lection of seed. 

The breeders of new livestock were working simultaneously 

with the men who were solving the problems of winter feed 

and new pasture, and they bad to work largely with unimproved 
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pastures; but still, by the time the results of their work were 

ready for general application, the better pastures were beginning 

to be available. 

The story of the breeding of new strains of cattle and sheep, 

improved almost out of recognition on the old ones, is long and 

involved and only a sketch of it can be given here. The work 

was started, probably before the beginning of the seventeenth 

century, by farmers in France and Flanders, and the flocks and 

herds of these men had. been studied by Robert Bake well of 

Dish ley during his Continental tours. BaJkewcIl was a 

Leicestershire farmer, large, hearty, slightly dishonest, who 

ruined himself by indiscriminate and ostentatious hospitality 

Co those who came to observe his methods and results.*1*0 He 

was no Coke, but he was a very remarkable breeder. His 

methods entailed the abandonment of the established rule that 

one went for new blood outside the breed with which one 

was working; Bakewell inbred cattle and sheep for the 

qualities he wanted in the offspring, intensifying their good 

points by this means in very few generations. His success with 

Longhorn cattle was ephemeral, largely because the breed itself 

was awkward and unpopular; his success with sheep, however, 

was so complete that the qualities of die sheep which now teem 

in three continents are largely due to him. A similar service 

was rendered, with Shorthorn cattle, by the Colling brothers, 

using Bakewclf s methods. 

A.nd so it went on. among both the tillers and the stock' 

raisers, the improvement of plants and animals, the diffusion of 

local attributes, parochial qualities, all over the Atlantic 

European region; the crossing of plants and of animals to 

produce superior strains and special attributes. The men who 

did this work had never heard of genetics, had usually to feed 

their beasts off wild pasture, were in no sense “scientists”. They 

used their brains, certainly, but above all they used their tact 

as countrymen, as fclLow^mcmbers of soil with the creatures 

upon whose bodies they worked. Not only cattle and sheep, but 

pigs and horses were prepared for the new era of soibmaking; 
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pigs, largely by the crossing of local breeds to product a 

compromise of qualities, and by the introduction of Chinese 

and, later, Indian blood. Horses by selection and crossing among 

the animals which, for some centuries had been used to pull 

carts, or as pack animals, but for very little else about the farm. 

We, in our generation, are inclined to see the passing of the 

horse and the establishment of the tractor as the end of a long 

age of service in the harness of the plough. In point of fact xc is 

the end of a brief incident. The horse did not begin to take 

the place of oxen, in most parts of Europe including most parts 

of Britain, until the beginning of the nineteenth century. The 

passing of oxen was indeed the end of a very long age of service 

to man and soil, bur horses have not played an important part 

in Atlantic European agriculture. 

By tiie end of the second decade of the nineteenth century the 

agrarian revolution was complete. A new social system had 

given rise to a new system of mixed, high farming. What were 

the consequences for the soil? They were wholly good. For the 

very basis of the new farming entailed larger and better herds of 

cattle, and hocks of sheep, the constant enrichment of the soil 

with organic material in enormous quantities, the maintenance 

of a balance between "corne and cactell” on every farm, the 

cultivation of a very much more numerous range of crops, the 

use of soiL'making legumes, drainage with the newly invented 

tile drainage pipes, hedging and ditching and the planting of 

shelter belts of trees. Perhaps never was soil so coddled. True, 

the weight of crops, whether vegetable or animal, was greatly 

increased, but the soil could stand these drafts on what was no 

longer capital fertility, but 2 considerable and rising annual 

increment of fertility. 

It has been pointed out several times that the temporary ruin 

of an agricultural community may be and often is the salvation 

of their soil. The constant check put upon the Russian peasants 

by the Tartar horse/herds long saved the Black Earth from 

exploitation. The misery of the mediaeval cotter, dispossessed 
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ofhis arable for the extension of sheep runs, meant that diseased 

soils were regenerated by going back under grass. The jEuio- 

pea.u soils resisted the Napoleonic wars to admiration, but had 

the colossal new population of the industrial towns which 

arose with the industrial revolution been fed off their native 

soils, strong though these had now grown, they could not have 

withstood the plague of men which infested them. In the first 

decades of the new industrialism, surely the most dreadful 

disaster which has ever befallen mankind, the proliferating and 

sickly masses of the horrible agglomerations of factories and 

slums which sprang up every where in. the service of the ingenious 

entrepreneur’s profit, were fed off native soils, to the great 

enrichment of the farmers and their landlords. While those 

landlords ruled, the system was maintained but as soon as the 

new industrial bourgeoisie was able to wrest power from, the 

landed interest, the system was destroyed. It had, even In the 

name of humanity, to be destroyed. Not that humanity had 

much to do with it: the industrialists of north-west Europe, 

and notably of England, used the children of their fellow/ 

citizens for mining work which, among the Greeks and 

Romans, had been thought suitable punishment for convicts 

and prisoners of war. But even these men could see that it would 

not serve their purpose if the entire working-class starved to 

death, and that the operatives could not afford even bread at 

the prices demanded by high-farming, and by the rents which 

high-farmers had to pay. Happily for them, the farmer’s mono¬ 

poly could be broken, for the Americans were beginning on 

that career of mining soil fertility by means of wheat and other 

corns, which was to reduce seven states of die union to semi- 

desolation in one century. Imported corn poured into Britain, 

and later into the ocher north-west European countries. Im¬ 

ported meat also. Throughout the nineteenth century the pro¬ 

cess was a cumulative one, and, to take England as an example, 

between 1875 and 1885, the English wheat land lell by a 

million acres, which went back under grass. Nor could this 

grass be profitably fed off to raise meat, for while the North 
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Americans were buying European culture with soil fertility 

mined by means of cereals, the South Americans were be/ 

ginning to do likewise by means of vast herds of cattle, ini/ 

proved by the import of British bulls. The middle west of 

North America, and the south'west, were also overstocked 

with beasts for the rising trade of meat packing, the centre of 

which was Chicago, a city of mass slaughtering revolting to 

contemplate, English and many other European farmers were 

left with dairying and maikct/gardcning. 

There can be no doubt that greed and humanity together, ov 

rather the habit which incorporates both, would have led 

European farmers to ruin their magnificent soils by feeding the 

urban masses off those soils, had it been possible to persuade 

the financiers and industrialists that a policy of high wages was 

a good one. They were, at the cost of their own impoverish/ 

menr, saved from impoverishing their soils. European indus/ 

trial man, trebling his numbers within four generations,221 

became a serious, and in places fatal disease of soil; but by 

reason of the Liberal “cheap food and a high birthrate and 

devil take the hindmost” policy, associated with the Man/ 

Chester School of Economics, whereby production for its own 

sake is considered mote important than the people you arc 

producing for, these men were a pest not of their native soils, 

but of alien ones. 

T11 feeding these enormous masses the American soil/ 

miners, and the European farmers who still tried to compete 

with them, were assisted by chemistry. For centuries, indeed 

for thousands of years, men had been trying to discover - how 

plants got their find, for if they could do that, then farmets 

could "fatten” vegetable crops as they could fatten animal crops. 

During the second half of the nineteenth century Baron Justus 

von Liebigs Chemistry Applied to Agriculture nrJ Physiology, 

later his Natural Laws oj Husbandry were published in numerous 

editions and several languages. Liebig, and other chemises, had 

made the fundamental discovery that plants feed ou mineral 

salts in solution. They knew only ofthe three principal nutrients, 
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had not yet heard of tractyelement nutrients, knew nothing of 

photosynthesis. But they did confirm the importance of nitrates, 

which had been discovered but not realized in the seventeenth 

century, and discover that of potash, and of phosphates. They 

did make it possible for farmers to replace in the soil some of the 

mineral elements which plants removed from, it; they also made 

it possible for crops to be grown in total disregard for the “life” 

of the soil, by means of a kind of “hydroponics” in which 

plants stand in the soil but are no longer part of its life. As a 

result, they made possible the lulling of soil without the warning 

fall of crop yields which had formerly signalled to farmers the 

moment to grass down the soil and move to a new plot; the 

Dust Bowl was to be one result of Liebig’s discoveries. 

Liebig himself, although a great chemist, was not that moiv 

stcr of deformity, a specialist; he was one of the last “complete” 

men among the great Europeans. He understood perfectly well 

man’s place in the soil community: Dr, Blych, his .English 

editor, wrote in the preface to The Natural Laws of Husbandry: 

The excrements of man contain all the mineral matter, not 
only of com but also of die cattle $old from the land. Could 
we restore dtese excrement* to the soil, a perfect circulation of 
the conditions of life for plants and animals would be estab' 
lished, and our fields would be retained in a permanent state 
of fertility. 

J. B. Lawcs, the foundet of the Rctbamsted Research 

Station, and J. H. Gilbert, who together had already esca.lv 

lished a factory for manufactoiingsuperphosphates, launched a 

test of the new fertilizers which has been going on ever since, 

a test of wheat grown with fertilizers against wheat grown with 

dressings of dung. It has demonstrated that from the point of 

view of the crop, the one is equal to the other.332 

But whereas fertilizers are simply mineral salts, dung and 

other organic refuse, containing the same salts, also add to the 

soil material which maintains and builds up its structure as a 

complex of organic functions. The spectacular American 
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demonstration of the dangers of chemical fertilizers, and of an 

industrial attitude cowards soil, came just in time to save 

European soils from a like fate when, economic conditions 

having changed and European firming being again profitable, 

it might have paid European farmers to follow the American 

example. European farmers used, fertilizers, of course, and even 

took advantage of them to practise monoculture on a small 

scale. But on the whole they were prevented, by the land/ 

tenure system obtaining in Europe, by the smallness of hold/ 

mgs, by their own traditions, by the fact that they had inherited 

a valid rural way of life, from abandoning the old high/farming, 

the older mediaeval farming rule of balancing stock against 

corn, pasture against arable, and so maintaining both in good 

heart. 

Moreover, the same American disaster, followed by similar 

ones in Australia and in South Africa, gave rise to new 

agricultural thinking, to the work of men like Sir Albert 

Howard, who demonstrated that composts oi animal and 

vegetable refuse not only improve soiUtructure, but provide all 

the mineral elements required by crops. As a result of the work 

of organic husbandry, sneered at by brash journalists as “com/ 

post mysticism*, it would appear that crops grown in such 

composts are free from many of the ills, many of the pests which 

infest crops grown with chemical fertilizers. Certainly the crops 

seem to be healthier, sturdier, and there can be no doubt at all 

as to the state ot the- soil; it is altogether more lively, mote 

flexible than soil which receives no compost. As a result of the 

work of the compost men and women, there should be no 

danger tbar any European farmer will make the mistake of 

supposing that the existence of chemical fertilizers emancipates 

him from responsibility towards the soil as a living organism 

in union with which he, and his customers, live. Economic 

accident, and the incomparable soil sense of Atlantic European 

man, has once again saved Atlantic European soils from man 

as a plague/organism. 



CHAPTER XV 

TOOLS, TECHNIQUES, AND 

STATES Of MIND 

AND SPIRIT 

THERE is no peculiar merit in ancient things, but there is 

merit in integrity, and integrity entails the keeping together 

of die parts of any whole, and if those parts are scattered 

throughout time, then the maintenance of integrity entails a 

knowledge, a memory, of ancient things. The community of 

men is kept whole and healthy by some valid idea, some 

inspiring feeling, the components of which are scattered 

throughout time and space. Until very' recently men have 

tended to act as though the past were done with, and to com 

centtate upon present and future, but in out own time some 

progress has been made by mathematicians towards under' 

standing the nature of lime, which has come to be considered 

as one of the four dimensions in which we live. The integrity of 

idea and feeling which hold the community of men together 

must therefore transcend not only space, bur time, for no 

dimension of space, and nothing which is contained in space, 

has reality excepting in so fat as it persists. Present is a relative 

term, it is a point in time and as such has temporal position 

but no temporal magnitude. To think, feel or act as though the 

past is done with, is equivalent to believing that a railway 

station through which our train has just passed, only existed 

for as long as our train was in it. A community which ignores 

or repudiates its origins, in its present acts, .is no mote whole 

and healthy than a man who has lost his memory. One of the 

conditions for the achievement of full human status by man is 

that he should “remember” every detail of his past* and this is 
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the importance of all the aits and sciences which recreate the 

past in our consciousness. 

In the foregoing chapters I have tried to consider men as 

members of a community living on soil, or as parasites on. a 

soil, ot as creators of an artificial soil community. Everything 

that man has ever done in his relationship with soil is significant 

for what he now does, and agricultural man can no more 

safely ignore his past than architectural man can ignore the 

Gothic cathedrals or the Baroque palaces, or a mathema/ 

tician afford to know nothing of Newton. Man, being an 

organism living on organisms, his works have organic ami/ 

botes, and the work man docs grows out of the work he has 

done tu the past. 

When men do work upon matter they employ tools which 

axe of two kinds: physical tools of wood, bone, stone, metal; 

and psychological tools which are expressed in Qiethods, and 

which become formalized a5 techniques. Philosophically, there 

is no difference between these two classes of tools: the plan a 

man makes concerning the way in which he will move a 

boulder, is just as much a tool as the lever he uses to carry out 

his plan. The psychological tools can be divided into two sub/ 

classes, the intellectual and the spiritual; the intellectual tools 

are concerned, with method and collected in sets as sciences; 

the .spiritual tools are concerned with relationships with the rest 

of the universe, and are collected together in mythologies and 

religions. A man using all three kinds of tool to turn a piece 

of waste land into a farm, uses the spiritual tool to invoke the 

help of the God whose writ runs in that parish, and thereby 

puts himself into an effectively wilful and purposeful state of 

mind; he uses the intellectual tools to decide bow to set about 

the work; and the physical tools to cue down trees and plough 

the virgin soil. 

Man devises these tools for himself, but he cannot do so until 

he is provoked or stimulated by tbe challenge of the work 

to be done, and consequently the nature of the tools depends 

upon the nature of the matter upon which they will be used. 
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Tf that matter remain.1; unchanged, the tools, once perfected, 

will do likewise, for their form has been subtly shaped so that 

it is effective in bringing man’s muscles and brain, into creative 

contact with his material. The radius of the curve cf a sickle 

is not arbitrary: it has been fixed by the way in which grass 

reacts to the blow of a knife edge, and the way in which a man’s 

arm. can move. The form of tools is as persistent as the nature 

of the work to be done with them. The nature of the work 

which man docs on soil is the same today as it was in early 

Neolithic times: he makes a tilth, plants it with seeds or trees, 

hoes them, and reaps or gathers the harvest of grain or fruits. 

Of course, there is change, but it is chieRy of one kind—the 

more efficient application of power to ancient tools. Even this 

calls for creative thinkiug and feeling—-feeling as well as thinkl¬ 

ing because die soil community is a complex of organisms. 

An early problem which man had to solve was that of tree 

felling, and in course of time he evolved a perfect axe head. 

This tool was as good as it could be by late Neolithic times, and 

it tc mains unchanged in form; only the material of which it is 

made has changed—stone, bronze, iron, steel. But die axe was 

only the physical tool which ancient man used to cut down 

trees, and the intellectual tool enabled him to devise the most 

effective way to swing his axe, to see where the tree should be 

cut in order that it should fall in a certain way. But what of the 

spiritual tool? It is this member of the trinity of tools which 

enables men to control and check their actions by reference to 

lbe “feeling” which they possess for tire consequences of the 

changes they make in their environment. Man was anciently 

aware of the whole world as alive, and finding himself ank 

mated by spirit very properly supposed all other living creatures 

—and for him life was manifest even in stones—to be similarly 

animated. If it be true that primitive men wrere prevented horn 

cutting down many trees by their inconsiderable numbers and 

poor tools, ic can also be said that even without these handicaps, 

their tree felling would have been closely and sharply coiv 

trolled by their state of mind and spirit on the subject of trees. 
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for men believed that trees had souls and were worshipful; 

and they associated certain gods with certain trees. Osiris with 

acacia, Apollo with oak and apple. The temples of many 

primitive peoples were groves, and in some, for example that 

of Upsala, men were sacrificed to the spirits which inhabited 

trees. This point of view is not one which we could adopt 

today, but it should be recognized that it was immensely 

valuable to the soil community and therefore, in the long run, 

to man. It meant that no trees would be wantonly felled, but 

only when it was absolutely necessary, and then to the acconv 

paniment of propitiatory rites which, if they did nothing else, 

served constantly to remind tree fellers that they were doing 

dangerous and important work, and to foster their sense of 

responsibility towards the ocher species of the soil community. 

As an example of the effectiveness of such a state of spirit, in 

many places, when clearings were being made, the lesser trees 

were cut down, but the finest were left standing, to provide 

homes for the spirits ejected from the fallen trees. No Agricul¬ 

tural .Executive Committee, no Soil Conservation regulation 

could have been more effective. We use today the axediead 

made by the earliest tree fellers, but not the spiritual tools oi 

which they made use to regulate rheir tree felling. What have 

we put in their place? 

The persistence of form in tools is very usual: like the axe, 

the spade and the sickle are much what they ever were, and 

even when these tools are power driven, die primaeval 

form persists in the actual working parts, because the work to 

be done shaped them, and the work is die same. Out of the 

digging stick developed the spade and the plough, and it is 

probable that the plough took two distinct lines of develops 

ment, one from the straight digging stick, the other from the 

matccckdikc digging tool which appears to have been one of 

the earliest agricultural tools used in Egypt. 

The straight digging stick underwent its first great change 

by becoming some sort of a foot plough, such as the Scottish 

utschcmntf the Irish loy or the Peruvian taccU„ at least two of 
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which arc still in use. The blade or share of such tools is driven 

under she sod with a thrust of the foot, and the worker then 

bears back on the long lever or handle, to raise the turf. Later, 

the foot plough acquired a handle at right angles to the main 

shah, by which the worker could give it a twist, thus moving 

the sod aside and turning it over. 

The use of such a tool, however, still means a scries of 

separate muscular motions for each sod turned, and the next 

step must have been to make the forward motion of the tool 

continuous. In cultivation of the kind which merely entailed 

pulverization of the soil, tins would not be difficult: the fixing 

of a digging stick in a chassis, at an angle to the horizontal, 

and later the mounting of the ch<oss.is on a wheel, or wheels, 

would have enabled it to be dragged forward so that it tore out 

a furrow. The Roman plough, however elaborated and tcfm«d, 

was hardly more than this. In very early times the shape of the 

plough—beam and share in one piece—was not worked in. 

the timber, but obtained by choosing a “plouglvtree” which 

had grown into the convenient shape. Hesiod, in Works and 

Dap, gives useful advice as to the kind of tree most suitable. 

In the digging stick, loy, straight plough line of development, 

the principle was forward motion. Another way to break up 

soil is to swing the tool towards you—the pick>axe principle. 

Tools of this type were the origin of the Egyptian plough, or 

seem to have been so. The handle becomes extended into 

harness, first for a man or woman, later for a draft animal: the 

blade becomes the share. 

Neither of these types of plough will turn over sod, to make 

a furrow and a ridge. The use of a coulter, for cutting a guiding 

line for the share, and a mould board to thrust the cut sod aside, 

are first definitely known in the Saxon plough, but it is possible 

that the northern soils had called for some such device before 

Saxon inventiveness began the cultivation of really heavy soils, 

and that the huge Celtic plough, drawn by a team of eight oxen, 

was so provided. Celtic or Teuton, this type of plough was a 

northern invention, and it was completed by what is, to my 
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mind, as a feat of applied observation, one of the most beautiful 

of man’s works, die plougWiaic which, by means of its shape, 

almost moulded by the soil itself and the work to be done in 

plougliing, lifts, shifts and turns the turf combining in its 

forward motion all the effects formerly obtained by the flexT 

bility of man’s arm and a number of muscular movements in 

several directions. Once this share was perfected, the only 

change which could usefully be made was the application of 

power to its traction. 
All die tools which ate basic to the farmer’s work remain 

much what they were when the men who used them were also 

malting use of certain psychological tools described hereafter, 

but if we seek for persistence of form in these, the story is very 

different, and in that difference may be found the beginnings 

of our fatal tendency to exploit soil as if it were mineral wealth. 

But before we come to the nature ol man’s ancient spiritual 

tools, it will be as well to make clear what is meant by per/ 

sistence of form in psychological devices. 

When wc consider in what manner the past persists in ideas 

and feelings which influence our present actions, it is futile to 

seek instances in traditional habits which happen to survive, 

but which are no longer significant. One who is not a 

Christian can make no effective use of the sign of die Cross. 

The cottage in which 1 live was built in the sixteenth century, 

but this demonstrates merely the survival of an artifact, not of 

an idea in building. The beams in my cottage axe joined by a 

certain type of mortice; I see that this mortice is being used in 

the construction of some new council houses in the village. 

This demonstrates the persistence of an idea in building. Gothic 

buddings were being erected in Britain as late as r92 5, 

but the fundamental form of such buildings no longer derived 

from the structural needs and principles of the Gothic; new 

structural frameworks were simply covered with a Gothic skin, 

and the buildings were self conscious archaisms, not demoo 

strating die persistence of a valid and useful style, but die 

existence of social and artistic debility. 
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Similarly, the fact that a backward farmer in a remote valley 

sows his seed on certain days which an antiquary can identify 

an traditionally favourable moon/phases deriving from Earths 

Mother worship, mean not chat the farmer is still using a magical 

or religious formula to help him to a good harvest, but only 

that his habits of work, like my house, have happened never 

tc encounter the kind of shock which would have destroyed 

them. 

Traditional behaviour only represents the persistence of valid 

ideas and feelings when it still serves a social purpose. 

JBuc it need not serve that social purpose .in a way identical 

with its origin. Ritual can persist longer than its first object and 

still serve the original purpose, by the substitution of a new 

object, hut one having the old function—the substitution, say, 

of the Virgin. Maty for Dcmcter or Fscbammm* Naval men 

when they board H,M. ships, salute the Quarter Deck, and tills 

ritual is a survival of the salute formerly offered to the Virgin 

Maty and her altar in the poop, and before that to the pagan 

patronesses of sailors. The fact that no such image is nowr 

carried, and that the men do not believe in the Goddess today, 

docs not invalidate the ritual, for the idea which now, equally 

effectively, serves their purpose, is that of the spirit of community 

in service, which is what they are really saluting as they cross 

the gangway and set foot on deck. 

There is almost no trace of a similar persistence of ritual in 

agriculture. Here and there fields axe blessed; Harvest festival 

is celebrated in churches; rain is sometimes prayed for. In some 

backward areas these celebrations may still have significance, 

but in the typical, representative modern fanning community 

cither the celebrations arc wanting, or they survive, like the 

Gothic style in architecture, as self-conscious archaisms, like 

Moms dancing and belfringing. They are no more socially 

meaningful chan ancient stones, and the modern farmer must 

be rare indeed who would be seriously uneasy over next years 

harvest because he had failed to attend Harvest Festival thanks/ 

giving. The reason is obvious: the needs of the soil and the 
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antiquity of the mental and physical motions which the farmer 

makes may, on the most ancient of the arti£cial soils, have 

preserved the peasant from adopting an industrial attitude to/ 

wards his soil, but the dominant spirit of the times is urban, 

and industrial, and the use of spiritual, as well as intellectual 

and physical tools, is no more felt necessary to a good harvest 

and the continued fertility of the soil, than propitiation of 

Vulcan is felt necessary by the Steel Board for the production of 

an adequate quantity of sheet steel. Ouv thought and feeling in 

these matters represents the antithesis of those of the Neolithic 

dint/miners: thy set up an image of the fertility goddess to help 

them to a "crop"’ offline in a barren scam, because the dominant 

spirit of their times was agricultural: we fail to propitiate the 

goddess in trying to maintain the fertility of our soil, because 

the dominant spirit of our time is industrial. 

What were the ancient spiritual tools of the cultivator ? With 

great and fascinating local variants, the pattern into which these 

devices arrange themselves is universal. Frazer, in the Golden 

Bough, says: 

... in antiquity the civilized nations of Western Asia and 
Egypt pictured to themselves the changes of the seasons, and 
particularly the annual growdi and decay of vegetation, as 
episodes in the life of the Gods, whose mournful death and 

happy resurrection they celebrated with dramatic rites of 
alternate lamentation and rejoicing. But if the celebration was 
in form dramatic, it was in substance magical; that is to say, 
it was intended, on the principles of sympathetic magic, to 

ensure the vernal regeneration of plants and the mnlripfica/ 
tioti of animals, which had seemed to be menaced by the 
inroads of winter. 

This pattern of behaviour is found everywhere, as Frazer 

and his disciples have demonstrated. And since the Greeks 

were paramount at expressing, aesthcdcally,such creative magic, 

if we examine the Greek section of the pattern, we can see it 

at its best and dearest. While doing so, however, it is possible 
to generalize. 
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There are two principal myths. 

A god is bom to a goddess, generally identifiable with the 

Eaith'Mothei:, Astarte, Demeter, Cybele, Ishtar, Maia, Mary. 

Before the time of agricultural societies, this god is the natural 

vegetation of the spring; thereafter, the fruitful tree or vine, for 

arboriculture is probably earlier than cericulture; thereafter, he 

is the springing corn. The young god has a brief reign of every 

kind of sensual pleasure. Dionysos, the Greek version of this 

deity, coming from Thrace and beyond as a vine spirit, 

later associated with all fruitful trees, latet with corn, was 

drunken and lecherous, and his early rites were orgies. Not 

wanton orgies, however, for drunkenness, within certain 

limits, was the origin of his icchcry, and his lechery was 

worshipful, since it was generative, and rhe promotion of 

generation was his purpose. At the end of the young god’s 

reign of creative pleasure, he was sacrificed, and either buried 

or eaten by his worshippers. Followed a period of mourning, 

and then resurrection. The cycle is that of vegetation. 

Dionysos was first depicted as a vine or a tree, and subset 

qucntly represented and addressed as a bull or a goat, and it 

was in one of his animal incarnations that he wTas sacrificed, tom 

to pieces alive by his frantic worshippers, and the flesh eaten 

raw. In many barbarous societies as late as the nineteenth 

century, and in civilized ones, such as the Aztecs, as late as the 

sixteenth, die role of the god was played not by a beast, but a 

man, who was likewise torn in pieces and eaten by his fellow 

cmzens. Perhaps, in his earliest manifestations, Dionysos had 

no father, and bis mother, the Earth herself, was his only parent. 

Later, when the function of the male in generation had been 

understood, he acquired a father, of whom more hereafter; 

probably at the same time his status as a representative of the 

spring vegetation was enlarged, he became the actual generator, 

and his worship was associated with the symbol of die phallus. 

It may have been then that the practice of eating the god yielded 

to diat of burying him, for he was the seed. 

Such a change would have entailed the recognition that the 
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death of the god was an illusion, a sleep, and his resurrection an 

awakening, At all events, when he acquired a father, Isis status 

changed, he became not primary, but secondary, a scapcv 

gnat. He was begotten on the goddess by the shy god, by Zeus; 

or, in the magical-dramatic rites, he was the princely son of the 

pries Avking, It was the function of the god to die for the people, 

as a sacrifice to the continued fertility of their soil. Only the 

goddess was conceived of as enduring for ever. But if the annual 

death of the god, the annual onset of winter with its consequence 

of death to vegetation, were understood rather as a sham/death, 

then the god must endure. Moreover, there would, with the 

rise of masculine values, have been obvious social objections to 

die tailing of die god, the king. But a death there must be. 

The son of the god, or the king, was the scapegoat: at the time 

of his importance, in the spring, his father seemed to retire into 

obscurity, the stage was held by the son, lie went thtough the 

reign of pleasure, he was sacrificed, and the resurrection was 

represented by the re>emergenee of his father, rejuvenated perv 

haps, into his former splendour: 

Dionysos (says Proclus), was the last king of the Gods • 
appointed by Zeus. For his father set him on the kingly 
throne, and made him King of all the Gods of the world. 

But this, according to Frazer, was preliminary to sacrificing 

him instead of his father. 

The resurrection is by no means always managed by the rev 

appearance of the father in his former office. Diodorus Siculus 

says that Dionysos was the son of Zeus and Demeter, and 

owed his resurrection to his mother who, after he had been rent 

in pieces by his worshippers, reassembled Ills mangled remains 

and made him whole again. In other accounts, after the remains 

of the god had been buried, he rose from die dead and went to 

heaven; in others again, Zeus swallowed bis soifs heart, and 

begat him again on Scmele; or the heart itself pounded up, is 

seminal when eaten hy Semde. 

if in many of the Dionysos and similar myths, the mother 
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of the god is De meter, or Persephone, who tend to become 

indistinguishable from each other in certain stories, these two 

goddesses have a myth of fertility to themselves, without any 

male interference. This myth, the Greek version, is less widely 

diffused than the Dionysos myth, yet it is found beyond the 

Hellenic world also. 

In the Greek version the worship of the Earth-'Mother cook 

shape in Eleusis, a small country of flat commands marching 

with Attica. The Eleusinian Mysteries were of very ancient 

origin, but the Demetei'/Petsephone story as we have it in the 

Homeric Hymn of the seventh century n.e. seems to be rela/ 

tively sophisticated and refined. The rites, no doubt, were less so, 

Persephone was the daughter of Demeter. One day she was 

gathering Rowers in a meadow when the earth gaped and 

Pluto, god of the underworld and die dead, appeared and 

carried her o£ Her mother, stricken with grief and with her 

yellow hair veiled in black, failed to find Persephone, and 

learning from the sun her daughter’s fate, retired in sorrow and 

anger to Eleusis, where she mourned beside the well where die 

girls came to fill their water pitchers: 

In her wrath at her bereavement the goddess suffered not 
die seed to grow in the earth but kept it hidden under ground, 
and she vowed that never would she set foot oti Olympus and 

never would she let die com sprout till her lost daughter 
should be restoted to her. 

Thus Frazer. The men and oxen ploughed in vain, famine 

would have extinguished mankind, die Olympian gods would 

have perished for want of sacrifice, had not Zeus forced Pluto 

to give up his unwilling bride, but not until the husband had 

made sure of her return to him “by giving her the seed of a 

pomegranate to eat”. Zeus commanded that henceforth the 

young goddess must spend two/tbiids of the year with her 

mother in the upper world, one^diird with Pluto in the under/ 

world. Demctcr, consoled and rejoicing, caused the com to 

sprout again, the flowers to blossom, and the fruit to swell. 
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This resurrection she showed to the princes of Eieusis, and 

revealed to them ha: rites and mysteries. 

The poet who composed this story was imposing a sophism 

ticated and charming explanation of the origin of the Eleusinian 

Mysteries. These mysteries seem to have entailed obscene rites, 

and certainly the "use of-scurrilous language and the breaking 

of ribald jests'’. The rites were, in all probability, a fertility 

ballet But perhaps the poet's story was acted in the rites, tn 

this simplified version of the talc, however, it is obvious that 

the sweet form of art has been imposed upon the chaos of myth. 

In the innumerable stories concerning Demeter and Persephone, 

the matter is not so clear, the goddesses arc sometimes the same, 

sometimes different* Demctcr may be herself: the Earth'Mother, 

or she may be the spirit of the com, or only the spirit of the ripe 

corn, while Persephone is the spirit of the green com. One 

might be seed com, the other food corn. There is no need to 

go into these variants, which have their equivalents in a score 

of other cultures and in every part of the world. 

That the Eleusinian rites should have been obscene is under-' 

standable; it is again a question of the generative virtue of 

kchety. 

The Greek farmers not only invoked Demeter’s help in 

every farming operation, but some of them, for example the 

convgrowing Boeotians named the month of sowing the winter 

wheat, Dainatrius, The Latin name of the goddess was Ceres, 

and wc use her name today when we write of cereals, though 

whether she would have approved of patent breakfast foods is 

another matter. 

The Harvest Home and Festival, at which Demeter was 

offered part of the crop and the gratitude of the peasants, took 

place not in May when, according to Hesiod, the corn harvest 

was carried—for the poet tells the farmer to reap his coin at 

uthc morning rising of the Pleiades”, in his century, by our 

reckoning, May 1 ith—but in October, at the same time as the 

vintage. Whether this was in order to associate the two festivals, 

or whether it was ro remind the goddess of her duties at the time 
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of ploughing, and sowing a new crop, when her help would 

be most useful, we do not know. Probably the latter reason 

was the more important.3** 

For the ancient farmers, and even for those not so far from 

us in time, every plant and animal and stone and the very 

Earth herself were alive and animated by spirit. And since, 

from self-knowledge, man knew that mind and matter, soul 

and body must be in harmony, in order that the whole should 

function, he also knew that in manipulating the body of the 

living world, he must be at one with the spirit animating it. 

That spirit was, in the earliest agrarian societies, female, as 

the social life of the society was dominated by female values. 

Thar dominance must have derived from the fact that women, 

in bearing children, did the most important creative act, for 

mans part in generation was not suspected. It was apparent that 

the earth, like one’s wife and mother, brought forth life: it 

followed that the earth was female. We have already seen that 

in societies which earned their living by ullage, a female device, 

the adoration of the Earth-Mother endured; and where the 

tradition of peasantry was ancient and never broken, this wor¬ 

ship has been interrupted only by repeated changes in the name 

of the goddess, never in her nature. In some remote and back¬ 

ward societies not even die name changed: in Eieusis Demeter 

was worshipped by nominally Christian villagers until the 

nineteenth century. 

The conflict between science and religion which occupied so 

many men’s attention in the nineteenth century, is as ancient as 

man. Observation of nature and deduction of law's from such 

observation is the basis of science. By some such observation, 

entailing a sharp break with conservative tradition, men dis¬ 

covered that the pleasures of a somewhat brutal love, for only 

poetry’ and manners have made it otherwise, issued in the res¬ 

ponsibilities of paternity. The kudos of the creative act wras 

transferred to the male. In primitive societies, the active role 

must always be given more importance than the passive. When, 

like human babies, the god acquired a father, the importance 
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of the male deity began to rise and that of the Earth/Mother 

to decline. 

In earlier chapters it has been shown that where masculine 

economic values dominated, that is in those societies where the 

male business of hunting had given rise to the male business of 

stock-raising, and in due course to nomadic pastoralism, the 

importance of women declined with the declining importance 

of tillage. The gods of the primarily pastoral Hebrews, 

Danaans, Aryas, were male. The great goddess, in such 

societies, became the consort of the sky-god, generally a tribal 

war god, Zeus, Jahveh, the atrocious Huitzilopochtli. Her im¬ 

portance might at first be but little diminished by this marriage: 

it is perhaps not too much to suggest that as the kings, and even 

the fathers, in formerly matrilinear societies, derived their title 

by virtue of their marriage to the eternal heiress, so the war gods 

derived their tide from their marriage with the Great Mother. 

I have no authority for the .idea, and do not insist upon it. 

But as war became increasingly important as a social activity, 

the importance of the great goddess would be certain to diminish 

among the warrior class, the leaders, while their allies, the 

priests, would favour this revolution against the divine candi¬ 

date of their female rivals. But such displacement was tie vet- 

easy and never complete. At Delphi, the Oracle, the god, was 

Apollo; but the interpreter was a Pythoness. It is a female 

gypsy who tells our fortune, not a male. And among the 

peasants, the goddess never seems to have lost her predominance: 

they might, under pressure, concede an outward homage to the 

sky-god, yet in their rites they continued to give honour where 

honour was due; nor did the most arrogantly male govern¬ 

ments dare interfere with the Eleusinian Mysteries. The struggle 

between male and female gods has gone on until very recent 

times, and the ruthless ferocity with which the Christian 

churches, especially the ultra-masculine Protestant churches, 

urged on the persecutors of witches, miserable survivors 

ot the goddess's servants, gives some idea of the plane of 

savagery upon which this fight was conducted. 
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And when pastoral nomads with their male gods, the 

Israelites, die D muons, the Ary as, came into warlike but 

fecund contact with such peasant peoples as the Canaonites, 

the Pelasgoi, the Dasyu, diey conquered, imposed male values, 

and male gods. But there was no absolute imposition, their own 

beliefs, like their social practices, were modified by the mote 

ancient ones: the great goddess, and the aits of tillage, endured, 

Christianity came to peoples who were either barbarous, 

worshipping war ✓gods, or super/sopbisticatcd, tolerating all 

gods and believing, perhaps, in none. The notion of a god 

who was a scapegoat, and died for the people, of respectable 

antiquity, found acceptance; subtle Greek metaphysicians 

worked on the story Co make it acceptable by the sophisticated. 

But for die peasantry, in due course, it entailed nothing but the 

substitution of the name Mary for some other name—Gybele, 

Astaitc, Dcmctei, Persephone, Pachamamnu, Maia. If 

among the people of the nations which took the creative lead 

in the world, agriculture had remained in the hands of true 

peasants, the most ancient psychological and spiritual tools of 

the farmer would have continued in use. It so happened that 

our world, die modem wTorld, was made by the English, a 

people who used a thoroughgoing iudustml/comraercial 

device to meet the challenge of their condition, and who dev 

troyed their peasantry in carrying the spirit of industry and 

commerce into their countryside. 

It is not suggested that the failure of this psychological and 

spiritual device to persist like the form of physical tools, could 

or even should have been avoided. There occurred, as humanity 

moved from soil exploiting towards soil making, a tactfully 

managed evolution, following each sudden high religious 

revelation, from the ancient myths into the high religious 

beliefs. Christianity, for example, took over ancient rituals, 

ancient moon/phases for the Christian Icstivals, while the 

Christian gods and saints took over the functions of their pagan 

predecessors. They performed, no doubt, also higher functions; 

it is not suggested that there is no difference between the concept. 
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of Christ and that of Dionysos, but the similarities are very 

obvious, and the Mass is a godfearing ritual- At all events, 

for the ordinaiy peasant and for the soil, there were no great 

differences: he still felt that be was responsible to Divine pity 

vidcnce for his soil, and must be grateful to that same Spirit for 

his harvest. 

While this state of spirit endures the behaviour of the ordinary 

man continues to be governed nor only by a certain humility, 

bur by a sense of unity and order to which expression is given 

in ie art that, in such periods, has an integrity and a power 

to move, both lust when men emancipate themselves from 

such beliefs. If is not necessary to think of the phenomena 

of magic and of religion in terms which give them objective 

reality; in any case, to do so would be impossible for a typical 

modern man. But these things have had and in some places 

still have subjective reality, and that which is in the mind of a 

man makes his behaviour. There is absolutely no point at all 

in discussing whether magical and religious phenomena ate 

true. We know nothing about truth, we have not a single clue; 

since Palaeolithic times our consciousness of the universe has 

widened, we know more facts, we have discovered how some 

small pans of the mechanism works, but there is no reason to 

suppose that we are any nearer than the Magdalenian cave 

artists to understanding the nature of the universe, which re-* 

mains a complete and, if dwelt upon, terrifying mystery, What 

is important, m our context here, is whether a faith in symp.v 

thctic magic and in the gods was effective. That it certainly was, 

for it made for man’s ease in the world, it gave him a working 

method, a unity with the whole community of species, and it 

also made for the conservation of the soil upon which he lived. 

However, Dionysos has died for us, died newer to be 

resurrected. Men are his heirs, they now’ possess some of his 

powers, and these have enabled them, by means of several very 

badly integrated sciences, to increase their numbers tenfold at the 

expense of the fertility of vast areas of soil. The damage is great 

and it is continuing, and we may, on our present course, reach 
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a point in time when the corn, quite literally, will not spring 

again. That point is far distant but none the less real. Nor is 

this the only disaster which is in the future; not only soil, but 

men were kept whole by virtue of the belief that man had a 

definite place in tbe community of things and species com- 

posing the world, and the loss of that belief has been debilitating 

and nerve-racking. Man, in his god-like role, behaves like a 

neurotic. 

Is this a necessary consequence of the failure of the ancient 

states of mind and spirit to persist 11 do not believe that it is: 

man has repudiated magic as practised by the priests, but there 

remains magic as practised by the poets, the artists, the oldest 

priests of all. If men have a thwarted religious instinct, they have 

also aesthetic sensibilities which need not be thwarted, because 

the values upon which these rest have never been repudiated, 

and art is still admitted to be a means of revelation, a means of 

uniting men, by enlightment, with the world. 

When religion as magic fails, religion as an ediical code 

comes into its own, and man tries to behave well not for fear 

of the consequences, if he does ill, but by seeking the source of 

good within himself. This is the basis of the more austere kinds 

of protestantism which are the results of reformatory movements 

at a certain stage in the history of the higher religions. In the 

West, however, the very process of intelligent virtue, entailing 

the development of great intellectual skill, created, in. that skill, 

the tool which could be used to destroy the whole basis of 

magical beliefs. Men thought that they could reason their wa.y 

into an understanding of God and ids law, only to find that 

they had reasoned both entirely out of existence, and were con¬ 

fronted with the need to put something in their place. Neither 

intelligent religion, nor philosophy, nor science can confer on 

their disciples diat mysterious power of super-normal co-opcra- 

tion ■with the motion of life, the power to be one with some 

essence felt, but not known, as the spirit which makes all life 

a single phenomenon. When the beautiful and symmetrical 

principles reasoned out by the most powerful minds are put 
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into any sett of practice, then hopelessly inadequate artificiality 

is at once revealed: they arc, in some odd way, extraordinarily 

thin, and foolish, and unreal. They have the same failing as 

intellectually produced revolutionary political constitutions: 

they arc inorganic. Any one of the poets whom Plato dis^ 

trusted, could have felt his way to a better method oi governing 

men than die absurd system devised by that powerful thinker, 

and which the Emperor Marcus Aurelius tried to apply with 

such a shocking aftermath. 

But no sophisticated society can reject its inccllectualism and 

ictutn to mysticism, can. throw away science and return to 

myth; unless, indeed, it was done Id the manner described itt 

.Robert Graves’ Seven Days m New Crete1. Once the power of 

religious belief has been lost, societies must do the best they can 

with their brains. But they still possess aesthetic sensibility. 

In the beginnings ofracionalisoi the various sciences and aits 

are felt to be manifestations of a single superior stare of mind 

and spirit, and poets ate philosophers, painters, mechanics, 

sculptors, chemists or physicists. In the early days of the Royal 

Society, scientists and artists were allies, almost .indistinguish/ 

able, and serving one discipline. With specialization, necessity 

consequence of the rapidly growing bodies of the sciences, this 

unity was lost. The specialist is by himself, he has no body of 

philosophy, no grand general idea to which his work subscribes. 

When ordinary men are led by a creative minority in a state of 

spiritual and intellectual anarchy, then they no longer sense 

or know the world as a unity of which they arc a part, the 

principal motive for action becomes a brutal self-interest; and 

even in his dealings with lu's fellow/men, man’s “nature”, liis 

feeling tends to vanish away, and he acts at best intelligently, 

at worst “bestially” and almost never feelingly. If the prospect 

before us were one of tire continued fragmentation of arc and 

science into special techniques, then our industrialism, our 

divorce from the soil community, could have no issue but the 

most frightful disaster. 

•There is, however, an alternative, and it has been suggested 
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by the need, in America, to rehabilitate soils: for this purpose, 

various sciences become the servants of a kind of aesthetic itv 

sight, and in that service they arc reunited. The process is likely 

to be assisted by the fact that, in any case, the actual advance of 

certain sciences is bringing about the overlapping of one 

special field by another which gives rise to such bastard sciences 

as bio/chcmistry, and even biophysics. The chemist, the 

biologist, the botanist, the crystallographcr, the electrician 

ate finding that their work is converging; -when the poet and 

the musician, and the painter and sculptor begin to be drawn 

in by the same unifying force, then a new integrity for man will 

have been made, a relationship with the universe as valid as that 

expressed in the ancient myths will become possible. 

The ecologists of America, and the practical men working 

to their plans, have found, that they can restore dead soils to 

life by recreating upon them a “natural” and balanced soil 

community. They begin by introducing some undemanding 

•weed which will colonize the most exhausted soils, they 

gradually introduce nobler vegetable species; they have to work 

with great care and great insight, balancing species against 

species, making sure that the trees they plant, when that becomes 

possible, will find themselves able to establish a mode of life 

with the ground plants. In the course of time species intrude of 

their own accord, and the ecologist has to decide whether these 

intruders shall, or shall not be allowed to stay. Some of the 

artificially introduced species may grow too prosperous at the 

expense of others, and must be checked; others, too mcelc, 

encouraged. In rime animal species are introduced, some living 

off the vegetation, and others, predatory on the former, to hold 

them in balance. The work, must be like building a house of 

cards, excepting that when every single feat of delicate balance 

has been successfully accomplished, then the equilibrium of the 

finished artifact will be massive, not precarious. Now this 

creative ecology, if that will do as a name for it, is unquestioiL* 

ably an art; aesthetic insight, right feeling for the grain of life 

is what must animate it. Yet its servants are the sciences. And 
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its end product is a fertile soil which, in time to come, can be 

safely cleared and ploughed and sown, and will yield harvests. 

If man can also think of himself as one of the materials of this 

new art, as well as the artist, he may yet learn from his ancient 

contact with soil how to live nobly and at peace. 
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r. Treatise on the Gods- 

Z, By die interesting and suggestive Comparative Ifistory device of Oswald 
Spengkr, his period is equivalent to out eighteenth century. 

3. According to a research carried out by the John Innas Jjistitute, earth-' 

worms, except as soil aerators, are of no importance. 

4. But there are wild species of forest/dwdlmg cacde, e.g. the stfang of die 

Bast Indies, and presumably Bis sylorsttis. On the whole, however, the 
genus favours parkdand. 

5. Where water is excessive, best soils tend to become not forint but marsh. 

Thus, although the buffalo may be a maish animal, it still belongs to the 

loess. According to Professor Cordon Ckildc (Whitt HcpptMi/ft History) 

the domesticated buffalo was introduced into Greece in Hellenic times. 
6. .See Gestalt mi Wtrklkbkeit, Oswald Spenglet. 

7. Ic is held by some diit the order iu which plants were domesticated isr 

fruit trees—edible roota—cereals. 

S. Among die things unearthed by the excavators of die Indus Valley culture 

are typical objects of BaidvMothcr cults, such as figurines of the Goddess, 
and sacramental Phalli. 

&►, for the purpose of our demonstration there can be no harm in sticking to 

the account of'the descent of the Aryas upon the Dasas, of this suggestive 

encounter between Energy and form, as we have ic in die Rigvidfl. It 

should be said, however, diac whereas scholars had deduced from this 

account dse presence, in die Indus Valley, of an abortgiutd, “Australoid” 

type of primitive farmers, in the Neolithic phase, excavation at Mohenjo/- 

claco and Harappa, as well as numerous other sites in the region, has, since 

19a r, revealed a very different state of afrits, which suggests eidiet tbit the 

Rjtveic is exceptionally unreliable as a source of information, or that it is 

wrongly doted or tl^at the im migration of the Aryas into India is wrongly 

dated ((. 1500 B.C.), from R, E. M. Wheeler's Five Thousand Years of 

Paftittcji, it is clear that if die Aryas came down into India about 1500 B.C. 

they must have encountered an olivc/skinncd, comely, “Mcditerrajiean” 

type of people, in a ratbee late phase of a high civilization of the Euphrates^ 

Tigris type, living in towcvplauned cities. This “Mohenjudajo" civilize 

don appears to have extended over a vast territory, up into and beyond 

Baluchistan, and resembled hardly at all the picture evoked by the Rijveaa 

hymns. Moreover, the civilization appears to Iiave been in die phase called 

by Professor Arnold Toynbee, the Universal Stare, a phase which would 

have been identified by Spcnglcr as one well on the way to a final decline. 

In short, die civilization was probably a thousand years old* Despice all 

this, however, the hymns express a valuable poetic truth, and 

Professor Stuart Piggott makes no difficulty over the discrepancies (see 

*P3 
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his fyetistoric Info). Nevctdidcss ic is odd thsr die Ri^veJo is clear enough 

on the subject of the <snm, the noseless, that is the Australoid part of the 

population, which, aceotdhig to archaeological evidence, was in a minority, 

ard never oven mentions die "Mediterranean” majority. Perhaps the la tier 

were cbe avcilords, and $em the conquered aboriginals to do chcir fighting 

for them against the predatory Aryasf 

re. Sea, c,g<, Pushkin’* Tie Guptuai‘j Dourer. 
n. Roman legionaries received onground com as their rations arid ate it ;i$ 

irumentum (cf the Elizabethan dish/wwAy). 

ia. J, and C. Hawfcs, PnMsisrk Brifeife- 

13. Set below. 

14. One school of anthropology reverses cause and effect in this argmnenr. .E.g. 

“The fact that most garden plants are regarded as feminine (e.g, among the 

S. American Indians) also explains woman’s prominent pan in agriculture 

in primitive societies, etc. etc,”—Rafael Katsccn, The Civiltefom of the S. 
Awtritm Infons. This argument implies dm plan; spirits were not 

feminine because women were the first cultivators, but that women were 

the first cultivators became plant spirits wccc feminine- The effect upon 

female presage would hive been much the same in either ease. But the 

theory dees not tell us why garden plants arc feminine. 

13, cf, iu particular, George Thomson's Studies in Ancient Greek Sodetf. 
Thomson* however, believes that matdlineat systems antetUec all forms of 

production, and arc rcair.caincd by tillage, abolished under pastoralism, 

Thus “Reviewing die evidence ss a whole, we find that matrilinca! daseent 

piepondcrates slightly in the hunting grades, but then declines, rapidly in 

die pastoral grades, much mote slowly in die agricultural.* 

16. But by no means identical. 

17. As well as tlie known and obvious eases in this connection see Robert 

Briflauh’s Lei Ti-od^tiurs for a most stimulating theory of Arab influence 

□u Western literature. 

15. See G. Thom.tau, on. cu. 

it). Emil Ludwig, Tlx"Nile. 
2C-. Impossibility of finding reliable relative dates makes this statement highly 

speculative. 

21. If this fgurc seems incredible, ic must ba remembered that the delta did not 

appear above sea level until 14,000 years ago. This piece of land contains, 

allowing a mean altitude of 55 feet, a volume of about 2$ Xro10 cubic 

yards of soil, the whole deposited by the Nile in r4n ceiauttes. And as 

sifting must have been far greater since deforestation oftjie highlands, most 

of this huge quantity has been laid down in the last seven diousand years. 

22. Relatively earlier arc such folk as tlie Taunts, Rr.danians and others whose 

sices have been excavated 00 Egyptian Soils. 

23. But see, against this. Dr. Henri Frankfort; see also, in The CA/il/zaim of 
the 5. Awerka: hfoto, Dr. Rafael Kanten’s argument that totemism □ri-' 

gtnates in the pritnidvc theory cf d»e transmigration cf soufs and that the 

attribution of ancestoiship to totem animals and objects can be explained 

by reference to primitive theories cf generation and coocepdon- 
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24. Hutary of %gypt. New York, 1910. See also 225. 

25. Serial JJfc in Ancient Egypt, 

26. op. dr. Thomson is A vigorous Marxist/Morgauist. 

27. See A. M. Ncguul, Tift' Geneticsl Baris of Crape Breeding. Commonwealth 

Bureaux of Agric. Plant Breeding Abstracts. 

28. Near Hit. are the bitumen lakes which provided the Sumerians with a 

natural cement *ud widi wdtttvpnoefing for their bricks. 

29. See Chapter VII. 

30. The Anabasis. 

31. This is hoc a term used by pichistorians, who call the phenomenon in 

question The Harappa Culture. Indus empire is a phrase coined by the 

author for convenience. The country and sfcite will have no name uiu.il 

the pictograpbic writing of its people can be read, and even then, since 

there is little of it, it may not give us a Dame for their country. 

32. .Royal Lidia and Pakistan Society. 
33. Pelican Special. 

34. jacks and Whvte, The Rope, of tlte Earth. 

35. See, c.g., Kggott, op. «t. 
3d. ibid. 

37. R. Zon, Forests and Water. 

16. c.g. by Dr, Paid Sebrjeher, and see also Collis, Tie Trims? & of tte Trie. 

39. Natural History of Sdbmit- 

40. In short, they practised shifting agriculture. 

41. The translation is Jowett’s. 

42. Toe Wanderings of Plants and Anintah, 

43. Mario Cbapddaiy.e. 

44. The Roman smallholding, after 393 5.C., w;ts 7 jngcro (4| acres). 

4j. An Economic History of Rome. 

46, De Re Rustica. 
47. op. rit. 

45. op. do 

49. Livy, ET, xxxiv. 

50. Livy, Y, xii. 

51. ibid. 

52. op. de. 

53. 'Turkey, of the Young Turks and Ataturk, is the analogous ease in our 

own dvOi nation. 

54. An exception might be made in favour of our dam building, c.g. Assouan, 

Dmepr and T.V.A. 

55. he, the movement away from smallholding, to plantation slavery. 

5<S. My id lies, E, .H. 
yj. These were lands, as e.g, in the Po valley, which had gone over to Hannibal. 

Thus they were not "liberated^, but ferociously punished. 

58, Bwolker&ig, 

$g. All these figures ate, of course, approximate. They stand for a truth, but 
are not the exact truth. 

do. The Peruvian coastal soils, depending on irrigation, are die exception. 
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61, See The Farmtish of the State of Otdthom, Roy Gktinger. 

62. ibid. 
6j. The oiMiuat report of the U.S. Secretary of the Interior gives the figure as 

iSc.oco by die November of i88p. 
<?4. The Cherokecs sold, on this occasion, <5,oco,ooo acres ft* S .500,0c© dollars. 

65, “European" culture, here and throughout, means Western European 
Gaeholic/Pwtestanc civilization, and is distinguished from its parent, and 

predecessor, the Hellenic Culture. The beginnings of die true “Western 

Civilizarion” can be placed c. a jj. t ccc. 

66. op. cit, 
6-7. The following is by G. V. Jacks, quoted from The Rape of the Ecrth: 

“When a large open area has been consistently mismanaged and its 

fertility reduced below the safety point, wind erosion can produce chaos 

within a few days. The wind lifts the pulverized soil bodily ffom die 

surlace, the srmospberc is chokod with sand and dost, men and animals 

are suffocated, standing crops arc torn up in one place and buried in 

a nether, leaving the countryside as though a hurricane had passed. The 

great dust scocms which have swept die American prairius in recent years, 

and darkened the sky over the Atlantic cities and far out to sea, were not 

heats of nature. Fifty years ago, stronger winds than accompanied these 

dust jcornu would have blown over the grass-grown prairies and lefr no 

trace of their passage “ 

<58. Jacks and Whyte, op. ed. 

09. Ceogtapiy of the Soils of Chit™. Nanking, rgjti. 

70. My Country md My People- 
71. The term is used for die people who lived in what is now China; the 

Chinese, properly so called, ace of later origin, 

72. Children of tht Yellow Forth. London, 1954. 

73. The Yellow River is comparatively new. Dr. Andcrsson {op. cit,) was able 

to show that the river has come into being since the deposition of d'.e loots 

plains. Elsewhere in this book wc refer, on good authority, to N- China 

loess “2000 feet deep". Andcrsson says dial this estimate is due to corv 

fusion between real loess, die Humo/tu ot Yellow Earth, with die loess, 

like Jlippariatt clay, and that Hvatg/tu is probably nowhere more chan 

100 metres deep, 

74. Teilhard and Lice nr. 

7f. “The Neolithic Age in Northern China,* Axtiphy, 1933. 
76. Disliop, ibid, 

77. Schneider, MaschelgtUtiti&tn. A. fiiend of the present writer saw Cowrite 

shells being used at small change in the State of Orissa in 1940. 

78. Shell; at Evidence of the Migration of Esrly Culture. 1917. Sec also Schneider, 

op. cit. and Staton, Eibso'Concbohgy: A Study of Primitive Money. 

7V. Hisfoire Naturdk da Senega! {c. 17150) . . Concha venerea sic dicta 
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“potculi”. On the other hand there is an obvious phonetic derivation from 

the Urdu kauri. The Latin and Greek words suggest a naming from the 

look of the shell. The two possible derivations do not necessarily clash, but 
tltis is not the place to discuss this. 

80. J. C. Melville’s monograph on the Cyprara. 
81. I In (ley Ckssner Creel, The Birth of China. 

82. Bishop, op. cit. 

8j. Creel, op. cit. 
84. Creel, Andetsson, op, cit., and others. 

85. Creel, op. cir. (our italics). 

86. See 88, 
$7. The bush was evidently fired by the beaters. 

88. Tie She jSCwj*,' The Booh of Pnefoy. Trs. James Legge, London, 1865. 

89. Chestnut-soiL The soil between the black earth steppe and the arid steppe* 

Fertile, but unstable when ploughed. The passage is from Jacks andWliyte, 

op. dt. 
90. B. Keller, “Distribution of Vegetation in the Plains of European Russia,” 

J of Ecology, 1927. 

cjt. D, S, Mitsky. Russia: A Social History. London, 1:94a. 

92. ibid, 

93. See Tact V. 

94. Reindeer herding, indeed, is between pastoralism and hunting ... a link 

between die two economics. 

95. See Parc V. 

96. Brovka, Scytbiai Art. Berlin, r9^8. 

97. c. a jo. 95$. The Russian prince in question was Swatoalaus, of whom 

Gibbon says: "By an embassy from Niccphorus, the Creek Emperor, he 

was moved in undertake the conquest of Bulgaria, and a gift of f5<X> 

pounds of gold -was laid at his feet to defray the expense, or reward die 

toils of die expedition. An army of sixty thousand men was assembled ar.d 

embarked, they sailed from die Bocystbcncs to the Danube, dicir landing 

was effected on the Moeiian shore and after a sharp encounter, die swords 

of die Russians prevailed against the arrows of the Bulgarian hor«,'T 

98. See Mirsky on the origin of diis name. Gibbon says: "The name of Russians 
was first divulged in die ninth century by an Embassy of Thcophilus, 
Emperor of the East, to the Emperor of die West, Lewis, the son of 
Charlemagne.” The Greeks applied die name oojS to the Crimeans. The 
popular derivation &om an eponymous hero. Rune, seems to be fanciful, 
yet ji has die kind of crudi which commonly goes with folk-derivations, in 
that certainly the Swedish adventurers gave nationhood to the Slavs. 

99. Nicdcrlc, Manuel dc I'Antipitd Slave. Paris, 1922. 

roo. cf. the Carthaginians, and the modern Americans. 

101. See Mitsky, op. cit. All these steppe peoples were Mongols. Tartar means 

“subject of the house yf Jarg^^a^. 

102. Marco Polo, Traveh. 

203, I must confess that I had allowed my ideas of the Treats to be much 
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ipffuenccd by the common meaning of the word Horde. This mistaken 

idea has been corrected by Mirsky (op. dt.). Florde seems to be a bad 

translation oftbe original, 'which is Orda, and from -which, nevertheless, 

bordc ii deriv'd. Onh, Russian, comes from Ordat Tudci, meaning both 

coips ot division of an army, and its H.Q. Thus, Goldtti Horde can mean 

either Golden Army Corps, cr Golden G.H.Q., bm not simply a rover 

of mounted men. The '‘Golden”, in the context, comes from the gold 

leal'or paint top of the principal pavilion of the camp of the western 
Tartars. In modern Turkish, Otdu actually means an amry corps. Hence, 

aha, by derivation, Urdu, meaning “camp language5’, “military jargon”, 

etc. Mirsky uses Golden Qrdu; I shall stick to the mote familiar term. 

104, Sard on the vclga. 
roj. Harold Lamb* Tomcylani'. London, I92p. 

ic6. Mirsky, op. eic. 
107. cf. Qawiqs, A federation of uibes which had seceded from a former 

federation. 
ro8. Sex: also James Mavoi, Ats Economic Histeyy of Rfuri.T. 

ros. Treaty cf Nerchinsk, 
no. See Mavor, op. dt. The novel referred to in this passage is, of course. 

Dead Souls. 

in. Mirsky, op. eic. 

m. See Chapter 14. 

iij. Prnfessni E. Washburn Hopkins, “family Life and Social Customs as 

They Appear in die Sutras,” Cotnhridte History of India. 

ir4. Mrs. C. A. F. Fhyt Davids, "Economic- Conditions According to 

Early Euddhisr Literature," Cambridge Bhioty of India. 

riy. Rhys Davids, op cic. 

n<5. W. H. Moreland, C<wbfidge History of India. 

117. jlhys Davids, op dr. 

128. Profcssoi Ik Washburn Hopkins, ap. cit. 

lip. O. Spcngkr, Geitoit and fflirkHcbfait. Dcr Uirtergoti” des Avendlondfs. 
110. W. H, Moreland, op. cic. 

iar. A term now used for alt peasants. 

12a. Not, be it noted, cf die profit. The taxation cf the profit is a device only- 

possible in au advanced capitalist society engaged primarily in cash* 

cropping. The tdyats were, primarily, subsistence farmers. 

Mutdand, op. cit. 

124. See Moreland, op. cit. ‘’When endecs £jt assignment could nor be met in 

full, the figures in the valuation were arbitrarily raised so that ordus could 

be carried out on paper, bat the assignee would, in tact, be unable to 

realise the income to which he was entitled, etc. etc." 

I2J. The Minister responsible for this reform was Raja Todar Mai. 
XZ6. Moreland, op. ctf. 

127. Zemin—Petsjar. fci “land”. 

122. Dmen=State Secretary, Minister. Hence Dta/, an Administration. 

r2<). Apart from die principal authorities, notably those of the Cambridge 

History of Indio, ou which I have drawn for the following brief study, I 
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have had the very great advantage of the persona] advice of Mr. Airbnr 
Hartley, I.C.S., O.B.E., one time sctdcmenL officer in the Rangpur 
Survey and Settlement operations (1931^38) and author of the Report of 
chose operations. His work, entailed a detailed study of die revenue system 
of Bengal, historical and actual The Report was published (1940) by 
the Bengal Government Press. 

ISO. See E. I. Company Revenue Board proceedings for 15 December 1772, 
and subsequent Proceedings. See also Philip Francis, OtiffOfll Mtaites of 
the Governor General and Council of Fort William on the Settlement and 
Collection of the Revenues of Bengal. 178a. 

t;r. ibid. 
rji. Letter from Edmund Baba' quoted by Ranubottom. 
13 3. A- C. Hardey, op. cit. 
134. Hartley, op. cic. 
135. See, for this period, J, T. Gwynn, I.C.S. (Retd.), “The Madras District 

System and Land Revenue to ifiiS” Cotnbri^ge History of hidis. Thai the 
zotKin&rs did not even fed themselves, or behave as, land/owners i$ 
strikingly obvious from, for example,,! report of a Mr. Goodlad, Collector, 
quoted, op. dt, by Hartley. 

136- vide Toynbee, A Study of History. 
137, Aliouez, quoted by E. J. Payne. 
13S. Some writer.? have Nahua and odiers Kabiutl; it seems the latter is an 

adjectival form and its tree ns a name a solecism. 
Xi£>. Clka, but without any of the conventional andiropological implications 

cf the word. 
140. Patbmamu; was also, signiUcandy, die patron deity of pregnant women. 

Santiilan, Tres rtUeiaties de tmtigiiedades PsmMs. 
14T. For Gardlasso de k Vega Inca, Htrtra'cccha is a “modern God” and the 

Creator is called Pacbccamac. 
142. SatmientnT account. 
143, Tn the west, Cm&sttyn, from the Apuiiouc to the maritime cordillera 

and the coast. In the north, Cbincbcy-'suyu, the coast valleys, Huamanca, 
the Jauja valley, Huanuco, Caaamarca as far as Quito. In the south the 
Collc^snyn, being die Titicaca basin, Charcas, Tticuman, Chile, and 
die Ar equip a, Moq eguiand Tacna valleys. Imlie east, die almost unknown 
forests penetrated by Inca armies were Afid'snytt* See Markham's History 
of the Incas. 
In his foijrcf Commentmes, Garcilasso dc la Vega Inca also calls die 
Empire Yncap the Inca's Vassals or the Inca's Men. 

T44. Garcitasso de !a Vega lucrw 
145. G- de la V. in op. cit. has tuttmac, 
346. Markham, See his translation of the OUontay drama; this appears as 

an appendiv to his History of the luces in which he also discusses other 
works of literature. Sec also G. de la V. in op. cit. Book II, Chapter 

XXVII. 
347. G, dc ],t V., op. cio 
143, Translation by Markham (Hakluyt Society). 
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f49. And for ail oclur tarns of rehrionsliip scc G. de la V., op. dt„ Book IV, 

Chapter XI* 
150, See, c.g. among others. George 1 ltomson in on. or. 

fji, Markham. The huts if Saavedra, El Aylhr, Ctmow, Organization 

of tlx Empire of tk Jl«nw. Invertigsm into their Aucitot Agrarian Comnatbni. 

See, concerning the maintenance of the tribal pattern in imperial times, 

flehmundc, El Pm aniigso y tu mrfmas sodmjps. 

1 j*r c.g., Viracoha, and his son Urco. And it was another such preference 

which gave rise to die Civil War which put the empire u Pixarrof mercy. 

153. ITisbry of tk beer. 
154. The New World, like the Old, has a universal flood legend. 

75$, The actual process of change is implied in G. de la Vs. statement (op, 

eh.) that in the Inca provinces men and women cultivated the soil, in the 

barbarous provinces, chiefly women. 
Ijts. The nations were: Cuaficczta, Tundatna, Sugamoso, Tunja, and ftogara. 

See Joyce, South Anvrieo# Ardsaubfl. 
) 57, See, conccLJiing also shcer/maiiiagc among the Inca, G. de la V., op. cit. 

Chapter XXV. 

155. Koch'CrunCerj, ZwdJdmBt ftdter i&.t Inihntm. 
159. Anthem glam and die orlicr atidwnat are, like the camels, C. JrmHedtts 

and C. bitetriamt, of die family Carodidae. 

ieo. op. cit. 
n$t. niii Toynbee, op, cit. 

162. History uni Seoul htfktenef of (fa Paints. 

163. Apehgtlice Hirtoria. 

r<ty, We do not retet here to the influence of Y. A. Joyce's Tjahumaco l and 

Ttahaatiaco IZ cultures on the ceramic styles of ProrcyChimn and Proto 

Lasca, hut to an earlier, megalithic Tiahuanaco. Markham finds die 

masonry and sculpture styles of megalithic Tiahnanaco occurring in 

Cuaio, at OllcctajLtamper, Couebaca, and in such relies as the Chavin 

Stone, See Tlx Irnas cf Peru. 
165. Bulletin No. 574, Texas Agricultural Experimental Station. 

z<56. As usual, regarded among all American Indians as animared by a female 

spirit-a convmaidrn, die Ghkontsmil of the Mexicans, die Hag of the 

Cherokees. 

107. Payne, op. dt. 

Jtr58. George Vaillant, Tht Azttxr of Mixiio. 

169. Regnabat, c. toy>n<io according to Sanniento. The. Inca seem always 

to Jiavc lived to agrs exceeding one hundred, but we have nor been able 

to discover whether this was really so. It ft possible, but improbable. The 

age and reigns giver, by G» de la. V, in op. dt., arc more normal. 
ryo, 'Translation by Sir Clements Markham. 
17J, This narcotic was one of the most valued crops, was used in tchgious rites, 

and was exclusive to the Inca. Its use outside the Inca aristocracy was 

rigorously controlled by the government, 

172. In Britain today farming land is being lost to the builder at the rate of 

about 50,000 acres p« annum. 
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J7j. Squfers, Pent. 

174. The Upper and die Lower waocn, i.e. Cuzco. But Hariri—and 

Hanan—seem to have a significance other chan one of place. The division 

of communities into two groups thus designated evidently had some social 

significance. Ic may possibly be of gteat antiquity, perhaps a vestigial 

remainder of tribal division into Pkiirits? G. dc la V. in op. cil says 

Hatan refers to the Sapa Inca’s party, Ilurhi to that of the Ccoyat die queen, 

and that Hunan families took a son of eldct>b:ocherly precedence over Hum 

families. 

175. Markham: Rita aid Luwj oj the Itxas. The Inca had an attractive myth 

concerning rainfall. Pechtsatnac caused a truidert to stand in heaven with a 

pitcher and water the carch when necessary. She Had a naughty brother 

and he sometimes broke her pitcher, when die consequences, on earth, 

were thunder and lightning. The story occurs in a set of verses, which we 

print for rhe benefit of those fntetesced in die musical possibility and simple 

Tnenc of Quichua poetry. Wc arc not sure of die stresses in this language, 

but the mecre appears to be that o£Hiauialba: it may have been one common 

throughout the American Indian cultures, and perhaps Longfellow boty 

rowed tom an Indian source. Our translation attempts to rccain this 

metre, and the exact sense; wc make no adieu claim for it. It is made not 

frnm die Quichua* with which wc arc not familiar, but from, a Latin 

lintvfordine translation by Fadier Elas Valera* 

LiKf'ferAsMt Not fkiv/ar-Jw 

Sumac nusta Pulchta nympha Lovely maiden 

Ttirallayqui Prater mum See—thy brocher 

Puytiuyquita Utuara tuum Shatters now thine 

Paquin cay an Nunc infiugit Ur 11 of water 

Hina mantara Ctijus ictus Hence diis lightning 

Cunununin Tonal fidget Thunderbolts and 

Ylb.pancac fulniinatquc Thunder, yet we 

Camri nusm Sed tu, nympha • Know, royal maiden, 

Unuy quita Tuum lympham Thy dear -waters 

Paramunquic Fundens plujs Still will rain, arid 

May liunpiri Intcrd unique Sometimes also 

Chichi muuquic Grindincm* sue fall ns h?Jl, or 

Ridsnunqnk Nivetu mittis tall as snowflake*. 

Pacha muac Mundi factor Earth’s Creator, 

Pachicaniac* JPochacacnac Pacliacamic, 

Virococha* Viiacocha Viracocha 

Cay hinapac Ad hoc munus Tor this service 

Churasunqui Te sufficit Thor appointed, 

Gamasunqui Ac pradterit Thee created 
*Both names for die supreme God. Eachacamac means, literally, "teacher of 

all things”. We can find no literal meaning for Viticodia, which is pc:/ 

haps simply a name, or is in some proco/languagc, and the meaning lost. 

176. In a note to bis edition of Cie&i de Leon. The Nasca Valley is in the 

north'west coastal region. 
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177. Markham uses the word Incas co mein peoples of the Andean civil izarion, 

37 a, See Chapter XIV, 

X 79, Genesis iii. 
iso. See V. Careen ChildiA Dean cfF.wpcw CiaiUzation. 

i8 xr Clark. G„ Ttf Muniitbic Settlement of North Europe. 

I8i. But perhaps not certain, Something of the sntt seems always to be assumed 

by archaeologists, who are pcrliaps rot aware that in certain pans of 

Canada where bitter experience bas made iarmets afraid to plough soils 

which ought never to have been ploughed in rite first place, wheat is 

successfully gtown on 1 large scale by simply scattering- seed among die 

stubble of the last harvest, without any ploughing or culcivaring. The seed 

germinates in the autumn rains and mots itself by main force* 

133. J, and C. Havvkes, Prehistoric Britain. 

1 £4. for a vivid evocation of ibis rime of change, xee 'Kipling’s "The Knife 

aril the Naked Chalk” in Rewards noil Fairks. Significantly the hero of 

this title, a stone-armed sheplierd, goes ro the forest folk for his metal knife, 

paying with die sight of one eye and by having an unwanted greatness 

thrust upot: him. 

185. J. and C. Hawfccs, op. cit. 

riff. Caesar, Dc Edlo Collteo. 
187. Vinogtadoft, Tin Growth cf the Motto*; Hubert, The Gffiti>ess and Decline 

af ike Celt'. 
rS8. cf. North-west China, Great City Shang.c. 1400 B.C. [See Chapter xl.] 

789, cf Creek city stare practice during the sevends and sixth centuries B.C. 

290. cf, the Kentish system of juw.Jrdrifl. 

I9J, C. B. Stevens, “Agricultural Life in the Later Roman Umpire/1 Gw- 

bridge Bammis History erf Europe. 

192. Bur see Norman Grew, Plongimou Wisdom. The author s experiments ate 
very far from convincing, bite they give rise to some doubts. Whet actually 

happens seems to be uncertain, and in some conditions dust middling 

promotes capillary action, 

193. See Liebig, Natural Laws of Huimidiy. 

194* op* cit. 

rpy, Edward Hyama, 7>j? Crspe'Vhx sti England. 

t.tK5, Stevens, op. c:r, 

197, In India (Chaptec X’D) when a simibc cause might have had a similar 

effect, the British stepping into Mughal shoes and maintaining order, 

prevented immediate human suffering, but at the expense of soil, and of 

future suffering. 

198, See Stevens, op. cit. 

199, ibid*, cf the Mughal attempt (Chapter Xllt) to bind peasants co soil for 

fiscal reasons, 

zoo. And farrago, a mixed crop of barky and green legumes, 

201, Wergeli, a compensatory fine payable in the family or tribe of a murdered 

man by the Bundy or tribe of the murderer. The atnounc which any given 

victim was worth depended upon his soda! position, logically enough, 

sfcee a high social status obviously entailed more expensive living. The 
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irrational modern system of hanging a murderer instead nf making 

him compensate the family of his victim is of oriental, not .European 

origin, 

202. Saxon Tbanc or Earl. 

203. Vinogradoff, who derives these facts finm the laws of Inc. These are 

specifically Saxon, but rhe pattern was similar though not identical all 
over Atlantic Europe. 

204. Sec below. 

SOjfr lit tire ease of England these were called mtgtbs, as were die territories they 

occupied. Many flwej;f& names survive—e.g.T Woking, Tooting. See 

Kemble, Saxons in England. 

206. cf. the ancient Kentish ceiiure nfgavelkind. 
207. Dovmtnn. (See Ballad.) 

2cSf Anonymms Husbandry. 

209. Tlx Growth cf fix Manor. 

aro. This was still the case in our own time in Ireland. According to Mr. 

Maurice Hcaly, K.C., 50 pa1 cent of the lawsuits in Kerry in the carly 

twentieth cenruiy were disputes ovet stinting, 

nil. Vinugradoff, op. cit. 

212. op. oil.; but this Lshtr maiixt ttmdanan was apparently not published 
until t47T (see Bussell),« Augsburg. 

213. RJcordo d’Agricaltuta. 

214. Eitccn Power. 

215. For an admirable bibliography of English fanning books see The Old 

English Terming Booh and More Old English farming Booh, by G, E. 

Fussell, F.R,Hist. Sac, 

216. A Hundredth Good Pointes of Hasbendm and subsequent books. 

217. John Forster’s JjhgfaddV Happiness Increased; or a sure end tasic rrrwrJrr against 

all succrriing deer years by a plantation of the roots called potatoes was published 

in i66/\. 

278. Ftisseli, op. cic. 

2T9. f-Jorst'boujilifig Husbandry was translated into French shortly after its 

appearance in English, yet in Flaubert's Eomirief Pttuthtf (i28o) we find 

an improving Notman landlord using Tull’s work as a manual. 

220. Robert Tcow'Smith, English Husbandry. Rut sex, for some interesting 

doubts on these questions, Mr. H. j. Massingbanfs Faith of a Fieldsman. 

221. In Britain, at least. 

222. R. Trow-Smith, op. cic. 

223. c.g., Bristol University. 

22,4. In \ 802, ,id English traveller named Dodwell carried off the statue of 

Demeter from die middle of die threshingdRoor in die ruined temple of her 

cult at Eleusis. By his own account in A Classical mi Topographical Tour 

through Greece: “In my frit journey to Greece ibis protecting deity was in 

its full glory ... the villagers were persuaded that their tich harvests were 

the effect of her bounty, and since hex removal, theic abundance, as they 

assured ine had disappeared,” 
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Praia ioc Henri Frankfort has raised a number of points casting doubt on 

this and subsequent argument?. He doubts whether women otc die sole 

propcicy owners; he dees not derive the animal gods from totems; he 

points out drat anile of primogeniture could be deduced from Pyramid 

texts, and diat die whole Homs story is based upon such a rule. Is II 

possible drat die whole diing is a matter of dates? It is not aigued that 

maujlioear practice endured, buc only vestiges of it as the primal economic 

raid social device-. 
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Note: Only significant references ere indexed 

Achacans, immig. into Greece, yd; 

sn meat/catcre, 103 

Aegospotsmi, battle oft n>5 

Africa, toil destroyed, 83 

agei Rcri'SKos, us, rjt* 

agrarian revolution, 25? 

Akbar, Mughal emperor, 191 

Akkad, ancient civil, of, origins, 59 

Akni, 170 

Alban Hill?, vineyards planted, U4 

Albert, Lake, 43 

Alcibkdes, rod 

Algotiquins, 201, 202 

alpaca, see lUnru («a) 

AltyivKhm Tartars, 179 

alluvium, as origin of agrarian cuk 

turtS, 40 

Aftmtifia wvsaim, 39 

America, S., steppe ecology of. 88 

Ananyino, prehis. agrarianism, 

Russia, I71 

An?.coIia, diffusion of agricultural 

crafts, 234 

Ancasmayu, river, 234 

Andean Great Society, 203 

anientr, Peruvian wpicul. terraces, 223 

AndctSson, Guntur, 153 
animal husbandry', invention of, 36 

Anyang, China, r$6 

Aphrodite, r$9 

Apollo, 285 

Apu/CcapacTnca, 205, 208, 210 

20 

arable firming, invention by women, 

38 

Arapahoe tribe, 146 

Alters, river, of Xenophon, see 

Kltabur, 58 

Aristophanes, 211 

Armenia, ancient ecology of, jd 

Arpachiya, site of indent agrarian 

society, <12 

artificial soil community, u<5 

assattage, 242; tight of baron* to 

approve, 257 

Alignments (India), i8g 

Assyrian State, sit fhm mitifaiis (>8) 

A*aitt, 281 
Astrakhan, Chazar capital, r7'(, 179 

Atacama, ancient S. Amtr. Hama/ 

herds, 272 

Atbarz, tiver, 43 

Athapascans, zoi, 202 

Athene, olive patroness, 702 

Athens, rise of. Oil asylum for polir. 

exiles, 94 

Attica, soil of, 9* 

audienias, see Hamas 

Auricankns, Uam£vbcrds, 212 

Aurangsdb, Mughal emperor, 19* 

Avars, 172 

axo-hcad. persistence of focm, 237 

cp/lst, Andean tribe, 203 

azobactcts, 28 

Aaecs, 28r 
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Babylon, 59 

Bacbue, Mottle Goddes, 21 x, 22X 

SifccwdhJL, zG7 

Baluchistan, Bronze Age cnliuxc, Of, 

barley, wild, hr-bttar, 35 

Baiidbayuna, SutnU 123 

Beas, tivEC, C\ 

Bede, the Venerable, 250 

Belgorod, as pedant outpost, t8o 

Bengal, J9<S 

Bihar, 19S 

Riifmzic luiematoims, in die Nile, 48 

Bishop, Gtf 1 Whiting, 15 f3 

bison, ufN. America, neve1 dom&sti' 

catcd, 34 

Blah, Walter, 262 

Blue Nile, source o£ 43 

Boeotia, 93; Boeotians, 2S4 

‘Boomers”, f44 

Bos piinifisenias, 30 

Rtamahpucst, river, 64 

wcadcoFO, Attics, production of, 103 

bodicibocd, basis of Indian society, 

1S3, 184 
bubonic plague, 254 

buffalo, domestication cf, 30 

Birigars, l?t, 17^ 

Caesar, Julius, 2,\Q, 2.S3 

Caoaaniecs, 2S7 

Guiari people, srr 

Gariks, 214 

Carmel, Vjt., early farming site, 30 

Carthage, irp, ra8 et seq. 

Casas, Las, 215 

ca!ck/c!K, Scots digging stick, 276 

Cato, agricultural monograph o£ 130 

Celts, agricultural economy, 241 

Celtic plough, 247 

Ceres, see Demurs: (284) 

Cctywayo, 8r> 

Clwnca, of Pmi, 205 

ebarqui, ’jerked" meat, 2rd 

Chamois, 171, VJ2. 

Cfxfuiitty Applitt fit Apiculture mi 
Pbyxtiw, J- von Liebig, 270 

Chettab, rivet, crib Lit, of the Indus, 64 

CbewpditM cVo\mi, 77 

Cb'eng-'TztvYai, Black pottery cub 

tuve, 159 

Cbemkccs, Hr, r^6 

citemcztM, black earth, iffd 

Cheyenne tribe, 146 

Cnibcha, 211 

r.i»Vk, maize beer, 211, Plate 111' 

Chickasaws, i/\.T 

Chile, 22(5 

China, 151 et ;<•$.; Neolidiic, rj4, 

7 59 
Cho<:tav,'S, 141 

Cimmerian farmers, x 69 

Cleon, Athenian statesman, in 

Clipper ships, 106 

Clive, Robert, 192 

aw, 224 

Coke, of HdJdiam, 265, 266 

ColK of Titicaca, 21 j, 222 

Collao, 2TG, 22tJ 

Cclmubia, 2 n 

Columella, Roman agronomist, rjG 

Cop.ua people, legend of origin of 

irrigation, 225-6 

Cornwallis, Locd, ^97~$ 

Corinth, aesthetic precocity oC 9* 

Cossack, lapsed farmers, 37, *7$ 

Codion, the, at Caithagc, 129 

cotton, change in Nile ecology, 48 

Ctescenzi, Pietro dei, 258 

Creeks, tribe, r4r 

Crete, trade with Indus Valley, 66 

Crimea, conquered by Lithuanian*, 

175 

Oilmans, 17J-4 

Cura$a, 206 
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CtlZCO, 203, 208, 222, 223 

C/bete, 28X 

Cyprae0, cowries, 157 

DdMdtfhts, Boeotian month of sowing 

seed, 2S4 

Danube Culture, 24,234 

Darwin, Charles, on earthworms, 22 

Dnys, ot Oi-sya, prehjscoiic folk of 

Indus Valley, 33,287 

Dsxfcnuial settlement, 19G 

deforestation, effect on eh mate of 

Sind, 70 

Delphic Oracle, 286 

Demeter, 279, 28 r, 283, Plates II, 

IV 

Dbarmn Sutras, r33 

Dials, river, tributary of Tigris, 59 

diffusion, of techniques, theory o£ 41 

Dinder, river, 43, 44 

Dingaan, Zulu king, 86 

Diodorus Siculus, 282 
Irrra, Indian measure, 195 

Dmitri, Grand Duke of Moscow, 

7* 
Dorians, see Achacans 

dry farming, Roman, 244 

Dutch agricultural advancement, 259 

Earth Mother, in Europe, 235 

earthworms, function in soil, 21; 

annual wt. of casts, 22 

Ecmtonw History tf Hotw, Frank, 

Tenney, 11$ 

Egypt, Upper, extent of. 47 

Egypt, Lower, origin and extent, 48 

Elfcr Coiiklhi, Harris, 144 

Eleusis, 2S3; mysteries o£ 283, 284, 

286 

Emmcr, wild habitat, 35 

Equites, Roman parvenus, 126 

Esquimaux culture, 201 

Eurasia, T>r 

Euboia, wheat exputts, ro4 

Euphrates, river, 56 

Europe, N.\V. soils, 233 

exploitation, of soil, methods, 32 

etseq* 

fcluja, Mesopotamia, 59 

Fertility Cults, possible origin, 38-9 

hitzhcrbcrt, Bohe of HuihurJrie etc., 

260 

hlaubctt, G., 133; his Solattnaho, G 

Fly Agaric, fungus, 19 

Francis, Sir Philip, r97 

Ftank, Tenney, 121, 123, 126, 135 

Frazer, Sir J., 280 

fungi, method of subsistence, 19 

Gamboa, Pedro Sarnrienfo de, 203 

Gauges, river, 64 

Geuljik, Lake, 56 

Gilbert, J. I L, 27 r 

Golden Age, historical basis, 3 r 

Gotten Bough, T)rtt Fraser, Sir J„ 280 

Gotten Fleece, 'fht, Graves, R., 6 

Golden Horde ot Orta, 174 (t sea. 

Gotten Warrior, 1'be, Munz, H., 6 

Goldsmith, O., 131 

Goths, 170 

Gothic kingdom between Don and 

Danube, 170 

Grapes of Wrath, The, Steinbeck, j,, 

347 
Graves, Robert, 6,290 

Great City Shang, 156, rtfo et'rey. 

Greece, prehistoric, soik of, 9?. 

Gtfoys Sutras, 183 

Grost&te, 2Go 

guano, 222 

Guthrie, Oklahoma, 145 
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HaVdf, 'fell, 6.2 

Hallstate, 240 

Hammar, Lske, 56 

Hanamcbacan, 225 

Hannibal, 13 3~4 

Haisppa* ancient Indus city, 66, 

71 
Harrington, Survey of bind in 

Swaaippm. W-W 

Hgrvcts f csdv:d, 279 

Hauls, Piaiit, 144 

Hail, Liddri!, 134 

Husutia, Tell, 61 

Hastings, Warren, 192, ipy 

Heusa, sit Kwo 

JlcJots, of Sparta, 10S; mas^icre of, 

iC9 

Herodotus, on health of .Egyptian 

4? 
Hesiod, 277, 284; on Boeotian 

agriculture, 97 

Heyn, Victor, Z02 

Hw ttliftmv, a? a disease of soil, j* 

Hcritsbeughkg husbandryt Tall, J., 254 

Homs, falcon gad, pois. origin as 

retem, jr 

Howard, Sir A., 272 

hwmaci-y rcc llama (212} 

Hmyna Ccapacvlnca, 205, 213 

Hnitxiiopochtfi, Aztec War God, 

14s, 29.6 

humus, defined, iS 

Huns, 171 

hunting, 34 

•ideogram;, Chinese, r6l 

Imbtos, wheat exports, re-4 

Inca, 202,203,20J 

Inca Empire, 201 d sty, 

India Act 1784,19 S 

Indus valley, 33, *4 et river, 64; 

delta, on 

inherettnee of land in India, r85 

Ionia, scientific precocity, 98 

Iroquois, 20r 

iron, introduoinn. to Italy, ill; dates 

of appearance, 240 

irrigation, origins in Mesopotamia, 60 

Ishtar, aSr 

Isomnehos (see Oihmriiws, Xeno¬ 

phon), 103 

Italy,West, soik o£ jtj> 

Italic pcopics, arrival in Italy* 120 

Jackson, J, V/., 139 

Jbelum, river, crib, of die Indus, 64 

Jhcnghizkhan, 174 

JifCJii, heir to JhenghiAh.au, 274 

Judaism, religion of the Chazais, 171 

Kabul, river, irib, of the Indus, 04 

ICado, tribes, 158 

Kailas glaciers, source of the Indus, 

H 
Kalikovo, batdc of, 17c 

Katuxngp, Indian land-tax official, 

193 tf seq. 

Kai«k, kozak, s<v Cossack 

IChibur, river, tributary of the 

Euphrates, 58 

Kharkov, 167 

Khartoum, 43 

Kiev, oxigio, r7^; soil of, 173 

KipchAs, see Cunians 

Kish, oxigbs in alluvium, 63 

Kishinev, x67 

Lsdsrm Micsesus, fungus, 19 

Lakorin: Pass, prehiit. irrigation, 67 

La Tens culture, 240 

Latium, soil aad climate, 120 et setj, 

Lawses, J, &> 271 

Lemnos, export of wheat from, T04 
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Lin Yuiang, My Country ctrd My 

■ Peoplt, r52 

Livy, on emp failures and famine, 

123-S 

llamas, 204, 212, ij$ 

loess soils, nature of, 29-3o 

Louisiana Purchase, 140 

Lycuigus, Spartan lawgiver, 109-10 

Magdalcnim paintings, 12, 232 
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Maglcmosian people, 239 

Jv-Liia, aSr 

maize, ao2, 211, 214, 217 

Malmav, khan of cbe Golden IJorde, 

176 

Mangazeya, tundra soil, Siberia, J79 

Manglesdorf and Reeves, on maize, 

215 

nUUiioe, 2TT, 21 A- -75 

Matathas, rise of 191 

Markham, Sir Clements, 203 

Markham, Get vase, 261 

Mary, 28 r, 287 

Mascall, The Go-veynment of Cntkll, 

260 

MasKkai Valley, prelristoric irriga/ 

don, 67 

tnatriliaear inheritance, in Egypt, 52 

Mante, river, 204 

Maya, the, 216 

men. as soil members, 3 x; as disease 

organism, 8t 

Mercians, King of Sparta, I0« 

Menes, Pharaoh, 55 

Menken, H. L., Tttatise ok ti-e Gods, 

11 

Mcrimdc, early tillage, 40 

Mesolithic food gatherers, 2J3 

Mesopotamia, sod of 50 

Me&senta, conquered by Sparta, XC-8 

Mexico, 203 

Mitlec (Quicchua, viceroy), 206, 2T 3 

millet, in Chinese prehistory, 162 

Mir.skv, D. S., l<56, x67, 179 

mumats, Incari?l colonics, 2c S 

Mobenjo^iara, city of the Indus* piv 

hist., 66, 6S-9, 71 

Mommsen, Theodore, raG 

monsoon, SW.f course and influence, 

4*5 
Morganism, in anthropology, 5 r 

Mughals, t88 

Mtrnz, Hope, The Golden Warrior, 6 

Muscovy, origins, 172; as peasant 

champion, 175 

Myres* SkJ„ 70 

Nun mao, 231 

Naliuanatlaca, 202 

Naimu^na, Earth God eftheUiuoto, 

212 

Nasca Valley, 226 

Namfiaua, probable first cultivators, 39 

Natural Laws of Husbandry, j, von 

Liebig, 270 

Neolithic cullivatois, first sites of, 35 

Nile, source of 43 

uitrosom£s bacteria, 20 

Niz, territory of Moscorv, 173 

Novgorod, origins, 172 

Nucgtii, Earth Goddess of the 

Jibaros, 212 

oca, esculent tuber, 217 

Qtktmmktoj Xcnopboo, on cattle 

breeding, 103 
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Oklahoma, 13 B, 141,144 et itq. 

olive, Oka twyaea, as sub-soil 

exploiter, 95, r02 

Omrturmin, 43 

Ondtgardo, Polo de, 203 

opctyficld system, 253 

erode tones of Anyang, z<3i 

Pacluciui Ynpanqui, AjnvOapav 

Inca, aoj, 223 

Pacha mamma, Earth Mother among 

the Inca, 204, 222, 279 

Painted Skeleton people, 

parasitism, on soil, 2S r#jc$. 

.Pariiucacca, God of Copara, 22s 

pastoral communities, patriarchy, 37 

Payne, D. L., 144 

Payor, E. ]., 014 

Peiasgoi, 287 

Peteyaslivl, peasant city, 173 

Pciicaed, to8 

Persephone, 283, Piste II 

Phoenician navy, at Saktnis, 106 

photosynthesis, 23 

Pknvvbor, preliist. peasant Russian 

community, 172 

PilfgOtt, SlUatt CfJ 

plantsjdon slavery, Carthaginian, 130 

Plate, 14 

Plan, Sir Hugh, 260 

Plebeians, Roman political party, 124 

Pleistocene, htimers and pairttcis, 232 

Pliny, 247 

plough, origin of 276; Saxon, 277; 

Celtic, 247 

Pluto, £53 

Polami'Lith.uaoia, as peasant chanv 

pjr>n, *78 

Poltava, 167 

Pracltis, 2S2 

Prussia, compared with Sparta, no 

yjtjuw, Andean irrigation canals, £27 

Purcell, Oklahoma, 14$ 

Qazaq, 181 

Qittfchua, sec Quitchua 
Quimbaya, 20 8 

quiste, hardy leguminous plant, of din 

Andes, 217 

quiptt, Andean recording and mnerutv 

nic device, 204 

Quitchua, language, adopted by the 

Incas, 20S 

Quite, 22SS 

Rahad, civet, 43 

tofyatf, or tyott, definition, I S3 

Raja Todar Mai, Mughal fiscal 

reformer, 191 

Kangpur, rs>6 

Ravi, river, tributary of the Indus, 64 

rice, ir. Chinese prehistory, r62 

Rigvedsi, collection of Aiytm hymns, 

33 

Rocca, Apu^Ccapacdnca, 22$ 

Roman Conquest of Europe, 240 

Roman methods of agriculture, 244 

Rothamsted, Research Station, 271 

Royal Society', 290 

Ryazan, .Russian mercantile republic, 

i7<5 

tyois, see myats 

Sahara, 130 

Sifkm’ki, of Flaubert, G., fi, 133 

Solaman, Kedcliffc N., 214 

Samarkand, Mongol capital, 177 

Samat, or Satnosata, Mesopotamia, 

5* 
Sarastov, ou die Volg£, T67 

Sannatians, r?o 

Sanniento, historian of the Inca (sit 

ah* Gamboa), 210,223 
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Satrae, Thracian tribe, vinecultiva/ 

iocs, cult of Dionysos, tor 

scientific agriculture, 128 

Scipio Afticanus, 134 

Scythians, as wheat exporters, 104; 

ii$ pascoralists, 169 

Sebek, crocodile god, pass, origin as 

totem, 51 

Scmclc, Mother of the (Scapegoat) 

God, 28a 

Scminolcs, / 41 

she&otfj, Nik-irrigation device, 47, 59 

Shang («r also Great Cir/ Sbang), 

ShataakArab, 56 

5k' King, The, 162 

Shepherd of the Sun, 213 

shifting cultivation, A&ican, 85 

Shore, John, 198 

Sulk, Tepe, Persia, site of Ncol. 

culrivac., 62 

Sicily, Carthaginian, 126 

silt, Nile, annual deposit, 4/5 

Slavs, 170-1 

smallholding, Roman, 125 

Smidi, Elliot, 158, 159 

soil, definition nf, xy ' 

soil community, explanation of, 12, 

14 
Sparta, aesthetic precocity, 98, to 8 

State, origin in die aibe, 51 

Stein, Sit Aurel, <?;, 72 

Stevens, C. E., 244,245,247, 258 

subsoil, nature of, 98 

subsistence farming, nature o£ *2$ 

sucres, ste sndenes 

Sumer, ancient soil origins, 39 

Sutlej, river, 64 

tieda, 2t 8, 276, Plate El 

Tebua'xifrtssuyu, The pour Pro*’ 

vinc«, Inca Empire, 205 

3H 

Tamerlane, or Titnur, 176 

Tana, Lake, 43 

Tartars, 374 

Tehaka, Zulu king, 8(5 

Tepe Gawra, early cultivated site, 40, 

62 

tertaciug, antiquity 0^164 

Tljalhisoctxy of Minos, 96 

Themistodes, to^ 

Theophrastus, 120 

Thrace, 281 

chtcocoursc rotation, 2^4 

Thessaly, early soil stability, 93 

Thorpe, J., 152 

Thoth, Ibis god, possible origin as 

totem, 52 

Thucydides, 4, 92, 93 

Tiabuanaco, 203, 214 

Tigris, river, source and course, 56 

Tiricica, Lake, 203, 208, 214 

Toloamish, khan of the Golden 

Horde, 177 

Tore! Jo, 258 

Townsend, Chadcs, Viscount 

(“Turnip’*), 205 

Trajan, Roman emperor, 13 8 

Treat he on the Godf, Menken, H. L., 

11 

Tribunate, establishment of, T25 

Tripolyc, agrarian culture, prchisc, 

l<J3 

tropical soils, rapid circulation of 

fetdJicy, 84 

tiudi, intellectual concept o£ 14 

Tull, Jethro, 263 et seq. 

Tujser, Thomas, 260 

Tussiligofarfora, 23 8 

Uigurs, 174 

ulhcti, esculent tubeT, 217 

UntOtO ptXjplc, 2T2 

Ur, origins in alluvium, 63 
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Ural mountains, 166 

Vaicya, Indian farming class, 185 

Van, Lake, Anotnia, <fi 

Vuw, ill agronomist, I2f, I23> 136 

Vega, Gurdlcmo de la, the Inca, 203 

Verelst, Governor of chc Council of 

the B. I. Company, r?3 
vicuna (see also llama), 212 

vine, Vitis mtfm ssp. silvtsiris Gmrf, 

ancient colt., 100; habitat, 10a; 

route of diffusion, ro2 

ViucgttidnflT, Sit Paul 252, 255 

Vfcacocha (Kontiki Viucocba), 

God of die Andaaus, 204, 225, 

126; ApU'CcapaoInca, 227 

virgin soil, 25 

Vishaigorod, 177 

Vitowt, Duke of Lithuania, 375-6 

Walter of Hcnly, 260 

wheat, wild, habitat, 35; in China, 

x«i 

■Wheeler, IL M., 67 

women, js& food gatherers, 35; 

dominant in early cultivation, 40 

Works uni Day?, Hesiod, 277 

Wortledgt’s sced'drill, 262 

Xenophon, observations of Mesoprv 

tamia in Anabasis, 50 

yam, 217 

Yang Sluo, pottery, imprints of tice 

grains, 1G2 

Yellow Earth, of Chir.a, 353 et ;r,j. 

Young, Arthur, 266 

Ynnea, irrigation works, 226 

Yucang, Lin, 352 

Zab. Great and Little, rivers, tribut. 

of Tigris, 59 

zamdar, zammim, Indian fiscal 

official and his territory, 197. d set}. 

Zetis, 2S6 
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